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Appendix - Partial Tabulated Data Listing
1
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A DOUBLE DELTA WING
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER (M = O.6 TO 5.0)
By
Roger R. Ellis and Mickey Gamble
SUMMARY
This test program was the first wind tunnel investigation of rj double
delta wing Space Shuttle Orbiter. The 0.004 scale model used for this test
was the first model constructed of this configuration and as such lacked
certain refinements incorporated in later models, the principal differences
being that the wing is located 0.1 inches model scale (25 inches full scale)
further forward than later models and that the nose contours are slightly
different.
The test was conducted May 18 - 25, 1972 in the MSFC 14 x14 Inch Trisonic
Wind Tunnel. An extensive test program including longitudinal and lateral-
directional force data with a variety of control surface deflections was
planned; however, the program was severely curtailed, especially in obtaining
lateral-directional data, by the loss of the balance rolling moment gage
during the test. The original test program is planned for completion at a
later date. A complete listing of configurations and the conditions for






a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pl - p.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2, N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
fi BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
e.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












OCN CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CAb CAB base-force coefficient; base force
qS
-Ab(Pb - p.)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS REF
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
Cl CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; liftqS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
Cn CLII yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
C1 CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CCDqSb




60e ELEVON elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
deL ELVN-L left elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
deR ELVN-R right elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
A6e DLTELV incremental elevon deflection, surface deflec-
tion angle, positive deflection, trailing edge
down, 4 6 e = (6 e=xx - 6e=o) degrees.
6r RUDDER rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge to the left; degrees.
rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,$6rf RFLAREleft split rudder trailing edge left and right
split rudder trailing edge right,
6 rf = (6rL + 6rR)/2, positive deflection; degrees.
6 rfL left vertical tail rudder flare, split rudder
deflection angle, left split rudder trailing
edge left and right split rudder trailing edge
right, 6rf = (6rL + rR)/2, positive deflection;
degrees.
6rfR right vertical tail rudder flare, split rudder
deflection angle, left split rudder trailing
edge left and right split rudder trailing edge
right, 6 rf = (6 rL + 6 rR)/2, positive deflection;
degrees.
$f BFLAP tody flap, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
5
ADDITIONS TO NOMENCLATURE
FOR MSFC TWT TEST 542
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
Clalocal CL/A local lift coefficient derivative with
alpha; per degree.
Cmalocal CLM/A local pitching moment coefficient derivative
with alpha; per degree.
"Cm/OCL DC1M/CL local longitudinal stability slope
DCIM/CL = (CLM/A)/( CL/A)
C.P. XCP/L longitudinal center of pressure based on body
[Body Length
Cylocal CYBETA local side force coefficient derivative with
respect to beta; per degree.
C)local CYNBET local yawing moment coefficient derivative with
respect to beta; body axis system; per degree.
Ci loal CBLBET local rolling moment coefficient derivative with
respect to beta; body axis system; per degree.
ICN DLTCN incremental normal force coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
DLTCL incremental lift coefficient, algebraic differ-
ence of two runs.
dCm DLTCLM incremental pitching moment coefficient, alge-
braic difference of two runs.
4 CA DLTCA incremental axial force coefficient, algebraic
difference of two runs.
6
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The model geometry (0.004-scale) is specified in Fig. 2. The model
was constructed using aluminum for the body and 17-4 PH stainless steel
(elevons, fins and rudder flares). The capability to obtain wing-body-
tail, wing-body and body-alone data will be provided. In addition, the











a list of model components:
abort SRM pods
orbiter body, including canopy and
housing along top centerline
B1 with off-block for body alone
ACPS pods (wing upper surface)





The data set collation sheets (Table II) illustrate the various con-
figuration combinations tested, data set identifiers, parametric data and
tunnel run number associated with each data set.
7
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent blowdown
tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from storage to either
vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range from 0.2 to 'j.'j i:;
covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. The trjansonic sec-
tion permits testing at Mach 2.75 to 5.85. Mach numbers between 0.2 and 0.9
are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range from 0.95 to 1.3
is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated walls. Mach
numbers of 1.46, 1.96 and 2.48 are produced by interchangeable sets of fixed
contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.48 a set of fixed contour nozzle blocks
are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired Mach number
in 0.25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F
dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sec-
tor that provides a total angle of attack range of 20° (l°0). Sting offsets:




Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were measured using MSFC
balance #201. All runs from 117/1 on do not have rolling moment recorded
due to the loss of the balance rolling moment gage. Two base pressures and
one cavity pressure were recorded. These pressures were used to compute a
base axial force coefficient by the use of the following equations.
CAB =(CPBAVG) Ab-Ac - (CPC) A c
Sref Sref
where: CPBAVG = average base pressure coefficient
= Pbavg-Po
q
CPC cavity pressure coefficient = c cP
q
Data Reduction Constants
1. Moment Reference Center Location
XMRP = 3.682 inches from nose
YMRP = 0 inches from model center line
ZMRP = 0 inches from model center line
2. Base Areas




Sref = 7.880 in.-
4. Reference Lengths





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)




3.50 6.4 6.9 140




BALANCE UTILIZED: MSFC #01
CAPACITY: ACCURACY:
NF 120 lbs. .6 lbs.
SF 40 lbs '.2 lbs.
AF 30 lbs. .15 lbs.
PM 120 in-lbs.on either gage 1.2 in-lbs
YM 40 in-lbs.on either gage .4 in-lbs.
RM 25 in-lbs. .125 in-lbs.
COEFFICIENT
TOLERANCE:
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TABLE III -. DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B1































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B2





































Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord














































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) B/G
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC Basic
Fus. Sta; of .25 MAC
'W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC



































































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













-Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC'
W.P. of .25 MAC
































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - P1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ACPS pods. One mounted on the upper tip of each
wing. Consists of rectangular base capped by a hemisphere. Contoured to
























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - Al
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Abort SRM pods. Cone cylinders with a 22.5 half
angle nose cone. Rocket nozzle is a 22.5 cone. Nose radius is .034 in.





















22.3 ft. .0515 in, 2
20
TABLE III (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - R2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Rocket nozzle shroud. Consists of a 150 half cone
mounted on the top of the aft body with the base cut on an 110° angle to






























Inb'd equivalent chord, inches
Outb'd equivalent chord, inches
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord






























Inb'd equivalent chord, inches
Outb'd equivalent chord, inches
Ratio Rudder chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord



























INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE PAGE
1. Axis System 28
2. General Arrangement Space Shuttle Orbit 29
3. Definition of Base axid Cavity Areas for 30
Axial Force Corrections
4. Photograph of Model 31
,;24
TABLE V
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
TITLE CONDITION VARYING PLOTTED COEFFICIENT PAGE NO.
SCHEDULE
Baseline Longitudinal Mach No. A 1-8
Characteristics
Baseline Lateral-Directional Alpha B 9-11
Characteristics
Effect of Elevons (Without Elevon A, B 12-68
Abort SRM) Deflection
Effect of Elevons (With Elevon A,B 69-101
Abort SRM) Deflection
Effect of Body Flap Body Flap A 102-125
Deflection
Effect of Rudders (Without Rudder Deflection, Alpha A,C,B 126-167
Shroud)
Effect of Rudders (With Rudder Deflection, Alpha A,C,B 168-209
Shroud)
Effect of Rudders (With Rudder Deflection, Alpha A,C,B 210-251
Abort SRM)
Effect of Rudder Flare Rudder Flare, Alpha A,C,B 252-293
(Without Shroud)
Effect of Rudder Flare Rudder Flare, Alpha AC,CB 294-335
(With Shroud)
Effect of Abort SRM Configuration A,B 336-368
Effect of Shroud Configuration A,B 369-401
25
TABLE V (CONTINUED)
TITLE CONDITION VARYING PLOTTED COEFFICIENT PAGE NO.
SCHEDULE
Configuration Buildup Configuration A,C 402-515
C. P. Location versus Alpha D 516
Mach Number (Baseline)
C. P. Location versus Alpha D 517
Mach Number (With Flares)
C. P. Location versus Alpha D 518
Mach Number (With Abort
SiM)
C. P. Location versus Alpha, Elevon Deflection D 519-521
Mach Number (With Elevons)
Longitudinal Stability Alpha E 522
Derivatives versus Mach
Number (Baseline)
Longitudinal Stability Alpha E 523
Derivatives versus Mach
Number (Flare)
Lateral-Directional Alpha F 524-526
Stability Derivatives
versus Mach Number (Baseline)
Elevon Effectiveness DLTELV G 527-546
(Baseline)




(A) CIM, CN, CA, CAB, CL, CD, L/D versus Alpha; CL vs CLM
(B) CY, CYN & CBL vs Beta
(C) CY, CYN & CBL vs Alpha
(D) XCP/L vs Mach
(E) CL/A, CIM/A & DClMCL vs Mach
(F) CBLBET, CYNBET, CYBETA vs. Mach























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE h Photograph of Model 
DATA FIGURES
Tabulations of the plotted data are available from SADSAC
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t. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.599 BETA 0.000 ELEVC'*




4.960 OATA HIST. COOE *CTV























CB69S01) 22 JUN 72 PAGE I
BASELINE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
-slz /,N


















OATA HIST. CrOE *,TV
















































0.599 BETA 0.000 ELEVC4I
0.900 RUDDER 0.000 RFLARE
1.195 eFLAP . .000
1.951
3.479
4.960 DATA HIST. CCOE *GTV
o 10s 20

















































0.599 CETA 0.000 ELEVrC4




4.9Gr. DATA HIST. CC-OE £ * TV
io 15 20


























(B69S01]) 22 JUN 72 PAGE 4
MACH PARAMETRIC VAL
0.599 eETA 0.000 ELEV




4.960 DATA MIST. COOE CGTV
o ti5 20







































PAGE 5(B69S01) 22 JUN 72
BASEL INE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
as s$5
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.599 CETA 0.000 ELEVON









































PAGE 6(B69S01) 22 JUN 72
t0 1s 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH PARAMETRI C VALUES
0.599 BETA 0.000 ELEV'JN






















(B69S01) 22 JUN 72 PAGE 7
BASELINE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I w J I r i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I'"'I E I , I f w rt' ' i" I i · · I I ' I I "" I i
L , _ w 
5, _ _ _ . _ nz _ 4n _ s sq __I -. 20
.15 .10 .05 .00o -. U





OATA HIST. CEOE *GTV
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BIF2W4VIIPl
REFERENCE INFORMATION
































































DATA SET SYMeCL C'RNFIGURATIC4 DESCRIPTI"N4
(C69004) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'R
(A69005 ) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRi
N
'3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3 4 5 7?
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFCRMATIC4N
lBITER BF2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.oo00 SQ. TI






















.90 1.20 PAGE 9
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyMr4.. Crl*CGURATCIrN OESCRIPTIlI ALPHA ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE REFERENCE INFC.MATION
(AG9004) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrBITER BiF2W4VllPl O.o0o 0.000 0.000 o.ooo SnEF 7.o000 So. IN






.60 °90 1 20 PAGE 10MACH
BASELINE LATERAL-DfIRFCTTIlNAI CHARACTFRISTTICS
~ - i_ * · _' _ * s- i - i r _ - - - r - - - r _ * -- i * V i i _ il rii It
_ _ __ . __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
_ _ \ . _ . __ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_8 -7 m- -_ -4 -.-2- 0___34 ?I
DATA SET SYMBOL.
IA69 0 0 4 ) 
(A690 0 5 )
SIDE
CCNFtcGURATl"N OESCRIPTICAJ
MNSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4JWITER B
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBI TER B
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
IF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
IFZW4VVlIP 10.000 0 .000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCnMHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
























MACH .60 .90 1.20
EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
SYMOerL CTNFtGURATICNI DESCRIPTIrI
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CE.
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4 
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
HSC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE ORi
s5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VI1P1 10.000 0.0O 0.000
BITER Bl F2W4VlIP 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER 81F2W4VIlPl -10.000 0 .000 0.000
BITE B1F2W4VIIP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 3S. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0Z80 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.









































DATA SET SYHBOCL CrcAFIGURATICI DESCRIPTICM,
(e69514) A HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4BITER BtF2W4VI1P1
(E69SDl) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER eIF2W4Vl1PI
(B69S07) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCIOTER BIF2W4VIIPI





















MACH ' .90 PAGE 1 3
EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
* r-- , w , f r ' 1 g w , · , ~ * * - t * I * w * r U , I - t I *
% ____ 1 5 _ 
.
1<<< -| -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. m,_ _ ,_ I l
.... y " 
~ 
5
SY B"CJL CC¢NFIGURATI'tI OESCRIPTICN
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAE
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .R4
NMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.E
m 5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RAI
10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VllPl 10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4V1lPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER B1F2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000









































CA 3D I0 15 ZO 5U
PAGE 14MACH




20 05 10 i5 20 .$ 30 as
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
wso~~  ~ ------- --------- ~
SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'RITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CREITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C¢eBITER






































































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
9
OATA SET SYNECA CcONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOC
(869514) A DATA NOT AVAILADLE Fra ALL (
(B9501 ) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '
(069507) DATA W'T AVAILABLE Fr' ALL C
(869%11) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FMr ALL C
t0 is o0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
· ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CrND ITINS 10.O000 0.000 0.000
ReC I TER 01FZW4VIIPI O.000 0.000 0.000
NO IT I N5 -10.000 0.000 0.000



















-'W~ j- _ 20 su0 as
PAGE 16
EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
! i .'d ' · i J * i isto a i i !
5 ~~~~~~~~0 2 OI 0 25 30 35
DATA SET SYHCA. CONFIGURATItOI DESCRIPT[r4
(869S14I A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'
(869S01) Q SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
(69507) MHSFC TVWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CE,
(691S1) ' MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
MITER BIF2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
ilTER B1F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
OITER BIFZW4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000






































































OATA SET SYMOCA CrFCFIGUATION DESCRIPTIkJN
(869g14) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRelITER SIF2W4VIIP1
(069501) I MgSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CnSITER B1F2W4V1PI1(869507) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC(ITER BIF2W4VIPI








0.000 SREF 7.8800 S0. IN
0.000 LRtF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.

















DATA SET SYMCBL CrNFjGURATI# DESCRIPTI[r
Ie69514) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rXB[TER BlF2W4VlIP1
IC69S01) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE roITER BlF2W4VllP1
(B69507) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 0RBITER 8lF2W4VI1PI




















MACH .90 PAGE 19
EFFECT OF ELEVONS C
O S 10 i 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMCOL CrJFI[GUrATit*i DESCRIPTIAJ; ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
A HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBITER B1F2ZW4V11P1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWO ITER lIFZW4VllPI 0.000 0 000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rWCITER B1FZW4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
HSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE SBITER BIF2W4VlIP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
OFLAP REFERENCE INFrOQMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 30. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0260 IN.
0.000 oCRF 4.4600 IN.

































A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAO
)1~
I5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER E1F2W4V11P1 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER 81F2W4VIP1 o 0.000 0.000 0.000
;BTER BIF2W4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CckrtFIGUrATI"I4 OESCRIPTI C. ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'r ALL CCOD0ITIONS 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "CRITER BIF2W4VIIP1 O.000 0.000 0.003
DATA NC.T AVAILABLE F'cR ALL CCrNOTIONS -10.000 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILADLE Fr"i ALL CCNOITIONS -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.6000 So. IN
O.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CCNFIGURATl'J DESCRIPTIcJ ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
MsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci[CITER CE2FW4VllPl 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE %CAITER BlF2W4VllPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiBITER BeF2W4V1IPl -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
H5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cRBITER BIF2W4VIIPl -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCRMATION







MACH 4.96 PAGE 23
iFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SY MCOL. COcIF IGURATICR DESCR IPTI'[J ELEVr'N RUDDER RFLARE
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '.i0ITER BlF2W4VIPIl 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiDI8TER EIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RCI.TER B:F2WW4ViIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.0OO
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.AB-TER BlF2W4VItP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
25
BFLAP REFERENCE INF.Z'MATION
0.000 SiEF 7.8800 S3. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBrE C'cJFIGURATZON DESCRIPTIr*I ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
A HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r-CITER ClF2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC[C1TER DIF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC lTER 61F2W4V11P1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE eITCITER CIF2W4VI1PI -30.000 0.000 0.000
6FLAP REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 CREF 4.4600 IN.
























T OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
O
SYMDC'- CC4IFIGURATIC*I OESCRIPTION
A HM3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COfi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cil
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ?C,
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
lDITER BIFZW4VlIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
RCITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BEITER B1F2W4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
ePITER BIF2W4V11PI -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




































ANGLE OF ATIACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMHOL ClIFIGURATVI¢I DESCilPTIeC*J ELEVoN RUDDER RFLARE
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COCITER BeF2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CSBITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CGCITER BIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000



























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CrcF ICGURATIC4N DESCRIPTIr'A ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL CciJDITtItS 10.000 0.000 0.000
,.~FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CCITER EIF2W4VlIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILACLE FCfi ALL CCAiOITIrCA4S -10.000 0.000 0.0D0
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCCX ALL CCNDITCIONS -30.000 0.000 O.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 EREF 4.4600 IN.

















, MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCR
nSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA.
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.R
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cdi
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVGN RUDOER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VIlP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIlP1 0.00 0.000 0.000
BITER B1F2W4VI1P1 -10.000 0.000 0.000















































A MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -x1
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RI
M mSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC
... 
-- 
I e- X _ _......
==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
r - - I I , I ,- , , .. I _. - - - ----
10 i5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCJN RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BIF2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.00.
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
0ITER 01FZW4VlIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000












































































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.ir
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI-r
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4RE
... _ _ _ I -, I -. - -. . . S ~  ~ ~ 
10 t5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER l1F2W4V11PI 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4VIPI1 0.000 0.000 0.000








































A MSFc TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRi
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiR
A SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BI 2W4VIlP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
EITER BFZ2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER 81F2W4V11Pl -10.000 0.000 0.000
I8TER BIF2W4VI1P1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMHATION
0.000 SREF 7.0800 $S. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.










































































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'CE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR'
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR(
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRE
10 1s eU
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER elF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPIP 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BlF2W4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
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REFERENCE INFORMATION










EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
CONFIGURATIOCJ DESCRIPTICJ0
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC,. ALL Cr'-
MHSFC TWt 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cu
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'C( ALL CrO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FORc ALL CC'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
NO I T NS 10 000 0.000 0.000
EI[TER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
NOD IT I S -10.000 0.000 0.000










_ 0 l O ;5 20 aS 30 355
REFERENCE INFrCMATION











































FFFFCT nF Fl FVIN (TWITHIIIIT ARPIRT SRM1
10 is 20







MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RCOITER BIFZW4VIIPI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cI.CITER B1F2W4VIIP1
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC,0ITER BIF2W4VIIP1


























































-. 0o0 I 0 25 30
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.,. .... .... ,,,.,i.,, .. ,1.
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MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C..'
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .'if
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RAi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE
cITER EIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
eITER BIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BIeTER SIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER 8eF2W4VIlPI -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFEnENCE INFrRAMATICN
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.









































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
-o .e'L-
5
2 9 S =~~~~~~~~~~2
I
0 5
DATA SET 5YMCL CC'HFIGURATIC¢' DESCRIPTION
(869S14) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cfi
(B69S01) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ICR
(S69307) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci
(E69511) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE GR,
t0 t5 20 25 so0 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVCoN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
CITER CFZ2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.e800 SQ. IN
iITER 81FZW4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
iITER BlF2W4VIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMDCL CCNFICGURATION DESCRIFTIOC ELEVCrN RUDDER RFLARE
(69514 ) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -c[OlTER B1F2W4V1IPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
(69sO1) M$SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O0ITER CIF2W4VII1P 0.000 0.000 0.000
(869507) Q NSeFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIBlTER B1F2W4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000











































S r = L__ '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
__~~~~,
r * ..'..' .' ,, Iw .r I-r- .~ - ~ ' r ' ~ * 
_ //





















OATA SET SYHCOL CC*NFIGUnATICJ DESCRIPTIOC
¢869514) A HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCR
(869S01 ) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
(86s9s0) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .4i
(869S11) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
10 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATIO'N
lITER DIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
CITER 01FZW4V1P1 O.000 0.000 0.000 U.OOO LREF 2.0280 IN.
DITER IlF2W4VIIPI -10.000 O.OOO 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
COND ITl ON5 10.000 0.000 0.000
rCADITER e1F2W4VIlP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
C,'lD IT c.rM -10.000 0.000 0.000








DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC4R ALL
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fc4R ALL
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC-4 ALL
30
REFERENCE INFC4'HATION
























EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
, , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* .'--
....







MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CM
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO(
MHSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr
lo0 1 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER B1F2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4V1IPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
























25 30 35 I
PAGE 41
OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
CCJIFIZGURATICA OESCRIPTIOC
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE eCI
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-IE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rEl
nSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
iITER BlF2W4VIIPI 10.000 .o0 0.000
CITER 8IF2W4VIlP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER B1F2W4V1IP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER 1:F2W4Vl1PI -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 30. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.

































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
,t, g---..#. ..I ,.
, , , as 0
e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* -
S O S IO 1 5 20 25 30 3S
SYMBOL CONFIGURATtCI4 DESCRIPTICJN
I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CGQ
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4i
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
DITER BFZW4V11IPI 10000D 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000
*BITER BIFZW4V1IPI -10.000 0.000 0.000












































































:T OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
o1 15
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CV-4FIGURATI[A DESCRIPTICtI ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,ERCITER CIF2W4VIIPl 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrDITER B1F2W4V1IP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CoCItTER BIF2W4VI1PI -10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC-MITER BIF2W4VIIP1 -50.000 0.000 0.000
1.20
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0200 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.



















EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
DATA SET SYMB.
- 1 CcNFIGURATICI¢ DESCRIPTICr 4
(8e9514) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OcQi
(e9S,01) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.It
(BE3507) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiE
B6S11) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CE
t0 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BlF2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BiF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0. 000 0.000
BITER 1lF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BlF2W4V1IP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRMNATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 OREF 4.4600 IN.
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-. 5 0 10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMCr'L CrCrFIGURATIC"N DESCRIPTICN ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FXCA ALL CrJN31TIr*$IS 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC1CITER 8IF2W4V11Pi 0.000 0.000 0.000
DATA N'OT AVAILACLE FrC. ALL CCNDITIONS -10.000 0.000 0.000
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PAGE 46
EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM]
.l- .. ... _








MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCR
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CW:
:0 i5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE
BITER B1F2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
BIETER BlF2W4V1IPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
lEBTER 8IF2W4V1lP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000






































.00 30Is 0 255
PAGE 47
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMoC.L C#JNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICt4 ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -,iRITER DlF2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ClITER CIF2W4VI1P1 0.000 0 .000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBlITER BIF2W4VllP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
M5!FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE oRBITER BIF2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000
EFLAP REFERENCE INFrAH4ATIOCt
0.000 SREF T.8600 So. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
















EFFECT OF ELEVONS I
O
SYMBCrr CONFIGURATICO DESCRIPTION
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CDi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCi
(WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVGCN RUDDER RFLARE
BITER 8IF2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4V1IP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER 81F2W4V1IP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000









10 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
10 LREF 2.0280 IN.
DO0 BREF 4.4600 IN.


























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBXr CONFICURATIC. DESCRIPTIcI ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
A MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cl0ITEi EIF2W4VI$PI 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSfC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COCITER BlF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0,000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4CSITER eBF2W4VlIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBlTER B1F2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000
eFLAP REFERENCE INFCORMATION
0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN
O.000 LRE? 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.

































DATA SET SYMHCOL CNF.IGURATICN DESCRIPTICIl
{e69514) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI"CITER EIF2W4VlIPI
(869501) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORITER EIF2W4VIIPI
¢(69507) MsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"EITER B1F2W4VIIP1
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
SYMOOL COWJFIGURATINCJ DESCRIPTICI4
A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCAI ALL CO
MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OC
DATA Ni'T AVAILABLE Frc. ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILADLE FOR ALL CO
tO 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
oDI TI ICRS 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER 81F2W4VIIPi 0.000 0.000 0.000
rJO I II1JS -10.000 0.000 0.000
4D0 TI ONS -30.000 0.000 0.000
35 
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCAMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 EREF 4.4600 IN.






























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIC1N ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE GORBITER BIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORITER B1FZW4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CDBITER EIF2W4VIPI : -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RBtTER B1F2W4VlIPI -30.000 0.000 o.00o 0.000
REFERENCE INFrQMATION

























EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
-0. ,
.25
OATA *;ET SYMCCL CcNFIGURATICAI DESCRIPTICJ N
(C69S14t A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-i
I(695t, 3 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cal
(B69S(t,7) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
(C69S11) MSFC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE r4cR
.10 .05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE B
BITER slF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
BETER 8IF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4VI1PI -10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER B1F2W4VllP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
FLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATIION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 eREF 4.4600 IN.
































HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE G4It
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rl,"
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C*I
.1u .0u .UU -. u0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE BF
CITER BIF2W4VI1P1 10.000 0.000 0.000 0
6ITER B1F2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0
BITER elF2W4VIPIPl -10.000 0.000 0.000 0
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000 0
FLAP REFERENCE INrCRMATION
.000 SREF ?.88UU S4. IN
.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
.00o0 CREF 4.4600 IN.















EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
. T '..___





MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rA¢
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-R
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CC




.00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE OFLAP
CITER B1F2W4VI1P1 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BlF2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.0o00 0.00 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

























- .2 .20 .15 .10 .05
PITCHING MOt
DATA SET SrMBOL CGCFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICO
(B69SI4) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXlDITER BIF2W4VIP1P
(B69S01 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RCEITER BlF2W4VllP1
(G69507) HMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CeBITER BIF2W4VlIIPI
(BS9111 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RCDITEi BeFZW4VlIPI











0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. ItN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
































.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 1S -. 20
COEFFICIENT. CLM
LEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
D.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 30. IN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.






DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFlR ALL CCONDITI"NS
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.EBITER BFZW4V1lPI
DATA N'OT AVAILACLE FOR ALL Cr..NDITIJNS































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)




MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfCOITER 1SF2W4VI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ACI40TER lF2ZW4V1
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rICA1TER BIF2W4VI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRDITER IFZ2W4Vl
.os .00 -. 05 -
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEV"jN RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP
iPi 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1Pi 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
I P -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
lPti -30.000 0.D00 0.000 0.000
.10 -. 15 -.20
REFERENCE INFCRMATION






























-1 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -i
SIDE SLIP Al
OATA SET SYMCA"L C*WIFICURATI't* DESCPRIPTIlri
(A69004) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCBITER IFP2W4VI1PI







0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
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-0 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ·
' SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMCAL CCAWrIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN ALPHA kLEVON RUDDER RPLARE REFERENCE INFrXMATIejN
(A69 0 0 4 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ChABTER BIF2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN












EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITHOUT ABORT SRM)
I-i ! I !|I II r !~r Ir TI T rrr T Ir~ I r III I I!IIIr I I Til r TFI 7r I T |ii
-
iIiI-i r'
_i _ ____ .
_ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,4_.S._..__ _
ii i
° -7 -_ -_ _ _3 -_ _ _ Z 3 4 S O ?· O
DATA SET SYHCrOL C'JNFIGUriATItO DESCRfiPTI[I
(AG6900 4 ) I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C
(AG9010 ) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHlUTTLE C
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVJ4 RUDDER
1R0ITEr CIFZW4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
'CICITER C1F2W4VllP1 0.000 -10.000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INF,-IHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN





























.-- _- _,. -___
._ __ ___ ___ _____ _____ ___ __- 1
-. 035
OATA SET SYMHCOL
(A 6 9 0 0G4 )(A69010O)
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -i
SIDE SLIP ANC
CCNFI[GURATICI' DESCRIPTICNl
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'OAITER 1BF2W4VIIPI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITER BlF2W4VlIPI
0 i 2 3
GLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA tLEVON RUDDER
0 .000 0.000 0.000
0.000 -10.000 0.000
4 5 6 a
RFLARE REFERENCE INFrCRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN


















































DATA .rT $SYMCOL CCIJFIGURATtCrI DESCRIPTICrI
(A69004) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCRBITER 01F2W4VlIPI
(A69010) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.4CITER BIFZW4VIIPI
I






4 -5 7 ·
RPLARE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. TN































































-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP Al
DATA SET SYMeOL CCNFIGURATIIN4 DESCRIPTICN
(A69004) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCITER BIF2W4VI1PI








0.000 SREF 7.880U S. IN



























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMgkc C.JrFIGURATItruJ DESCRIPTICN ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
(A69004) n HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiOCITER elF2W4VIP1P 0.000 0.000 0.000
lA69010) B MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .oRCITER 81F2W4VIIPI 0.000 -10. .000 O.O00
RFLARE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






















- .015 -', 0.0040 SCALE
-a-8 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYHtA, CC""AIFIGUAT!
-
c* DESCRIPTIZC4 ALPHA ELEVOIN RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFC.MAT[CN

















-7 -6 -5 -4 -3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHCEL CCrFIGURATICJN DESCRIPTIl' ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFr'QMATION
1A69004) M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'iCITER elF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S4. IN



























A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cl
MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cl
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
RiC TER 8IFZW4VI1PIA1 10.000 0.000 0.000
Rt1TER elF2W4VIlPAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
RBITER BIF2W4VI PlAt -10.000 0.000 0.000
is
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMAYION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 ,0. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.





















































*-_' o0 5 so
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYNMCL CNF'IGURATIC DOESCRIPTI'CJ
(0691o7) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CieC[TER BIF2W4VIlPiA1
(C695119) n MOFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE oWIrTErI BIF2W4VIIPlAI









0.000 SREF 7.8800 s5. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.










MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c4IITER EIF2W4VIPIAI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COCITER IF2ZW4VIIP1AI










0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
































.FFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
SYMCOL CrWJFCGURATCIC4 DESCRIPTl'[J
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR4
3SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cn
10 t5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCM RUDDER RFLARE
CITER 8lF2W4VIIPIA1 10.000 0.000 0.000
OITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.00 0.000
EITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFr-m-ATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 S9. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.






















































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
OATA SET YMEHCOL COJNFICURATICON ESCRIPTIrCt
IC69o0 17) A HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4M
(E90S19) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
(569018) . M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
10 is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARfiE
CITER BIF2W4VI1PIAI 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER 1OF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MOTER BIF2W4VIIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000
35
8FLAP REFERENCE INFOitMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.








EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
1
i11!s fll! Iw s! VEt ! IW l! II ~ ,w--rr ii--
of 1/
._ _ . . . . .... .I .. ja.. ., . - ..I I I-20 ~ ~ ~ ~ t &I
o 5 to 15 @3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMCOL C'rNFIGURATItrc OESCRIPTIC*I ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE SFLAP REFERENCE INFORHATION
(tG9017) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,4.CITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 10.000 0.000 0.o 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
(860S19) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OfiCITER PIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.000 LREF 2.0280 
IN.































-iL 930- n 20 2S
EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFICGURATIGN DESCRIPTIrC)
(869017) A MSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE X.Ei
(669S19) 0 MSPC TWT 542 SPACE ShUTTLE COE
(069018) 0 NSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDOOER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1AI 10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER B1F2W4iV1P1A1 0.000 0.000 0.000










i - - - i ilk I - - I I I I
0 tlO * 15 aO 85 30 SS
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















































-s a S 10 is to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
OATA SET SYMBL.. CCNFIGURATIrY4 DESCRIPTI0CN ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE
(869017) A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VllPIAP 10.000 0.000 0.000
(869.19,) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CROITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(e69018) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBlITER CIF2W4VlIPAI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 tN.





MACH .90 PAGE 76
EFFECT 'OF ELEVONS [WITH ABORT SRM)
i l ~s I !i! !i!! ..1 ii tl .*iF *t~ iT ' " ~
r i , 
b, -- '" ° _ .___..._




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CetFIGURATI[CN DESCRIPTICtI CLEVrOJ RUDDOER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CReITER EIF2W4VlIPIAI 10.000 0.000 O.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "CI.TER BIFZW4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000







































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
I r I I 1111' . . I I * * * * ?-I*1-V-~~~~~~~~~~~· . . p
. ,,, ,i- --4 ----£
5 0 f5 10 iS W'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMCC'L C' 4FIGURATICAI DESCfRIPTI Il ELEV¢.N RUDDER RFLARE
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Wc4iCTER 0IF2W4V11PIA1 10.000 0.000 0.000
n .SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'i.ITEn CFP2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 0.000 0.OUO










































rt i- 15) 35 I
PAGE 78
FFFf'T iF Fl IFVNJ (WITH ARIRT SRM1




























Li~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I [% I WI LL · UII w 1 ' 1f ; II I %)#--I I'"
?~~~
~~~~~~, i 7 i ___.
i ~ ~~~~~~~.. .~ _. =h1l





O o5 s 2U
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CCAIFIGURATICrI DESCRIPTIKC ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OARIT'ER BlF2W4VllP1AI 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000













































0 5 10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CCNr IGURATICI4 DESCRIPTIO¢N ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4EBITER EIF2W4VllPI.A 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCRBITER BIF2W4VI1PIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000














MACH 1.19 PAGE 80
EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMOCL CrC4FIGURATIC.N DESCRIPTIr'4 ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
A HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "R.ITER 1PF2W4V11PlA1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCReITER B1F2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'RBITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000
eFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.

















































-0 .8 0 to is
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALF
DATA SET SYMrC-C CrNFIGURATIC-I OESCRIPTIOCN ELEVCON
eGo90o?) / M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RCDITER C1F2W4VlIPIAI 10.000
I869,19) f HM5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE R.CITER B1F2W4VIIPIAI 0.000







0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.


















FFFFECT fF FIFVlNS rWITH ARflRT qRM1
5 0 5
DATA SET SYML3CL C'NFICGURATICt4 DESCRIPTlc4J
( 869go7) /A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C..
1869S19) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.,
(869018) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
10 s1 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
7CITER lFZ2W4VIIP1A1 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BlF2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 0.000 0.000
































O '' ........... '_'_'_'_'_'_'
5
SYMBCOL C4F I GURATICJ DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 1C..
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Orc
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CITEf elF2W4VIIPAIA 10.000 0.000 0.000
elTEr e81F2w4vI1P1AI 0.oo000o 0.000 O.





















































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
OATA SET SYMOCr.





MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4R
MSFC TWT 342 SPACE SHUTTLE Cfi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C0R
i
SO 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC.N RUDDER RFLARE
BITER eIF2W4VIIPIAI 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000



























EFFECT OF ELEVONS CWITH ABORT SRM)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SyHCC4. CrclrFIGURATICNI DESCRIPTIC4J ELEVcM RUDOER RFLARE
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE oCCIITER lBF2W4VIIPIAI 10.000 0.000 0.000
n H.FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rX.CITER BIF2W4VI1PIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
m HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'AlITER BlF2W4VllPSA1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INF.C4ATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.


















































I .I . . . I _ - .__._ _. -I
CRJIFtGURATIC8J DESCRIPTIrJ
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCf
H5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CW.
MSFC TWT S42 SPACE SHUTTLE C.E
10o i 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOrN RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BIF2W4VIIPlAI 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER EIF2W4VlIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000










































-5 0 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMHOL C'.4FIGURATI. ' DESCRIPTIC.4 ELEV4~' RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP
(El6OiT) A MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cr"CITER B1F2W4VI1PIA1 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(.69519) R M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,C"DITER BIF2W4VllPlAI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(069018) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4tI[TER B1F2W4V11PlA1 -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000I .0
REFERENCE INFCHMATICN









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMHCL C"-'FIGURATI[jAl DESCRIPTICON ELEVC,4 RUDDER RFLARE
A MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C40ITER B1F2W4VIIPIA1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFrc TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '-CDITER EIF2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CtREITER BF'2W4VlSPIA1 -S0.000 0.000 0.000
S5
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrMNATI.N
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. TN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.

























































MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CdCITER BIF2W4V1IPIA1
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRlITER B1F2W4VIIPIA1
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CtiCtTER BIF2W4VIIPIA1
.00 -. 05 -
T COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLAfE eFLAP
10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
---- J ,. 












_ i _ IR



























~ -r f l i l W l I 1 l i l l l
- ---~~~~~~~I!
>~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I I = =IC = 
.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 1S -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
Cc-IFIGCURATI'IJ DESCRIPTItCI ELEVC,4 RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFNEEICE INr IMATICN
mSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4'DITER EIF2W4VIIPIAl 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.0o00 SEF 7.8800 SQ. IN
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OiClTER ElF2W4VIIP1Al 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.












EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
f i E i'' l l l i Ili l l irl' lgB g| w f ff W l w T--l'l ff w l f ' l l -
-~~~~/ / 
-- - f / -- 
// j7 
. . .I... .I . ..._ _ ... . .I .. .I ..I ._I__-. 
.15.20
Cc~r4FIGURATI.N DESCRIPTIC4N
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .C.E
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE QCl
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.l
I
.10 .05 .00 -. 05 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP
CITER BIP2W4VI1PIA1 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4VIP1AI1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
.10 . -. 
n 
REFERENCE IrNFQIMAT [',
S3EF 7.8800 So. IN
LREF 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.

























































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
_~~~._ __ . ._.__..
- _ -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMNB '. Cc.4FIGURATIr' 4 DESCRIPTIOJN ALPHA ELEVe.N RUODER
(AG90ZI) Q MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'CITER B1F2W4V11P1AI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A69022) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "CBOITER B8F2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 -10.000 0.000
7I
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCRHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN




























EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
I1
o- t.
-8 -· -6 -65 -4 -1 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMC'l CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIC4
IA690ZI) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCiITER BIF2W4VIIP1AI
¢AGO022) 13 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ce,8ITER BlF2W4VIlPIAI
ALPHA ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFrHMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SiEF 7.8800 SQ. TN
















I 2 3 4 6
· 1I -1 ; i
g
i i -1 J .15 _1L _I
I






























EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
... i ., iiiiiiiiii i i i ! i .. .. , . ... is i ! i ~ T i.. i7 i i i it i-lT[- -r'-r-r- -r .. i ir-
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-' ,,_
, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'1
_ . __ _ _ _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
__C._ 0___ 
__cs__ ___
-6 -5 -4 -1 a a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMICOL CONFIGURATIN4 ODESCRIPTICM ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
(A69021:) C MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OiCITER BIFZW4VI1PIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
¢A690 22) £ MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRDITER IF:ZW4VIIPIA1 0O.O0 -10.000 0.000
N
4 5 6 7 ·
RFLARE REFERENCE INFORMATIC4*
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




































-6 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -
SIDE SLIP ANG
OATA SET SY HFDCL CI.JFIGURATIZ'I 0ESCRIPTIc.rJ
(A69021O) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCCITER 0lF2W4VIlP1AI
(A69022) H fC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ',CI1TER IlF2W4VIlPIA t
6
3LE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFrXMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SI. IN









EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
. , ~lt *iii [ ., . . I ., f ._d' [ . [[............. , , _ [.... i*;T ; . [ [r . w[[ . .[ . .Tr-T Ir I ; [ l*" if TT ~* t 'T"r v
__ _ _ _ 
_ __ __ _..._ _ _____~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ ___ __ -__. _ ............... 
........ ,.......
-8 -r -s -5 -4 -~ -2 -t 0 I 2 3 4 5 t ? ·
SIDE SLIP ANGI
DATA SET SYMBOLC C*rFICGURATIrtl DESCRIPTICN
(A69 0 211 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBlITER 8IF2W4VlJPIAI




































































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
[i ''-' -r- I [ i ,' .,tg id . .,, ,. . r~i ' ,,,, g - id" T ,l [ wI ' t, l-- '-T'--T~I
. . .~~~~~~~.
..I ....... ...... _-- ..- 
-te -7 -15 -5 -4 -3 -2 -l 0 & Z 3 4 5 6 r ·
SIDE SLIP AN[
DATA srT SYMC4O C*J[FIGURAT[I-4 DESCRIPTICIJ
(AG902!t) MFPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CriCITER EIF2W4VIIPIAI






0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN

























EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
r 'rTTR TT rT _TTTT~~~~~~~~~rX -Pr~~~~a _w-r~~~s
----- - -- - --- -- ~~~~~~~
----- ----- ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
r - - - - -- ---- ~~~~~~~~~~
- -- -- - -
--- - ---------- 
--- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__--, 





DATA SET SYHrCL CcNFrGURATIfJ, DESCRIPTtI k
(A69021) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COIETER PBF2W4Vl1
(A69OZ2) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE AeITER IF2W4VI1
i
-1 0 1 2 3
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVOcN RUDDER
LPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
IPIAI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
4 a .
RFLARfE REFERENCE INFORHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN







































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMICOL CCJIFIGURATIC.I DESCRIPTIC4J ALPHA ELEVNI RUDDER
(A69021) M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORITER ElF2W4VIPIAA 0.000 0.000 0.000
CA69022 ) MrFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C0IITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 -t0.000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE tNFrCAMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN


































EFFECT OF ELEVONS (WITH ABORT SRM)
I-r'~'-'l-lf'| r IT' ! I I I ! ; II !i II I [ ! I! II I; ! i ii ~ !I I I Ii ! ·i
_____ ___I_ _, ____
___L . __ ____
. __ _n ._. _ _ .__ __ ___.
i .......J .......................... ......
-: -7 -6- 4- 2 - I 2 3 4 $ 6 -!
DATA SET YMH C'O CCONFIGURATION DESCrRIPTIft4
(A89021) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR
(AG9022) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCi
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDERI
lIDTER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000










































EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
~- , , r_ r- ~ v w m
~ ml I 'r, '. m , m . , m, d i m m · v ' - r r · m
i '; ^ A J A A
10 15 LnU2 3 3
F0 
~~~~~~f-eo Q ( ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0 5
I)ATA SET SYHMOC CrFCIGURATICJl DESCRIPTIOCI
(869501 I 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'iE
869542) MSfC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP
BITER EIF2W4V1IPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 64.000
REFERENCE IF4rR~MATIOCI



























-- S-. 20 APO3W
MACH 1.95
EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
. .
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ·
S 0 S ID 11 _ to o n I
ANGLE OF AT'
DATA SET SYMOCOtL CreNFIGURATIC4 DESCRIPTICI4r
(B69S01) I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CElBTER BIF2W4VI1PI









SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
LREF 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.






















































DATA SET SYMBOCL CA'IFIGURATIC"J DESCRIPTIk*i
eCs9501o, MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCtCITER BLF2W4VI1P1
¢869342) MFrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiACITER BIF2W4V1PI
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC'N RUDDER RFLARE
0. 000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCAMATICON
0.000 SREF 7.88O0 S3. IN






PAGE 1 04MACH 4.96
EFFECT OF BODY FLAP,
. 0 iWe . w . _.·l










CrC4F GURA T C'4 DESCR IPT T 1".
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrRCITER 81F2W4VIIPI
3SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCiITEQ BIrFZW4VIPI
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEV"JN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
'0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 64.000
REEtRENCE INFCrRMATION
SREF ?. .ee8800 . I























































-s 0 5 1o
ANGLE OF AT
OATA SET SYMHCO. CCNFIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTI..I
(CG6950 I Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C*'ITER 81F2W4Vt1Pl
¢p69542) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWEITER elF2W4VIPl
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCA RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFiRHATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 s0. IN

































DATA SET SYMeOL_ CCNFIGURATICA4 DESCrIPTIC*I
(869S01) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORBITERf BIF2W4VIIPI
(B69S42) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIFZW4VllP1
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RPLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






MACH 4.96 PAGE 107
EFFECT OF BODY FLAPI..
0




...... ,.,,,,, ............. -_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
5 t0 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATICN4 DESCRIPTIrIN
(869sD1) D MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CxIE[TER BIF2W4VIlPI
(869S42) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC-eITER IFZ2W4VIIPI
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFr.MHATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREP 7.B800 So. IN































. S4-1 30 35a
PAGE 108












- 5 O 5 10 1S 20 25 30 s
DATA SET SYMBSOL
e 69542)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTItrCI ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfICTER EIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "4B0ITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 64.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION































~o ! 0 0 -008 t
i~..
5 10 1i
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTICrI ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B69S01) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-SBITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 4 . IN


















EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
. · , . . . . , . . . . t . . . . . . .' I . 't '-'"-T- .... 1--1-'"1'- ....
. .
s~~. _ _ __0zs2 5 0D
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMEHO CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTtIC
¢869S01 ) 4SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER B1F2W4VIIPI




0. 000 0.000 0.000
MACH
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORC ATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN































































DATA SET SYMBICL CCNFIGURIATIC*t DESCRiPTICON
(B69S0 1 C) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ri8 ITER EIF2W4VIIPI
(869S42) N MSFC TWT 542 SFACE SHUTTLE CElCITER BIF2W4VIIPI
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVIJN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCARATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 s0. IN


































DATA SET SYHC4.b CeC"4FIGURATIr. DESCRIPTICON
(069501) Q MSFrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CFeBITER IPF2W4VlIPI
(e69S421 L MNSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CREITER BIF2W4VIIPI
CK. ALPHA. OEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ. IN




























0ATA SET SYMBCL CN'FICFGURATI4. , DESCRIPTICtI
(e69S0o ) ; MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CielTER BIF2W4VIIPI
(869S42) ISPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CeBITER BlF*ZW4VIIPl
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE SFLAP REFERENCE INFCOHMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN

























EFFECT CF BODY · FLAP
.y
I ' .~~~~~~
..L  ,. ... ,... .. .
Lf nsEno n*
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNCO.. CcFICIIGURATIC*4 DESCRIPTIC.tI ELEVONC RUDDER RFLARE
(c69sol) NHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O-RBITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000




































EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL Cr4AFGURATION DESCRIPTIOC ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 6FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(E69S01 } MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER PIF2W4V1IPI O0000 0.00 O.0O0 0.000 SREF ?.e800 SQ. IN


































EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOcN DESCRIPTI.N
(B69S01) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAR
( 69s42) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR
SO is 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.00 0.000 0 .000
BITER EIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 64.000
.... 1-"T .... , -r -I rI ' 
35
REFERENCE INFORMATION














EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(B69S01) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'B-ITER EIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B69S42) I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI4,BTER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 64.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION































-* -- A //

























DATA SE T SYM0 ' 4 C"'FI'GU R A TVYN DEsCRIPTI*N
(e69s01) Q HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ReltTER Blrz2W4VlPI
c069S42) a SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORCiBIER BITFW4VliPi
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERtENCE INOCRHATtON
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 t 0. IN




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMOOC. CrNFIGURATICr OESCRIPTICM ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE B8LAP REFERENCE INFc'MATIfJN
t66950t ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITER B1F2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.0800 So. IN

















EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYIHC4. CrCJFIGURATIC4 DESCRIPFTI4J ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMNATION
(e69sot) 0 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF .7.8800 o. IN




















EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
- s
-s 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBeOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B69S01) t NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE relBITER 8IF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN

























.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -. 15 -.20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CCNFIGURATIt4J DESCRIPTIC[ ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFmrMATION
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CoRlTER B1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN








































EFFECT OF BODY FLAP
.25
DATA SET SYMBOr C*IFIGUrIATIrN DESCRIPTICO*N
(B695Q1) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4I
(869S42) M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAi
.10 .05 .00 -. 05 - .
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
B[TER BlFZW4VlP1 0.000O 0.000 0.000 0.000
ICITER BIF2W4VllPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 64.000
-. 20
REFERENCE INrC'RMATION
















2 .0P .TCHNG MO. .
PITCHING MOt
DATA sET sYMBOL4 CCFICGURATIte DESCRIPTIrCt
86901 I ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBtTER BIF2W4VIIPI
1869542) 3 NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIrBTER BIF2W4VIIPI
MENT COEFFICIENT. CLf
tLEVON RUDDER RFLARE
0.000 0 .000 0.000
0.000 0. 000 0.000
M
BrLAP REFERENCE INFCRHATIC'N
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN






MACH 4.96 PAGE 125
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD) 
r ..... .. .....
~~~0 _is 202,53 - 5
. .0 - 2 . 30 
S 0 °O *$05 20 Z5 30 S55
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMC.L C'-,NFIGURATI"'N DESCRIPTIr4N ELEVON RUDDER RPLARE
(e60001) N Q SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '",RBITER B1F2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000


























































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-. tO l
-e O 5
DATA SET SYMBOL. C',NFIGURATI-IN DESCRIPTIC.
(869001 ) MrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
BC69023) $ MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CMR
1 i15 0o
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER Blr2W4V IPI  0.000 0.000 0.000















.ill .lll Wil . l ! i . 11 ,l l .~1 ._.--r'"'
-~~~~
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·i II 























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD).-
DOATA SET SYMrCL C-ONFIGURATIlZJ OESCRIPTIeCJ
(8g60001) SFPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR
(869023) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4R
S0 i 2O 2as 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE EFLAP REFERENCE tNFcrMATION
OITER 81F2W4VliP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN

































DATA SET SyMreOL CcN4FIGURATI*I( OESCRIPTIO"N
(869001) M USFC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE CielTER BIF2W4VIIP1
(B69023) mSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ".ARBITER BIFZW4VIIPI
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOtN RUODDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRHATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






MACH .60 PAGE 29
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
I I I I I I I r I r I I .I p1 * . · I I I. I I-r-




A~~~~~~~~~ m i l m,1·,i
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrI* RUDDER RFLARE
BITER P-IF2W4VIIP 0.000 .000 o 0.00o














DATA SET SY4MBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
(Be9001) mSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR














T - 1-TL) T 
I
PAGE 130
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
._| ... . *... .r -
,. _ ____ 
_ . : __.__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ '-f _ _____ _______~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0 S
SYHBO4. C*FIGURATIOCN DESCRIPT[tlj
MSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COrI
M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRE
10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrM RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ITER Ce F2W4VI Pl 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
30
REFERENCE INFrCoMATION
























































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
v~~~~~~~ I , , ! E- T w i i w ! ~ ~ * * ~ T i i · '-~ i -,-,*
i . '. ..... 
__ . ...._
OATA SET SYMler4. CCNFIGURATI"N DESCRIPTIr.J
009001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c-,,
(069023) L MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'fiC
6v·, ;a, aU Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
CITER B1F2W4V1'Pi 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0003%TER BIF2W4VI1P1 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH .60 PAGE 132
3Sa
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
i~~~ i
.. _ rrrr
r _____________ _____________ _________________
r __________________________ _____________ ___________
5
DATA SET SYHMO r C,"NtFIGURATI"-I DESCRIPTICN
(86900 1) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCU
(8 690231 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4O
10 is 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CLEVON RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP
BITER B1F2W4V1lP1 0.000 0. 000 0000 0.000
cITER BF2W4V1IP1 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
30 35
REFERENCE INFOCMATtON






































DATA SET SYMOOL Cc*FIGUURATICr DESCRIPT[IKC
(e069001) M FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Crr
(B69023) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO
10 is 20 25 30o S
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATiON
iBITER lIF2W4V1IP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S. ItN














































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
o I
CtrIFIGURATIr*4 DESCRIPTION4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR4
NSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE 0R.
10 is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BIKTER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000





0.000 SREF' 7.8800 $Q. tN




































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-.010o O S
DATA SET SYHeOL C'lIFIGURATI[4J DESCRIPTC*-N
(669001) r MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
(069023) Y5 NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
10 is 20 21
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCIN RUODER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER BIF2W4VIP1l 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
RBITER BIZW4VliPI 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORiHATION








.l w .. .. o
i ~ .......
.-- --, I . . . I _ ' ' I -
an 1& I · 4 . . ..






































OATA SET SYMBCA CONrFGURATION DESCRtPTltCN
(069001) Q MSFC TWT 542Z SPACE SHUTTLE C4BITER BlF2W4VIIPl




ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000. 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFcAHmATION








:FECT' OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT I)















OATA SET SYME-OL CrC*FIGURATION DESCRIPTIC.N
(869001) M*SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C48teTER BIP2W4VIIPI
(869023) m :SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "O-;ITER B'I2W4VIIP1
s1 20 25 30 3'
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CLEVCN RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






MACH .60 PAGE 138




- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I _. . ._III
~-" - *os ta0 is go
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYPMOL" Cc4IFIGURATINC DESCRIPTION ELEVH'N RUDDER RFLARE
IB69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CeBITER B1F2W4VI1PI 0.000 0.000 0.000


































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
. .I .- .l . I . . . .I . . . . . .I t ' . .'l .I I I I r- I-
'
t // ./
S~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ II L i i<li 
ii
s OS 0 IS 20 25 *0 35
DATA SET SyMCe-AL C INFICURATIC'J DESCRtPTICN
(869001 ) SFC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE c.
(B.69023) H1 SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEV"JN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INrFrHATICN
jBITER BIr2W4VIItP 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S.. IN











































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOEL . CJFIGURAT.cN DESCRIPTICON ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
(069023) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrAITER BIFzW4VIIPI 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 3.6820 IN.
YMRP . 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE

























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYHOCL. CCFICGURATlICJ DESCRIPTICt4 ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCOHATION
1(6900t1) PSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CABITER IVT2W4VIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN






MACH .90 PAGE 142
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OFATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL. CrNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
(e69001) HSFC T1T 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'EBITE BIF2W4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B69023) S M C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CICITER BIF2W4VlIPI 0.000 30.000 0.000
MACH 1.19
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
































DOAA SET SyM0CCL CcNFIGURATIC'J DESCRIPtlIC
(B69001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4'lTTER BtF2W4VI1PI







0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN










EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
. ,.-.. : " .... .... .. . ,.. . , I , 
4





DATA SET SYNC'L. CCONFIGURATIC"4 DESCRIPTICN
(G69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'E
(869023) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIAE
SO 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
BITER BIF2W4V1IP 0.O000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN











EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD]














DATA SET 3YMC.'L CrC.FIGURATICrJ OESCRIPT[IC
I(C69001) MNSfC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCi
¢(69023) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
o is I 20 zs 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCrMATION
MITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF T.8800 SQ. IN





































r l I l.i Nu
CCGNFIGCURATIC N DESCRIPTI-)N
HSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE CReITER elr2W4Vl
NSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE D' BITER BlF2W4VI
.05 .00 0 -.10 -.15 -. 20
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
IPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 3S. IN





















EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
.A.. .... 
. r.
, ....... _ .........
|, ~~. .. ........ .. A . . . ' _ -- nl - _,' _ - -- . -_2
.25 .20 PITHING
PITCHING
DATA SET BYMBCOL CcJNFIGURATtCAN ESCRIPTICN
(e69001) D MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4V1
(B6902 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4eITER BIF2W4VI
.uD .uu -. -
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFC,,MATION
1PI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


























C== _ ___ fi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ii
p. .Xr___ 
.15
OATA SET SYMCO' CC-NFIGURATI r J N DESCRIPTIC4
(B69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
(B69023) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr,
.10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVrON RUDDER' RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE tNFrHRMATlCr
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 Sq. IN




















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
, , . , ' 
J ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' J 
' ' ' 'J ' ' ' i ') ' ' I ' ' 
'l '~
,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IIRS_
F l __ A.._
, -0 9 i 3 : _cw ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .,
a 5
DATA SET SYMBHCL CA4jFIGURATI[4 OESCRIPTI-CJ
(A69001 M3SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA I
(A69023) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXi
10 is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)




b - X - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,e--~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i 
-. 10 L- 10
ANGLE OF
OATA SET SYHBOL CCNFIGURATICl4 DOESCRIPTI["'
(A6900 1) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.IOTER BIF2W4VI




liPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
liPI 0.000 30.000 0.000
25 3s
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRMATION
0.000 SPEF 7.0800 sO. IN





































OATA SET SYMO5L. CCFIIG.URATC1*J OESCRIPTIrCI
(A60001) ; S. C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBITER BPF2W4VIPI
(A69023?1 ' SC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'BITER BIF2W4VI1PI
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrM RUOOER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






MACH 1.19 PAGE 152





























DATA SET SYHMCA. CONFIGURATICJ DESCRIPTION
(SIA900) IC M3HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CoelITER BIF2W4VI
(A9023) a MNSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA4ITER BIP2W4VI
is 20 as
ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
ELEVCoN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
i PI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IPi 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
30
REFERENCE INFORMATION


















































OATA SET SYMB.L. c.NFICGURAT"IRC4 DESCRIPTICN
A oo9001 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.DBITER BIF2W4VI
(A690253 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4-EITER BIF2W4V1
-t,...... . . , . .,-r l !1 1 1 . . 1 ." ll ... l I11!.. .. I1.|1... .. t* 
D~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.





i1Pi 0.000 0.000 0.000
















rrrrr-T Ar nirnnrnn alt , TTliT AI11 n11
.. ll' utl I- KUUULr'KO LWIIHUUI bHKUUUJ
TW ,r- r-I-7-1- r.-~r -1-,--r-y- ** . . . . . . . .
: ' ,.,.,dr . ,, , 0 ,u
,.A . .,," _,r
.~~_ _-
S O l O d 5 20 2S 3D 3S
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SeT SYMH.. CtlrFIGURATIcIN DESCRIPTICIt CLEV'ON RUDDER RfFLARE
(AG900) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4PITER eBr2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000
CA690Z3) a MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4rxiTER eIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFOQIHATION
0.000 SREF 7.esoo So. IN









































































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
S
OATA SET SYMBOL CCINFIGURATIC ' DESCRIPTICAI
IA69001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CM,
IAG9023 ) N3SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CW
10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
I TER BEF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
elITER liPZW4VlP1 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE tNFCRMATION








:il l 'i ' t Vv l ' l ' ' r I ll-- r- -r- ---11- -,
r~~~~~~
- ~ ~ _.~~._ t,,
_ 5-. 016 35 I0 3u
PAGE 156




















I. a S 10 is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMOC4. CC"NFIGURATICN OESCRtPTICeI ELEVcN RUDDER RFLARE
(A69001) g MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "CBITER PlF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
¢A69023) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiBITER 8IF2W4VIIP1 0.000 30.000 0.000
25
r Z-
=,- == == =
30
8FLAP REFERENCE INFC4MATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




















































DATA SET SYMOOL CcNFIGURATIION DESCRIPTICJN
¢A69001) Q ; MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR4
(A69023) M NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR






0 *J$ 5 20 ZS ~0 SS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEV"ON RUDOER RFLARE
BITER 81F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIf2W4VI1PI 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFr-RMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8600 SO. IN






























4 5 6 r
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyMBr. L CCNrFIGUnATICM DESCRIPTICI ALPHA ELEVCI RUDDER RFLARE
(A69004) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rOlITER IPF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A9005) 1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE riI3ITER eIF2W4VIIPI 10.OO o 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A69024 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIDITER BlF2W4VIIPl 0.000 0o000 30.000 0.000
A69025) a MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r4B8ITER BIFZW4VtIPI 10.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFrHMATI'ON








































H FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.C
SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR
-3 -2 - 0 1 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER
EITER 8IF2W4VIP1I 0.000 0.000 0.00
lEITER elF2W4VI1Pl 10.0oo 0.000 0 0.000
*CITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 30.000
OBITER elF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 30.000
s 6 7 8
RFLARE REFERENCE INrFRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.6800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 EREF 4.4600 IN.


















































-8 -7 -8 -5 -4 -3 -a -1
SIDE SLIP Al
DATA SET SYMBOLC CcOFIGURATIrN DESCRIPTIC"
(A9004 ) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C*BITER EIFZW4VI1PI
(A69005) H SC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CeBITER BIF2W4VlIP1
(A690Z4) ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CElBITER BtF2W4VIIPI
¢A6O9025) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER B1F2W4VIIP1








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH 1.20 PAGE 161
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)












S3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCU
MSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE XC4
-i 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCJN RUDDER
CITER B1F2W4VllPl 0.000 0.000 0.00O
tCITER elF2W4VllPI 10.000 0.000 0.00O
tCITER BIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 30.000
IlTER EIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 30.000
i. I
3 4 5 6 7 a
R RFLARE REFERENCE INFrAMATItON
O 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN
O.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
a 0.000 tREF 4.4600 IN.
































































OF RUDDERS (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-. 030
-. oso .. . .-
0_,5 86 -7 -4 -3 t
SIDE SLIP A]
DATA SET SYMBCA. CONFIGURATIC"I OESCRIPTICON
(A69004) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr*BITER elF2W4Vl1P1
(A690053 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "ICITER 8CF2W4V1PI










0.000 SREF 7.0esoo S. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH .90 PAGE 163
OF RUODDERS (
SYHBOC4 CCN4FIGURATICI OESCRIPTICrI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CGX
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAt
N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWt
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cfi
))
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
CITER C8F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
DITER B1F2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
'elTER BIF2W4V1P1l 0.000 0.000 30.000
RlfTER 81P2W4VlP1 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCAMHATION
0.000 SREF 7.e800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.








































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIURATIONJ OESCRIPTIC-4 ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE GCBITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BlF2W4V11Pl 10.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRlITER B1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 30.000
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CASITER BIF2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 30.000
8
RFLARE RErERENCE INrFCRAT[ON
0.000 SREF ?t.eOO SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.460U IN.









































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CrFIWIGURATIC' 0ESCRIPTI'C' ALPHA ELEVCIN RUDDER
MHSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COIBTER CEF2W4V11Pt 0.000 0.000 0.000
MHSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 81F2W4VI1P1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CADITER OIF2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 30.000
MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBEIlTER IFZ2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.0800 so. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 eREF 4.4600 IN.















-6 - -6 -i -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP Al
DATA SET SYMBO'L CO'FIGURATIC[4 DESCRIPTIO*A
(A69004) Q M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAIZTER EIF2W4V11PI
(A69005) LI MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE %DITER BIF2W4VllPl
(A69024G ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ~Cr ITER BlF2W4VIIPI
A69025) [ HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4RPITER BIF2W4VIPI
0 1 2 3
NGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEV.N RUDDER RfLARE
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
10.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
.
REFERENCE INFORMATION

























15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET? SYHOC. CC'tFIGURATIC4I DESCRIPTICAJ
C869036) 2 NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRA'ITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2





0.000 SREF 7.8800 e S. IN




















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)





OATA SET SYMHOOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICA4
(69036) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBITER BIF2W4VIIPIRz


















3u: aOu 3 ca L
PAGE 169





















HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cE
sO 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
*ITER BIF2W4VI1P1R2 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BiF2W4Vl1PIR2 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF 7.80O0 SQ. IN
































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
-o ,
·I




a 5 t0 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATICdN DESCRIPTIC4I ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCAHMATICN
CB6903G) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC'ITER BIF2W4VIlPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.00 SREF 7.6800 SQ. IN

































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
OATA SET SYHCO. Ccr#FIGURAT[IN DESCRIPTICN
(869036) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C..
(869033) L MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4i
... . , . ^ - ^................ . .. . ] 
S~~ ~ lo .5 zo w| .@wW rw 25 3o t35tr 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCiMATION
BITER BIF2W4V1IPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 so. !N



































DATA SET SYMPC-. .COCFIGURATI"CJ DESCRIPTIC"4
e6s9036)) P HsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OfB ITER r1F'2W4VlIPlri2
(069033) MSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAOBITER BIF2W4V1PPIR2
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 30.00 0.000 0.000
REFEREN4CE INFOn(MATION


















EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
.00 l is 20 25 30 a35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBCL CrJFIGLURATICkJ DESCRIPTICIJ ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrrMATIOtN
(06903G) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4BITER BIF2W4VIIPIRZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN


















EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)







.... ' ' ' , ' ' ' I · ' !
I[
OATA SET SYMBr'O CC, IGURATICI OESCR[PTICN
(8o,036)O MsC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
(8g033) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVN RUDDER RFLARE
MITER 81F2W4Vi1PIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000uo
WOTER 81F2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMnATION
0.000 SREF 7.6800 S3. IN












































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
· ~ f I I w I I I If I " ; ~ i i' w ! i ~ " i ~ f 1 
f,, . .. ,a . .... .... ...... ..... 3 
.s .
_ % 1 , 2 3 3::*
D 5115 20Z 2 5 :0 35
DATA SET SYMDCA. CCNFIGURATI:j DESCRIPTICt
(B89036) n MSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRE
(869033) MSfC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCiE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELE:VON RUDDER RFLARE
B:TER BIF2W4VI1%PIlZ 0.000 0.000 0.000





SREF 7.8800 S3. IN
LREF 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.






















EFFFFCT fF RIInnFRS (WITH cRqlIInII
_, * __b~,l,J.l / ·II v Ivu @  In qJI II~U~b/L ·
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~v-._
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL C.NFIGURATIN OESCRIPTIC ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE
(890o36) 4 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRe4BTER BIF2W4VIIP1RZ 0.000 0.000 0.000





















































0ATA SET SYMBCA. Cc'IJrGURATIC*4 DESCRIPTICG
86:9036) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORI
(869033) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORI
l0 s1 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE
BtTER B1F2W4VlPlRc2 0.000 0.000 0.000













;~~~~~I1~,s~~. 1,11 Iii *lI ·e *Iuv~ I n VI * * %*/v * Li . .I~i ,1 . . .V.I. . W . w . . - r - l




































.o a to is ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
Cr GUFIUAATI"ON DESCRIPTI[jN ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BIF2W4VIIPtRZ 0.000 0.000 0.000











































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
.i / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A t-
'" : "'' ·!i m l !'i ·-m'! !''tJ'
z . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
B . ; 7 D X _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.. I~ O~ ~S 10 1S 20 2s o 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET srycCL CONFIVCURATIOJN DESCRIPT!C*r ELEVON RUDDER RFLARiE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(069030) Q NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER EIF2W4VItPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN








EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
,, ., ., .. . ., .... .... ..
Z~~~~~~~~~~~~ A
0 *5 10 is U0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBCL4 C'4F I GURATIr-, DESCRIPTICrJ" ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
MSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COiBITER B1F2W4VlIP1R2 0.000 0.000 0.000






























































-0. 50 5 10
ANGLE OF ATTA
OATA SET SYMBOL CtIJFIGURATICON DESCRIPTI'-.l
(869036) S HPFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCBITER EIF2W4VIIPIIR2
(869033) HSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE ,CA.0TER BIF2W4VIIPIR2.
is 30
ACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INrFC4MATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S0. IN









.EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH





















0.000 SREF 7.6800 5Q. IN





















EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
DATA SET SYMt.. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTICN
(B903G) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE R4E




,0 is 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 0FLAP
BITER elF2W4VllPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
.BITER B F2W4VI1PIR2 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCCMATION
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^ L // t .
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DATA SET SYMCOL CCNFICURATIOCN DESCRIPTIrC4
(869036) M 3SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAe ITER PIF2W4VIIPIR2
(169033) NS7C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(DBITER eIF2W4VllPIR2
kCK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVION RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCVIMATION







MACH 1.19 PAGE 185
















l0 s15 20 25
I
35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBC4r. Cr4I*IGURATIrIt DESCRIPTIC41 ELEVeC* RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
(6690361) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCEITER elF2W4VIlPIR2 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.6800 30. IN


























DATA SET SYMBO'-L CCNFIGURATIOrJ DESCRIPTI"'CI
(8690S6) o M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CeItTER BIF2W4VllPIR2
(B69033) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .CIDITER elFZW4VlIPlR2
MACH .90
1S 20 25 30 31
NCK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFrM'HATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ?.8800 50. IN







EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMPIEOL CCNFIGURATZON DESCRIPTIC*4 ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
(809036) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'T4rlTER BlFZW4VIIP1RZ 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B690,3)3 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiIBITER BIF2W4VlIPIR2 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCXHMATKOtJ
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN













25 ;U DD Iv O 10 is ZU
MACH 1.19
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
.... 7 '




DATA SET SYMHCD r CONFIGURATICOI DESCRIPTION
(B69036) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BF2W4VI
(869033) M.SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC,(ITER 1F2ZW4VI
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. S1 -. 20
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOCMATION
1IPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






































EFFECT OF RUDDERS [WITH SHROUD)
.20 .15 .10 .05
PITCHING MOMENT
DATA SET SYMHC.L CIlFIGURATIC-N' DESCRIPTI'CJ
(06,03S61 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'EIITER BlFZW4VIIPIR2
(8e6,033) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr4ITER l1FZW4VIIPIR2
.00 -. 0 5 -. 10 -. 5 --. 20
T COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INrForMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8000 SQ. IN



























-.0 .2 . .10 .0.
PITCHING MOME
DATA SET SYMOBL CcrJFIGURATIOJN DESCRfPTI*
-
(e69036) ) H.FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER 81e2W4V1I:Pli2
(890S33) H*SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrBlTER EIr2W4VIIPIR2
.00 -. 05 -
:NT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEV'N RUODER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFC4HMATION































- 0 5 10
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET srYMLec C",tlrIGURAT[Ir DESCRIPTI,'J
(A69036) 8 M~IFC TWIT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RDITEiR 1PF2W4VlIPIR2







0.000 SREF 7.S800 sq. IN
































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
i i I . ' i§ w ; * l l E l S l E E E ; E I f l g g l 'v ;
k 
'* o ... S . 0 o1 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA SET SYNMDC CC'oFIGURATIC.N DESCRIPTIC4I ELEVCN RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INF"RMATICN






t f T I- I
I
MACH .90 PAGE 193
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)





.~~~~~~SOX O2 O..... 5-~ -
DATA SET SYHMBOL CcIJFIGURATICA4 DESCRIPTIC. 4
(A69036) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE GfiE
¢A69033) 1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER EIF2W4VllPIR2 0.000 0.000 O.OOo
BITER elF2W4VI1PIR2 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INrl'Q CATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
-. 035 S
-5 0 5










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I.
25 30 35
DATA SET SYHCrrL CCNFIGURATICIN DESCRIPTICN ELEvGCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCC INrrHMATTION





























































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMC'JL CcNFtGCURAYTIC DESCRIPTI'i1 ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFfr4ATION
G9030 Q PMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SNUTTLE CrfISTER elF2W4VIIPlfi2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 50. IN
























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
O 5
OATA SET SYMOHLC CONFIGURATIC*4 DESCRIPTION
(A69036) MOSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CArE
(A69053) I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
.I I0 iS 20 25 30 __
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INF4rMATIOKN
BITER BFZ2W4VIlPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 s0. IN































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMOt3L C0NPFIGURATIC'I DESCRIPTIiON ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATIC4N





























FFFFrT r DiillnnFDp (FWTT CqUDAIn 
;I r I-~ I U l ~UL.I ~, W i I I I kl II ww W rrW ULJr r~7n
· i i i i i I i i ! i ! · i i I I-~T- T
K., . _.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l
S O _O& 0Z 03
OATA SET SYMCCL CcFlr[GURATIR4I DESCRIPTICtI
(A69036) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE J"IC
(A60O33) MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4EI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER B1F2W4VI1PIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000






















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMSCA C4riFIGURATICAI DESCRIPTIrC.
(AG9O36) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCQCITER BlF2W4VlIPIRZ
(A69033) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.rCITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2
tLEVON RUDDER RFLARC OFLAP REFERENCE INFORCATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.880o0 S. IN









































-. 016 20 25
PAGE 200
SYMHCOL CcFrIGURATIr'4 DESCRIPTICRI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE AC4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR] MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE R.C
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCIN RUDDER RFLARE
OI1ER BIF2W4VIIP1R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
EITER e1F2W4VlIPIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BlF2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
teTER ElF2W4VIIP1R2 10.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFrMNATION






































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CCrolIGURATIcN OESCRIPTIrC ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C[RPITER 81F2W4VIlP1R2 0.000 O.O0 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrtITER CIF2W4V11P1R2 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCiDITER E1F2W4VliP1R2 0.000 0.000 30.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA0CITER EIF2W4VIIP1R2 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INF(rMATION
0.000 SREF 7.e800 30. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.


























































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CM
M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CM
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAR
-3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER
BITER BlFZW4VIlPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER EiF2W4VIlP1R2 10.000 0.000 0.000
DITER B1F2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000
OITER BlF2W4VlIPIR2 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




:1ACH 1.20 PAGE 203
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CNFICGURATICNJ DESCRIPTICAt ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCeBITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfiBITER BlF2W4V1lPIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000
O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCiITER BlF2W4VIIPlR2 0.000 0.000 30.000



















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROIUD)
_s~ ,_..._ _.., _a 
r~E f' 








MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
OCOITER eBF2W4V1Pli2 0.000 0.000 0.000
ORBITER BIF2W4VlIP1R2 10.000 0.000 0.000
CiDCITER e1F2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000














































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMICOL CO4tJFIGURATIOJN DESCRIPTI j'1 ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C('iITER ElF2W4VIIPIRZ 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrCITEE C2FZW4Vl1PIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -ORCITEfn IF2W4VIlPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000
a MSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'OrCTEi ePlF2W4V11PI.R2 10.000 0.O00 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE ItrcfiMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN
0.000 LREF 2.020o IN.
O.OOO EREF 4.4600 IN.






























































iFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH SHROUD)
-. ois _ _ _ 
-. 020 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -_
-5 -4 -3
SIDE SLIP ANG
OATA SET SY M CP4- CC-4FICUnATIrfN DESCRIPTI':I
CA690 3 7) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCEIITER PlF2W4VIlPlr2
(A69U35) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'A0CTER B1F2W4VIIP1R2
(A69034) N HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRdITER BIF2W4VIIPlRZ
(A69035) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SH1UTTLE RWiMTER BIF2W4V1PtiR2








0.000 SREF 7.8800 50. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.






































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CC"FI1GUIRATlCr DESCRIPTI',I ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '.CI3TER C1F2W4V1IPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C7ITERi E1F2W4ViPlIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r401ITER ECl2W4VllplnR 0.000 0.000 30.000
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COCITER CIF2W4VllPIR2 10.000 0.000 30.000
6 7 a
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCOMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH .90 PAGE 208
-. 015
-. 020±8a8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SyMHEOL CCIrFIGURATIJN DESCRIPTtICJ ALPHA ELEVCjN RUDDER
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CEBITER ElF2W4VlP1R2 0.000 0.000 0.000
F MC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiCITER lF2ZW4VIlPIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWCITER EIF2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000B MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WcCITER lF2W4VIIPtR2 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFC4MATION
0.000 SREF 7.6800 SO. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.












































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
5
OATA SET SYMOHCC CrIIrIGURATIrIl OESCRIPTIC'I
(e6Ol ) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCU
(069039 ) H FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
la 15 20 zs 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP REFErCNCE INlrJrMATION
CITER lF2ZW4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF T.880U s3. IN










































DATA SET SYMHOCA.J CCFIGURATIC4I DESCRIPTICV4
(S69001) OMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CGi
(B69039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 0R
o0 is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVQCN RUDDER RFLARE
iITERi e1F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
iITER B1F2W4V1iP1A A 0.000 30.000 0.000
a5 30
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 3S. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 5.6820 IN.




EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
~ * r * * * * ! * * * *i * · i i * ! ! * * i * ! i * i i * * · * -
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i i ._ ____
5i
PAGE 211
EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
REFERENCE INFr.4MATION





























-. 20 0 10 15
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMLC.. CorlIG'URAT"ICR4 DESCRIPTI.IJ ELEVO.N RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP
(SG69UO ), MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SIMUTTLE CDiCITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000



























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
-in--r--~T~r on~T' r--... ..... 
== S = _ ___
S U
DATA SET SYMHEC CIwFIcURATIC[J DESCRI
(869001 %) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHU
(B69039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUI 
* 1U 1i 20 as
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PTIr(C" ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP
JTTLE 'X4BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
JTTLE XCl8ITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFOAMATtON










EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
I~1~T 1tr * , , ,2 _3
_ 
0 _5 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMHCc C',IFICURATIC.4 DESCRIPTIC"4
(IG901J) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OfilITER IF>2W4VI
(869039) a 4SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CX.ITE£R EIF2W4VI
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCRN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
IPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IPIAl 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFC4MATION















































DATA SET SYMOCL CAr FIGURATIrJ DOESCRIPTI*JJ
(069001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COI
(E69039} MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
lo 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
,ITER B1F2W4VI1Pl 0.000 0.000 0.000
eITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 30.000 0.000
25 30
OFLAP REFERENCE INrAJQMAT[ON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN











































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
........ .... 
Im .... wr.. ·,, . . -- r-
10~~~~~~~~~~~£
on OR -
D4TA SET SYMDC', C.JrFIGURATIC'J, DESCRIPTICIl
(69001 ) MSF'C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC,
1069039) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE S11UTTLE C' 4
10 1s 2o
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCeN RUDDER RFLARE
r ITER El F2W4 V I P l 0.000 0.000 0.000


























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
.00 sr
-S O 5
DATA SET SYMHCCL CCJFIfCURATI4C~ OESCRIPTICIJ
B6 9 001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-,£
(B69039) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCI
10 15s 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDOER RFLARE
DITER BIF2W4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000





















EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
I 20 25 IIII I , _
.....
OATA SET SYMbOLt Cr4FIGUnATICN DESCRIPTIOI4
(E69001) R MSFC TWI 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OC'R
(069039 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INF'RMATION
CITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 0o. IN































rTTT - --- r- * 1 TT r-r - f11'
0 s0 · 15 * 20 Z5 s0 S5s
ANGLE OF ATT/
OATA SET SYMOOCL CONFIGURATICrN DESCRIPTICAJ
(68oD01) D HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cR0ItTER DIF2W4VIIP1


































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
_ 
, , . ,'_..
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, , J,_,_ 
_ 0 10 15 20 25 ~,0 1g5
DATA SET SYMCOL CcJIFIGURATICN DESCRIPTI'N
(0G9001 ) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ci-l
(8890s39) 2 M.FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "RI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
DITER 81F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BiF2W4VIlPA1l 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFr4. ATION




































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
.. .
,__
'( E~' __, --- '"
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A __
0 lO/ Z- ~ 
DATA SET SYMBOL' C'4NFIGURATI.t'I DESCRIPTICON
(a69001; Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORE
(ec903,9) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER ElF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BiF2W4VllPIA .0000 30.000 0.000
8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMHCr. CCIJFIGURATlOC DESCRIPTIOI
(eI69001) R MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COiBITER BIF2W4V11P1





0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. tN





































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
t 1r r- . ~ T ----------- r







DATA SET SYMOCOL CCNFIGUrAT[el 4 DESCRIPTIC[I
(8690001 ) MSFC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE GCf
(869039 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCi
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrC* RUDDER RFLARE
0CITER BIF2W4V1I1P 0.000 0.000 0.000
81TER EIF2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 30.000 0.000
25 30
BFLAP REFERENCE INFOrc4MAT1ON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN































DATA SET SYMBO/L C.4'jrIFURAT[C4I DESCRIPT'"Jl
0s69001) NmSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"¢IeTEr B1F2W4VIIPI
(BG9039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCM'1TER BI2ZW4VllPIAI
15 20 25 30 35
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF T.8800 SQ. IN






MACH 1. 19 PAGE 224
EFFECT CF RUDDERS [WITH ABORT SRM)
. , , -, '" , , , , , . .' , ," , i , . . , , f , . , , , ! . , .FT
.b
i ~~ ~._ 
. . I1522533*
OATA SET SYMBOL Cc44FIGURATIrCI OESCRIPTI'IJ
(B69001) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI[
(6B9039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -C.E
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVrO RUDDER RFLARE
.CTER BIF2W4VllPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
LITER 1IF2W4VI1PIAI 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCORMATIN
0.000 SREF 7.8800 5O. IN

















































DATA SET SYMCOL CIFICGURATIC44 DESCRIPTIC'f
Ie690011 ' MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITER lFP2W4VIIPI
tB69039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE lielTER 81F2W4V11P1A1
i5 20 25 30 35
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCO RUODER RFLARE eFLAP REFERENCE INCFiRMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 3s). IN
































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM08I
-
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTICOJ ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCAMATION
¢(69001) 1 MSHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OC4ITER IF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.6800 5. IN






MACH 1.19 PAGE 227
20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CcrlFIGURATI[Ai DESCRIPTION





0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN

























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
· ~! i i '1 i iw i i , - !w ! ,,, ! i ! i i ! i l~ ! i t i r i- i ! ! ,t t i
I -- -. . .. "I








l - I p -- ,_
-5 o .__ __._
-8 s t~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~0 15 tO *5 30 35
DATA SET SYMCOL Cc¢JFIGURATIrCd DESCRIPTI'I4
(B69001 ) MSFC TIT 542 SPACE SIHUTTLE COi
(869039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ofi
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCMATION
ICITEf 81F2W4VI{P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBHC. CC4jFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIC4I
(869001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.EITER eIFZW4V1lPI
(869039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OC4CITER BlF2W4VlIPIA1
ELEVON RUDOER RFLAfE eFLAP REFERENCE INFOR4MATION
0.000 0.000 O.O000 0.000 SREF 7.6800 So. IN




























-0.8 S .20 .5 . O . 5
PITCHING HOME
OATA SET SrMC'l C'NFIGURATICR' DESCRIPTI'-
le(B69001) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiElITER BlF2W4VI1PI(E690391 M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -RITERi CpF2W4VllPIAI
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
ENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 so. IN




















.25 .20 .15 .10 .05
PITCHING MOME
DATA SET SYMNOL COCJrFIGURATICJ DESCRIPTIC-N
(809001) 1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCelTER elF2W4VIlPi





-. 15 -. 20
qT, CLM
RFLARFE EFLAP REFERENCE INFcrNMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.o80O So. 11N




























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
_-rr--r--I "i _ _ _ I ! i i --- f' -'
_ . _ ~~~~
8<If~).__/__
-, / 
.s .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
OATA SET SYMBEOL CcNFIGUnATlcN DESCRIPTIr'J ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOCiMATION
069001) , MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CCISTER lF2ZW4VIP1 0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S. IN






MACH' 1. 19 PAGE 233














-5 0 5 10
ANGLE OF ATTI
DATA SET SYmH'.L C'J4FrGURATICA4 DESCRIPTIC.
(AG9001) n HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.SDITER BIF2W4VlIP1








0.000 SREF ?.8OoU s0. IN












































DATA SET SYM".CC Cr'tFIGURATIC 4 D0ESCRIPTIONI
(AS69001 ) n SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"i
(A69039) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCi





lO is 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCHMATION
CITER ElF2W4VllPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






MACH .90 PAGE 235
FFFFCT flF RUilnFRS WITH ARtRT ;RM1
f.' , ,v . v, .~v ,i . .· , ,..,,
, _ I ._ __ . _. '
~_ 
_~_ .. . .....
. _ _- _-_*__ __
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
$~~ . ___.______30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DAT4 SET SYMDCOL CONFIGURATIOCt OESCRIPTItIA ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
(A69001) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C*EOITER EIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
I490309) MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WrS4ITER BIF2W4V1IP1A1 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORnMATIJON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




























































EFFFCT fF RUDDEFRS (WITH ARIRT SRM1
5 0 S to
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMCOL Cr*FICGURATIrtI DESCRIPTrI*4
(A69001) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ClACITER BIF2W4VI
(A69039) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WMXITER elF2W4VI
15 20 s2
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARiE BFLAP
I1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
I1PIAI 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
30
REFERENCE INFCr)MATION








.:_ _ _ 
··Y_·· .· _YV _____
. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
5 io
ANGLE OF
OATA SET SYMUOrL CC4.FIGURATtICr DESCnIPTIC,4
(AG900) M H3rC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci.IeTER ClF2W4VI




LIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000























EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)




OATA sET SYMDC'L CC4AFIGURATICI DOESCRIPTION
(A9gOOI) MS-FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'rBITER BFZW4VIIPI

















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
0 S o10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMDCOL CrNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
(A69001) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE *CEBITER BlF2W4VIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A69039 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "C-BITER BIF2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 30.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFXCIMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN









































-. 016 15 20 2as 30 35
_ , ", , ,' *" *r u i , ~ , , . -, I f . g [ . ir i i - *: "T '~ _ ! - _ -~









































DATA SET SYMEBCO CC'-NFIGURATIC4J DESCRIPTIfON
(A69 0 01 ) NHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR




t0 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER BIF2W4VI11P 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000

















·--r--- r--- - r 
L-
PAGE 241

















DATA SET SYMHCO CONFIGURATIOtl DESCRIPTICAl
(I A69001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4 
A69039 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(R
tO iS 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER 1IF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
61ITER PlF2W4Vl PlA1 0.000 30.000 0.000
_.,
. ~~~~~. _____. .
. ,'.o
._ __ _ " ,_,___.
i._ _ 
_ _ . _.__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCMATIC'N
0.000 SEP 7.8800 So. IN


























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
C".'FIGURATIC[4 DESCRIPTIC*l ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXlBITER eIF2W4V1lP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RCIOITER BlF2W4VJ1P1 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"'DITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 30.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COCITER BlF2W4VIlPlAI 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





































EFFECT OF RUDDERS [WITH ABORT SRM)
f - 'B _ r ! [ . ; T l y I I ; ' I I I g 4 I I I I ( I I"1 ! ! ' 1 I r I i g i i '--r' r r r-l l-- FT
. --.,.-... -_ _ _ _
rrT7
_ < AX -e tS n __ ___ _____~~A-- 
el~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~I






MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVrN RUODER
r~CCITER BlFZW4VlIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
CRCITER VIFZW4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
CelITER IFZ2W4Vi1PIA1 0.000 0.000 30.000






















































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH ABORT SRM)
.w w . ... - ... o ... ,~. · v .. w = T_- T- -- 
. , X _ _ _ ___ _ '- rTr--rr
m 
-- . .. ___.______
,_ _ x,,1__~] __.
-7 -6 -1 O
N
I 6 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMHCC C¢ONPIGUATIC4 DESCRIPTICAI ALPHA ELEVCO4 RUDDER
(A69004) mHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCl[TER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A69005) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rfCITER BIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
(A69040) M HSFC TWT 942 SPACE SHUTTLE CCEITEI BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 30.000










































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGUnATIC4* DESCRIPTICON ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CACITER eIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COiBITER BIF2W4V11PI 10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfCITER BIF2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 0.000 3O.OUO
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfilITER BlF2W4VIIPIAI 10.000 0.000 30.000
_- m i T m i ; I T .T r i i ! m m ! ' I m m w I i i I (' I i E I ·r n TlK ir r' r iiIT-r ?--r
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.~~~~~ ~~~~ __, ~_--- _  _ __ __ ,, ._
.\ __ _ _ __ _ ___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~




















1 1 i ! I d1
5
-1 0 1 2
PAGE 246
FFFfRT OF RlInnFRS (WITH ARPRT SRPM1
i.. i i.!,/ i qlJ/i I1%,/I./UI..IIV lb II J I II I~11../t,./1% I ~,~l%1 IJ~~~~
. _ _ _ __ _ , _ iii!II!I!IJIIIIIIIiIii! ''---'t?"rT
__ ___... ____-
_ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
= X _ .. _ . . . . R _ ,-
=,~ K3.. 
..







SM3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CQ
M-FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE W1l
M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4.
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCi
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA E£LEVN RUDDER
CITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
eBITER BIF2W4V1lPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
!BITER SBl2W4V11PIAI 0.000 0.000 30.000










































































-.030 _ __ _ _ _. _-
-.035
-. 03 _ -6 _5 4 -3 -Z -i
SIDE SLIP AN[
ODATA SET SYMCI.. C4NIFIGURATIC'J DESCRIPTICA4
(A::O004) I SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4DITER ElF2W4VIIPl
(A690 0 5) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"C.ITER ElF2W4VIIPl
(A69040) M HSFC TUT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'CITER OIF2W4VIIPIAI









0.000 SREF 7.8O00 SO. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 EREF 4.4600 IN.








n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cri
tMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'ri
MSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCn
a MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'I:
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
DITER BlF2W4VlIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER eIF2W4V11PI 10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VItIPA1 0.000 0.000 30.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPIA1 10.000 0.000 30.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFrXMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 EREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 eREF 4.4600 IN.














































EFFECT OF RUDDERS (WITH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMHC'L CclJFIGURATI .JI DESCRIPTIC(I ALPHA ELEVC.N RUDDER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE irBelITER IlF2W4VllPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCMIITER ePF2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000





































































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-RE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '.%E
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE RIE
-3 -2 -1 0 i 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
BITER BFP2W4VllPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER 8lF2W4VIP1 10.000 0.o00 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 O.000 30.000


















.- ll ii1 iiii 




_ ....... _ . _ I - ....I....
- -















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)







L , 2 .'
F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 05
5 0 5
DATA SET SYMBOL. CO.tIrIGURATIC~I DESCRIPTIONi
8(D601 ) HNSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4.E
(869026) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C,4
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000
ITEt E IF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFC RMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 30. IN



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
SHCC,14 COcNFIGURATIcJ DESCRIPTIrfI ELEVCJN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCHRMATION
HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITEn EIFZW4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 a S. IN






































DATA SET SYtM"Lf CCMFIGURATICA DESCRtPTICAI
(860001) M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-RelTER IF2ZW4VI1PI







RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOHMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN













































-S 0 9 10
ANGLE OF AT'
OATA SET 5YM;c U- C'IFrIGURATIC'J OESCRIPTION
(B69001) MSiFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC/.ITER 1IF2W4VlItP
(B69026) 5R MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c4RCKITEfR 1,F2W4VIP1
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE OFLAP REFERENCE INFIXMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN






MACH .60 PAGE 255
EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
I I r [ ' ~ [ I I ]w I I '~ I I I "i I I I I I 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I T
i~ i/ i i i i
..... ].....
~l- i ... i ir i -
I I ______________ _ I_ _ -
O 5 tO 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC.N RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
CITER elFZW4VttP 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
01TER 81FZW4VItPI 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
OATA SET SYMCL.. CC*4FIGURATIC4 OESCRIPTICtJ
Cgo6900 ) MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.A
(869026) Z MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCU
30 HA
REFERENCE INFC-CAATI1N




































FFFFCT F RUDDEFR FLARF (WITHfUIT SHRllUDll
, . .
AIX~A
la is 20_as 30 35
5 Sa -o _st a o
S//
5 . 10lS~ 1 S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SyH"m4.. C',t4FIURATICON DESCRIPTI'I' ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
(069001) 1 PHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRelTER B1F2W4V1IP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(069U826) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRORTER BIF2W4VlIP1 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrMHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN









































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
k.~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1
, , , , , 2........ . 3 - .... .... m I
II . . . . r [[ m -u - - -- ..
0ATA SET SYMHC'-L CcFrIGURfATtON DESCRIPTICN
(89001') MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CId
(B69026) HSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVCoN RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFPCMATION
BITER BiF2W4VXIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)




DATA SET SYMCcL CtJ4FIGURATIONI OESCRlPTIC-I
(869001) S MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CMV ITER BlF2W4VlIPI






0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE [(WITHOUT SHROUD)
. 5 0 5
DATA SET SYMPHe4 CrONFIGURfAT Ir0J DESCRIPTI '4J
(ee69o01), C , WT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WA
(BG902) M HC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.~
1o is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BOIFZW4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER B1F2W4V11PS 0.000 0.000 30.000
30
eFLAP REFERENCE INrQCMATI.,N
0.000 SREF .8o00 soQ. IN















































.0100 .  -
.000
-.o5 5 o 10
ANGLE OF AT'
DATA SET SYMDCA CcthlFIGURATYtC DESCRIPTIr'-
(869001) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRAlCTER BtF2W4VXIP
(069026) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,C'.ITER BIF2W4VIl1P
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 SO.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCIEHAT10tN






















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-. 1OO 
. . t' ' ~ l .i l .I l ' .i l .w i l l . . . . . . . - w s r
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~vfI#r-
. 2 . _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





DATA 5ET SYMeC. CrtlFIGURATICTr DESCRIPTIC"4
(eG9001o I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR
B69026o) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC
0o is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BFP2W4V11Pl 0.000 0.000 0.000











































- 5 0 5 10
ANGLE OF AT
OATA SET SYMc'OL CtIFIGURATICAt ODESCRIPTIC.
(C6900!1 n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIBITER EIF2W4VIIP!







0.000 SREF 7.8800 3S. IN





SCALE . 0.0040 SCALE





















-5 0 S 10
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET %YMnC4O CCtFIGURATtIII DESCRIPTIO'N
Le69001 ) O MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCITER eIF2W4VIP 1i
(869026) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4l[TER BlF2W4VIIPl
TACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCOiMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN


























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
r
-0 L
-0 .0 S 10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA sET SyMHePC' CeJPFIGURATIC*4 DESCRIPTIrkI ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE

















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMCIL CrlIFICURATItCJ DESCRIPTION' ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP
(e69001,) O NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '¢TCEr B1F812W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(069026) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.XrITER 1F72W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
MACH 1.19
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMr XC
-
CrrICGURATIGcN OESCRIPTICtII ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE
(Ep69001) M H5FC TWT 542 SPACE SIHUTTLE CRODITER BtF2W4VllPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
(069026) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-RCITER BIF2W4V1IPI 0.000 0.000 30.000
OFLAP REFERENCE INFrCHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN





























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHCCL CCrIFIGUfRATIeJ DESCRIPTICrJ
(¢U6900) 0 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cl8ETER BIF2W4VlIP1
(C6902G) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4-lBITER BlF2W4VllPI
ELEVON RUDDER RFLAfE BFLAP REFERENCE INrFORMATIJO
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREr 7.8800 So. IN



































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA sET 5YH0CCL C-4,FIGURATA4J DOESCRIPTtlIC4 ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(e69001I 2 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCICTER BIF2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 SREF 7 8800 s. 1t


















DATA SET SYMSC- Cc.FIGURATI.'I( DVESCRIPTtIC
(069001) NMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CTIeTER BIF2W4VIlPI







RFLARE EFLAP REFEREICE INFci'HATItN
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN














t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- Y .. ,.. ...
-2 ..... _ 
0 $
OATA SET SYMHCJL COtIrIGURAT[I'I OESCRIPTI[tJ
(Bo0011) MSFC TWTr 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'r
(B69026} SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ori
015 2 0 5s 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUOOER RFLARE 6FLAP REFEfIENCE INr'A NMATIION
17ITER I6F2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.800u ss. IN



















DATA SET SHYOOL Cr'4FIGURATION OESCRIPTIC'N
(CO6001) H5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,if
(e69026) I HrOFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4T
10 s1 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
eBITER BiF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
OCITER BIF2W4VIIPt 0.000 0.000 30.000
eFLAP REFERENCE INFCA4MATICOJ
0.000 SREF 7.e800 3Q. IN







EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
.15 .10 .05 .00
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMCHA CI*FrIGURATICrI DESCRIPTI'4
(E69001) , MrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI ITER BIF2W4VIlP1




RFLARE EFLAP REFERENCE INFnHMATION
0.000. 0.000 SREF 7.8000 S). IN

































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
,~r' E,! -'. *,l,,..,,,,, , ., i 5 ,VIi ,'"'. _t , E i --.T-, - t-f
.~~~~~~~~~
p F f ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. ..
rtt 
I
. I - I . . . _ _ . I -I a
.10
PITCHING
.05 .00 .0 -. 10 -. 15 2
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVCO4 RUDOER RFLAr.E OFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATIOcI
iPI 0.000 0.000 0.0o00 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






DATA 5ET SYM4rC'L COlJFIGURATIJNt DESCRIPTIO'N
(C69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SIUTTLE X.ClITER BIF2W4V1
































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-0.6 L-
.25 .20 .IS
OATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIrCI OESCRIPTICON
I(69001) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiI
(869026) Li HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C4
-
.10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOrCMATON
CITER BIF2W4VlIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRfiEF 7.e800 SQ. IN





























EFFECT CF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
' t · f E [ * ~ w w d ' .' . I w i -- r--I-'T---'
f-. 
_ . __ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
! __ ._ 0I 0 S$ i
DATA SET SYMHOCL CrIFrIGURATIC1 ODESCRIPTI-C
(AG80010) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CW.
(A6026 Ž HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVr*I fUDDOER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrMHATICON
e[ITER eIF2W4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000o SREF 7.B00 So. IN
























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
,,, . ... ... .. . ... ... !. · .; ,!!! !! tr-
. ___ ____.~~~~~~~~
:C__ _
_ . _ t 5202 03
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC*I OESCRIPTICN
.A690O ,1 n HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE eXE
(A690 2 6) £ MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(R
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEV.NI RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER BIF2W4VIIP 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4V11PI 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFODRMATION


































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
ANGLE OF AT1
OATA SET SYMBOCI. CI4rU'IGURATIIC OESCRIPTI 'RJ
(AG'1101 I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCCI TER B1F2W4VIl1P






RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCRMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8500 S0. .te
































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHRIUDI)
-. 035 L
-




DATA SET SYMr LC CCAJFICGUfATI4I OESCRIPTIC'I
(A09001 ) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE _ci
(A(902,) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '.E
t0 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVrJN RUDDER RFLARE
ECITER BlF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000




0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
























. . . . .I . . . .. . . . I . . .


















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
OATA SET SYMHCCO CrcirIF URATIAl DESCRIPTI&JI
IA69001) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC'(
¢A69026) HSFC TIWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC
10 is5 ZO Z 3u ,,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVr'Nt RUDDER RFLARE DFLAP REFERENCE INFPrMATICIN
CITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF T.8doO SO. IN
BITER BCF2W4V1lP1 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000 LREF 2.02eo I04.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 3.6820 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 I f.
ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE




























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
5 5
_! v , T I , ! 1 , 1 1 , V I , ! , I , - .,r,*,**.*,,,*,,.,.-t-T-t-t
L,~~~~~~~
... ______...
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYHMCOL C'IFICGURATI'". DESCRIPTI.i. ELEV-N RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP
(A69001) f MtrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C4EITER eBF2W4VIPI 0.000 0.000 000 0.000
(A69026) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c.EITER BIlFW4V1IPI 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INHFORATION












































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
0 5
DATA SET SYMXr. CIF[IGURATIC*4 DESCRIPTICON
IA69001) MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.E
(A69026) MrSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
10 l1 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BeITER EIF2W4V1IP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER I1F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE ItJF-4MATtON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 34. IN










































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-. 50 5 .3 0
DATA SET SYMlC - CcNFrIGURATITO DESCRIPTI[CJ
(A6900)I HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C40
(A69026) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr
10 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOHRMATION
BITER B1F2W4V1lP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN

















X . . ...
cn
, .006







_J. .04 .. . .. . . 20 25 5D 3s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYCrjCI CrNFIGURATlCjtl OESCRIPTIrRI ELEVON RUDDER RFLAfE CFLAP REFERENCE INFrOplfATIOjN
IA69001 n MHSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE CBCITER ClF2W4VlIPl 0.000 0.000 O.iO 0 000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. ItN
A6902GI 6 HM-C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r-CtTER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 30Q00O 0.000 LRtF 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 5 6820 IN.
.00RP 00000 IN.
2HRP 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1.19 PAGE 28419 
EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
,. is i i I iIi i iii Iiii Iiiiiiii r i J i iw iw !rTT I i i -~ vr ~r -l-T r '
.~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _'_"
_ _ _ _ _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-8 -7 -6 - -4
SYMCCOL C',4FIGURATICJ4 DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'J
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OS MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE J
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
:iCITER BIFZW4VlP1S 0.000 0.000 00 O.000
C ITER eIF2W4V1lP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
AtITER OIF2W4VIIPl O.000 0.000 0.000






5 t 7 8
REFERENCE INFORMATIOrI



















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OA(A SET SYMC-OL CrI4rICUnIATICIl DESCRIPTIC4t ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
(A.90041 Q M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'C[ITER BlF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(AgOs 9005) HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -C4OITER e1F2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
(A,9027) M HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CiCITER BlF2W4VllPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A,9028) j MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRUITER BtF2W4VIIPI 10 0.000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INrCtMATItON
0.000 SREF 7.6800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.

































- -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP Al
DATA SET SYMC'"4- C'"/rIGURATIr¢I DESCRIPTIC..
(A69004) f HMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C:ITER, BlF2W4VIIPI
(A69005) H FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "'.iDTER BIF2W4VIIPI
(A69027) 0 HSFC TUT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC4CITER B1F2W4VIIP1








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 OREF 4.4600 'tN.
























-7 -5 -4 -3
SIDE
CrJtIFFIGURATICl DESCRIPTIONJ
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCRITERi
M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXeITEri
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COelTERi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrC[TER
-2 -1 0 1 2 3
SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVrCI RUDDER
E F2W4V1IPI 0..000 0.000 0.000
81F2W4VIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
SlF2W4vIlPi 0.000 0.000 0.000






- -rt --r 
.i
REFERENCE INFCHlMATION4








EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)


















......... = S 3 _































35-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 - -2 -
SIOE SLIP Al
DATA SET SYMO'CL CO':IFIGUnATIN OESCRIPTICI
(A69004) # MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'RBITER 81F2w4vllPl
¢A69005) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAelITER 81F2W4VIlPi



































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
r~ i i * .. t i ~ ~ i 7 i iw i i T ~" ~ J i 'i i i  i r- i i i i i i i ' · i i iI iJ.iJl' · i i i f i r i ! · .T .-1-
~~~~..... _ .. . .. _
L___- _ _-' -- . ' __ _~ .. .......
.~~~~~~~~~'- -- ~ _ _ ~_.___ ._ _
.... . . ... ... ... ....... t '1 ........... ___







MSFC TWT 542 SF
HSFC TWT 542 SP
N=FC TWT 542 5P
MSFC TWT 542 S5
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
N DESCRIPTIC[J ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
PACE SHUTTLE C.XCITER BIFZW4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
PACE SHUTTLE COCITER 1BF2W4VllP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
PACE SHUTTLE rC4BITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000










































-a - -- -5' -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP Al
DATA SET $YMHtO CCAFIGURATIC44 OESCRIPTICl'
(A69004) 3 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCCITER B1FZW4VIPIl
(A60005) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITER 8lF2W4VIIPI
(A69027) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COITER aIF2W4VIIPI(A69028) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COeITER BIF2W4VlIPI








0.000 SREF 7.8800 S4. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.































-_ - -6 -5 -4 - -Z -·
SIDE SLIP Al
DATA SET SMYC.L. Ccr.FICGURATICI, OESCRIPTtI'J
(A69004) NM5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-TfITER BIF2W4VllPI
(A69005) MH-C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE UOIITER eBF2W4VIIPl
CA6sU27) M 5FC TWT 542 SFACE SHUTTLE -CE4JITER BIF2W4V1lP1








0.000 SREF 7.8800 S3. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 OREF 4.4600 IN.


















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITHOUT SHROUD)
-7 -6 -4 -3
SIDE
CcFICIGURATIC.N DESCRnPTICAI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWTCITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4e0ITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI-CITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiCDITER
-2 -i 0 1 2 3
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER
EIF2W4V1IPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
BIF2W4VIIPl 10.000 0.000 0.000
BIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000







4 5 6 7 8
REFERENCE INFORMATION











































.r * .. . * if d [ * . . . . ., . ! ; * , I I * * . [ . * - . wI[[ * [ * ! Tr r- -r-r-rr -- t-f-T T"r "r'





EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SrteCOL C'INFICURATICrlI DESCRIPTICtJ ELEVro RUDDER RFLARE
C069001) M5 FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORCITER elF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(le9030) 12 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '4.EITER BlF2W4VllPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFRHATIrCN
0.000 SnEr 7.8800 50. INt






























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARF (WITHI SHRf)llnl
.1
5 0 10 15 20 25 30
DATA SET SYMHCOL CrCJFIGURATIC04 DESCRIPTI4Ji
Bcesool ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cRCI
(c6G030) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCi
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
ELEV*N RUDDER RFLARE
I TER E1FZW4V11Pl 0.000 .000 0.000








































DATA SET SYMCOL- CCIJFICGURATIQCN DESCRIPTI J
(069001) D MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBlITE elF2W4VllP1






BFLAP REFERENCE I NrJFHMATI N
0.000 SREF 7.8800 so. I N
















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH
-0.4
-0.8
- 0 S 10O
ANGLE OF ATTA
OATA SET SYMCCL CoNFIGURnATZIt DESCRIZPTI4FX
(eCOOI) . MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIO[TER BIF2W4VIIPZ
(o6903'- ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OfRCITER ElF2W4VIIPIR2
kCK. ALPHA. DEGREES




0.000 SREF 7.8800 50. IN
























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD) _
, . , , i I , , . , , ' , , , , . . . . . . , , f , -. ' r * . '--t--'---- l -- ' 
, . . _ __.





OATA SET SYMOr"4 CclIFIGURATIcJ DESCRIPTICr4
(1C9001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIDLTER eoFZW4VzIPI
(t690301 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c¢CITER elF2W4VlIP1R2
K. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVAJ, RUDDER RFLARE
0.000 0.000 0 .000
0.000 0.000 30.000
EFLAP REFERENCE INFCr4MATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
O 10 15 to =,5 30i 35
OATA SET SYMCOL C-NFIGUR ATI"N OESCRIPTICOI
(869001) OMSFC TW 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"E
(86"9030) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
TITER BIFZW4VIIP1 0.00o 0.000 0.00 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S3. I








































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
..... _ . ...... .. _._______
s o lo 15 20 25 3~A_ A
. O 1 t0 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMHC.. ClrtFICUfIATIIJ4 DESCRIPTICA' ELEVOHN RUDDER RFLARE
(l69001) NMsFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE C.eOITER EIF2W4VlIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(C6900o) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHIUTTLE Ct*ITER B1F2W4VllPlI2 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF ?7.e8UO 3. IN




























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
20_ 2 _5 30 3 3~-
50 0 5 lO 5 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHCr' CcrNFIGURATtMJ DESCRIPTIrJ ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
(e6900l) R MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CTC4ITER BlF2W4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(eG*30 ) -C MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CEIITER elF2W4VIIPlrR2 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN





























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
, . . f, ,,,,· ," ., ,,, ,, v[ r, ,,, .,, ' d [[·[] ft r'T'
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·. . _ _ _ _
X ~~~ ~ ~~~~. . . ..
. s ~~o ss ao 19 WOas3 35
DATA SET SYM0OrJ CrF4ICGURATIC*4 DESCRIPTIC4
(e69001) D USFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r4,
(e690301) HSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RiFLARE BFLAP
DITER EIF2W4VlIP1 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000
BITER CIF2W4VllP1RZ 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFEREtICE IFlrrMATION



























































OATA SET SYMfI:CL CCtJFIGURATIC"4, DESCriPTIC'J
(C69001 ) S HSFC TWT 542 PACE SHUTTLE "iJlITErR B1F2W4VIIPI







0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN






MACH .60 PAGE 303


























. l , 1 I F l i l ~ ll ! '. ! g e l ! r-i ~--T--i --~
m,._ .__ _
-. 00.
-o a ° to0 15 20 25 30 B6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMC.OL CrAtiIGURIATIrJN DESCRIPTICI ELEVfON RUDDEiR RFLARE BFLAP REFEriENCE INFrC4THATION
(6c901O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ' BBlTER 1F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 SREF 7T.800 SO. IN







































-.010 S F T 1o
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SyMOCOL Cr-CIFIGURATICt DESCRIPTIOtl
(e690ol) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C*.CITER IlF2W4VIIP1







0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.02$0 IN.
8REF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 3.6820 IN.
YMRP I 0.0000 tN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE













OATA SET SYMCC"J Cr-IFIGURATIC-II ESCflrPTIC[44
(G9OOI)i) 4 HMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE *XCITER BIF2W4VllPI
(869030) MSF'C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4tCITER B1F2W4VIPIPR2
25 &5
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC.N RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOCRMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. INP



















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
5 t0
DATA SET SYHOCCL CCtIFIGURiAT.ICJ DESCRI.PTI'I
(B69001) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE *'.
(869030) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-R
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
elITER CrF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
CDTER elF2W4VlIPIRZ 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INr,:RHMAY1ON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 S3. IN


























-o. 15 20 25 3a


























-S 0 5 10
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMrCL CCtFIGGU RATI4cN OESCRIPTICl(
¢(6600l ) D MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CeiITER 1IF2W4VIIP1
(069.030) R H5FC TWT 342 SPACE SHUTTLE RC.(ITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEV'ON RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.00U 0.000
REFERENtCE INFC.RMATION








EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
pELf "~t · t ~ r , , t i~ ! * i ! ,k ! f , i ' ' ' -T · - -
_ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.q
r-T~~~--~~-r-- mr- -r-ri -1-- ~~~~~~~1TT T~~~T~ .. ....
..... _m ...................
15 20 25 3010
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMCCOL CNJFrIGURATZOIJ DESCRiPTtC4I
(06Q001,1I HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.IPITER CIF2W4VIIP1
(C69j030) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ClCITER 81F2W4V11PIR2
kCK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVtON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INF'CRMATION











































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
I
~ l"'' ~ ~ i r I " TW " ~' l i l vr s 'ls' ~ss§wW|X.w 
II  I . I I I I . II . ... _+,
P -- .- I ----
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMPCL CcJFIGURATICtl DESCRIPTICrJ ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERfENCE INFOr.MATION
(86900U1) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rcEITER BIF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3REF 7.o80 SQ. IN















_ · - __
0_ An as_ _
__iL S ps~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~zv .s~ ~ ~~ ~~ ·
.ww 0 * tO t S 20 Z5 5U aa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_

















EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMCC'L C("JFIGUIATIC, N DESCRIPTICIl ELEVC4I RUDOER RFLARE
869001) MS'FC TWT 542 SPACE SNUTTLE ".B'ITEiR B1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 . 000
(B6903'.)) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'fCITER BIF2W4VI11P1R 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






















OATA SET SYNC'-.L CC'JFIGURATIC'J DESCRIPTICiN
te69001 MS;FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCf
(C69050 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cOi
·Iu ,, .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOrN RUDDER RFLAiRE
elTER ElF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000













.? aa3, 43 au
.60MACH








-1 ..- _ _ __ _
-3
-4
-o S tO I 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET $YMO'- 4 CCJIFIGURATICI* DESCRIPTICJI ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(e69oO ) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCBITER BIF2W4V1IP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B69030) mI M-FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE *,XCITER B1F2W4VllPlf2 0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFC4fMATION














DATA SET ,YMC'.L CCrNFIGURATI'"'J DESCRIPTICt4
(69001 HS..FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.IelTER BIF2W4VllPI
(86903'0) IA HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ct"OITER e]F2W4VIlPIR2
MACH
kCK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFr'lrATION
0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN

















-0':.25 .20 .s1 .10
PITt
DATA SET SYMBEOL CcOJFIGURATC'4'4 DESCRIPTIC'-I
.(69001) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrCITER
(069030) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ce.CITER
.ua .U -. 03 --. 1 -. 23 -. cu
CHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEvrN RUDDER RFLARE SFLAP REFERENCE INFCHfMATION
tIF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


















.25 .20 .15 .10 .05
PITCHING MOME
DATA SET SCYMCL Cc'"IFIGURATI' Jl ODESCRIPTI'44
¢tt9001) IMIsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C".8ITER BIF2W4VIIPI
(e6903u) S MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "-C'ITER BIF2w4VIIPIRZ
ENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






















--.25 .0 . .0 .05
PITCHING MOME
DATA SET SYMDO¢-g COJAFIGUriATCr - DESCRIPTI[ l I
(089001) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE *C'*BTER 61F2W4VIP1
(0o69030) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'IITER BIF2W4VIP1Ir2
ENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ IN




































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
_ , r r I , I . · , I ! r
I $
DATA SET SYMHCO C¢O'FIGURAAT IrC OESCRIPTIC4I
(A6OO1 ) rMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C/-
(AG9030) .1 mnFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCi
10 is 2O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCJN RUDDER RFLARE
BITER e1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
_. __ _ . ___ . _. '. I . ___ w.. ' , w ' , . v ' 2 ~,. .w
.i : i' i ' :'' "'"' '
;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i _ ....
-- ~~~~~" _ i~ 
.5 0 S lO 15 20 Z 'l 3D ~S
DATA SET SYMBC4L CrClFIGURATIrCr DESCRIPTION
(A69001 OI MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIr
(A69030) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
ClTER BIF2W4V1PlI o.000 O.00ooo o.o
BITER BiF2W4VIiPIR2 0.000 0.000 30.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATIet ON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


































~ Ew r w' v f i·E Jfw "~ i~s f~w "§lv W Wsw' 
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i-- i , i
S
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMNCC. CrclFIGUrATIrCI DESCRIPTIOC l
(AG9UOI ) Q MsFC TWT 542 SPACE SIIUTTLE C.X[ITER BIF2W4V1IPI
(AGgO03) R MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCtBITER elF2W4VIIPIR2
I - , I , tI - - I __ I I _ _ _ -_-
15 20 25
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC*4 RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 30.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCArNATION


































































'OATA SET SY4CC-L COCNFIGURATICJt OESCRIPTIC.J
(A69001) SF'C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CGE
(A69030) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE *"RE
10 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCGN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrMHATION
BITER BIFZW4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.0o0 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


















~~~~~~~~, ,, , _._....___
r-
^ - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
DATA SET SYl4C"'L C"NFIGURATICJN DESCRIPTIC4J
IA69001) i MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CT4I




A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~-- A 
S SlOIS202530$
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEV.N* RUDDER RFLARE CFLAP REFEREiNCE INFcrHATION
BITER BIFZW4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.0 0000 . 00 SREF 7.00 S. IN







EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARF (WITH SFIROPlIInl
-~--.__r~ 
0 10 :1 Z 3 
DATA SET SYMdOOL CrC4FICGUAT1CM DESCRIPTI'Na
(AGgOlO Q) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORi
(A69030) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVI'N RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BlF2W4VI1Pi 0.000 0.000 0.000












































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
0 5 10U 15
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHENC. CC¢lFIGURAT IC-T DESCRIPTIC44
(AG9001 ) H5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COREITER B1FZW4VIIPl




RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN









































-. 016 5 30 35
EW i




































DATA SET SYMC)OL CC("JFIGURATI'*J DESCRIPTION
(A690011) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE '.4BITER EIF2W4VllPl







0.000 SREF 7.8800 50. IN







































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH
-. 014 ; _ _'
-. o1i . . i. . . . I
-. o016 
DATA SET SYMrCL CrNFIGURATIC4I DIESCRIPTI',i
(Ao9001) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C,"
(A69030) M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAC
l0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCr4MATION
ZITER IF2W4VI1PI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 rSEF 7.8800 SO. IN






MACH 1.19 PAGE 326
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyMeOL COItFIGURATIIA4 DESCRIPTIAlC ALPHA ELEVC'N RUDDER
(A69004) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,..CITER BIF2W4VIP1 O.000 0.000 .0.000
(A69005) MH 'FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'E1TER BIF2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
(A6031 ) < MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE IIr.:TER EIF2W4VIIPIR2 O.000 0.00D 0.000
(A69032,) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C.CITER elF2W4VIIPIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000
MACH .60
RFLARE REFERENCE INFrAMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 CREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
-*r ... ... g ,. .... n~ .|. t ltTTr..
--- . ..... 
' ~ ' 
r -- 
SY MCC. CeCIFICURATICI DESCRIPTIIN
M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
i M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
NSFC TWT 542 SFACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
-3 -1 0o 













































































-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP ANG
OATA SET SYMHOL C¢rIFIGURATIO, DESCRIPTIrJ
CA69004) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Wr'lTER BIF2W4VIIPI
(A69005) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrCIOTER BJF2W4VllP1
(A69031) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WECITER BIF2W4VllPlr2








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH 1.20 PAGE 329
EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
-,,*'ri' V7i'r.. .. ..I titrr rTJ .-l~ ..l Illr5- ~l" .,i " ,.[ ..i .ge .1d rilr riirts r-rn-~ 7 
, ., . . .... __
. 4 
-7 -5 -4 -3
SIDE
CC4JFIGURATItC DESCRIPTIC4'
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCODTER
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.CITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O.CITTER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC4ITER
I
-2 -1 0 i 2 3
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER
BIF2W4V1IIP 0.000 0.000 0.000
E1F2W4VIP1l 10.000 0.000 0.000
Bel2W4V11Pt1r2 0.000 0.000 0.000







4 5 is 7 a
REFERENCE INFrbMATION


























































H MSFC TWI 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CWI
M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
CITER BIF2W4VIIPi 0.000 0.000 0.000
EITER DIF2W4VIIPl 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER eIF2W4VlIPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
















































EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)










-7 -6 -5 -4
CONJFIGURATICJ DESCRIPTI ki
H;FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CtI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC[
WMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiE
MF'FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
I
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
BITER BIF2W4VlIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER CIF2W4VI1PI 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER 0lF2W4V11PIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000






















































-'020-8 - - 6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -i
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYHCAL CCNFIGURATI(CI OESCRIPTIC-4
(A60004) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'CITER BlF2W4VIIPI
(Ag905U) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCiOITER BIF2W4VIIPI
(A6:9031 N< HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCIITER OIF2W4VIIPIR2

















































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C--
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -CR
O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O-C
MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
BITER BIFW4VIPI 0.00 0 00 0.0 0.000
BITER IF2ZW4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER B1F2W4Vl11IR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
ZBITER BIF2W4VI1PIR2 10.000 0.000 0.000
8
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCH4MATIC4)
0.000 SREF 7.8800 80. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.

























EFFECT OF RUDDER FLARE (WITH SHROUD)
-7 -6 -5 -4
CCrIFIGURATICJ DESCRIPT[I41
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c'R
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC,
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .T.
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCR
-3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVJRI RUDDER
CITER BlF2W4VIPPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
ICITER 81F2W4VIIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
Dr6TER eIF2W4VIlIPR2 10.000 0.000 0.000

























































- 15 I 
-. 2o 5 1o
ANGLE OF ATTA
OATA SET SYMHC'A COC4FIGURATIC1tJ DESCRIPTIIJ
(069001, ! MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4"iCITER elF2W4VIPIF
(069019) a HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.iCITER eIFZW4V11PIAI
NCK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVN*4 RUDDER RFLARE FLAP REFERENCE INFCORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SRF T.8800 S9. IN































OATA SET SYHCO4L Cr4 FICGURATIc4 DESCRPTIJC*
(069001 n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4I
(D09019) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE W'
to is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEV: N RUDDER RFLARE
1B1TER BIFZW4VXIP 0.000 0.000 0.000


























































DATA SET .y'MC.L CCNFIGURATIC/4 DESCRIPTICJ4
I(6900t1 C NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4ZBITER BIF2W4VlIPl
(869019) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE GrC0ITER BIF2W4VI1PIA1
1520 z5 30 3,
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFcORHATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8600 SQ. IN







EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
,,,,' ., I " .... I.. ., I t , I .,, .[ Ir- I Irr- ,_ . -- r w-I -' r-r-..
. .0
. 0 . _ - · 152 5 03
DATA 5ET SYNMCO CClFIGURATIIN DESCrIPTIr)I
IC690D1) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO1
(C690qj) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
EBTER EIF2W4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 3S. IN







































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
1~~
'_._ _ -. ....
e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ...
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ./ .. .. _
5 0 lO ~~ ~ ~~~~~15 20 25 30 S5
OATA SET SYMC4L Cr'IFICGURATIkJ ODESCRIPTtI'J
r(GG001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -Ct
1(69019) L MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C .,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC44 RUDDER RFLARE
BITER 81FZW4VlP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
ICITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 .ooo00
BFLAP REFERENCE INrC4HATI'7lJ1
0.000 SREF 7.88000 5. IN4



















EFFECT OF ABORT SRM





; - -- ;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5
DATA SET SYMHC'r CC4F'ICGURATIC4"4 DESCRIPTI'Jl
(869001) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCU
(t69(019) SFC TWT s42 SPACE SHUTTLE WCE
10 1s 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC*4 RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BiF2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000





























































.00 0 5 o10
ANGLE OF ATTI
OATA SET SyHeCL CC-JrlIGURATIC'4 OESCRIPTIC'
eG6goUL) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiXOlTER B1F2W4VlIP1






RFLARE BFLAP REFERENICE INFrMCHATION
O.OO0 0.000 SREF 7.oo00 sQ. IN








EFFECT OF ABORT' SRM
- , . r , -! -T ~ f ~ · _, ,_ _, _ , , , i ! . ! ! ~ i I f I r * I'
:r
_.__
10 15 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY¥140C COlJFIGURATIC4N DESCRIPTIC[4 ELEVrON RUDDER RFLARE DFLAP REFERENCE INFOrMATION
(B69o001) f HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4,CITER 81F2W4VIlP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S-. IN
































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM





_, o . l so so ~.
DATA SET SYMICOL COMIFIGURATIC4I OESCRIPTIC1
(069001 ) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C:R
(69019) ZS MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
elITER 8]F2W4V1Pl 0.0000 0.000 0.000



















































DATA SET SYMH3C"L CC.-,FIGURATICt4 DESCRIPTICI
(E69001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C lE
(E69019) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORE
O1 i5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVC'N RUDDER RFLARE
EITER elF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000

















































I I . . , .
DATA SET SYMC4. Cr'FICGUfATIttJ DESCRIPTIC"J
(G69001) R MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfCi
e(869019 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ''IC
MACH .90
10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCeN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrAMATION
CITER BIFZW4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8400 s. I N


























EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
. r ..







iS o ~ ~ ~ 5 ' 10 %5 20 2~ S0 ~
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYH"O'L CCM4FIGURATIC'I DESCRIPTICAI
(e69001) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ReBITER CEF2W4Vl
(069019) 1 H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXITER BIF2W4VI
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEV-N RUDDER RFLARE
IPi 0.000 0.000 0.000
11PAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrRHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN























































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
i5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHLr. CCllFIGURATI'4l DESCRIPTICNI ELEVlJ RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFC.RHATION
(e69001 I HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rClITER BlF2W4VIIP1 0 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






MACIH .60 PAGE 348
EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
5 S 10 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMr C'L CCr.IFGIURATIC--I DESCRIPTIC-I ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(B69001 ) D MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE c.4IITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
e49;9019) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.¢lITER BIF2W4VIIP1AI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
0 10 is 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
_ -7zvg '~~~ __ _ _..
X /~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,
Sgi _ _ ___ 0 5 30
DATA SET SYMHCGL CCMFIGURATIrC. DESCfiPTIChI
(069001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI.CITER IFZ2W4V1IPI






































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
· , i i ! f i ,. . .I , I .-, ... i 'i w I w w . t r -r -
5 O ~ ~ 5 10 15 20 25 50 55S
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SrMCr, - COtWFIGURATlIC DESCRIPTIlOT ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE
(B69001) C M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rIClTER EIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000






SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
LRE F 2.0280 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP ' 3:6820 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.





















































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyHym4. CrNFIGURATlt4 OEDSCRIPTItCI ELEVWN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORCMATION
(e69001) Q MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OI-TER B1F2W4VIIP1 0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMB"-L CCJIF'IGURATI"'I DESCRIPTICA) ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
¢(69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.ieITER lBF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B69019) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'-DITER BIF2W4V11PIA1 0.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCONATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN



































_7 _ -, _1an
5
DATA SET SYtEC.'L CCIFIGURATI".4 DESCRIPTIC'I
(P,69001) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.d
(669019) H sF'C TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
CITE£R BIF2W4VIP1l 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER elF2W4VIIPXAl 0.000 0.000 0.000
8FLAP REFERENCE INFC4RHATION
0.000 SREF 7.e800 SQ. IF









EFFECT OF ABORT SRM






DATA SET SYMB'L CcNFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTIC*J
(IE69001) MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE iE
I(69019) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC4E
t0 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFrCHATI 'N
CITER IlF2W4VI1P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF ?78800 SQ. IN

















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SrY4.CL ClIFIGURATICJ DESCRIPTICON ELEV-,N RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(869001) ; MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4DITER BIF2W4VIIP00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B69019) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR.ITER BIF2W4VIIPIA1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MACH 1.19
REFERENCE INFORM4ATION




























.23 .20 .15 .10 .05
PITCHING MOME
DATA SET SY M C'OL C4J4FIGURATItc[ DESCRIPTIC*4
I(690 1) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCAITER lIF2W4VIIP1






RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATtICN
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




































0ATA SET SYMNOC CCJFIGURATlCi DESCRIPTIC[J
(86900o ) MsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBXeTER elF2W4VI
(869019) H SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-,CITER e81FW4VI
I
.05 .00 -. 05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrciMATION
IIPi 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN









- X - 1~~~~~~~~~~
.... ,Bo .. ,, 
I
PAGE 358
DATA SET SYMCC.L CC44FIGURATIC4I DESCRIPTICtI
(e690011 S M FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"IR(69019O) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .EI
MACH 1.19
.10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCrRN4ATI"ON
BITER etF2W4VllPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF .88o00 SQ. IN







EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
L
- - -_ -_ . _ 
_8 - _ -_ ___ S -2 1 0 1 2 3 
DATA SET SYMBOL C4J1FIGURATIC/I DESCRIPTION
(Ao80o4) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ¢
(A49021) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ¢
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVC.N RUDDER
QBITER B F2W4VII P 0.000 0.000 0.000














































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
'-Tr~ * , Ti ir g5 ,' ,,,_ . ,.. frr~ *. ,-, ** , , *, . , " ,,' . ., , gtrm .. .Ig~I i, g l-rT-'T"' '-r--, 'Tf' -o r-r
b ~ _ .__
-3 -2 -i 0 I 2 3 I a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SY7MCA C*lIFIGURATICt4 DESCRIPTI'C4 ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFCHMATICON
(A69004) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCtAeTER 01F2W4Vl2P1 0 000 0 .00 0 000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




















-8 -6 -5 -4 I-7
.90MACH PAGE 361








_ ___ F__ __ _ __ . F _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_E __ ___ _
DATA SET SYMCrAL C FIC4DGURATICAI DESCRIPTI[CN
IACG004 ) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CoR
(A61021 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
I I I
-3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCON RUDDER
BlTER 81F2W4VllPi o.ooo 0 O.OO o.ooo
BCTER BIFZW4VIIPIAI 0.000 0.000 0.000
* 6 r d
RFLARE REFERENCE INFJNRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 5Q. IN

































































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
-t T-T-r ..I! !! 1 !r 1f~r * · 7-·-d--r- ,T -·f ;· i- ..--'-r-r- ! ir i t-1!! -r-;-r---t--r-lr- -T-rr-t r-1T-1l"








-S -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 o
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
OATA SET SYMB"C/.L C'IFIGURATICN OESCRIPTI- Jl
¢&690(0 4 ) M H5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.8eITER 8IF2W4VllPI












0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. [I

























EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
Fi _ i T i fr v t r-y-v 1rIr-iT rT ,,I I g-E .. rr ,r *, * I-v--v, * * * * * v .rr-lr !r-r-r--T rT i i - "-r-r1- r'r r-
_~ ._
--8 -- ? --6 --5 --4 --3 --2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 · I
. . _ 
. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SIDE SLIP ANGLE
DATA SET SY¥MCC'L CrC-FFIGUAATICl OESCRIPTIOtC
(AG9004) S M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ".BITER BIF2W4V11PI






0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET 'YMHCCL Cc3HFIGURATIC4 DESCRIPT.ICI
(A69004) MShFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CetDITER ElFZW4VIIPI
(A69021 ) M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COCITER elF2W4VIIPIA I
ALPHA ELEVC.N RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFCRMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN















































EFFECT OF ABORT SRM
-. 020 L
-8
DATA SET SYMHCAL CrJIFIGURATICtI DESCRIPTION
(A69004) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cfi
(AS90Z1) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -Cf
-3 -2 -i O t Z S
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDOER
CITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIF2W4VIIP1A1 0.000 0.000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.6800 SQ. IN

































-' - -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP AN(
DATA SET SYMCB..- CCIFIFGURATICf DESCRIPTIC"I
(A69004) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CfI3TER BIF2W4VI1PI
(A69021) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXDlITER EIF2W4VIIPIA1
GLE, BETA. DEGREES




0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN



















-0 -7 -6 -S -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDOE SLIP ANC
DATA SET SYMCO'- C4'[FtGURATI.N DESCRIPTI,'J
(A69004) ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE 5HUTTLE CW.ITEfi eIF2W4VllPI
(AG9021) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"IDITEfR BIF2W4V11P1AI
O i 2 3 4 5 6 1 8
GLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFCOHATION
0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMCWX CVCFICGURATIIC OESCRIPTIcI4 ELEVC'N RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrjMATION
(B69001) C HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC(CITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.0oo 0.000 0.o000 .000 o REF 7.8800 SQ. IN








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMHDCO C'J4FIGURATICAJ OESCRIPTICI ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE OFLAP
(BC690Gl 0 MSFC T~WT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C~CEITER P1FZW4VIOPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000













'.. . . ..... . . .,. . . .. .. .. .. .......
5
DATA SET SYMHCOL CCIFIGURATI-'J DESCRIPTICtJ
(C69001) . MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr
(069036) HMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrC
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC-N RUDDER RFLARE
EBITER BIF'W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000





























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DOATA SET SYMHCL CrCIJFIGURATICI4 DESCRIPTIC10
Le69001 ) 1  MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4EITER BIF2W4VIllPI
(B69U36) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXiCITER BIF2W4VIIPlR2
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLAriE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMtATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 30. IN























































DATA SET SYMC-,L CcJfFICGUATII' DOESCRIPTI".I
I(CGO0I ) M--SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI
(8G9036) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.E
10 i5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCrN RUDDEfR RFLARE
CITER BIFZW4VIlP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER BIFZW4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8600 SQ. IN






MACH .90 PAGE 373
EFFECT OF SHROUD
REFERENCE INFCOHATION

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMCCrL C'FIIIGURATICt J DESCfRIPTIrltI LEVN4 RUDDER fFLARE EFLAP
tC69001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -C(BITER EIF2W4VIIP1 0.0 00 00. 00 0.000
(C6903GC) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE AC. ITER BlF2W4VI1PlRZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
PAGE 374
EFFECT OF SHROUD
o la 5 i - 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET rSYMHCL CcrIFIGUR-ATI rc J OESCRIPTICk"
(l69001 O ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCI.TER 8IF2W4VIIP1





































-! I Ti -----
10 is 20 25 30 35
DATA SET SYMrlL CAl1FIGURATI-l4 DESCRIPTIrfI
(C69001%) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC..
(BC69036) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOCN RUDDER RFLARE
B1TER BIF2W4VIlPI 0000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VlIPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE ItNr1AMATION
0.000 SrEF r .8800 So. IN

































* ! I I I , I I I ! i I ! ! i T I I ! I I -' ' ' '*- ' --
to ____
A ae . _ __ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMC,.L CC*JFIGURATIr'J OESCRIPTIC[I ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
(6G9001) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4RCITER BPF2W4VllP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
(C690.36) N SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI"CITER BIF2W4VIlPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
MACH 1. 19
BFLAP REFERENCE Inr',RMATICjN
0.000 SREr 7.8600 So. Ipi





















































- S 0 5
OATA SET SYMBOC. CCJ4FIGURAT[IC DESCRIPTIC[4
(e69g001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIC
(B G9036 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CMiE
t0 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC¢N RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP
CItTER BIF2W4Vl1P1 0.000 O.000 0.000 0.000
:CITER 81F2W4VllPiR2 O.00O 0.000 0.000 0.000
30 35
REFERENCE INFC'RATIrCj





































DATA SET SYMBL- CtJUFIGURATIc4r DESCRIPTIrtJ~
(e69001 I MSFC TWT 542PACE SPACE SHUTTLE CiEITER EIF2W4VIIP1
(PB69036) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'iBITER BlF2W4V11P1R2
ACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVf't RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP REFEfRENCE INFrHrATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF .seoo00 S. IN






MACH .90 PAGE 379
0 10 15
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.
DATA SET SYMICe CkIFICURATtIC-4 OESCRIPTIrCN
B669001 ) MSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE iC-CITER BIF2W4VIIP1




ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30
REFERENCE INFORMATION






























































- 0 S 10
·ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGUfATICJ¢ DESCRIPTIC*I
e(690011) l HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC.,BTER, BlF2W4V11PI





EFLAP REFERENCE INFr. MCATION
0.000 SREF ?.8800 So. IN




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMCCO CrJFIGURfATlt'J DESCRIPTICI4 ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORC ATQION






























DATA SET SYMCr ' - CCRIFIGURATIC" DESCRIPTICN
.
(P890oo0) 4 MSFC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE rCA"ITER ElF2W4VIIPI






0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN



















- 0 a 10
ANGLE OF ATTA
OATA SET SYHCCJ CCrJlJIGURATIC*t DESCRIPTIC04
(C69001) aMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(*DITER CIF2W4VIIPI
(C6903 6) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4GCITER BiF2W4VIIPiR2
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVeCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCrlATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


















w [ i i_ i i i r i i i . i i ~ i i i * i i i i *- b  ~
,.Ol.
- . . - i...--t ·* - -** i ., , . . _ _ _ _
S 0 5 0O t5 20 25 30 35
DATA SET SYHCCA CrC*FICURATIC*I DESCRIPTICAI
(869001) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ' ~C
Be69036) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COi
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEV"'N RUDDER RfFLARE
ITER BlFZW4VI Pl 0.000 0.000 0.000




































, ".i . ..' . . 3 . 3. . r -r
j.....
OATA SET SYrLCL C'CMFIGGURATICIJ DESCRIPTICAI
,(eG9001 n) MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCI4
(069,036) MsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'Ri
a0 is 2U
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVN RUDDER RFLARiE
CITER ElF2W4V11Pl 0.000 0.000 0.000




































._ 5.00 c; *w0 5
PAGE 386
;'"- -- !~~[ ~ · ! i E i ! ! E ! ! · ! i ! ; i ! ! E ! ! i '! ! i
A - A
$ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t 0 I 20 as ZO2 0 II
DATA -.ET SYHM'.- CcrIFIGURATIC'J DESCRIPTI".Jt
(Er690ti I) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiE
IC69036 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4i'
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER EIF2W4VllPt 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VllPIR2 O.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCORMATION


































- 5 O 5 l0 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SCT SYMErL Ct~jFIGURATICJN DESCRIPTIOH4 ELEVrN RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFPCMHATIOtI
(c69001o1 Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 6OilTER BlF2W4VIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. Il






























- 0 5 o10
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMC.OL CC'IFIGURATIC
.
4' DESCRIPTIrcI
e869001) ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4'-ITER 81F2W4V1IPl








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN





























i~ * " . . . .i , , , - . . , , , . , ~ , . . . , . , . . . , . . , · r T -r~
~~~~~~~~~~..... 
._
3,1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ _ ____ ' 
;25 .oU
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMC'C. CCAJFIGURATlCrJ DESCRIPTICN
IG900l) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CJRCITER B1F2W4VI
(69036) t5 M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIrETER B1F2W4VI
.05 .uU -. u0 -0 I -. 
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ELEVCr4 RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFMrRMATION
LiPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 8o. IN





















.25 .20 .15 .10 .05
PITCHING MOME
DATA SET SYMCCA. Cc* FIGURATICIJ OESCRtPTIC'i
(069001) Q MSFC TWY 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -'CITER EIF'2W4VI1Pl
(869036) M.FC TW'"542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"-ITER IF2W4VI1Prlr2
.00 -.05 -
:NT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.O0o 0.000 0.000
MACH .90
REFERENCE INFCRHMArlIN





































-.10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET sYMCOL CCWFIGUiATICAI DESCRIFTICl ELEVr.N RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCAMATICN4
(E69001) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'IDTEn D1IF2W4VlIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SflEF 7.8800 so. IN






















DATA SET SYNCLWC CclFIGURATI~CI OESCRIPTIC-4
(A69004 )) R HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO
(AGgO6907 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rjC4
-3 -2 - 0 I 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVCtO RUDDER
R tITER B1F2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.0UO
RCITER EIFZW4V1PIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCnMHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN

































-. 10 S -5 -4
- - - - - - -
- -- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
















-7 -6 -5 -4
-3 -2 -1 0 3 4 5 t
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHC'I. CClIFIGURATI'.d OESCRIPTIC'J
tA69004 I n MSFC TW'T 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .'B ITER PIF2W4VI1PI





0.000 SREr 7.8800 SQ. IN






























. _ _ ·_ ,[ [[[I ~i;. !i[[ ,,![ ,!i! i![i !!![ , T--TT 1I!! !i1-1-
_w ___
~. . _ __ _




' ' . , , [ , . [[ i[~, .. .. ] [ [ * * [ tg ,[, *".-- . 'T-'l--r TnrT · !-tTT-~--r- -t-T-fr _*!-r r
__ _ _ _ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~_ ___
_ _ _ _ . _ ._.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
_ _ __ __ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ ._.______ 
_ _\__ ___  _ 
__ __ ___ 
_____r -_ _ ______ _ .
_ _ . -_ __ 
__._ _._
__ _ _% < _ . _ . ___.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-2 -i O 6 ·
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET STMUXLc CcAlFIGURATIC'J OESCRIPTItIJ
(A^g0044) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CielTER E1F2W4VIIP1
(AG9057) L MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C[CITEnR eIF2W4VIIPIR2
ALPHA ELEV'IJ RUDDER RFLARE REFERENCE INFrcMATION
0.000 0.0oo 0.0o00 .000 SREF 7.8s00 SQ. IN
















































-S -? -* -S -4 -3 -2 -1




-_ 7- -6 -5 -  -  --
DE G
OATA SET SYMUCL CCNFIGURATIC4X DESCRIPTI*J1
(AC9004) ; HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCBITER BIF2W4VIIPI
(A69037) HMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRelITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2
o 1 2 3 4
3LE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
0.000 0.000 0.0O 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 6
REFERENCE INFORMATION















































.-. -r- 6 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA. SET SYMOcl CCFIGURAT1t4'*C OESCRIPTIC ON ALPHA ELEV".R RUDDER
(A69034) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE i-BITER BIF2W4VIlPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A6903r7) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4DITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 5 6 T
RFLARE REFERENCE INFR.4MATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 'SQ. IN








~~~~~~- -- ~-'-- ~ ~--'--




































-7 -6 -; -4
Cc-AFIGURATI*JN DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cR
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO
-3 - -1 0 1 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVrON RUDDER
MITER E1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIlPlR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
6
RFLARE REFERENCE INFORHATCON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 sa. IN







~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I.. .. I ... E ;W nW ~ ~.-#r-'rT--i-


















DATA SET SYMHBDC CcAIFIGURATICJ4 DESCRIPTIC4I
(A690 0 4) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.4
(A603 ?7) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OR-A
-3 -Z -1 0 1 2 3
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEV'/N RUDDER
OtTER elF2W4VllPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
CBtTER BIF2W4VI1PIR2 0.000 0.000 0.000
4 5 6 7 8
RFLARE REFERENCE INFrC¢MATICN
0.000 SREF 7.80O0 SQ. IN






















































r--7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -i
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYHCOLK CCFIGURATICdJ DESCRIPTI[cI
(AG9004) 5 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBBITER elF2W4VlPII
(A690371 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIBITER BIF2W4VIIPIR2
3LE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0 .000
0.000 0.000 0.000
RFLARE REFERENCE INFCAHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
























-e -? - - -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDE SLIP ANG
DOATA SET SYMCC'L ClC4,FIGURATItIl DESCRIPTIC4J
(A69004) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "-40ITER BIFZW4VI1PI
(A69037) L MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCIOlTER 81F2W4V11P1R2






0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYHOCL COcNFIGURATCION DESCRIPTICIt ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE
MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CITEiR EIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C ECITER CIF2tW4PI 0.000
0 H.FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRCITER 02
MACH .60
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrRMATlION
0.000 SREF ?.8800 5$. IN




































CONF I GURAT I ON BUI LDUP
--T i m i ~ m I . , m w m m r m m m ~ i · i m i i ! t I 'd--- t i -'-r-r-'






MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ct
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCA
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC*4 RUDDER RFLARE











































M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SH(UTTLE C4i
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SH1UTTLE CC~
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE









































CcNF I GURATI tJI DESCR I PTICI4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CMR
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE S;HUTTLE CM 
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DE
ELEVON RUDDER




RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 50. IN

































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMHCA CNF'FIGURATI'IJ DESCRIlPTI.4I
0669001 ) Q FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C:CITER CEF2W4V1IP1
(869044) OATA tiT AVAILACLE FR. ALL C¢.IDITI".IS






RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrCMATION
0.000 0 .000 SREF T.s800 So. IN


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYHIOL. CtlFIGURATI(Ji DESCRIPTION ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFrcMATION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WICITER BIFZW4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S0. IN
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C[ielTER BIF2W4PI 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.




























- i , E , i , i E , i I , , i v v , i , m , w i E'- , ~ r t 
S~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ v it 
-- / A - - -- ^~~~~~~~~~~~
J -- 
-~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ S lO IS 2 : 0 s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYHUCOL CONFIGURATItCI OESCRIPTIC'l ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
¢l69001 ) 5SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CorilTER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1869044) L1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE riCDITER BF2W4P1 0.000 0.000
(869047) O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrlIITER B2
REFERENCE INFORHATION

































































OATA SET!SYMH r'C CcNFIGURATIr'J DESCRIPTIC'J
(C69001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .C4EITER
(869044 ) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'CITER








ELEVC"N RUDDER RFLARC BFLAP
1 P1 .0 .000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFrCtMATION
























DATA SET SYMCC' CCF[GCUnATIC DESCRIPTIC-I
g6OO~l) M3PSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4C4BITER BIF2W4VIIP1
(069044) MSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ?C[EITER BIF2W4PI(86904?) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC-eITER B2
1S 20 25 30 35
TACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 .000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. TN






MACH 1.19 PAGE 4 1 0
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY1m1,L CcJFICUfRATI',N DESCRIPTIC4I ELEV'CN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(e,69001 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4iPITEF BIF2W4VllPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(B69044 ) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCfITER B1F2W4PI 0.000 0.000
(B69047) 0 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBD.TE:R 82
REFERENCE INF'c4MATtON



























































HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cOiE
DATA NOT AVAILAELE F'C. ALL COt
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cii
t0 15 20 25 3c
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE
BITER BlF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7
44D ITICNS 0.000 0.000 LREF 2













MACH 3.48 PAGE 412
SYMOL
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CcFICIGUiRATICl DESCRIPTIC-4 ELEVCON RUODER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CUelTER ElF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,C" ITER BlF2W4PI 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.[ITER 02
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN













































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4V21PIR MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CODITER B1F2W4PI







0.000 SREr 7.8800 sQ. IN







































35 9o 5 25 ,0
CONF I GURAT ION BU IL DUP
,,, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..,. .... l.. .... .... .... ... .,...... . .
-.......-- 
. ~
... , - a- , J ·
U 
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMCU - CJ1rFIGURATI~C4 DESCRIPTIC!I
(B69001) c MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC.BITER BlF2W4VlIPI
(B69044) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BlF2W4P1






0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN





























u 3 da ;u J5 I
PAGE 415
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP





* $0 $5 20 2S 30 3'5
SYNCOOL CC44FIGURATICAI DESCRIPTIC(I
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C..
MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Con
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WT
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC'N RUDDER RFLARE




0.000 5REr ?.8800 So. IN







































O. 0 .~ >
... ., .. .,,.... . ... .... .... I o w
0 S10 is 20 25 30 35






MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C41TEnR elF2W4VIIPI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA'ITER BIF2W4P1







0.000 SrEF 7.8800 SQ. IN






































M.FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"40ITER lrF2W4V1
DATA NrT AVAILADLE Fr'. ALL C'JIDITICXJS
fIFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .A'OITER 02





ELEVAON RUDDERf RFLARE BFLAP


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYmoCt COCIFIGURATIC N DESCrIPTICJ'4 ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"R4lTER e1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4R.ITER BlFZW4P1 0.000
0 NSPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBIETER e2
BFLAP REFERENCE INFrC4MATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






























































DATA SET SYHMDO CCNFIGURATIt4d DESCRIPTI¢'I
le6900 I) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "t6BITEI BIF2W4VIIPI
(B69D44) MI:SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ¢r.BITER iPF2W4PI
(869047) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIRtTER B2
TACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE OFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFOnMATION































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
-. 010 -
DATA SET SYM tCOL
(P69001 )0(B06044 )
(B69047) 0
O 5,  10
ANGLE OF AT
CC.4FIGURATIC4J ODESCRIPTIOCN
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C..ITER 81F2W4VIPI1
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C,,RITER 81F2W4PI








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN













MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAi
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCi
SrFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WC
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE

































































DATA SET SYMBCO4 CCNFtGURATlTN DESCRIPTICN
(B69001) 2 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCR
.(869044 ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
(069047) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C0R
lu 5 ZU
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE





0.000 SREF 7.8800 Sq. IN















































- o 5 10
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMCOcL CClIFIGURATIC44 DESCRiIPTICI
(C69001) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4BlITER lFr2W4VIIPI
(869044) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC(4 ALL CCtIDITICIS
(C69047) O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE eCI8TER B2
s5 20 25 30 3S
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCORHATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN






MACH 3.48 PAGE 424
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
0 ' O 15 2'0 as 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACI
DATA SET SYMHDCA Cc'RFIGURAT[IC DESCRtPTICN
e6o001 ) , HsrFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"-DITER EIF2W4VIIP1
(869U44) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C*.CITER e1F2W4PI
¢86G047) 0 MSFC TWT S42 SPACE SHUTTLE C** ITER 82
K. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.0O0 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFrTMATlOtN





































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C,,
MSFC TWY 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrA
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVEC RUDDER RFLARE




0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CC.4FICURATICO4 OESCRIPTIC4I ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE eFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'OITER BlF2W4VlP1I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CO"lITER BIF2W4PI 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.





MACH .9 0 PAGE 427
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
syMuC.J CC#JFIGURATIt*4 DESCRIPTlr4I
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE W.iCITER DIF2W4VIIPIR MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORCItTER BlF2W4PI
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHtUTTLE CCITER 82ez
ELEVrN RUDDER RFLARE BPLAP REFERENCE [NFrCMHATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN








































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRDITER BIF2W4VllPI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORCITER BIF2W4P1








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN







































S 0 tOI O2 O~
ANGLE OF AT
CCCFrItGURATICAI DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CMITER EIF2W4VIIP!
OATA N'jT AVAILACLE FC4 ALL CC40DITICNS






0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
































CCNF l GURAT ION BU ILDUP






MSFC TWT 542 SPACE StHUTTLE CRelITER BIF2W4VI1PI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CriEITER BIF2W4PI







BFLAP REFERENCE INFCrMAT ION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHIUTTLE C"BITER BIF2W4V1
SH5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O4CITERi eIF2W4PI
O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SH1UTTLE '.CITER B2
1 5 20 25
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVCN RUODER RFLARE BFLAP
1 Pi 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
REFEnENCE INFORMCATION





































~ [ l ! [ d i l 1 1 ' E i I l ' ! - I l '-
-
-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~










CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
1
,_ .]_
_ ..... _____ ,._
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMCCOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIPTIt'N
I(69001 U) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIcITER BIFZW4VIIPI
(CG6044) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CGRDIT[ER 8F2W4PI





0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP





, . . .. . .... .] t o O1 20 25 310 iSb
SYMUONL CCJFWIGCUriATIC'J DESCRIPTI 71
H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC1
MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE TC1
0 M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-,
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE











































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SIIUTTLE 
S MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C







LPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 0.000
~~~~~~~~ __ __ 
._ 
_....
~ . _0 _. __ _ _, .0 .__
6FLAP REFERiENCE INFC¢XMATN10
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
; v i I i I ~ ~ d v u i " · w w ~ ; w f [ , t v I E v I * [-- '-t--~i 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
C- O ( ^ ,~ - C -- '----
~~!.... - ..... - ---
.vS _15 _t 20 25 30 $SS
DATA SET SYNHUC CcIJFIGUtRATICI DESCRlPTICM4
(869001) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ciR
(869044) DATA N'jT AVAILACLE FrC4 ALL CC
(o69047) 0 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEv.,N RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
DCITER e8F2W4VIlpl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
NO I TI ONS 0.000 0.000
1CITER B2
REFERENCE INrF-HATION
























S I S . '120 *03
0 S O0 15 20 25 o .
SyHOC.L Cc.NFtCGURATICl4 DESCRIPTI['4
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.T
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCT
O HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CjR
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
iCITER BIF2W4Vp1PI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
OITER e1F2W4P1 0.000 0.000
B TER 82
REFERENCE INFCRHATION












































. =. - . ^ , .U.3.
O 3
OATA SET SYMNCr.L CcTrIGCURATI4lI OEsCRIPT1C4'
(I9001) D MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE eC(,
(C69044) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCl
(e86047) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OC4
10 15 to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE




0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


















o3 _ __ ___ _ _ _ _ , . ___ -__ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _
--5 .,__ _S ._ __ _
- -




-s 0 sO I5 20 25 30 355
ANGLE OF ATT
SYM$B.L CrCIFIGURATI'Or DESCRIPTI'}I
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE O DEITER BIF2W4VIiPI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE 5NUTTLE C-DCITER BlF2W4Pl
0 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rXCITER 82
ACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFrXMATION















CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
r 1 X ' ' '(-1 .I I i .-i I .Ii I 1T-4IV"---
S





-S .' . ..... _ ____
-5
-0
-r _ _ ,=,
-7
_8 o 0 s20 as 3s 95
DATA SET SYMtHC' CcRIFIGURATIVI DESCRIPTICIJ
(06900l ) mSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.
(B69044) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cRC
(B69047) O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r'r
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
BITER 81F2W4VIIPI O.000 0.000 0.000 O.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN
BITER B1F2W4PI 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYI4OL CcNFIGURATPIC- DESCrIPTIc4e ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE NFANRMATI,:



























HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr'
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fe:,- ALL CG
tMFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'i
t0 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE
[BITER F2W4VI1PI 0o.ooo000 .00 0.000




0.000 SREF 7.8800 S3. Itl







8 . ·. 1 . . 1·I - I . . . -_ ............. _
am tn5








ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL Cl-IFIGURiATIr1I DESCRIPTIOCN ELEVGCN RUDDER RFLARE
e69001 ) r HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC.XITER EIFZW4VIIPl 0.000 0.0O0 0.000
(869044) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORCITER BIFZW4P1 0.000
(e69047} 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C-O0ITER 02
MACH 4.96
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCArMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN




















25 .20 .15 .10 .0.
PITCHING MO
DATA -ET SYMCI.L CclAFIGURATION DESCRIPTI'CN
(069O00) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTtLE rC.BITER BIF2W4VIIPI
(069044) M .SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCI.TEfR BIF2W4PI
(C60047) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"4BITER e2
5 .UU -- ea - 6 ....
MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVro RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFprMATlON
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN


















CONF IGURAT I ON BUILDUP
f~~ . . . -. . . . . , , . . . . t . . * . . * T ---r--r'- I]-- r-T-T-" r -'-'
-~~~~~~~~~~~~--







MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC'
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4'-
.1O .05 .00 -. OS -. 10 -. 1 -.- 2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRHATION
BITER BIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 sa. tI
BITER B1F2W4Pl 0.000 O.OUO LREF 2.0260 IN.
























.2 .20 .15 .10 .
PITCHING MOI
DATA SET SYMr'l CrcFtIGURATIC44 DESCRIPTI'4e
(eGD00I) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCBITER BIF2W4VIIP1
(e69044) MHFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rUI1TER CIF2W4P1
(SG'9047) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -i~DITER E2
MENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ELEVrC RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFQCRMATIlON
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN


























MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC4
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(~
.10 .05 .00 -.05 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVGN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BI TER BIF2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 O.00U 0.000
BI TER S1F2W4P1 0 000 0.000
BITER B2
REFERENCE INrFCMHAT1CN


































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CTIFIGURATICON DESCRIPTICiN LEVCON RUDDER RfLARE BFLAP REFERENCE tNFCC.MATION
MSFC TIWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -. B-ITER BIF2W4VIlPl 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN
DATA NtOT AVAILAELE F,'" ALL C'OITIC"A4S 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.




MACH 3.48 PAGE 448
CONFIGURAT ION BUILDUP
-1 l , ll 1..1 I i i _ i i _ I I , _ 1 i , 1 , r-2- "1 -






MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRIOITER BIFZW4VI
MSFC TwT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C*CCITER ElF2W4Pl
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"lCITER e2
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVC'N RUDDER RFLARE DFLAP REFERENCE INFOrMATION N
IPI 0.000 0.0 00 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN





























CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
- i i i f · , w ~ i ~ , w . i i , m , w , I r , ~ E f , "q-i. _ I ~r -T"
~~~~~~~...
. . _ _ _______ __.
F ~~~~.... ....... t. _
L_
---- A- ^ _A ^ _ w _
CrJFIGURATICAI OESCRIPTI'tJ
MSfC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4W
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4A
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CG
10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOcN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
CITER O1F2W4VIP1I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000







































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CCAJFIGURATICrt OESCRIPTI'CJ ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRHMATION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ci4lTER BlF2W4VItP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 50. INMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCDiITER BIF2W4P1 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.





MACH .90 PAGE 451
ANGLE OF AT
SYMHCc' CC4tFIGURATICI. DESCRI[PTICtJ
SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .CIITER SIF2W4VIIPl
N MFC TWT 542 SPACE SH11UTTLE ORCIITER BIF2W4PI






RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFcRMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN







































MHSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORf
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCU
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(W
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE





0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN





















































I I ______I__ I I ._ _ _ I I
0 5 10
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMUC, CcrlFIGURATI" DOESCrlIPTICM
(AG900I) n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.AOITER BIF2W4VIlPI
(A69044) DATA NOJT AVAILAOLE FcP ALL CtD4I[TICeNS
cA69047) 0 5 HFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrXDITER 82
15 20 25
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVGCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP















































0 5 o s15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CrCIFIGURATI'CJ DESCRIPTICON ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCDITER 81F2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C't[ITER e1F2W4PI 0.000































rnAl Ir1 Ir A T tII l I l InDbUNT I DUr I/ l U U LUUK
i i * , , ," , ~ " . .'g ~ , , , , . f '* * r , i-, i __tw _ --r- -t---'-t---7-'T-'-T
_ _ _ '.
L i _ o , oa % .....- '
_ 0 5t0 t 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACI
Cr4JFIGURAT IC't DESCRIPTIC4J
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CElITER elF2W4VlPI
HSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE ¢CICITER BIF2W4Pi
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBlTER B2
K. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCJ RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INrCIHATIO4N

















































































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cfi
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OCf
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE

















,,, . ...r II qr- .... B I , .! II ... ... ., r-.-- , *-T -T ' --
t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'1
_ _ __ _ _ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i ii ii ____
. ____ __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"








































DATA 5ET SYt4MC CCAIFICGURATION DESCRIPTIOcJ
1(A6901 ) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CEI
(A69044) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cr/E
(A69047) O HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CER
.... -i ........ . -. - I , I A -4 .. I .
10 is 20 ts 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
BITER EIF2W4V11P1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
BITER BIF2W4P1 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.









































wsw ! ~ !W- !l~ · !s~ f !! I!g · !!!i -~1- t ii -~"
;--- - - :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
p. 
I a.~~~I..- - I .a -a I I- -I -
o10 1s ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE
.ITER B1F2W4VIPIl 0.000 0.000 0.000




0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN








MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI£


























MSFC TIT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL CC
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
10 15 Zo
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIFZW4VISPI 0.000 0.000 0.000



































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.W
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WrE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE
BeITER BIF2W4VI1PI 0.000 0.000 0.000




















































0 S lO AS 20 15 30 _._. 
CrONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIIR4
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
NSFC TUT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cU
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVOCN RUDDER RFLARE



























































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
S a 5
SYHMerk CC4IFIWURATItN D0ESCRIPTIC4
SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCU
O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE tR
10 s 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER BIF2W4VlIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000





















































_ _' - -; _; ____ v i d ! i . t w ' * i ! ' i 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ ,
, ~ v~ C --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
s o sll  S L) a'S{o__
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CCtlFICURATIt{I OESCRIPTICIt ELEVON RUOOER RFLARE BFLAP
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4tBITER elF2W4VIPI P 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCleTER B1F2W4Pl 0.000 0.000
0 HSFC TWr 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COlITER e2
REFERENCE INFCnMATtIeN




























































MSNC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cnAE
S M fC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CTIE





10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
SITER 8IF2W4V2IPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000


















































































I I I I ~ I I I I W I - I I I I I i I I I W ! i Is I I i 'l i i I i W I
i I 
: :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
....... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- r .
0 5
crONFICURATION OESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA
DATA trjT AVAILADLE FcQ ALL CC
mSrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rCl
10 IS 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE





0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO. IN
























































- .oo e 
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMBOL CCMFIGURATIC*J DESCRIPTICM
(A69001 ) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC8ITER PlF2W4V1IP1
CA 9044) M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BlF2W4PI
(A69047) 0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAB0ITER B2
._ I10
.. J~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~NL O T
DA S SHO CFGRI C ECIlrQ~90 L -.oloV ~L S*E IUTE rteTR el24lP
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE :FLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 I 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION


















CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
W[|@ wE§W fsws Wsw's Www wlsW 2W§ We§E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
, 




u : 10 5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
Cr"NFIGURATIcJN DESCRIPTIt~4 ELEVoN RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OcielTER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'CiCITER 82
a5
REFERENCE INFORMATION
































' - O 10 15 aO as 30 3$
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 5ET SYMOCL C0JKFIGURATItC* DESCRIPTICN ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B69002z) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CelBITER BIF2W4VlIPI 0.000 0.000 O. 000 0.00 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN













































-S 0 5 10
ANGLE OF AT
DATA $ET SYHBC.L CCONFIGURATtriN DESCRIPTIKAI
(e89002) MsFC TVWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OIT.~TER BF2W4VIIPl
(e69048) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CABITER B2
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
tLEVCO RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH 1.20 PAGE 470
CONFIGURAT ON BUILDUP






DATA SET SYMHECL CCONFIGURAT[CN DESCRIPTIC44
(869002 ) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C-
(869048) NSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
10 15 to
·ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEV'-N RUDDER RFLARE




























































-0 5 0 5 10
ANGLE OF AT'
DATA SET SYHBOL' C"cAFIGURATIOCN DESCRIPTIrCI'
(899002) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE reI8TER B1F2W4VllPI
(869048) Z5 FrC TWIT 42 SPACE SHUTTLE CefBITER 92
MACH .90
TACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFCRMATION
































-0 0 S 10
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYHOL. C'N".IGURATIC' I DESCRIPTl[cN
to69002 Q MSFPC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4RBITER BIF2w4VllPI
(UB6048) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cRBITER 02
5 a20 aS
CK. ALPHA. DEGREES
t.LEVQrN RUODER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION























== i i i i i ! i I y = i
l l l l l T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
, ,i!!..... .O Q ' -{ -f
X _~.. -. . . . ,.l 1I 11
DATA SET SYMBD. CCNAFICURATI4N" DESCRIPTICNJ
(089002) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cl
(069048) 1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Cn
10 1i tU to -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN







































DATA SET 5yMBer. CrC4FIGURATION DESCRIPTI.N
(B69002) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA8ITER B1F2W4VIIPI
(6690486) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(DITER 82
ACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVC-N RUDDER RFLARE











MACH .90 PAGE 475
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
DATA SET SYHrBC. CO'NFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC4N
(e69002) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C41
(869048) H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4R
MACH 1.20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOCMATION
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN













































DATA SET SYMBOL C*.4FIOURATItN DESCRIPTION
(86900o2) 1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORi
(869048) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COE
10 1i 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP

































































DATA SET SYMBCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e69002) Q MSFC TWt 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRE
(e69048) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Ofi(
lO is5 t as
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
BITER B1F2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER e2
REFERENCE INFOR:ATION
























iD w nl a
S~t 0S 20 25 SL' !S ~m
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIOCN OESCRIPTIcJN
(869002) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBITER BlF2W4VIIP1(B69048)1 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OlRBITER 82
TACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
[LEVON RUODER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFC8,MATItO4

















































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
-0.8
-~~~~~~~~~
f H - - -~~~~~~~~






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CCJFICGURATtCIO DESCRIPTICN ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(e69002) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.4BITER BIr2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(069048) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CfoBITER 82
30 35
REFERENCE INFORCATION


















CONF IGURAT lON BU IL DUP
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
. ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
/S .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0K .OilI~Il~ , .
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMDC4 CrCOFFIGURATIC DESCRIPTIC4N
(::69002) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "CBITER BIF2W4VIPI





















































'- 0 5 L0
ANGLE OF AT'
DATA SET SYMCBA. CcJNFIGURATICON DESCRIPTICON
(e69002) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER IFZW4VIIPI
(B69048) wSFrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrOITER 82
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORNMAtON



































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMOC ' CrM4FIGURATtIC DESCRIPTIC tN ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
(169002) Q HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CMelTER BIF2W4VIPP I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.80B0 S3. IN





























_5 0 A 1F
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMCA. CCNFIGURATICIJ DESCRIPTIdJN
(I69002) HSFVC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CnBITER BIF2W4V1IPt





RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOCRHATION





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMEC4L CC4FIGURATIUCJ DESCRIPTIC4N ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCOMATION
(e69002) N SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BlF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 o0.00 SREF .8800 SQ. IN

















o S0 15 20 2 30 33
OATA SET SYMCrj.. CrcIFIGURATIt4N OESCRIPTI4C
(e69002) 4MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 4i1
(e69048) SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'Ai
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE BFLAP
iCITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
MITER 82
REFERENCE INFORMATION



















4s _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
k.










-0 5 10 15 20 29 30 35
ANGLE OF AT'
DATA SET SYMBHD. .CNFIGURATIsc4 OESCRIPTION
(B69002: ) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBIITER BIF2W4VlIP
e069048) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA(DITER B2
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






















o6 1 - - -- - a'-8 .
_ §~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
OATA 8ET SYMHrL CO'NFIGURATICJN DESCRIPTI"N
(E69002) R MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIE
(69048 L) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE SFLAP
EITER BIF2W4VIIPl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BItER O2
REFERENCE INFCRMATION

























OATA SET SYM'C4. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI
(B69002) n HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE AORBITER BIF2W4VI
(669040) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER B2
.05 .O -.05 -.10 -.15 -.2
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVCN RUDDER RPLAfE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION




































.25 .20 .5 .10 .05
PITCHING MOt
DATA SET SYMrCL4 CONFIGURATIC*I DESCRIPTIC4
te69002) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C,0ITER BIF2W4VIIPI
C(69048) S MsFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ROBITER BZ
5 .00 -. 05 S10 -.. U
MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDOER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCAHATION













DATA SET SyMHC4. CCNFCIGURATICON DESCRIPTICN
(B69002) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COBITER eFZ2W4VI
cB69048) NSFC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE ItRBITER 82
1
I
.05 .00 -. 05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMHATION













































DATA SET SYMBOL CCFtGUfATIt"u DESCRIPTICN
(060003) MsrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CriBTER BF'W4VIIPI
(869049) HsrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CABITER 02
MACH 1. 95
t5 to as a.
TACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CLEVON RUDDER RPLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INPORMATION





























CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
-20 
-'-Z s
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMCBOL CCNFIGURATICmI DESCRIPTI'N ELEVCJN RUDDER RFLARE
(B6900 3) HSFC TWIT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORITER eIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
69049) LI HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE. ORCITER e2
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORCMATION































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP





, ~ _e._e.e-~ o 
a 5
OATA SET S$MCf, CcNFIGURATIOCN OESCRIPTICON
(869003) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .R
(8869049) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
so5 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEV*ON RUDDER RFLARE




























-o 0 o 10
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET sYMBOL CAo4FIGURATIC. I DESCRIPTIC-4
(8690031 n MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "ABITER B1F2W4VIIPI
(e69049) L MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAClTER BZ
15 tO t5 30 35
TACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INrCAtMATION
































-0 0 . 00
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYHCo.L CCINFICURAT"IC4 DESCRIPTI[ON
¢(B9003) MHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBtTER BIF2W4VIIP1(869049) lSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiOTER B2
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUODER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOmMATION
































-._ S 0 S 10
ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMBEC4 CCIFIGURATICir DESCRIPTICNI
B6900o3) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CABITER BIF2w4vIIPI
(IB9049) a MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CinZITER B2
t5 20 aS
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCIN RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORHATION





ZMRP . .0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 4.96 PAGE 497
CONF IGURAT ON BUILDUP
. ! ~ n 1 ~ · ' J ' ! · i i i · i ! i i ! v t ! · I we i ILa 3u
DATA SET SYMCOL COCNFIGURATICON DESCRIPTIOCJ
(eaG9003) 2 SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Vr'
069049 ) L M HSFC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE 'C 
10 is 2u
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
eLEVON RUDDER RFLARE















































CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
w. .. ... ,,, ... .,. ,.. ....i 
.~~~~~~~~~ 
_
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,--, . _ -
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_- . _----
G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ __ ,




v a su i t o S
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CCoIFIGURATIr-' DESCRIPTICI ELLEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4CITEn elF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.000MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CdCITER B2
30 as
REFERENCE INFCdOMATIOrN






























DATA SET SYMCi.L Cc4rFIGURATItC* DESCRIPTtI4J
(s69003) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
(869049 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
10 15i o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE
CI TER 8IF2W4VIIP1 0.000 0.000 0.000




SREF 7.8800 S . I N
LREF 2.0280 IN.






















































i ~~~~~~~~~~ I i 
O ~~ $ SO- 15l 5 0
DATA SET SYCOL- COCNFICURATIC04 DESCRIPTION
(I6G003) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiR
(B69049) M Z SFC TWt 542 SPACE SHUTTLE OfC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVc4N RUDDER RLARE - BFLAP
BITER eP2FW4VIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER EZ
REFERENCE INFORMATION





































DATA SET SYMf4.O Cc-FItGURATIcJ DESCRIPTICON
(C690035) C HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Wc I(069049) MIHSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C1M
10 1s ZIU
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVOC RUDDER RFLARE
OITER elPZW4VllP1 0.00 0.000 0.000
ITER 2z
BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRMATION








, ., I .f . ' . ., I · * · v . . .& .w .g · '. ~ w *,, tI v i i !"-
.~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . _ y__
X~~~~~~6. ~._. .,
) ' A0 A ',. C:) ,,.,A< 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i i
... ~~~~~~




' I ! I l ! ! l !






OATA SET SYMBOL. CCAIFIGURATIrC4 DESCRIPTIKiJ
IeB900 3) MSFrC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ,0CITER BIF2W4VIIPI


























































- 0 S to0
ANGLE OF AT'
OATA SET SYMBOC4 CONFICGURATIC4J DESCRIPTICr
(e69003) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCBITER B1F2W4VIIP1
























DATA sET SyMC, OL CCJIFIGURATIC E D SCRIPTIC'I
1609003)s MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER EIFrW4VIIPI(8 9049) mH$rC TIT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -CIC(TEr ez
TACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION



























CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
II. I
.)t-
_ . im ,, __.
^ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lf
US 0 5
DATA SET SYMCCa_ CCFIGURATCtrN DESCRIPT[Ir4
(eg90o 3) HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
fB69049) 1 5 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
t0 5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUODER RFLARE































OATA SET SYMNC.4 CCNFIGURATICOI OESCRIPTIrt*
Ie69003) NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rC
(B69049) 1 MNSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CrC
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
tLEV¢,N RUDOER RFLARE
3CITER BIF2W4VIIPI 0.000 0.000 0.000
CITER e2
BFLAP RErERENCE INFeAMATION







MACH 1. 95 PAGE 507
CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
ANGLE OF AT'
DATA SET SvHMCA.. CVJFICGURATIC4I DESCRIPTIC.N
¢BG300 ) n M~SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.CITER BIF2W4VIIP1











































DATA SET SYMHC'. CCtJrFIGURATION DESCRIPTICIION
(68900 L) N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VIPI1
(869049) 11 . SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r"EITER BE
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCRHATION















OATA SET SYMBcOL CC.FICGURATC4, DESCRIPTION
CQ09003) Q MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.BITER 8IF2W4VllPI
r{6g9049) 4 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAUITER BZ
TACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION







HACH 1.95 PAGE 510
CONF IGURAT ION BUILDUP
2-- .. . . . . . v _cs- ._._._._._
a ____________











DATA SET SYMBL. CrJIFIGURATIC1J DESCRIPTICM
(::G9003) MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORI
(869049) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIIE
10o s5 o
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCON RUDDER RFLARE





















0- 5 0 £ tO .a~~t ts 20 in1 s a0 as
ANGLE OF ATr
DATA SET SYMCL.. CCIr41tIURATICR OESCRIPTICA¢
tCG9003) R HMSFC TWT 542 SPACE BHUTTLE COBITER IlF2W4VllPI
eG9049) 5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CODITER e2
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ELEVCN RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INrORMATION




























.O0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
Ce4FIGURATICJ DESCRIPTICA ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFCOMHATION
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE sHUTTLE C4~CITER BIF2W4VtIIP 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 0q. IN



















.25 .20 .5 . .0
PITCHING MO
OATA SET SYMHCLA CCrFICGURATICt4 DESCRIPTIrCk
(8G9003) n HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'RCBITER cPFI2W4VIIPI
I869049) MsrFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CC/DITER 82
MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVC.N RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFOnRHATION


























-0.2 .20 .S .10 .o0
PITCHING MOI
OATA SET SYMB3C4. CrCNFICURATtIcI OESCRIPTI.C4
(169003) I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRITER BlF2W4VllPi
1(69049) LI MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR.CtTER 82
15 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ELEVON RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION





















OATA "IST. CCOE *GTVGRCIP;G
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER B1F2W4VIIPI
REFERENCE INFCRMATION
































































SCALE 0.0040 SCALEDATA HIST. CCOE TVRCI







































CN69026) 22 JUN 72 PAGE 517











DATA HtST. CrGOE *GTVRCt
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER B1F2W4Vl1P1A1 (N69S19)
4.0 4.5 S.0
REFERENCE INFCRHMATION

























































. . . . . . w . . . . . _ __ _ -- . t . . f . . , , s ,_ . * | .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



























Y MHCC Cct4FIGURAT* CJ4 DESCRIPTIC4I
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4CITER 0IFZW4VIlPI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CUBITER 81F2W4VIIPl
M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -C.rITER BIF2W4VIIP1








































































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TUT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
I~~~
L
i -i- __ , I ~n In I~s
' - -. '-' -'...=~n Ia A .~!.
l.5 Z.O g.3 3.u
MACH NUMBER
'I ELEVON RUDDER
CiORITER BIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000
rBlTER 8IF2W4VlIIP 0.000 0.000
ClOtITER BlF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000

















































































(1 69SO1 ) 
(N69307 )
(N69511 ) 
O.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
CONcIFtURATI*JN DESCRIPTIC.N
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRIeTER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCA'ITER
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C.OlITEn






































LONGITUDINAL STABILITY OERIVATIVES VERSUS MACH NUMBER (BASELINE)
0 4.5 S.0
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
MACH
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
\ ~ ~ . . ... -..
\ _-. .











DATA HIST. COOE *GTVGRCI PkCG
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BIF2W4VI1P1PI
REFERENCE INFrMCHATtION




















-. 2to D 0.5
'fIi t, . . ' . . . W , i ' I I '& . . t . . . . . I .... t , , ,_ -t-r---. t--r-1--ft --- _ r-1,_ '






















LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES VERSUS MACH NUIMRER (FLARE)
_ m - I -r - -- --
* - -- ___
-I-i- IIII &ll f JiLl I l I I .Jil i







a 1.5 2.S 3.0 3.5
MACH
4.0
.... .... .... ... I .... .... . .. ... _.,,, , .. ,
.~~ ~ ~~~~~~ I _
. , A I 











OATA HIST. CcOE TVCRCI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BIF2W4VlP1
4.5 5.0
3.S 4.0 4.5 5.0
REFERENCE INFOCRMATICN



















































0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
DATA SET SYHCCJL CCANFIGURATIC4 DESCRIPTION
(A69004)I MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WI'BITER BIF2W4VIIPI













REFERENCE INFC4lMA T IC 





























ll l l ll l l l I lll l ll ll l l l ' l l|--iw;;w rw.- 'Jll
I I
I I





LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES VERSUS MACH NUMBER (BASELINE)
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
DATA SET SYNMCL- CCNFICGURATIC4 DESCRIPTICON
(A69004) n HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C(BTTER BIF2W4VIIPI



















































~~~~~~~~~~~~..: . .: .: . ..
.~~~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ - -...' .t., - .. -
~~~~~~..,.. . .:- ' .... .., - . - .. , .:. '
LATERAL-DIRECT ]ONAL. STABI'Ll TY DERiVAT'IVES VERSUS MACH NUMBER (BASEL INE)
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
DATA SET SYMBO. ClUlFIGURATICN OESCRIPTIC-I
(A69004) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE .eiBtTER BSF2W4VIIP1








3.5 4.u 4.5 5.u
R FLARE REFEfiENCE INrHAnATION
0.o000 srEF T.6800 SO. IN










































, , , , . f . , , i . . , , , , _ , , -T , * , , , i , , * . , , ' f , ' ! , ,' _ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -_
~~~~~~~~~... .... 
... _ n , 
-. 02
:~~ ~ ~~~ .__.._........
.,_ .__
SyHMC.A CtIFrIGURATIC4J DE5CRIPTIC4N
MSFC TWT 5i2 SPACE SHUTTLE CIE
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIE
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAE
10 is 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIFZW4VIlPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000

















































































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE W:ie
O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE -iX
1o is to
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VIlPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000







































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BASELINE) '
DATA SET SYMOC"L




NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE
;.. . 10 20 2s
ANGLE.OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
rCEITER BIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
COCtTER BIF2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
GOiITER BIFZW4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCORATION








































.~~~~~~ ~~ . . . . ·
..............








HSFC TUT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiEI
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r.4i
0 is5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DLTELV RUDOER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
.BITER BF2ZW4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000































HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SH
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SH
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SH
s 1o 15 iso
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ZIPTICO4 DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
1UTTLE CrBITER BlF2W4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
1UTTLE r4B~ITER B1F2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000
1UTTLE ORCITER BIF2W4VlIP1 10.000 0.000 0.000
25
- U-1-t1 ... . - -
30
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREQ 7.8800 sQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMCOL CC44FIGURATICOIJ DESCRIPTION DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
(E6950A) S MFC TIWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COTBITER B1F2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
(E69SOB) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRlITER BIF2W4VI1PI -30.000 0.000 0.000







-I-- I ---- -t ...
: :
o o-- - .
:' - - :
- > >










































DATA SET SYMNDC CC¢4FIGURATICr4 DESCRIPTIN*4
(E695A) M HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'RDITER BiF2W4VIIPI
(E6950C or HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBi0ITER EIF2W4V11PI








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.


























OATA SET SYMC'A. Cr/IF'GURATT44 DESCRIPTICAt
(C69:D50 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE Or*DITER 6IF2W4V1IPI
S'69gOS) MNSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CtIlTER BIF2W4VlIPI








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.







-.. . ..-- .-, .g,". ... .. .mi.." [ [[i. ... d __i t'-_·"
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
_.d
: ~--''- - --.e------_.-< ,, 0 , , 
.~ ~ 1 is to as oa- -
~^ ^a
ffi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L 05 O IS ~10 203S*°
CCNFIGURATIC44 DESCRIPTIC4I
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRI
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
PI TER B1F2W4VIP1I -10.000 0.000 0.000
;CITERf BIF2W4VIIPl -30.000 0.000 0.000




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMCO.L CClIFIGURATICt44 DESCRIPTI[-4 OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
M SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4RITER IFr2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT S42 SPACE SHUTTLE 'jCITER BIF2W4VIIP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
( MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4TCITER BIF2W4VIP1S 10.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFjRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CCrtJFICGURATIrJ DESCRIPTIC4I DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CXICITER BIFZW4VIIP1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 'RI ITER etF2W4VllIP -30.000 0.000 0.000












































) MNFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE X,.
M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCO
O HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CM
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE 6FLAP
BITER B1F'W4V1IPI -10.000 0.000 0.0OO0 0.0O0
CITER BIFZW4VIlPI -30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIlPI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCORMATION









































MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAG
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CAR
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
BITER BIF2W4VI1PI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VllPI -30.000 0.000 0.000









































5 o s 15 20 I5
ANGLE OF AT1
DATA SET SYMCcAL C4gJFIGURATI[4I DESCRIPTICN4
(E6930A) O MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CICITER BIF2W4VI1PI
(E69s0CD L MrFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE rOCDITER BIF2W4VIIPI












































-. 20 30 55I
PAGE 540
ip
ELEVON EFFECT IVENESS (BASEL INE)
, ir i ! i · ir i t I w E I I Ir ! i i · El ! i ! i r I- I "t , ' ! ''
._._
:~~~~~~~~~~ l!'
~__._~~-- c -e- -"- "
-' )I
UOl .O(t-OOrI1





SYMBE0L CM4FIGURATICI4 DESCRIPTI C4
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR
MSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CA:
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C°4
oU is oU
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
CITER BF12W4V1IPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BITER BIF2W4VIIP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000
























































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CcrNFICUnATIr-jI DESCRIPTIra OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
H.FC 1WT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "ClITER DIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
MSrC TWT $42 SPACE SHUTTLE rCRCITEn CIF2W4VIIP1 -30.000 0.000 0.000























: -- -- ------ ---------*-






-- r---_ I_- *
PAGE 542
ELEVCN EFFECT IVENESS (BASEL INE)
! i ' i i i I i i , . i i . i i , ,, i i i i ,, , i , ~- _ l--r' -t-~--
.~ %
s~~~~~~~~~~......... __::::_:
- 5 O'52 t 03
SYMOCOL Cfl4FIGURATItC DESCRIPTIfJ
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIl
H MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CW
N MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WR
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
OITER DIF2W4VIIPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
PCITER Itr2W4VIIPI -30.000 0.000 0.000













































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ClrFICGURATICtI DESCRIlPTI.4I OLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORC4ITER CIF2W4V1IPI -10.000 0.000 0.000
MsrC IWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiCITER EBIF2W4VI1PI -30.000 0.000 0.000
M;FC TWT 54Z SPACE SHUTTLE CRiITER BIF2W4VIIPI 10.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMHATION
0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.





MACH 1.I 20 PAGE 544
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (BASELINE)
J~,.




MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C'A
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE WCE
0 HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CREi
t0 t aO0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OLTtLV RUDDER RFLARE
CITER E1F2W4VI1P1 -10.000 0.000 0.000
CITER B1F2W4V 1P1 -30.000 0.000 0.000

































































K - -@ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
S
SYMCr.L CJFICURGUATIrcJ DESCRIPTICeO
G SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE r4R
HSr TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CCi
0 MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE cR
to0 5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DLTELV RUtICEi RFLARE
CITER BIF2W4VllPl -10.000 0.550 0.000
OCTER B F2W4V1PI -30.000 G.555 0..G 0O'





























































0 C -'- V 07 ,-, ,)





0.000 SREF 7.8800 so. IN

































_-, o 0 5 10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET 5 yMEJL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTIt'N DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
(E69 0 17) s MFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C"'BITER BIF2W4V1IPIAI 10.000 0?000 0.000































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyMDC'L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION



































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
ATA ET SYMOL C URAT DESC PTION
DATA SET S 'M 3C J L CCOFI4GURATiCN OEsCrPTICN,
(E690 17) C MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE ORC
(E69018) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COR
10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
BITER B1F2W4V1P1AtI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN






MACH 1.20 PAGE 549
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
I4
toc Fo ' -- -e:
~r A ,-.--,__~_
i J a _ m ..





































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CCAJFIGURATtCN DESCRIPTIC" DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER B1F2W4VI1PpIAI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000












ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
- ---- r--- - r T- --t -- ---T r _ -- r--
- -r--r-
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 j 0 5 10 15 20 25 30D 0 0 3 0 3-
J 5 .0 .52 S3 
ANGLE OF-ATTAC
DATA SET SYMHCOL CCI4FIGURATI"N DESCRIPTICN
(E6901 7) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE 0CBITER BIF2W4VllP1A1






0.000 SREF 7.8800 So. IN








































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
r
3 0 -o ) 0 C oq a3 oo
. ..
L:










































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
Cr"NFIGURAT1IN DESCRIPTICN DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE EFLAP
MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE OCfEITER EIF2W4VllPlAl 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000












ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)F 8=  _- - - - _ -
5 0
-- r -- t -I-- t- -I - f r




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET $yMEC-t CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
E6901?) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SFHUTTLE CREITER 8lF2W4VIIPIAI 10.000 0.000 0.000
(E69018) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE "J-DITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000
MACH .60
25




0.000 SREF . 7.8800 So. IN





















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
f I--. t '- I- I 





5 0 S 10 15 20- 25 30 3.
b0 , s ) o2 03
REFERENCE INFOiMNATION
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyM':OL CrtFIGURATIC'tI DESCRIPFTICO DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(E69017) S H FC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE rCFEITER EIF2w4vltP1AI 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(E69018) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4CI[TER BtF2W4VlIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyrMOL CC'NFIGURATIoN DEsCCilPTICN DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE BFLAP
(E69017) HMsFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE "CBlTER ElF2w4 vl1PIAl 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(E69018 ) HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE C4OCITER ElF2W4VllPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFCiMATIC'N







































































- 5 0 5 10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SyMDOL Cr.NFIGURATKIC' DESCRIFTICON DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
(E69017) : HSFC TWT 542 sFACE SHUTTLE OBielTER 8IF2w4vIIF1AI 10.000 0.000 0.000
(E69Ol3) MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE Cr-CITER CIF2W4VllP1A I -10.000 0,000 0.000
MACH .60
EFLAP REFERENCE [NFC41MATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 so. IN







ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
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OATA SET SYM8OL
E69 0 1 7) C
(E69018)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE 8FLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER BlF2W4VIPlPA 1 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN















































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS (WITH ABORT SRM)
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DLTELV RUDDER RFLARE
(E69017) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CEiBITER BSF2w4vl1PIAI 10.000 0.D00 0.000
(E690I5) MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE COiBITER BIF2W4VlIPIAI -10.000 0.000 0.000
BFLAP REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 .000 SREF 7.8800 so. IN


































Partial Tabulated Data Listing
gMFC TWT 542 SPACE T1HUTTLE CRBITER DIF2w4vlIP1 (A69001) ( 30 MAY 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
StEr = 7.8800 SQ. IN XMRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEvCN = .0
LRCF a 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0*oy3 IN. RuDOE. = .000 RF'ARE = .000
BLF 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .ow0 IN. BFL.AP = .000
SCALE - .0040 SCALE
RULN Nt. 12/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO ALi tA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAn CAF CPC CPo
.599 -4.3',J .00,320 -. 2452t) -. 0O570 - .002y.) .00110 .03010 .01130 .01800 -. IW010 -. 1383u
.599 -2.2(u .01290 -. 13,370 -. 00350 -. 0o0]t) .00090 .03770 .O01GO .02610 -. 103.0 -. 14100
.519 - .139. .01790 -. 0223n - .CO220 -. 0018L .0000 .04030 .01100 .02930 -. 00300 -. 13500
.51'9 2.'{,o .02190 .01030 .00000 -. 0017 .00040 .03920 .0110 .0276.1 -. IOGC) - .1370
.599 4.15YJ .02000 .tC70 .00210 -. 001 .?00070o .03500 .01240 .02250 -. 11370 -. IS)00
.599 6.2,J0 .03180 .323t:. .0c,20 -._(J013) .00J40 .03210 .012(J] .019.] -. 11740 -. 14980
.599 8.440 .030O0 .435330 .00 70 - .00240 .o00Oo .03230 .01370 .01850 -. 13220 - .1500
.599 10.470 .04270 .55) .01050 -.0j23J .00010 .03300 .01460 .01820 -. 14320 -. 17180
GrIADI NI .00228 .05324 .3t090 .lyY nS -. 00006 .00053 .00010 .00042 - .00142 - .00099
RLt N 'J. 11, O RN/L = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
tMAQO AL' IA CLM CN Cy CVL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CFC
.900 -4.7L0 .03G'00 -. 33430 -. 00620 .O613 .00W 70 .057W0 .01640 .04110 -. 15970 -. 101l
.900 -2.420 .03Ct) -. 19410 - ,005G -.- 0100 .Oo001(O .051980 .01540 .04430 -. 14760 -. 18110
.9,) -. 190 .0472O -. 00491 -. 00410 -. 00141D .0L11 .05630 .01350 .0427 - - - .1 GO90
.900 2 .0.) .06350 .0217 n -. t)170 -. 001 .0 547 o . 0547 01 .04190 - .11320 - .157sO
.900 4.310 .07020 .14B'1.) .0(7070 .0t 40 .0O1 l .05300 .01310 .039Y -. 1 Itl20 - .1572
.900 6.500 .06,47 .2320) .0,}330 *.-)71 .001W .05140 .0153J .03740 -. 133YJ - . r 33
.900 8.820 .0540J .419CO .00gO3 - .0;_Y .0O010 .05r001) .01770 .04100 -. 17701 - .}1 OI
.900 10.920 .04110 .5400 . .O4155 -. 00000 ._G0653 .021 n7 .04~ 3 0 .21 70o - .?4010
cRADIENT .001420 .05247 .L0X079 .o'RI1 .00003 -._00)G3 - .0.X141 -. n0u21 .J0004 .ty.40lo
RLN4 N .. 10/ 0 RN/L = 6.0G CRADIENT INITrERvAL. -5.00/ 5.00
MtAOi ALF1 IA CLM CN Cy OJL CyN CA CA(, CAF CPC CF4t
1.195 -4.640 .07090 -.307117Y -. 00970 -.0il10 .o0 /,a .094,0 .0o 180 .06310 - .328Y) -. 3523_00
1.195 -2.330 .05300 -. 1480L) - .0040 -._%].) .0020l.I .o09)0U .03110 .060 Y50 -. 323 00 -. 3 44,
1.195 -. 040 .0289t .00340 -. 0 050 -.O)i 70 ..011 .10113 .030o5 .07090 -. 32540 - .33100
1.195 2.20C) .00000 .151 0. -. 00300 .140 .0014U .10140 .033l.)1 .07110 -. 31970 -. 3 3100
1.195 4.5G03 -. o0aa .3034L) .00110 -. OY.J)N .00130 .01)O50 .03070 .O 7U -. 32540 -. 3350)
1.195 6.87,% -. 02)10 .45510 .00530 -. O.310 .0080 .0970) .031 03 .06OU -. 3367t -. 34437J
1.195 9.1no -. 04300 .600 5 .00870 -.0YI .00090 .0970o .03350 .06340 -. 36240 -. 3Gslo
1.195 11 .35' -. 05490 .73100 .01210 - .ot40 .00o07t) .09GGO .03400 .OC(,1 -. 37500 - .37?G't
GCADIrJ4T -. 00990 .06614 .00117 .00o12 -. W001 .00U40 -. 00013 .Ou0) .00040 .00;15
DATE 2J *UL r2 PACE IM1FC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINC
DATE 29 JUL 72 MSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACE 2
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CROITER BI 4VIIPI (SA69001) ( 30 HAy 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
YttF = 7.00oo SQ. IN )ORP = 3.6820 IN. BETA .000 ELEVKCI .000LREF = 2.0200 IN. y4P = .0000 IN. RIDER = .000 RFLARE .000
eRCF = 4.4GU0 IN. ZMtP = 0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
CALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN 1Nr. 118/ 0 RNL = 6.82 GRADIENT INTE1ZVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALM IA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAD CAP CPC CPU1.951 -4.510 .')?73 -. 153.) -. 0O250 .0070 .O0tiU .0743'] .01530 .05890 -. 15580 -. 17230
1.951 -2.Y)1 .O0lO10 -. OG310 -. 00100 *l0l) .00010 .07590 .01G40 .05950 -. 61GI0 -. 18450
1.951 -. 00U - .Or20 .031La .00040 .000G) .00ou) .07750 .01 T7 .06020 - .17GCO -. 193201.951 2.21L) -. 013f .1235) .00190 .00050 .0. Y730 .07790 .01050 .05940 -. 19430 -. 201330
1.951 4.410 -. 0194U .215W0 .00320 .o0Lw .0u .0(.18) .1880 -. 19G9 -. 2020
1.951 C.6.67 -. 02510 .305ju .00450 .00050 .0o010 .070880 .01970 .05900 -. 20620 -. 2170)31.951 8.n8A)% -. O3YY0 .391 80 .00610 .00U40 .OLK.)O .07850 .020>4 .05810 
-. 21300 - .224GU1.951 10l.9/1 -. 03210 .4rj470 .00810 .a0. 414 .OaY .07760 .02080 .05680 -. 22020 - .227 ?2
GRAD I t4IT -. 0030o .04142 .OLlG4 -.002 .O33 .A .0 ,)U0 .00041 .W00O9 -. 00494 -. 00405
RVN h. 131 0 RIL = 6.37 GRADIENT INIFJVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALF1 IA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPU3.478 -4.390 
-. 0149r0 -. 1180O -. 00o30 .0012Y0 .00lt .05140 .584400 .05430 -. 04110 -. 045GO3.479 -2.3U] -. 014W0 -.OG450 -. 0.2313 .00u11 .00y.0J .05810 .00410 .05400 -. 04180 - .04C30
3.47J - .12 -. 01200 -. 0M340 - .0u140 .0110 .00).1 .05840 .0Yl440 .05,400 -. 04480 -. 0497n3.479 1 .)40 -. 01133 .05230 -. 0010 .001(Y1 .O 00.. .05790 .00440 .05350 -. 04520 
-. 0490n
3.47) 4.0(r) -.O0It I .110 .1 .040 .00100 .0(1)1] .05o10 .004o30 .05330 -. 0490g -.0544u1
3.47 5.1 - .00703 .171120 .170 .0090 -. 0 .Y5010 .03510 053OY -. 0520G -. 057rU)
3.47 8..,1 -. 005.a) .23)30 .O 1270 .aO1¥90 -. 00120 .058oCJ .0)540 .05320 -. 05610 - .0590)3.478 U1 0r.3) 
_ -.003 .20. .00340 .00wonD -. aY02 .053U. .005WI .053?7 - .0R 589 - .r) r7
CGRADn [r .00013 .o02 u, .0)U43 -. 0aL)2 .a.0 )0 - .0014 .00YT)h - .00012 
- .O.)97 - . )1u
RUN NW. 133/ O itL = 5.01 GrZADI[rI ItIIRRVAL = -5.0)/ 5.04)
MAOC ALFi LA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO4.90) -4.220 - .o1930 - ._Ok) - .00120 .3002 .O0Y 70 .052(.10 - .001 03 .05303 .02770 .013 u
4.9sG -2.2aj -. 017 .0 -. 4720 -. 000oo .0012G0 .ot;,) .05040 -. 00o140 .05190 .02330 .u009o
4.9s6 -. 120 -. 01400 -. 0045 - .v002GL .0D0IO .0400 -. 1l 31Y .05010 .021 50 .ous304.960 1.890 -. 01010 .03G20 .O0020 .00250 .00o30 .04830) 
- .03120 .05010 .01970 .001370
4.9GU 3.910 -. 00700 .07770 .00000 .00250 .00020 .04880 -.0 100 .04990 .01 770 .OG O4.90Gu 5.900 
-. 00420 .12030 .00078 .00240 .00w0, .04790 
- .00]E00 .04070 .01570 .00490
4.g90O 6.030 
-. 00120 .16070 .00103 .00240 -. 00010 .04850 -. 00W70 .04930 .01440 .00300
4.960 10.010 .OOIO .21320 .0020G .00240 -. W00020 .04820 -. 00050O .0488000 .01170 .00130
GRADIENtT .00159 .02019 .00025 -. WO001 -.00004 -. 00039 .00007 -. 00045 -. 00118 -. 00044
HsFC TWT 542 SPACE YSUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VIIPI (A69002) 30 BAY 72 1
FEFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
snE r 7.8s00 SQ. IN IRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEv = 000
LREP = 2.0280 IN. yRRP = .0000 IN. <c e RLUDER = .000 RFLARE = .000
BREP = 4.4600 IN. i . IN. P = 0000 . BFLAP = .00
sCALE = .0040 SCALE \
RuNF N,. 36/ 0 RN/L = 4.59 cRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO-i ALPHA CLM CN CY CEL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.602 10.730 .04150 .54920 .01300 -. 00250 -. 00040 .03163 .01 500 .016G0 -. 14200 -. 17680
.602 12.880 .039gc .69130 .01580 -. 00350 -. 00040 .03150 .015GO .01590 -. 14490 -. 18i80
.602 15.010 .04040 .81500 .020 0 -. 00440 - .00010 .03130 .01730 .01400 - .1 0 -. 20510
.602 17.140 .04600 .91900 .02490 -. 00O650 -. 00050 .03150 .02010 .01140 -. 18200 -. 2421Go
.602 19.210 .0C10 .95150 .02190 -. 00130 .00040 .03420 .025.) .00920 -. 230eo -. 29210
.602 21.190 .00070 .99370 .01520 -. 00080 .00180 .03330 .02960 .00T70 -.29910 -. 33370
GRADIENT .00394 .04224 .00047 .00017 .00018 .0WoSG .00141 -. 0fY385 -. 0147) -. 01545
RuN l N. 35/ 0 RN/L = 5.74 CGrADI1Nr INTERVAL = -5.0/ 5.00
MAGO ALPHA CLM CN Cy CrL CyN CA CAI; CAF CPC cm:
.89) 11. L.) .03750 .500SC .01460 -. 00410 -. 001'71 .06G10 .0:..q3 .04370 -. 23120 -. 24790
.899 13.43u .02410 .60091 .021 503 - .00C3 - .0101 .07240 .02'751 .04490 - .20390' - .30 51
.89'0 15. 653 .01020 .82790 .03180 - .00750 -. 0035) .ory30O .03110 .04180 -. 322(CJ - .34520
.89) 17.c6O .02290 .923') .02530 - 3.9r. ] -. 002J0 .0.210 .039G6 .04250 -. 41470 --.43540
.89) ).l .o 044C1 . 1 900 71 .01010 - .00490 - .070 .00220 .0455 .0367? - .4 7Cl0 -. .5oo
.89s) 22.020 .06.80 1.00141U .01440 -. 00C070 .0_ljXU .001 0o .04090r .032O00 -. 51140 -. 55510
CrADlr)IIT .CY: 31 .04194 -. 00017 .OuW3J .00012 . S015 .00263 -. 03107 -. 02722 -
RUN N-J. 34/ 0 RN/L = 6.10 C(RADICII INr.VAL = -5.00: 5.1Y)
MAGC ALPA i CL.M CN Cy CEL CyN CA CAFI CAF CPC Cr4
1.10l 11 . 00 -. 0557u .72230 .01320 -. 00C3~3 .00040 .09.30 .032YJ .G61 7 - .37771 -.37L 7)
1.198 13.890 -. 0rC39J .85s241 .O1CIY3 -. 0OYj40 .OLY310 .0OCl .03570 .00320 - .37030u -39o )v
1.191 16.180 -.0.330 .9707C .01790 -. 00YU6f .[OU3. .095') .03320 .057§0 -. 40Y30 -. 41 7'J'
1 .19 18.430 - .O(f0JC 1.0817 70 .0220 -. 00120 .00c).7 .0946u .0400lJ .05403 -. 4210 -. 43,1Yj
1.198 2).65 -. 00380 1.18290 .02250 -. 00150 - .o0Y.) .09300 .0417N .05120 -. 444G0 - .4 53
1.198 22.780 -. 05010 1.24910 .02320 -. 00190 -. 00040 .08650 .041 70 .04470 -. 45220 -4400J
GRADIONT .00013 .04756 .L00J92 - .00015 -. 00w07 -. 00078 .00-00 _ -. 00146 - .00753 -. 00 719
DAT 29 JU 72? PACE 3tSC TWT 542 TAUULATED DATA LIST1/C
MSFC TW 542 TA3ULATED DATA LISTII 4
MSFC tWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRRITER DIF2W4VPllPI (A6003) ( 30 AY 72 )
REFERENCE DATA
REFP 7.8800 so. IN *RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. ylRP = .0000 IN.
eREF = 4.4600 IN. zMRP = .0000 IN.








RLN NO. 225/ 0 RN/L = 6.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALPRA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAB
1.954 11.510 -. 03070 .46320 .00780 .00030 - .00010 .07510 .01900
1.954 13.590 -. 03020 .53570 .00880 .00030 .00000 .07400 .01960
1.954 15.850 -. 02930 .6200a .00970 .00030 -. 00010 .07250 .01980
1.954 18.100 -. 02040 .70900 .01080 .002w0 -. 00010 .07130 .02010
1.954 20.340 -. 02400 .78950 .01250 .00020 .00053 .06930 .02050
1.954 22.630 - .0220 .87800) .01470 .00010 .00030 .06830 .02190
1.954 24.900 -. 02010 .96Y30 .01COO .00010 .lso50 .06670 .02230
1.954 27.130 -. 01010 1.04990 .01610 .Ow0Y.) .0000 .06520 .02353
1.954 29.370 -. 01500 1 .13 5v9. .01870 .000. .00020 .06410 .02450
GRADIENT .00I02 .03777 .00UG1 - .0.YJE2 .0034 -. 07063 .00030
CAF CPC CP(3
.05610 - .20250 - .20640
.05440 -. 21060 -. 21130
.052GO -. 21330 - .21480
.05120 -. 21510 -. 21820
.04870 -. 21840 -. 22310
.04040 - .23460 - .2373
.04430 -. 24310 - .23930
.04170 -. 25390 - .25270
.03G60 - .263GO - .2G4 7
- .00093 - .00337 -. 0 31 
RUN NO. 139/ 0 RN/L = 6.33 4-ADIENT INl3VAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO I AL I/A CLM CN Cy CML CYN CA CAD
3.4,.0 lO.;u20 -. 00350 .25OJU1 .00390 .030s, 0 -. 00020 .05940 .005,30
3.4.0 12.880 -. CXJO .34 7U0 ..03490 .03070 - WO1O .0000 .0)3590
3.4,n0 14.9j0 .0o010] .41100 .0050 .{0070 -. 00010 .0612L) .0003
3.4,.0 17.1Y1 .00520 .477oo .00 GE6 .0,.0 -.(Y310 .06210 .00630
3.4,!0 19.29CI .o020 .54G5s1 .075 .Wo0o -. 00910 .06330 .0G650
3.4.O) 21.440 .01320 .6C1837 .O870[ .000r5 -. cyy.1o .06430 .ou0GC
3.43u0 23.570 .0 16 .60100 .01010 .000o - .0020 .064G3 .00G70
3.4 0 25.740 .0201Y3 .76930 .01120 .C(0340 - .0020 .06520 .00670
3.4,0 27.900 .o021 7 . 8497.1 .012ol .0YJ33 -. CYY40 .06570 .DOoG0
3.4o3 303.070 .02300 .931 30 .01240 .tJ30 .00Y000 .06550 .0O 700X
3.400 32.180 .02570 1.0.09303 .01 390 .00320 - .0.120 .06480k .D07.0
GRADIFNT , .00145 , .03393 .00)043 - .00.133 -. O03yU.) .00029 .O0.1.G
CAF CPC CPB
.0530 - .0G180 - .EG3:l)
.05400 - .OG240 -. OG53s1
.05510 - .06380 -. OGOlr)
.05580 - .06610 - .06'j80
.05j00 - .06700 - .072)
.05703 - .00910 - .07410
.05700 - .07120 - .07390
.05840 -. 0727U -. 07310
.05880 - .0 7290 - .07510
.0550 - .07470 - .n07CJ
.05770 - .07370 - .07730
.00023 - .00165 - .0003
RUN NO. 138/ 0 RN/L = 4.94 GRADIDEN INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALFPA CLM CN C (CBL CyN CA CAD
4.959 10.470 .00380 .22100 .00340 .00240 -. 00010 .05030 - .O00
4.959 12.40G .00780 .27370 .00400 .00240 .00000 .05190 -. WG000
4.959 14.470 .011Oi .32750 .004G0 .00230 .00000 .05270 -. 00OGo
4.959 16.540 .01430 .38710 .00560 .00230 .(000 .05490 - .0(1040
4.959 18.620 .01630 .440 " .0060 .W00220 -..00030 .05703 -. 00030
4.959 20.680 .0190 .51500 .00770 .00210 -. 00040 .05990 -. 00020
4.959 22.7UO .02240 .58303 .00U70 .00210 .00000 .06230 -. 00010
4.959 24.790 .02390 .65570 .01930 .00200 -. 00040 .06360 -. 00UIO
4.959 2C.870 .02590 .72890 .01140 .00190 - .0050 .064 70 .00000
4.959 28 .940 .02640 .80720 .01230 .00190 -. 00020 .06610 .00000
4.959 30 .920 .02r40 .88050 .0 o1270 .00180 -. 00040 .06600 -. 000210





.05540 .01270 - .00030
.05790 .0090C - .000GU
.06010 .00790 -. 00210
.06240 .00640 -. 00210
.06370 .00500 - .00240
.06480 00510 - .00210
.06610 .003G0 - .00210
.06710 .00890 - .00160
.00084 - .00066 - .00019
.000
.0(o
DATE 29 JUL 72 PACE 4
AMFFC TWT 542 TABULATfE DATA LISTlINC
HSFC tWY 542 sPACE Y:J3TTLE CEBIITER BIF2W4V11Pl (A69004) ( 30 MAY 72 1
RE'ERENCE DATA
REF a 7?.800 SQ. IN )RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF a 2.0280 IN. yRP = .0000 IN.
eREF a 4.4600 IN. ZtRP = .0000 IN.
SCALE ' .0040 SCALE
PARAMETRIC DATA
ALPHA = .000 ELEV'JN =
RUDOER = .000 RFLARE =
BFLAP = .000
RUN NO. 49/ 0 RN/L - 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD
.6D1 -6.110 .01310 .00203 .0850G .00280 -. 00040 .03700 .01390
.601 -3.080 .*016(Lok-.00070 .04450 .00010 .0O°10 .03880 .01270
.601 -2.040 .01640 W- -010 .03220 -. 00GO -. 00010 .03930 .01300
.W1 -1.020 .01660 -.OQ400 .01710 -. 00140 .O0010 .04000 .01280
.601 .000 .01780 -. 00470 .00330 -. 00210 .00010 .04040 .01240
.601 1.010 .01790 -. 003GO -. 00970 -. 00290 .00050 .04090 .01250
.601 2.020 .01770 - .00140 - .02180 - .00330 .0003 .04040 .01220
.601 3.040 .01600 -. 00170 -. 03550 -. O0470 .OW30 .03910 .01190
.601 6.120 .01370 .00010 - .07631 - .00710 .OWGU0 .03CB0 .01270
GRADIENT .00020 - .ouY9 -. 01315 -. 00078 .000XW .00014 -. 0[011 5
CAF CPC CPO
.02300 -. 13160 -. 16460
.02600 -. 11210 -. 15570
.02630 -. 11490 -. 15950
.02720 -. 11590 -. 15470




.02410 -.1203]) - .149C00
.00028 - .W00019 .00285
RUN No. 5o/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 CGRIOIENT INIEVAL = -5.00/ 5.03
MACH t ETA CLM CN Cy C6L CyN CA CAD
.901 -6 .2o .04460 -. 05sGr5 .O0083 .00(30 - .00033 .05420 .01 /630
.901 -3.120 .04970 - .05G.0a .04580 .00210 .0Y1730 .05670 .0155.3
.901 -2.070 .04940 - .05640 .03140 .00000 D.0.073) .05620 .01403
.901 -1.0411 .04930 -. 05400 .01700 -. 0020 .0OUG .05610 .01490
.901 .,wo .o0410 - .057.3] .OOYO3 - .00200 .OY050 .05590 .01 U.])
.901 1.02L .04010 -. 05420 -. 01OI40 -. 00210 .OX1L00 .05G10 .014C0
.901 2.05Y3 .04330 -_044t0 - .02290 -. 00420 .OL0Y3 .05740 .0147.J
.901 3.080 .04130 -. 04670 - .0370 -.0O500 .0010 .05620 .O1400
.901 6.1 . .03480 -. 039Jn -. 07940 - .000'J .00100 .05290 .01 6t0
GRADIENT -. 00133 .00193 - .01329 -. 00121 .0XW2 .LW105 -. 01910
CAF CPC CPO
.03720 - .1 050 - .240
.04110 -. 14210 -. 1070')
.04150 -. 1313'.1 -. 177,93
.04110 -. 13650 -. 17970
.04090 - .1320 - 1 80 )J
.04221 -. 13390 -. 174 70
.04260 -. 13590 -. 17 10
.041CO -. 10360 -. 17370
.03690 -. 164.50 - 1 7341
.00017 .)00036 .001C0
RUN N9. 51/ 0 RiNL = 6.07 GrADIEtrT INTErvAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HMAH EOTA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAP
1.202 -6.250 .02490 .01670 .09370 .00,30 - .03230 .09890 .03100
1.202 -3.120 .02610 .0173' .04510 .003GO -. 00030 .10040 .03070
1.202 -2.000 .02030 .0177L) .02950 .00180 .00020 .10080 .03070
1.2't2 -1.020 .02690 .01650 .01420 . O 10 .W060 .10070 .OY300
1 .202 .000 .02650 .0183Y0 -. W0020 -. 00150 .00120 .IW70 .03080
1.202 I.030 .027WO .01 780 - .01500 -. 003Y3 .00160 .10090 .03100
1.202 2.070 .02700 .01750 -. Y030 -. 0Wlo .0'1220 .10130 .03140
1.202 3.110 .02700 .0150iC -. 04570 -. OO030 .01270 .10110 .03180
1.202 6.240 .02710 .01 300 -. 09310 -. 01240 .00440 .09900 .03330
GRADIENT .00019 -. 00015 -. 01455 -. 001GG .00048 .00011 .00017
CAF CPC CFB
.06790 -. 32800 - .33020
.06960 -. 325(00 -. 33610
.07010 - .32400 - .33610
.07010 - .32250 - .33500
.06990 - .52450 - .33 700
.07000 - .32000 -. 33500
.06980 - .32890 - .34500
.06930 - .33200 - .34990
.06650 - .35280 -. 36300
-. 00005 -. 00133 -. 00212
.000
.000
DATE 29 JUL 72 PACE 5
M3FC "1T 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
ISFC TWT 542 SPACE SIUTTLE CROITER IF2W4VllPl (A69005) t 30 MAY 72 )
RtFERENCE DATA
SAEF = 7.8800 SQ. IN )P = 3.6820 IN.
LIrF a 2.0280 IN. YIP = .0000 IN.
8REF = 4.4600 IN. zMP = .000 IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
PARAMETRIC DATA
ALRiA = 10.000 ELEVrC =
RUDDER = .000 RFLARE =
BFLAP -= .00
RUN NO. 48/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH BeTA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA
.634 -6.120 .03330 .58120 .lOGO .00930 -.00260 ,02940
.604 -3.000 .03000 .586040 .00400 .00320 -. 00140 .03160
.604 -2.040 ,0370o .58000 .04760 .00100 -. 00130 .03150
.604 -1.020 .03940 .58C00 .03470 - .00039 - .00080 .03230
.6U4 .0130 *04010 ,58030 .02130 -. 00250 -. 00083 .03180
.0u4 .900 .0407u .57700 .0074.0 -. 00420 -. 00070 ,03200
.604 2.020 .04100 .57450 - .W630 -,00610 -. 00030 ,03190
.604 3.020 .04110 .58000 -. 02080 - .00740 .00040 .03240
.604 6.100 .03990 .57430 -. 00410 -. 012'-) .00190 .0293r
GRAD1CNT .00087 
- .00144 -. 01303 -.,00173 ,00020 .U0010
CAB CAF CPC CP0
.01590 .01340 -. 14690 -. 19110
01530 .01630 -. 14330 -. 18080
.01500 ,01650 -. 14020 -. 177W0
,01480 ,01750 -. 14350 
-. 17170
.01490 .01690 -. 14370 -. 17390
.01 O) .01690 -. 14580 -. 17490
.01440 .01750 - .14010 
-. 1G720
,014GO .01770 -. 14280 - .16900
.01510 .01440 -. 14C00 -. 17500
- 00011 .00J20 
-. 0000(YU .00107
RLN NO. 47/ 0 RNL = 5.71 CfADIONT INTIRVAL - -5.00 5.00L
MAC-i ErTA CLI CN CY (lL CyN CA
.901 -_.210 .02750 ,603CI .10700 .07Y31 
- .00030 .C0U010
.901 -3.13) .03150 .68)20 .0L 220 .003301 -. 00030Y ,00370
.901 -2.uJ .03100 .60- 0- .04930 .l0019 -. DV100 .0G470
.901 -1050 .03110 .59030Y .03720 
-. 001C30 -. 00110 .06780
.901 -. 010 .03410 .504Y .02t)30 
-. 00170 -. 00090 .OG530J
.901 .99,0 0333) ,59340 .00U300 - .00453 -. 0012 ,OGT50
.901 2.0gi .03390 . 5940 -. 00040 -. 0,OUG5 -. 00110 .06700
.901 3.00o ,03450 .59110 -. 02020 -. 00,040 -. 00000 .OC60o
.901 6.170 ,03430 .59140 -. 06180 -. 0130W -. 00120 .06390
cnADClENT 00054 -. 00181 -. 01344 -. ,1189 -. 00000 .00044
CAD CAF CPC CFPU
.021 3) .03940 - .22210 -. 23520
.022O73 .04170 -. 223T5 - .247 70)
,02330 .04130 -. 23420 - .2G4,.
,02310 .0447? - .23'1G - .25C4U
.0.3rU ,04170 -. 23010 - .2CA30
,02340 ,04310 - .23040 - .2040.)
,02340 .0435S -. 24240 - .2WL3Y
.02390 .04200 -.25100 -. 2G27U
.02340 ,04040 - .24310 - .2GO30
.00022 ,00021 - .00344 - .00150
RuN 193. 46/ 0 RtU'L = 6.0"3 GRADIOAT It~EI~VAL : -5.00/ 5.00
HA04 I~E:TA CLM CN Or O~L CyN CA CAD CAF (:PC (:PD1 .~P' -6.250 - .05740 .7*3200 .092 C43 .01~10 .00150 094~0 03590 .00]20 -. 5C~10 -. 30J6']1 .~0~ -3.130 -. 05690 .737C, D .05~70 .00~ .00080 095?0 03490 .0~000 -. 37150 -. 57090
1 .Z:02 -2.080 -°05(:00 .75700 .04000 .004 ~0 .000'71] 09 E/,~.I 05510 .06080 -. 37040 -. 379G0
1 .Z~O~ -1.040 - .0553V.3 .73720 .02640 .00L:'00 .000 ~_~3 09571] 055~1 .06040 -.57920 - .50010
1.20:~ .OCO -. 05440 .73610 .01570 -. 00010 .OLPX30 09490 03500 .05950 -. 37530 -. 37050
1.20~' I .OL:~O -. 05420 .75580 .DO300 - .DO~4O -.00040 09510 054~c) .0r~90 -. 365~1 -. 37190
1.202 2.000 -. 05470 . T~940 - .DOOCO - .004C~] -. 00050 095?0 05450 ,06110 ~. 5C~IO - .375C~l
1.202 3.100 - .054r,~] .75060 -.02150 -. 00670 - .000C0 095(l} 05490 .OCO ~1 -. 57130 -.38010
1.207. 6.210 -. 0~370 .73800 - .059E0 -. 01340 -. 001 ~0 095(.13 055;~0 .OCO~O - .37L190 -. 3n550




DATt 29 JUL 72
DATE 29 JUlL 72 M5FC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINC
MS:FC W 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2w4VlPI1 (A69007) ( 30 HAy 72 }
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRE 7.8800 so. IN xMjP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVC4 = -10.00o
LUEF = 2.0280 IN. 4RP = .0000 IN. RUDOER = .000 RFARE = .000
OREF : 4.4600 IN. ZIRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE .0040 SCALE
RLUN NO. 13/ 0 RNL = 4.54 (RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOC ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAP CPC CPF
.61 -4.590 .08720 - .49230 -. 01040 .00120 .00170 .03090 .00740 .02350 - .G0300 - .09230
.601 -2.430 .09170 -. 37850 - .0040 .00000WO .00140 .03980 .00770 .03200 -. OGSO0 -. 09810
.601 - .310 .09610 - .27490 - .00570 .00020 .00120 .04480 .00780 .03690 - .06380 - .10080
.601 1.820 .10200 - .15930 - .00450 .00000 .00130 .04600 .00880 .03720 - .07190 - .11280
.9fil 3.970 .10960 - .05120 -. 002T00 .000 5 .00120 .04240 .00880 .03360 - .07540 - .10940
.90)1 6.110 .11670 .06520 - .000Y5 .00040 .00120 .03670 .00800 .02780 - .07280 -. 11200
.901 8.2C0 .12430 .17870 .0037 .00000 .00100 .03510 .00960 .02540 -. 07920 -. 12290
.901 10.270 .13370 .28290 .00440 .00040 .00140 .03570 .01030' .02560 - .07990 -. 128090
CRADLENT .00261 .05154 .00097 -. 0l0137 - .00005 .00137 .0YJ18 .[0119 -. 0014 - .00229
RUN hrj . 14/ 0 RN/L = 5.73 CRADIENT INTIEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00J
MAOI ALfRA CLM CN Cy COL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPF
.905 -4.8Y9 .12320 -. 5YJ'Y) -. 012W0 .00010 .00140 .06550 .01G10 .04930 -. IGGCO -. 17380
.905 -2.610 .115o3 -. 383V.) -. 01090 -. 0Y040 .00140 .07290 .01610 .05670 -. 1G870 -. 17780
.905 -. 340 .10700 - .231t00 -. 003090 -. 00110 .o0)1o .074Y3 .01550 .05880 -. 16130 -. 17103
.905 1.9Co .09o20 -. 07110 - .0690 -. 00140 .00120 .0710 t .0140O .05700 -. 1 5550 -. 16230
.905 4.2C) .09320 .09i0. -. VJ370 -. 00150 .CJ140 .OG810 .014n0O .05320 -. 155WJ -. 16240
.905 6.500 .10120 .21170 .O(Y. i: -. 00270 .00390 .06G90 .01540 .05140 -. 19OWY -. 17090
.905 8.750 .102-0j .3299)1 .0u440 -. 00403 .00070 .OG910 .016r3 .05250 -. 17380 -. 1819s0
.905 10.840 .10320 .437'7) .01160 -. 00510 .Y0YJ(0 .07740 .01970 .05770 -. 2135J -. 21120
CRAOIENT -. 00334 .06781 .00095 -. 00018 -. 00W01 .00018 -. W0017 .Y0035 .00.149 .00218
RLUN rj. 15/ 0 RN/L = 6.08 GRADIENT INrETiVAL = -5.00/ 5.0]
MAHG ALPHA CLM CN CN YL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
1.196 -4.810 .15160 -. 4GO13 -. 01170 -.O'] O]) .00210 .11490 .02920 .08570 -.30 500 - .322fi
1.196 -2.480 .12650 -. 293593 -. 00910 -. 00080 .00190 .11830 .02930 .08890 -. 30550 -. 32440
1.196 -. 180 .10490 -. 14140 -. 00680 -. W00110 .0010 .11950 .03050 .08090 -. 31090 -. 33560
1.196G 2.130 .08520 .00oYYJ -. 0450 -. 00120 .00200 .11810 .03170 .08630 -. 33700 -. 34530
1.196 4.440 .06690 .16200 -. 00170 -. 00WiG .00200 .11420 .03190 .08230 -. 34470 -. 34330
1.196 6. 70 .05110 .31720 .00190 -. W07u0 .00190 .10940 .03200 .0760o -. 335350 -. 35560
1.196 9.070 .03780 .4620 .WD640 -. OX90 .00140 .105ri .03440 .07120 -. 36170 -. 37700
1.196 11.2l80 .02780 .5979u .01000 -. 00100 .00130 .10280 .03570 .06710 -. 3002fl -. 38910
GRADIENT -. 00912 .06703 .00106 -. O0YJ02 -. W00000 - .o7 .00034 -. 00041 - .0043 - .00269
PAGE 7
MLSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTIIt4 PAGCE S
MsFC WTT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VilPi (A6900?) (30 HAy 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 7.8800 3. IN *tRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = -10.000LnEF a 2.0200 IN. yRP = .0000 IN. RuDER= . 000 RFLARE = .000
eBEF = 4.4600 IN. RP = .W0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 119/ 0 RNL = 6.77 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPIA CLMI CN Cy ClL CYN CA CAD CA CPC C1.93, -4.500 .03o(0 -. 20890 -. 00350 .00050 .00oO .08440 .01420 .07020 -. 15550 
-. 15150
1.96l -2.350 .03120 -. 11G30 -. 00100 .00050 .00020 .08430 .014C0 .OC6G -. 15820 -. 157401.9C.3 -. 120 .024 50 -. 02440 -. 01)O00 .00040 .00030 .08390 .01500 .06.o0 
-. 1 5900 -. 16490
1.9s) 2.150 .01OW .0C840 .00050 .00040 .00040 .08290 .01570 .06710 -. 16010 
-. 7120
1.9G03 4.340 .01420 .15400 .00210 .00030 .o000( .08160 .01650 .06510 -. 17580 -. 17330
1.9sr 6.5s0 .01030 .23o80 .00370 .00L030 -.CY.IIO .0I. xY) .01780 .06210 - .19050 -. 19410
1.9G8 8.730 .001330 .32330 .00520 .00030 .00320 .07830 .01880 .05950 
-. 20140 -. 20340
1.969 10.930 .0Y3870 .39410 .OKL 70 .*.(KX0 .O0l; .07 C20 .01920 .05700 - .20670 
-. 20790
GRADO ENT - .03275 .04085 .OOOC43 - .OY2 .00001 -. 00031 .00026 -. 00057 - .00226 - .O311
RUN No. 132/ 0 RNL = 4.97 GRADDOLIT INTEIWAL = -5.03/ 5.00
ACH ALPA. CLM CN Cy CiL CYN CA CAn CAt CPC C;l)4.90G 
-4.210 -. 01010 -. 10510 -. 00130 .00240 .00040 .05430 -. 001 0 .0500o .02740 .01020
4.90 -2.230 
-. 0010 -. OGYy _. -. YY.13l .00240 .000]0 .05310 -. 00130 .05450 .02200 .0.
4.9F0 
-. 130 -. 0530 
_)1 .00YLO .00240 .0..120 .0500o -. 01.120 .05210 .0202) .00070
4.9CW 1 n., -.013-0 .02230 -.00Y3' .00230 .0(yo .05Y120 -. 00110 .051 30 .0120 .07?03
4.9 L) 3.0'3 
-. YI15) .0C 25] .c OL.Y .00230 .Y9 . .T .04920 -. 7090 .05020 .01570 .06I40
4.9t0 5.s;30 .00410 .1OC40 .)0170 .00230 .0Y.YJ0 .04990 
-. 03lO) .05070 .01300 .'1 4C)
4.90) 8.020 .00-0) .15)) .00130 .0J220 . Y..13. .04990 -. O.xl .05070 .01440 .Lt3,1O
4.90G 9. 90 .01240 .19540 .001 70 .OYo220 .0D.)0 .05030 
-. 000w .05090 .01160 no.1330)
GRADIoNT .00116 .0206 .00011 -.-. 007 - .00065 .00o00 -. 00073 - .0.)13.3 - .Y.)t142
DATE 29 JUL 72
DATt 29 JUL 72 hMFC TWT 542 TACULATED DATA LISTING PAC 9
hSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLt CRBITER BIF2ti4vllPI (A69008) ( 30 MAy 72 )
REFfRtNCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SRtF 7.8e00 S8. IN VOIRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = -10.000LREF 2.0280 IN. RP = .0000 IN. RUDDER = .000 RFLARE = .WoOREF = 4.4600 IN. zRjP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RU' NO. 37/ 0 RN/L = 4.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOl ALPH11A CL CN CY CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
.S'3 10.540 .13150 .28510 




.13430 .41910 .00850 .W00020 
.n0)130 .03320 .01100 .02210 
-. 00G70 -. 13G2(
.59e0 14.840 .13500 
.54110 .01030 .00020 
.00108 .03180 
.01230 .01940 
-. 10780 -. 15210
.5,: 1 6.9al3 .13950 
.65410 .01390 
-. O0005J 
.0019l .02990 .01 39 .01t00 -. 111140 
-. 17310
.5903 19.0C. .15120 
.73540 .01 7Y]0 
-.00.YCl .00210 .03020 
.01770 .01240 
-. 1(;.t. -. 2.0920
.59o 21 .OW .16220 .79895 .01340 
- .000 7 .0(J310 .031 .02100 .O 01U -. 19100 - .237u0GCADlIErT 
.00282 .0492G .W0093 




RLUN N). 38! 0 RN/L = 5.76 GrCADIETT INrTEVAL : 
-5.00/ 5.00
MAc-i ALFHA CLM CN Cy C3L CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CHu
.89r3 11.120 
.10200 .44390 .01170 
-. 00y410 .o0YY1) .07820 .020GO .05760 -. 2227u -. 22150
.890 13.300 
.10940 .5327) .01530 




.890 15.490 .11950 .62 70 .02030 
-_.F1370 
-. CYYG60 .00C20 .02G40 .05970 -. 20720 - 2.12 
.89-1 17.7LVJ .1306L) .72090 .01790 
-. 002F5 .W00oo .09330 .03210 .G010 -. 34310 -. 3
.89k0 19.840 .15200 .77350 .01580 
-. 0YJ33Y'9 .000 .093G0 .03GS0 .05700 -. 3910 -. 39'.; '
.890 21 .8701 17510 .80700J 
.01250 
. 13010- .01 0 .O .04260 .05340 
-. 4Y300 -. 47940GRCADIElT 
.00665 .034eo .t' YJ5 .O.(Y35 .FYJ1t4 .Y1iGG .wiao 5 - .0040 
-. 01996 -. 023G4
RUN Nj. 39/ 0 RN/L = 6.16 GRAr)Et4T INTErIVAL = -5.00,/ 5.01




.00120 .10230 .03s50 .OGG40 -. 38 7) - .3,s5'.1.193 13.8ky} 
.02120L . 7170o .01400 
-. 000930 .0000 .10020 . 3 7 0Y8. .OG310 -. 40090 
-. 39 7201.193 16.090 
.01950 .84 Y30 .01 580 
- .0 50 .00080 .09030 .03150 .05900 -. 4156 3 -. 41420.1.193 18.340 
.02150 .942G0 .01080 -. 00110 .o000Y.1 .09400 .03920 .05550 
-. 41610 
-. 427301.193 20.5GO .020X 1 .03070l .02030 
-. 01W00 .0YJJ05 .09140 
.03920 .05220 -. 41630 
-. 42G8)1.1f3 22.(t,) 
.04200 I.I 09o .02590 -. 00Y30 -. 00100 .08730 .039530 .04753 
-. 41920 
-. 43550GnADI ENT .00120 .04645 .00121 
- .00015 
-. 00015 - .00134 .034 -. 00160 -. 00261 -. 00449
C nrP 542 trfu.t ASIr .ATA I 1 T1 .
_.rE 29 ___. 7 r-r .w. T WFT U. JI UA T LIST1r1N PACt 20
HSFC " 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CnRBITE BIF2w4VIIPi (A69009) I 30 HAY 72 
REFERENCE DATA PARAnETRIC DATA
SlEF - ?.88000 so. IN MRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .WO ELE-N = -10.000ItcF = 2.0280 IN. MRP = .0000 IN. RUDOER = .000 RFLARE = .000
BREF = 4.4C00 IN. ZMlP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 124/ 0 RN/L = 6.81 GRADIENT INTEnVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO1 ALFI A CLM CN L CN CA CAC CAP CPC CPO1.940 11 .4 71 .00630 .40900 .00700 .00030 .00020 .07440 .01750 .05630 -. 18800 -. 19040
1.94fj 13.57'0 .00780 .48370 .00820 .00030 .00020 .07230 .01810 .05420 -. 19440 - .9520
1.94o 15.83J .00950 .56670 .009oi .00020 .00020 .06990 .01040 .05150 -. 19380 -. 20120
1.94,. 18.080r .01140 .65400 .01030 .00020 .00020 .06370 .01870 .04990 
-. 19820 - 20370
1.940 20.350 .01530 .73470 .01220 .00010 .00030 .06G90 .01970 .04710 -. 21070 -. 21420
1.940 22.620 .02130 .82200 .01450 .000 .00060 .06410 .02L00 .04400 -. 21210 - .21830
1.940 24.83w .02020 .89750 .01640 .oo000 .00070 .06210 .021'.Yl .04110 -. 21771 -. 232cX
1.948 27.O0.] .03350 .970390 .01 720 .00000 .0010 .05990 .021 lO .03810 -. 22690 -. 24170
1.g94 29.310 .04090 1 .05010 .01 740 .Or.Xy0 .00090 .05050 .02300 .03470 -. 251 70 -. 25930
GRADIENT .00196 .03G29 .00065 -. 00002 .10o05 -. U0090 .00032 -. 00121 -. 00300 -. 03036
RUN N9. 137/ 0 RN/L = 4.93 GRADICNT IITIrEVAL - -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALF IA CLH CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAt CtC CPO4.959 10.471 .01440 .2 0G) .W0320 .L2Eo0 .vJL030 .0495. -. 000o .05040 .01900 .0010J4.959 12.480 .02070 .25650 .00390 .002010 .OL0-J0 .05120 -. 00{0 .05190 .01 .'- .0010u
4.950 14.510 .02490 .3030  .00550 .00o1 .0CYY03 .052GL -. 0050 .05310 .01290 .000.0
4.959 16.540 .302Y .36,45. .0 0.550 .00100 .cL-X.Y] .05400 - .0Y1l .05401 .C0, 15.Y) .0O3J
4.950 18.$60 .03540 .42400 .00620 .001o8 .07):20 .05690 -. 003-5)W .05740 .01190 .00060
4.959 o.S) ,3 .04160 .480 LY .800 .001 10 .017]30 .0590O -.00W1040 .OO10 .011140 .OYx)(.
4.95)9 22.r7 .04630 .54920 .03000 .CY001 .0W0Y. .06100 -. (Y.0040 .OGI0 .010Y00 .OvY]oO
4.953 24 .8Y0 .05200 .6173'- .01070 .o00 C .00020 .06190 - .(Y.120 .06210 .0(Y740 -. 0310U
4.959 26.87l .05700 .68600 .01030 .0l0100 .OYo32 .0633 
_ -. 0(l3) .0G303 .003.130 .0OLY0)
4.959 28.930 .000GO .75640 .0011II .150 .000w3 .06340 - .C .030703 .00 790 -. yj040
4.959 350.910 .0G550 .824C0 .01210 .00150 .0x3 .06290 -. O00020 .06320 .0WY730 - .o000
CRADIE IT .00251 .03038 .O00045 -. 00033 -. 0.yl1 .00074 .00003 .00072 - .Y)52 -.Y311
DAtE 29 JuL 72
45F'C TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF'2W4V1IPI (A69010) ( 30 NAy 72
REFUtENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SntF 7.8=00 SQ. IN )MP = 3.6820 IN. ALPHA = .000 ELEVN = -10.000
REF = 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. RuDER = .000 RFLARE = .000
eREF = 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .
SCAL = .0040 SCALE
RUN NrO. 54/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GCADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
tAio (IETA CLM CN CY CIL CN CA CAC CAF CPC CFO
.605 -6.110 .09460 - .23780 .07990 .003803 .00120 .04220 .01010 .03210 - .087W -. 12530
.605 -3.000 .09690 -. 24790 .03390 .000 . .070160 .04400 .00970 .03420 -. 08310 -. 1200o
.605 -2.040 .09730 -. 25100 .02530 .001o3 .00150 .04390 .00960 .03420 -. 00400 -. 11 750
.605 -1.020 .09850 -. 2503 .01310 .00090 .00130 .04510 .00940 .0350o -. 08380 -. 115,10
.605 .00W .098O ) -. 24530 .0013 .00010 .00130 .04510 .00930 .03580 - .00430 - .11253
.605 1.010 .09780 -. 24703 -. 012GL -. 00060 .00120 .04490 .009W .03523 -. 0,200 -. 11320
.605 2.020 .03700 -. 245Z3 - .C3230 - .D130 .00090 .04420 .00990 .03420 - .09o90 -. 11530J
.605 3.040 .095so -. 24870 -. 03G30 -. 00170 .03OGO .04410 .009o0 .03450 - .09590 -. 10940
.605 6.100 .0931i0 - .24000 -. 07670 -. 0033Y .00000 .04200 .01020 .03170 -. 10920 -. 11120
CADMIENT -. 00018 .00042 -. 01226 -. 00061 -. 00015 .o00003 .O,2 .00002 - .00248 .00143
RfUN No. 53/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 CrADID4T INTERVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
tMAC1 oETA CLM CN CY CEL CYN CA CAJ CAF CPC CFm
.904 -6.2.0. .09990 - .1960 .08900 .0060J5 -. Y0001 .07080 .01930 .05140 - .21330 - .20470
.904 -3.11t .10520 -. 19720 .04170 .00240 .00120 .07370 .0177t .05600 -. 18510 -. 194s0
.904 -2.070 .10500 -. 19620 .02690 .Og 390 .001 30 .07400 .01740 .056L6 -~.1833. - .1917U
.904 -1.010 .10I40 -. 19G20 .01330 -. CYOJ_10 .001 30 .074wU .01740 .056riJ -. 18340 -. 19140
.904 .018 .10c'70 -. 19,40 *0(.yj -. 00110 .00100( .07440 .01G69 .05750 -. 17730 -. 1 5,Jo
.904 1.020 .10810 -.20110 -. 01300 -. 00210 .o07L) .07510 .01 7?3, .05700 -. 18080 -. 191 70
.904 2.050 .1 I 0ro -. 19770 -. 02Co1 -. 0033Y.) .Ol 7t) .07510 .01 70.1 .05740 -. 120 -. 19 7_
.904 3.080 .IO.xJ -. 193Gu -. 039r' -. 00430 .0(ouJ.) .07440 .01 72-1 .05710 -. 17GS0 -. 1,931
.904 6.1r0 .09o9x -. 1903 -. 00'43n -. 0o79,0 .0WI0C) .070tl .01630 .05360 - .1 7J -. 17oY'.1
Cn4ADOI13 .013'0 .OI.10 -. 01310 - .0106 -. 0(.112 .0U19 - .000L04 .01021 .00113 - .000283
RUN iN. 52/ 0 RN/L = 6.07 RADI[E) T 1l4TURVAL = -5.00/ 5.00)
MAoi CETA CLM CN Cy COL. CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CFOPU
1.198 -6.250 .098oY -. 12110 .09680 .01120 -. 00230 .11 5r. .031 03 .08390 -. 32750 -. 3512U
1.19,1 -3.120 .10150 -. 12410 .04570 .00450 -. 00010 .1180. .03130 .00670 -. 320tlO -. 35010
1.198 -2.0oU .1020G -. 12550 .02950 .00240 .00040 .11840 .03100 .08740 -. 31390 -. 350w10
1.190 -1.02) .10350 -. 12380 .01340 .0oJ1350 .00080 .11850 .03110 .08740 -. 31340 -. 35150
1.198 .01 ..10410 -. 12750 -. 00090 -.0L110 .00110 .11810 .0300o3 .08750 -. 31430 -. 340t]
1.198 1.010 .104W0 -. 12700 -. 01520 -. 00270 .00140 .11890 .03120 .08770 -. 3261 -. 34290
1.198 2.0'i .10370 -. 1270 -. 03030 -. 00460 .00170 .11870 .03120 .08740 -. 32530 -. 34430
1.198 3.090 .10350 -. 12780 -. 045G0 -. 00C40 .00230 .l1W .03150 .08700 -. 32760 -.3480O
1.198 6.250 .09.)03 -. 12290 -. 09700 -. 01290 .00460 .11o30 .03140 .084C0 -. 32690 -. 34640
GC1ADIEtIT .00030 -. 00051 -. 01458 -. 001 72 .)003 .00010 .00004 .00004 -. 00195 .00004
DATE 29 JUL 72 t45FC T 542 TABULATED DATA LISTIIt, PA CE 1
DATE 29 JUL 7?2 SPC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTI11 PAGE 12
MHSC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTYLE CRITERi BIF2,W4VPll (A69011) ( 30 MAy 72 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SRCF . 7.6800 SQ. IN XRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEvc = -30.000LREF = 2.0280 IN. ymRP = .oo IN. RODER = .000 RLARE = .000BRtP 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .0SCALE= 
.0040 SCALE
RUIN No. 1e/ 0 RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00, 5.00
MACHO ALPHA CLM CN Cy CfL CyN CA CAD CAP CPC CPU
.600 -4.7350 .13000 
-. 69420 -. 01400 
.00180 .00270 .10360 .02500 
.07060 
-. 26220 -. 2750u
.60U -2.500 
.13790 
-. 570:.. - .0090 .00x 
.00210 .11110 .025w .08550 
- .2320 -. 2057t
.600 
-. 450 .1380 - .44720 - .00940 .00150 .00180 .11580 
.02470 .09110 - 25!UA 
-. 27410
.GJ l1.670 .14170 -. 33Y.o0 
-. 00O80 
.Otl 0O .00180 .11640 .02300 
.09330 -. 24390 -. 25170
.6Lo 3.820 .14400 
- .22090 





.600 5.90C .14040 - .09710 
-. 00Y350 .o(Y0 .0 3190 .10490 .02120 .083cG 
- .2303 - .22730
.60 8.13 L .15390 
.024 3 .000(30 .00110 
.00150 .09920 .02530 .07390 
- .31510 -. 24070
.600 10.160 
.16u90 .14186 .00200 .00o40 
.001830 .09790 .02640 .07150 
-. 3YY0 - .249130GRADIENT 
.o0072 .05551 .00100 
-. 00010 - .0009 .00110 
- .oXY36 
.0014G .003-01 .0040
RUN N,. 17/ 0 R NL = 5.74 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAoI ALPHA\ CM CN Cy CDL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CFC
.906 -5.2 Z .20450 
-. 79470 
-. 01720 
.00110 .00270 .16130 .04250 .1187L) 
-. 44820 
-. 46471
.90G -2.940 .19710 
-. 65120 -. 01530 
-. 07U10 






-. 01250 .OLIO .O013s 
.16780 .039y3 
.12820 
-. 41400 - .43050
.906 1 .5n0 .18180 
-. 36580 -. 00970 .Y'Cj.](. .J190 .16290 .03670 .12203 
-. &W3y0 -. 40120
.90G 3.840 .17500 - .219930 -. 007)y .V. OlO .00170L .15330 .03Y'-Y .11820 
-. 370t2) - .3f210
.90go 6. 1-J .17140 
-. 0G430 -.O005Y 




.90G 8.4Y9 .16140 .11 780 -. 03190 .0o100 .00220 .13690 .033:0 .10310 -. 354s0o -. 3709'Y.
.90G 10 .60r .14990 
.20140 .00030 .'.OM40 .u0010 .1534L0 .0343) .09960 
-. 354n
r ] -. 3 501GRAD l UIT -. 00328 .06349 .00119 .Or-YJ5 
-. 051.7 
-. 00199 -. 03103 -. 03097 .01057 .01151
RLU4 N . 16 0 RN/L = 6.09 GRADIE4IT INTERVAL = -5.00, 5.0.)
MAOC ALP IA CLM CN Cy CfL CYN CA CAD CAP CPC CPlU1.194 -5.200 .21890 -. 7r3120 
-. 01870 .000oo .00240 .2)5030 .031GO .16720 
-. 403jr1 -. 425201.194 -2.940 .20890 
-. 58400 
-. 010 O-.00.20 
.00250 .211580 .03710 .163GO 
-. 390 
-. 40G 501.194 
-. 610 .19590 
-. 42950 
-. 01480 
-. 00070 .00250 .2013 0 .03550 .16580 -. 36A40 
-. 39201.194 1.730 .17790 -. 26540 -. 01090 -. 00070 .002:0 .19450 .03490 .15950 -. 3G3nO -. 3r6201.194 4.080 .16100 -. 097G0 
-. 00740 -. 00050 .00190 .18470 .03330 .15130 -. 342O 
-. 37:200[1.194 6.430 .14350 .07170 -. 00300 .0,4]30 .002(0r .17630 .03340 .14280 -. 34610 -. 370701.194 8.800 .12720 .2350 .00130 .00030 .0013U .16960 .03450 .13510 
-. 36210 
-. 3794u1.194 11.010 
.10870 .3939J3 .00440 
.00010 .001 a0 .16190 .03650 
.12530 -. 38390 
-. 40120RADI ENT -. 00691 .06948 .00137 -.00004 
- .010 
-. 00300 -. 00051 
- .00249 .0036 .00470
DATE 29 JUL 72 tSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA L1STINC PACE 13
ISFC TWT 542 SPACE SIUTTLE CRBITER O1F2W4vllP1 (A69011) ( 30 AY 72
REFE'RENCE DATA PARAHETRIC DATA
SrEF ?.eoo0 s. IN X*fP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = -30.000
LREF 2.0200 IN. yMRP = .000 IN. RLU0ER .000 RFLARE .000
BREF : 4.400W IN. ZP .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 120, 0 RNL = 6.76 GRADIENT INTENTRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
ACAOi ALFi A CLH CN CY cL CyN CA CAO CAF CPC CF0r
I .903 -4.7?G .09290 - .33340 - .00570 .00030 .00W. .14010 .01540 .12470 -. 20500 -. 13730.
1.90r -2.510 .00400 -. 23340 -. 00370 .o30000 -. 00010 .13510 .01G70 .11840 -.21900 - .15050
1 .9C3 -. 270 .07710 -. 13A30 -. 00250 .00020 .0oL30 .13040 .01 710 .11330 -. 21390 -. 162CO
1.903q 2.010 .07210 -. 04220 -. 00130 .00)20 .00010 .12C00 .01F6) .11010 -.19910 -. 1C420
1.903 4.2d0 .0C290 *05090 -. 00240 .00YI10 .000G .12100 .010CYJ .10300 -. 20 63. -. 18400
1.990 6.470 .00G40 .14120 .00LJ20 .000]0 .00020 .11753 .01800 .09940 -. 201090 -. 10310
1.993 $8.w .05480 .23230 .002M0 .00010 .040 .11100 .001 o.A .09220 - .20040 -. 19700
1.960 10.s10 .05340 .31400 .004G0 .00010 .00050 .10080 .010800 .08990 - .2)090 -. 19870
GRAD IENT - .00320 .04270 .00040 - .0XY.)2 .X0000 - .00207 .00023 - .00230 .00000 - .004e4
RUN NO. 133/10 RN/L = 4.98 GCRAIENT INTIRVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MAiCf ALn IA CLM CN Cy CEL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC Ct-{
4.90] -4.29.5 .0330J -. 112L0 -. 00290 .(Y0J2 .C0Y340 .09090 -.0OL2X)0 .09250 .02070 .019G3
4.90.1 -2.29) .02.30 -. 1275r- -. 00170 .00260 .000W3 .0030i - .Y.100l .08480 .02,'J; .01l 3I
4.9UC -. 150 .02420 -. 07410 -. 00170 .002V3 .OK020 .07420 -.-F1 9J .07570 .02353 .01001)
4.90 1.8?70 .022 022 -. 002J20 .-0020 ..OL)30 .0o70 -. 00120 .0YOO .0197L .CMl0I7
4.90) 3.910 .01970 .02510 -. 00()0o .t0N250 .00.1(x .06290 - .03110 .06400 .0100 .L C1710
4.9GC1 5.97L) .01930 .07400 .[0030 .0020L -. 00Y02L .uoC30 -.OJOU.) .0O00 .01 5'jo .00(51Li
4 .9rJ 7.00.1 .02130 .12370 .CY.)f o .00251 -. 0_.00 .05810 - .[Yy.j31) .053.90 .0157U .0. J33
4.9tG 9.940 .02450 .17L701 .001 0 .00Y250 .*002 .05720 -. OlOt) .057801 .01310 .0.)230
GRADI tOr -. 00161 .02532 .OC.J27 -. EOI1l -.OLX..5 -. 00340 .0w) l? -. 00351 - .001Y) -.(R)115
P13E Ig T 72 TAiBU.lATIU DIAT LISI11 PAGCE 14
iSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITEn B1F2W4VlIPl (A69012) ( 30 UAy 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAiETRIC DATA
aRF = 7.8800 S9. IN XMRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA .000 ELEVoN = -30.000
LREF P 2.02860 IN. YMRP = 0000 IN. RUDDER = .000 RFLARE = 000
tREF 4.4600 IN. 24MP = 0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE= .0040 SCALE
RUN NO'. 42, 0 RN/L = 4.57 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
hACi ALiPHA CLM CN Cy CEL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPU
.COX3 10o430 .16170 .14960 .00360 .00070 ,0017' .09850 .02310 .07530 -. 24410 -. 25390
.f600 12. 50 .16710 .27710 .00520 .00110 .00200 .09550 .02240 .07300 -. 22180 - .25720
.610 14.730 .17510 .38720 .00710 .00150 .00210 .09130 .02210 .06920 -. 20290 -. 26570
.600 16.870 .18170 .50820 .00800 .00170 .00280 .08580 .02200 .06290 -. 20110 - .27900
.600 10.900 .1900 .61070 .00950 .00140 .00290 .08140 .02390 .05740 - .2070 - .29650
.600 2a1.,)0 .20740 .66590 .00750 .00113J .00390 .08320 .02650 .05GG -. 24050 -. 32070
GRADIENT .00412 .050rG .00045 .00007 .00019 -. 00160 .00030 - .00190 .00094 - ._(127
RLN MN. 41/ 0 RN/L = 5.73 G(ADIENT INTMtiVAL = -5.00, 5.00
MAC I ALPHA CLM CN Cy COL CYN CA CATO CAF CFC CFi
.898 10.930 .14760 .292G0 .0270 .O0GO .00130 .133G0 .03440 .09920 -. 3537. -,3.21
.001 13.230 .14070 .44lr0) .OUC.40 .04W0 .0.)110 .1 2200 .03450 .08740 - .3470I0 - .390'
.890 15.400 .13230 .59200 .01050 .00100I .0C.3 ..11090 .0351l .07530. -. 3553 -. 4037?
.89'i 1 7. yJl .12740 .710 . .01230 ..0001X0i .00]10~ .10530 .03(C0' .06050 -. 3G140 - .41 740
.0,' 109.040 .145.0 .78003 .014f0i .OL.YJ .. 10l .IOGC40 .04L00 .0640 -0 --. 44G70L
.J'n 21 AtVW .17310 .R(lkOs .01230 .00120 .t¥YJ130 .11220 .043) .O,50 - .43f0il - 493Y3)
GrIADIltr .001 71 .0400G .00098 .000(01 - .006 -. 0DY211 .001.2 -. 00294 - *¥ll )rl - .0'J55
RL4U W'. 40/ 0 RN/L = 6.14 GrADIDEr ItlirVAL = -5.00/ 5.0']
MACH ALi:A CLM CN Cy CML CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CM
1.195 11 .213 .10610 .39500 .00640 .0IY310 .00110 .15900 .03i~20 .12270 -. 37yj - 3Y),Jl 
1.195 13.530 .09O60 .53J.Yi .00s0, .00000 .00090i .15610 .0377t .1103Y -. 39540 -.41451
1.195 15.080 .09490 .66140 .01000 -. 0010 .Ol1I 30 .15330 .03o900 .1143Y -. 40790 -.42193
1.195 10.1 .] ,093]00 .77140 .01250 .00020t .01 .s1 .15(080 .04010 .1107l -. 410n7 -. 441503
1.195 20.3 A) .102co .87070 .014CO -. o0o10 .00110 .146w .04200 .1040O -. 435Y3 -. 4C510
1.195 22. 19Y .11120 .9510) .01750 -. 0001D .00030 .141 50 .04300 97Cl) -. 450110 -. 40270
GRAD i r .O(046 .04954 .00093 - .00'01 - .00004 -. 00150 .Y0GG66 -. 00216 - .00GG667 - .00739
DATE 29 JUt T2 WCC1 n1t 542 TABlILA E-m nDAT * -qi
DATC 29 JUL 72 3MSC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINIC PAGE 15
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIP2w4vIIp$ (A69013$ ( 30 MAy 2 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
SREF a 7.8000 so. IN Y*RP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEvCI = -30.000
LnEF = 2.0280 t1. YHRP = .0WO IN. RuIDERI = .000 RFLARE = .000
aREr 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE= .0040 SC-ALE
RUN NO. 123/ 0 RN/L = 6.80 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHIA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CP1
1.950 11.370 .04990 .32510 .0050 .00000 .00020 .10430 .01710 .08720 -. 10130 -. 1877)
.950 13.400 .05010 .40460 .00G40 .00000 .00040 .10050 .01770 .08270 -. 19010 -. 192o0
1.950 15 . .05100 .49130 .0079i *00tX .00030 ,09550 .01800 .07740 -. 19180 -. 19600
1.950 17.99) .05100 575) .0000 .000WO .00020 .09010 .01890 .07110 - .20070 - .20730
1.950 20.240 .05330 .635.J .01020 -. 00010 .00030 .08520 .01900 .06610 -. 20170 -.20,4u
1.959 22.530 .05870 .75120 .01200 -. 00010 .00040 .08140 .02020 .06120 -. 22230 -. 2154u
1.950 24.7(/ .06380 .82500 .01430 -. 000l0 .00040 .07820 .02140 .05s80 -. 23130 -. 23010
1.950 27, 000 .07110 .90720 .01140 -. 00020 .001(0 .07740 .02270 .05470 -. 24430 -. 24430
1.950 29.230 .08210 .98050 .01610 -. O003J0 .00040 .07530 .02390 .05140 -. 2583Z -. 2500O
CRAD i 4T .00167 .03697 .WJ55 - .00y02 .000.X14 -. 00170 .00037 - .00207 - .00425 - .o)378
RUN WN.. 136/ 0 RN/L = 4.94 GRAOITDIT INTERVAL = -5.10/ 5.00
MAC-I AL.F rA CLM CN Cy C3L CyN CA CAB CAP CPC CPO
4.959 10.4s3 .02C20 .179 30 .00340 .00210 .07Y0J .05700 - .o00T00 .05780 .020 W .00.0.Y0
4 .959 12.440 .0312 1 .22o90 .00370 .002aY - ,.0Y310 .05740 -. 00070 .05820 .01 70 .0'Y )30
4.959 14.500J .03GCo '.2827t0 .00490 .002W0o .OX.7 .05840 -. 0Y .05090 .01370 -.0'. Y33
4.959 16.531) .04180 .33J359 .005OOS .00190 .(0L7X .06050 -. 00J40 .00 90 .01140 - .OC.K'.
4.0959 1.010 .04740 .39740 .00050 .00190 -. 0oYZO .06190 - .00YJ3 .06220 .0J940 -. 000U(1
4.959 20. 670 .05410 .40370 .00790 .0010e .00010 .065201 -. 0Y20 .06550 .007c3 - .0Yr 40
4.959 22.71L .00120 .52030 '.0C120e .00170 -. 0.7710 .06070 -.Or .0l0 .06600 .007WC -. 00040
4.959 24.70. .06760 .58470 .00a J .00160 - .O.120L .06_780 .00010 .-00 .00no580 - .000oro
4.959 26.85; .07430 .65200 .01050 .001c0 -.0Y50) .06920 -.. l)40 .06970 .01110 -. 0,J1010
4.959 28.920 .0013: .71010 .01050 .150 - .. 30 -0710 .4 .07050 .0090 .00Y
4.959 3;).90 . 0079 0 .7821r0 .01150 .00150 - .0Y0Y30 .07020 -. O030 .0700r .00o310 .(000 ]
CIRADIENT .00305 .02966 .0C7342 -. 00033 2 .075 .00073 -. (0.049 . 0001
7IF'C tiT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINC PAGE 16
N5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CIRBITER I2lFZ.4vllPI (A69014 t 30 PAY 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
REF = 7.8800 SQ. IN *)RP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .O ELEVrI = tIO.OO
LREF = 2.0280 IN. YrRP = .0000 IN. RUODR = .000 RFLArE = .0o
6RCF = 4.4G030 IN. ZRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 19/ O RfIL = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACo ALfi iA CLM CN CY CDL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CmF
.WO0 -4.25l -. 07400 -. 01110 .00020 -. oo00100 .000Y3 .051osJ .0165; .03450 -. 152J)0 -. I1g4u
.fU.1 -2.tou - .0nX Y0 .*102Ar .00290 - .0K70 - .00020 .05740 .01610 .04120 - .14320 - .19740
.. 0U .02) - .O4U .21 9.)0 .0450 - .O0) -. OLY.)40 .05920 .01970 .0340 - .23520 -. 19G40
.13J 2.10o - .32.20 .00490 -. 0C0240 - .oU20o .05720 .02140 .03570 - .2027 - .192U
.610 4.Y.Y)] -. 054G .44GWJJ .00730 -. 00290 -. 0O350o .053r0 .02230 .03110 -. 29520 -. 199d0
.630 6.430 -. 052co .5G63t. .01250 -. 00420 -. 001t .0SGGW .023G0 .03290 -. 312830 -. 21100
.60U d.50. -. 040J3 .67940 .01500 -. 00350 -.O0000O .05830 .02510 .03320 -. 33120 - .2245'
.6c0 IO.GEO -. 0n47M .78150 .01830 -. 00320 -. 00150 .05993 .02580 .033W0 -. 33250 -.23340
GRCADIENT .00233 .05335 .1076 -. 0026 - .0005s .00023 .00079 -. 00057 -. 01904 - .OYy.i9
RUN NO. 20/ 0 RItL = 5.72 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAC I ALFtA CLt CN CY CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CFe
.9I1 -4.570 -. 01940 -. 213YY - .01300 -. 00130 .00040 .06630 -. 00190 .0380s .36070 -. 23340
.9111 -2.310 - .02080 - .0623 -. 00120 - .00120 .OO030 .07530 - .00140 .076309 .3500 - .24210
.91 -, .02 - .03320 ,.Y0ov .00250 -, .0o01 . Doo .O3010 - .0o100 .00120 .35510 - .24650.
.9]1 2.203 -. 04COO .2520 .0030o -. 0llo .000o30 .081OO -. ,OY170 .00170 .34050 -.242l.)
.9Y1 4.551 -.O5050 .43150 .00610 -. OO110 .0001o .08440 .0y Y 130 .08400 .33950 - .2(.n1o
,9111 6.8 -5 .07830 . 3230 .00910 - .r'.30 .0ODOO .0870d .000409 .00730 .35190 -. 27240
.901 9.140 - .oOrto .741401 .01 7.]O -. 03rJo -. 0oo90 .0893o .0lJ .OOT 7J .34400 - .29,56
.901 11 .220 - .08440 .8400L .01 99J0 -. 00r410 -. W01 70 .09720 .00451) .0927) .3493Y - .34 730
GRAD I ENT - 00430 .0 702 .[02 110 .O. y.)2 -.O(.Y )4 .00179 .OC)y .001155 -s .W2G4 - .00251
RW -tr0i. 21/ 0 RN/L = 6.08 GRADOIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALF tA CL COI Cy CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CFIe
1.107 -4.510 -. OOCw990 -. 15210 - .00500 -.0Ol1 1 .00070t ] .11480 -. 006O .12170 .72530 - .415 U
1.197 -2.200 -. 03580 .ool. 04 -.,Olt0) .,0o07O .12160 -. 00740 .12910 .72250 -. 4017U
1.197 .OGO -. 0o3wt .15110 -. 00110 -. OXYJUoO .00040 .12610 -. 006GJ .13300 .70330 -. 39021)
1.197 2.370 -. 08220 .30070 .01(]o -. o0070 .00030 .12740 -. 00570 .13310 .67720 -. 40T310
1.197 4.600 -. 10490 .45G10 .0s590 .00010 -. OOO10 .12750 -. 0o050 .13250 .66400 -. 40340
1.197 6.990 -. 12380 .693 .009GO .000y0) -. 00010 .12000 -. 00400 .13280 .67020 -. 41190
1.197 9.330 -. 14270 .7G60n2 .01320 -. 00070 -. 00020 .13040 -. 00400 .13450 .67370 - .4200
1.197 11.520 -. 15330 .90580 .01630 -. OO10 -. 0030 .13330 -. 00310 .13640 .630GO -. 44320
CiGADIENT -. 01030 .06G)G .Ol119 OYJ08 -_.O0009 .00136 .00023 .W111 - .00732 .Ol112
DATIE 29 JUtL 7
DATE 29 JUL 72 MSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PAGCE I 7
sFPC TWT 542 SPACE SHIUTTLE CRBITER BIF2w4v11PI (A69014) ( 30 HAy2 2
REPERENCE DATA PARANETRIC DATA
SREF st '?.8O00W S. IN )IRP = 3.6020 IN. BETA = .000 ELEtN = 10.000
LnC F = 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. RLUOER = .000 RFLARE = .000
BRE[F = 4.4600 IN. zHRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .00
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NJ. 121/ 0 RNL = 6.82 RADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
KACo ALrItA CLM CN Cy CBlL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
1.94 _-4.40.) -. 02070 -. 09410 -. U0110 .00030 -. 00030 .00130 .01720 .06400 -. 18140 -. 189GO
1.940 -2.29.) -. 03530 -. 00290 .*0ilc .00L70 -. 00010 .085.0 .01800 .o0G7t0 -. 18830 -. 19kc00
1.941 v .o _-.04250 .017. ) .04100 700 n C - .00010 .08770 .01870 .06890 -. 19550 -. 201003
*l411" 2.270 -._050F .18 IO .00330 .0000t -.00W020 .08950 .01940 .07010 -. 20340 -. 21350
1.948 4.470 -. 05770 .27410 .00~45J .000CO -. 00030 .09130 .02010 .07110 -. 21100 -. 2210]
1.94i 6S.7uO - .06420 .3630 .005 .) -.00040 .09y00 .02100 .07190 - .22210 -. 2Y 30
1.94n 8.Y00 -. 0C800 .44630 .00740 .00(50 -. 00040 .093300 .02140 .07240 -. 22640 -. 234'0o
1.940 11 .0o:z - .07090 .519300 .00000 .0 -. 00040 .943 .02180 .07240 -. 2312a0 -. 23003
RAD I ENT - .0032 .04139 .000C2 - .00an2 - .00000 .00100 .00032 .00077 - .00339 -. 00354
RUN ND. 134/ 0 N/L = 4.97 GRADIFrlr INTEfVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALn LA CLM CN Cy CEL CyN CA CAB CA CPC CP3
4.9G0 -4.220 -. 02720 -. 07480 -. 0010GO .00250 .00050 .05350 -. 00130 .05480 .02440 .00770
4.9C0 -2.220) -. 02590 -. 03450 -. 0os80 .00240 .oC(X .0525 -. 00130 .05380 .02180 .00820
4.90] - .103 -. 02290 .010(00 .0(010 .002Y5 .00020 .05210 -. 0O100 .05310 .01750 .00610
4.90GI 1.890 -. 02o20 .05270 .000o0 .00240 .00000 .05140 -. 001.00 .05250 .01690 .00640
4.90) 3.93. -. 01930 .0CGGOU .00060 .00240 .00000 .05270 -. o'e3tr0 .05350 .01440 .0040J1
4.903. 5.970 -. 01910 .14250 .00140 .00230 -. 00X)40 .05300 -. 0Ornco .05370 .01270 .00,20U
4.99a) 8.03/l -. 0190W .19033 .00250 .0230 -. 0lY30 .054f00 -. 0'U5'50 .05540 .010 1 .00210
4.90C 9.09U3 -. 01870 .24200 .00330 .0023Y -. 0f..)40 .055s. - .0(.IJ4 .05600 .010o.) .00110
GCRAD IEJT .00097 .02107 .00072t3 - .U]Y31 - .X0X35 - .00013 .. 01)-J6 - .00019 - .0-122 - .00035
MSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINlG PAGE e1
tISFC 1WT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITEj BIF2W4Vlilp (A69015) ( 30 HAY 72
REFRJENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
YtEF = 7..03 5Q. IN XRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = 10.000LUEF 2= .0200 IN. UIOP = 0000 IN. R DDER .000 RFLARE = .000tEF = 4.4.00 IN. ZWRP = .0000 IN. FLAP = .oo
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 43/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 CGADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MHAoi ALt _A CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.59a 10.000 -. 04720 .79230 .01940 -. 004Y3 -. 00160 .05900 .02090 .03800 -. 19970 -. 24570
.590 135(. J - .04540 .93340 .02310 - .00540 - .00120 .06100 .02280 .03810 -. 214.0 
-. 27010
. S0 15.I o -. 04350 1 .2610 .02840 -. 00000 
-. 00130 .06200 .025r) .03690 -. 23690 -. 29470
.590 17.230 -. 03250 1.10010 .03310 -. 00990t -. 00160 .06440 .02900 .03540 -.24270 -. 33510
.590 19.270 .00350 1.0037 5Y .02050 .013210 .01.140 .0D620 .03540 .03070 -. 35210 -. 40320
.590 21.240L .02070 1. 1153%1 .01400 
-. 00020 .00190 .07230 .04230 .03Y 0 -. 42170 
-. 48060
GRADI[J41 .006G6 .0278 
-. 00039 .00057 .00030 .00116 .00204 -. 000087 -. 02151 -. 02216
RUN ND=. 44/ 0 RN/L = 5.74 rAIOITEN INTIEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI A.-ntA CLM CN Cy CPL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPU
.902 11.470 
-. 05020 .846G9 .0.180 
-. 00320 -. 00190 .020n0 .03250 .OGG659 -. 34100 -. 357W
.902 13.c6.) 
- .0020 .92980t .03310 - .00900 - .00410 .10970 .03800 .071CO - .39650 - .41953o
.902 15.070 
-. 0.J2Y3 1.05271¥ .04030 -. 01040 
-. 00480 .11370 .04310 .07OuO 
-. 45000 
-. 47.5Y
.9012 l .010 -. 0(240 1.09340 .02900 -. 00500 -. 00290 .110 .0 os51 .06750 
-. 540WG 
-.5550]




-. 00490 1.14r70 .01970 -. W0O1) -. 00000 .11300 .0500r0 .05430 
-. 637YJCA0DIt7[T .00C334 .02854 
- .0C078 .007340 .00022 .C)123 .C00254 
-. 00131 -. 02G34 -. 02772
RUN ND. 45/ 0 Rll/L = 6.10 GCADIITr ItnTE1VAL - -5.OU0 5.00
MAOI ALFICA CLM CN Cy C3L CyN CA CAD CAF CPC Cr01.194 11.740 
-. 1519 J . 9040 .01500 -. 00110 -. 00040 .1 3130 .04130 .09000 -. 443 Y. -. 446701.194 14.070 
-. 157c0 1.0257' .010G -. 00130 -. o0o35] .13510 .04230 .09230 -. 45000 -. 463201.194 1G.340 
-. 1 503 1.1431.Y) .020080 -. 00170 -. 00070 .13610 .04470 .09140 -. 47720 -. 48421)1.194 18.590 -. 15450 1.29510 .02200 -. 00180 -. 00090 .13770 .04700 .09070 
-. 5Y40 - .510701.194 20).At0 
-. 146E0 1.330370 .02400 
-. 00190 -. 00100 .13770 .04070 .08890 
-. 51760 
-. 53001.194 22.900 -. 11700 1.304 0 .0250 - .00280 -. 00080 .12020 .04870 .07950 
-. 50900 
- .53G50
GRADtINT .002C3 .04505 .00009 -. 0O013 
-. 00005 
- .0J0G .00073 -. 0000o -. 00w63 -. 00067
OATC 29 JUL 7R
DATE 29 JUL 72 HISC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINC. PACE 19
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRIlTER BIF2W4vIPl (A69016) ( 0 MAy 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SIEF : ?.8000 5Q. IN XMRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVJN = 10.000LRtEr 2.0200 IN. MRP .000WO IN. RUDOOER .000 RFLARE = .000
m8Er F 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .WOO IN. BFLAP = .000
CALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 122/ 0 RN/L = 6.81 CADIEOt INTEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALrPA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO1 .49 11.510O 
-. 00t20 .52020L .00930 .00040 
-. 00040 .09090 .02010 .07080 
-. 21 700 -. 21620
1.94'3 13.C40 -. 07030 .59710 .01050 .00040 -. 0O50 .09110 .020GO .07040 -. 220300 -. 223900
1.949 15.900 - .07130 .C6200 .01140 .00030 -. 00050 .09120 .02110 .07010 
-. 2260l0 - .228r90
1.949 10.1W0 
-. 07240 .77130 .01240 .00030 
-. 00050 .09200 .02163 .07040 -. 23230 
-. 232701.949 20.490 
-. 0723] .8Clu O .01400 .0Y¥20 -.00020 .092C0 .02231 .07130 
-. 23950 - 241401.949 22.1 7L3 -. 07400 .959130 .01640 .00020 -. 00010 .09320 .02300 .07020 -. 24040 -. 24730
1.949 24.930 
-. 07340 1.0405Y0 .01610 .o0010 .000(0 .09290 .02360 .0G930 
-. 25440 -. 25400
1.94.? 27.1901 
-. 07800 1.14400 .01890 .000310 .0020 .09460 .02400 .069710 
-. 26500 
- .2033f
1.949 29.440 -. 00020 1.23590 .02230 .l00010 
-. 00050 .09420 .02540 .OG701 -. 27149 
-. 27640
1.949 31 .70 -. 08260 1 .32730 .02350 .0o0Y10 - .0Y350 .09430 .02O00 .06d30 
-. 27970 - .281 0
CGADIEJ'T 
- .OG61 .04027 .00070 -. CYYYJ2 .00002 .00020 .0003.) - .0Y011 - .00)320 
-. 00333
RUN ND. 135/ 0 RN/L = 4.94 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00J/ 5.0l
A-CH ALnFIA CL CN Cy C3L CyN CA CAP. CAF CPfC CFO4.959 10.400 - .01670 .25400 .00380 .00220 .000l0 .05600 -. 0.XYl200 .05690 .02L)80 .0012 )
4.959 12.471 -. 01610 .30790 .00450 .00220 
-. 00010 .05090 -~.00070 .0590 .019r30 .00Y40
4.959 14.520 -. 01640 .3GG30 .00570 .00Z10 -.O0YO5J .06140 -. 00aY50 .O20L) .01550 -.O0Y.~).
4.959 16.5'J0 -. 01720 .43030 .006Y0 .00210 
-. Oo5OJ .0G4GO 
-.OY0y3I .06500 .01140 -. 0011YL
4.959 lO.G1l -. 01750 .49740 .0070L .Y2)0 -. 000oyGO .COGoO 
-. O.i0Y) .00o10 .01040 -. y0000
4.959 a20.0) -. 01810 .S ] [.0).0)5/ .OU20 -..Y300 .0733YJ -. 00J21L .07350 .,ryIO -.11.JI
4.959 22.73 - .01o80E .64249J .01010 .001D.I - .0X9g.1 .07720 -. 00.01L) .0773y3 .Ki0;0 -y.00240
4.959 24.,20 
- .o02C .7lnni .01150 .001-) -.0~000 .0nlu1 -. y,)}10 .00%120 .o0033 - .001 I.
4.959 2G.0,10 -. 022GO .791-) .01220 .0010tl -. 0rY)800 .08430 -. 0X010 .00450 .0159)0 -. 001iY3
4.95)9 2,.95) - .02490 .s001r .01390 .0010O - .OY050 .08790 -. .0rY3 .0020) .01a)90 -. 00210
4.959 3].9'O 
-. 02050 .95030 .01410 .0010 -. 001] .08950 -. 02 .009o7 .00833 -. 00210
GRADIEtT -. 00353 .0344G4 .00054 -. 00C302 -. 00004 .001 74 .00Y03 .001I71 -. 0Y 059 -. 0O1 5
uAT Z- JU- '7; MSFC IWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PAGE 20
t45FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRaITER B1F2W 4 VI'IPIAI (A69017) ( 30 Ay 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
'RC 7.8000 sO. IN *IP - 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEV4 = 10.000
LIEF = 2.0200 IN. YMRP = 0000 IN. RUDOER = .000 RFLARE = .000
BREF = 4.4600 IN. 2RP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .00o
CALE = .0040 sCALE
RUN NO. 24/ 0 RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.03
KAoi ALnrA CLM C CY CBL CyN CA CADBL CAF CPC CP(
.6WI -4.200 -. 07140 -. 04400 -. 00610 -. 00010 .00100 .06090 .01790 .04300 -. 16340 -. 21950
.601 -2.140 -. ocol .OT - .03 .00000 .00120 .06010 .01800 .05010 -. 16630 -. 21500
.601 .0L7i -. 06330 .18210 - .00170 . 00050 .06020 .01710 .05210 -. IC070 -. 20330
.6l1 2.140 - .057u .29K00 -. 00070 -. 00130 .00 0 .06050 .01810 .05030 -. 17160 -. 21360
.Q1lI 4.2r5 -. 05280 .40710 .001 70 - .011C .00040 .06480 .01000 .04680 -. 17530 -. 20850
.6O1 6.3,0O -. 04910 .5124 .OOUG20 -. 00350 -. 0040 .06460 .O1053 .04610 -. 17920 -. 21430
.601t .540 -. 04010 .61750 .00910 -. 03340 .003x .OG7W1O .020 0 .04620 -. 20020 -. 24230
.601 10.570 -. 03600 .75000 .01000 -.00150 .01)a OGG0IJ .0223. .04370 -. 21500 -.25900
GRAotLon .00226 .052801 .00307 - .oo02 -. 0{0o37 .00039 .OO.)1 .00037 -. 00136 .00067
RLtN NJ. 23/ o0 rN/L = 5.72 G(4ADIENT INITRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALM IA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAO CAF CPC CFl
.900 -4. G7 -. O0100 -. 2C270 -. 0G30 -. 00110 .030J.3 .07430 .02210 .05210 -. 22530 -. 2408Y
.900 -2.30r0 - .02370 - .10710 - .10.430 -. 0[Y.Y.0 .03130 .00300 .02370 .00o10 - .24630 -. 26300
.900 -. 110 -. 03420 .040U . -. 001140 -. 001 003 -. 0C310 .03920 .02470 .06440 - .26210 -. 27020
.900 2.140 - .04270 .19573 .00030 -. ).370 .07 OY.30 .092W .02610 .06650 -. 27JUO - .2ny')
.971_ 4.431' - .055W0 .35380 .00070 .0305. .0(Y30 ] .00220 .02703 .06520 - .27?3 .) -. 3002~3
.s900 6.710 -. 07320 .52370 .00510 .00140 .OY37l .09620 .02070 .OGC40 -. 31310 -. 32c)0
.900 9.0)YJ -. 07390 .67430 .008OO .0.73YJ .00120 .09335 .03140 .06210 -. 33120 -. 34330
.9r(3 11.13) -. G06730 .77080 .01230 -. OOGY3 -. 00120 .09590 .03320 .06270 -. 3520 -. 3 C35'
GRAD EFT -. 00402 .06703 . 00002 .03ol5 .00(L34 .00196 .(Y03054 .00144 -. 00575 -. 0u0571
RUN NO. 22/ 0 R1itL = 6.00 GiADlEi] ltIFrrVAL = -5.00, 5.00
MHAC, ALRnA CLM CN CY C(L CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPB
1.193 -4.650 -. 01020 -. 21320 - .00710 - .0J350 .03340 .. 3300 .03900 .00310 .67870 -. 4294'J
1.193 -2.340 -. 02040 - .0600 -. 00520 -. 00o00 .0r0Y40 .1 3W00 .03910 .09990 .52010 -. 42140
1.193 -. 070 -. 04850 .07930 -. 00290 -. o10u .DOY.J13 .14050 .03790 .1020 -. 1330O -. 40880
1.193 2.250 -. 07080 .2350 -. 10 -. 00-170 .O.rU140 .14090 .03.A20 .10270 -. 39050 -.41150
1.193 4.540 -. 09410 .39540 .00400 .0000 .0 .o010 .14140 .03070 .10260 -. 40150 -. 41740
1.193 6.80s -. 1135U .55480 .00870 .00y30 .0003r .14230 .03990 .10230 -. 42250 -. 43000
1.193 9.2Y3 -. 13000 .71100 .01210 -. 000WO -. 03010 .14370 .04120 .10240 -. 43050 -. 44400
1.193 11.420 -. 13890 .84630 .01420 -. 00110 .o3.X.3 .14490 .04.2'90 .10200 - .44630 - .46220
C"IAOIDJT -. 00915 .066Y3 .00119 .00005 -. 0W303 .00001 -. OOD13 .0O395 -. 13432 .00147
b-Ar 2<^ .. t 7 U.Vr -- qA " . -m -
DATE 29 JUL 72 MNFC TWr 542 TABULATED DATA LIST1ING PACE 21
MSFC TLT 542 SPACE SIUTTLE CRBITER D1"F244VIIPIAI (A69018) 30 MAy 72 )
RErERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
3trF = .e8oo0 s. IN XIP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .Oo ELEVOCN = -10.000
I.REF = 2.0280 IN. Y1RP .0000 IN. RLfUER = .000 RFLARE = .00
BRrF 4.4600 IN. ZPRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .00
SCALE= .0040 SCALE
RUN IO. 25/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
4MACH ALPI iA CLM CN CY (dL CYN CA CAB CAF C CPC CfO
.6·3 -4.610 .00070 -. 50580 -. 00920 .00170 .00170 .03940 .00880 .03050 - .08060 -. 10 O30
.603 -2.4W0 .08480 -. 39170 -. 00780 .00010 .00140 .04740 .00870 .03860 -. 07750 - .10OGU
.6W3 -. 330 .08990 - .27930 -. 0C0580 .00040 .1YJ120 .05270 .00920 .04350 -. 08080 -. 11350
.603 1.8a20 .09490 -. 16840 -. 0370 .00I Y13 .0013 .05460 .0098)0 .04470 -. 08790 -. 11980
.633 3.940 .10070 - .G06140 - .00200 .O¥yLl:) .00100 .05040 .01970 .04070 - .08580 -. 1187n)
.eo3 6.080 .10710 .0.3J0 - .00040 .000or .00120 .045GO .o01ocY .0350r -. oY0880 -. 12290
.603 8.200 .11540 .16570 .00190 .000(1 .010080 .04250 .01020 .03230 - .0910 - .1239
.603 10.2r0 .125sn .2G640 .CC33 .00 .YJ 00130 .04210 .01210 .03070 -. 112060 -. 14380
RAD I ENT .00234 .05202 .00O8 7 - .o.Y10 -. 00007 .00137 .OY 014 .00124 - .o00Lj 7 - .00173
RUN ,j. 26/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 GRADIEN41 INTEiVAL = -5.0.,/ 5.00
MAC- AI PHA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
.902 -4.90X) .11580 -. 54020 -. 01070 .0YJJ20 .00100 .07400 .01 73O .05G90 .3750 a) -. 183.1
.902 -2. GY) .10590 -. 39340 -. 00O10 -. Y35 .03120 . 08080 .01640 .06440 . 3 73Y -. 17670
.9Y2 - .3 :) .09570 - .24571 -. 00GI0 - .0Cr0)0 .00100 .08340 .01 . 67 .39100 -. 1712. 0
.902 1.. Yn .08270 -. 08610 - .00340 -. 00150 .000ell .08270 .01C30 .06590 .3,895) -. I8090
.902 4.1 rJ) .0 73.1 .071911 -. 001Ei1 -. 00£10 .03110 .07900 .01 7J .OG140 .39U0ZoL -. 1893:3
.9.2 6.410 .070GO .21980 .0)G16o - .00 27 .0Y07L) .07100 .01o7V) .0,33y. .33470 -. 19110
.902 8.GU.1 .00900 .31730 " .007C3 -. Y400] .Ool20 .0720 .01870) .05440 .37510 -. 20220
.902 10.82,s .10410 .41620 .0110o3 -. 00510 -. 00000 .0L¥/80 .020U) .06010 .38030 -. _222J
GRADIE'T - .004.O .067G2 .00106 -. Q0024 -. 0C001 .0Y52 .000006 .00046 .00113 -.0Y066
RUN Wr. 27( 0 RNtL = 6.08 GRADIOENT INTErVAL = -5.00/ 5.0'.)
MAiO ALF ItA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CrC CFo
1.194 -4.880 .13690 -. 47570 -. 01060 -'.00110 .0019 .12870 .03290 .09570 .73080 -. 35510
1.194 -2.590 .12150 -. 33GG66 -. 3920 -. 00150 .001oo .13250 .03320 .09920 .73020 -. 3*77U
1.194 -. 290 .10230 -. 1845 -0670 -. 0016 .00160 .13170 .03270 .09900 .73500 -. 35210
1.194 2.000 .08320 -. 03410 -. 0.1470 -. 00150 .00170 .12880 .032.,0 .09590 .72r3 -. 35450
1.194 4.310 .0673O .11610 -. 001 90 -. 00wis .00170 .12440 .03333 .09100 .71920 -. 3 530r,
1.194 6.6z20 .05020 .27280 .00240 - .00080 .00140 .12060 .03460 .08600 .73280 - .372GO
1.194 8.960 .03690 .42620 .00650 -. 00080 .00140 .11760 .03600 .08160 .7300O -. 38770
1.194 11.190 .02670 .561c0 .00910 -. 00120 .00140 .11370 .03620 .07740 .72670 -. 39070
GRADIENT -. 00773 .06470 .o09 5 .00002 -. 00001 -. 00054 .00002 - .00055 -. 00179 -. 00017
D -Tr. ,' JUL. 'c M.FC TiT 54' TABULATED DATA LISTII4 PACE 22
MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VIIPIAI (AG9019O ( 30 MAy 72 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
UREF a 7.s800 8O. IN )MRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA .= 0 ELEvc = .0OO
LRCF = 2.0280 IN. IMRP = .0000 IN. RUDDER3= .000 RFLArE .=DO
BREF a 4.46L0 IN. ztRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE a .0040 SCALE
RUN N. 30/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 tRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO4 ALPHA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CFP
.599 -4.410 .0L12A0 - .26230 - .00540 -. 00220 .00110 .03890 .01 3/J0 .02500 -. 33350 -. 1490
.59'9 -2.2; .00780 -. 15250 - .00340 -. 00190 .00080 .04e6u .01390 .03200O -. 33010 -. 1 500o
.599 -. I)] .01140 -. 04040 -. OU220 -. 00180 .0007U .04970 .013/3W .03610 -. 32840 -. 14C40
.599 1.90o .015(0 .07130 .00110 -. 001W .00080 .04920 .014l0 .03510 -. 33830 -. 15210
.599 4.100 .02090 .10.20 .001320 -. DL)20 .OW0X70 .04500 .0147U .03030 -. 34220 -. 15.840
.599 6.210 .02530 .290s3oY .00G10 -. 00130 .OY030 .04090 .014.0! .02l00 -. 33730 - . 1GOY
.599 8.3Q0 .03300 .40X5'J .00090 -. 0032:0 .00010 .04030 .01500 .02530 -. 337-70 -. IGIU1
.599 10.410 .03970 .51540 .0103 - .0L2Cl .00010 .03880 .01 20 .02250 -. 34220 -. 17510
CGADorENT .W206 .05269 .Y0102 .O( 03 - .00004 .0072 .000L'O .0004 - - .OW0uo
RULI N '. 29/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 GxADI[ENT INTCRVAL = -5.00/ 5.0.1
MA-i ALPHA CLM CN Cy CtL Cyra CA CAO CAF cPC CF)
.899 -4.740 .02070 -. 357o -. 00700 .W0009 .00030 .06G20 .0172U .04900 . 3190 -. 105ss
.899 -2.490 .02710 -. 222WO -. 00700 -. 0023/3 .000 .0070 O .01720 .05360 .38120 -. iR5:Y.
.899 -. 20D .036GU -. 11100 -. 00570 -. OLY)10 .00070 .07150 .01O40 .0550Y .38510 -. 177L0O
.899 1.90s .05120 -. 0093OO -. 00300 .DOL140 .OLY37U .06990 .01490 .05490 .33630 - .10JY
.899 4.20L) .055(0 .1152u _ .OL1( IO .Y0220 .)j9f] .0653.) .01 5(t .04971 .37900 -. 10790o
.899 6.430 .05590 .24540 .001 50 .[1lo0 .000C0 .O(G00 .0105] .04400 .37530 - .17790
.899 8.7.,) .04910 .4030.l .00050 .00210 .0035L .0610[3 .01'6l0 .04210 .30210 -. 20l310
.8990 10.A0 .050 7 .5209Yy .00070 - .00303 -. 0.140 .0645 .02210 .04240 .371120 - .23,'20
tAD I rDIT .00349 .05105 .000G7 .W 024 .[OXX05 - .00012 -. 00.125 .OLX12 .OKVYJ4 .0026'
RLN N'J. 28/ 0 iN/L/L 6.0 CGRMADlrJTT INirERvAL = -5.CrJ,/ 5.0(
MAQt ALFitA CLM CN Cy C0:L CYN CA CA[ CAF CPC CF4
1.194 -4.750 .DG007 -. 34 9G1 -. 0103-) -. 00170 .O)140,) .11230 .0334U .0 7s90 .73240 - .3(140
1.194 -2.470 .O40 -. 2030.1 -. 00740 -. 00190 .001sw ] .11620 .0240 .00 .73410 -. 349-0
1.194 -. 170 .03180 -. 05550 -. 00] 0 -. 001osJ .O110 .11570t .03180 .00390 .73670 -. 34230
1.194 2.120 .01200 .09403 -. 00330 -. 00170 .00140 .11320 .03090 .08220 .73010 -. 333(/
1.194 4.430 -. 007G0 .25110 .00040 -. 00100 .0013 .11120 .03090 .o003 .73730 -.3330LY
1.194 6.750 -. 02400 .40C50 .00510 -. OXo . 000,90 .10920 .031 70 .07740 .72770 -. 3422U
1.194 9.060 -. 03080 .555ss .D00l -. O040 .00070 .10930 .03370 .07550 .72520 -. 3G330
1.194 t1.280 -. 04030 .683640 .01090 - .00Lo0 .00070 .10790 .03570 .07220 .72380 -. 3s530
GRADIClT -. 00837 .06507 .00111 .OLU07 -. 00L-Yj -. 00023 -. 00020) .00006 .0003U .01030
rb-.r 2% ..d ^2 W. re -- _r., _ A... _ ._ . ._
DATt 29 JUL 72 MSFC TWT 542 TABUL.ATED DATA LISTINC PACE 23
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CR01TER BIF2,4VllPIAI (A69020) 30 HAy 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SEF, '7.t3800 5. IN )MRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVN = .000
LREF = 2.0280 IN. yMRP = .0000 IN. RuDDtR = .000 RFLARE = .000
BREF = 4.4000 IN. zMRP = .Do IN. BIFAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN No. 31/ 0 RN/L = 4.52 CGRADIET INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOi ALFHA CLM CN CY CElL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.5'9 10.60. .03003 .51690 .01150 -. 00270 .0lo .03970 .01570 .02390 -. 32090 -. 16910
.590 12.8Z0 .04100 .64220 .01300 -. 0020Cx .00010 .03700 .01700 .020o 0 -. 33150 - .18300
.5sr 14.9sno0 .0420- .7 093 .01640 -. 002GO .00050 .0330I0 .01030 .01550 - .33970 -. 1900
.590 17.110 .04920 .89c0O .01910 -. 00330 .00003 .02880 .01040 .01030 -. 33880 -. 19840
.5'9n 19.100 .07540 .940u0 .02370 - .00390 - .0X)10 .02520 .02280 .00240 -. 34 5-1 - .24550
.59n 21:.1O .O'jGO0 .90o60 .01440 - .00030 .11. 30 .04330 .02970 .013510 -. 33770 -. 32 000
CRAOIIr4T .00543 .0405G .00l06 .00007 .00011 -. 00037 .0011u -. 00155 -. 00110 -. 01273
RUN rN. 32/ 0 RN/L 5.69 GCADI.t NT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOi ALfPRA CLM CN Cy CiEL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CRD
.8')4 11.10U .04780 .52840 .01120 -. 00340 -. 00oY5 .00590 .02170 .04410 .37740 -. 23420
.894 13.350 .045.0 .6510 .01300 -. 00210 - .0o020 .00G30 .02540 .04350 .37400 -. 27370
.8e4 15EI.Y-) .03780 .72c9y. .OGGO -. 00200 -. 0000 .074W0 .03170 .04200 .37110 -. 3417t)
.8694 17.0(Y0 .04320 .88250 .02620 -. 00540 -. 00240 .0 79 .03700 .041 L .37140 -. 40720
.894 19.90 .0 .aOra) 80290 .01390 - .0033 .00020 .o02o1 .04710 .0350)0 .36503 - .5{710
.894 21.93] .08210 .94580 .01130 - .0003W .00020 .07. ?3 .051 0 .03590 .37C30 -. 555(V
CRIADEITr .00339 .03072 .0019 .009 . 00004 .0020L .00202 - .0000 - .Y0.0)3G - .03134
RUN ,J. 33/ O RN/L = 6.07 G(ADINUir ITNlEOVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO c ALRtA CLM CN CY COL Cy CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
1.191 11.510 -. 04920 .67220 .01180 -. 000W .cY000 .o109a .03570 .07340 .7J1l)0 -. 3]41/)
1.191 13.8r.) -. 0495) .803(10) .01310 -. 00100 .0W08u.) .107W0 .03710 .07040 .72.n3) -. 40L.Y)
1.191 16.10o -. 010 .92850 ..01.30 -. 00110 .0003.O 1 .104,10 .03s1(1 G06570 .73290 -. 421lY)
1.191 18.340 -. 05310 1.0-3c0 .01010 -. 001GO .00010 .ICY3j) .04120 .0597s .72GO -. 4430D
1.11 2) 50'.8 -. 04851 1.13740 .0La10 - .00200 .00010 .0720 .04340 .05300 .72'30 -. 46720
1.191 22.730 -. 04fU0 1 .2256]0 .02110 -. 00190 - .000%10 .0920O .04480 .04700 .73120 -. 48290
GCRAD I4T .o01uGS .04888 .0c.89 -. 00013 -. 0000X? -.001 50 .003J5 -. 00233 -. 00005 - .00910
943FC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTItC, PACE 24
S..FC TWT 542 SPACE 5HUTTLE CiRBITER BF2wl,4v11PiAt (A69021) 30 tMAY 72
REFERtENCE DATA PARAmETRIC DATA
8tF 2 ?7.600oo . IN W1RP = 3.620 IN. ALPHA = .000 LEvc = .000
ULEF a 2.0200 IN. ylnP = .0000 IN. RUDIOti .000 RFLARE .000
EIP = 4.4600 IN. ZHRP = .O0. IN. BFLAP = .00W0
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NJ. 60/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GRADIENT IN7t1vAL = -5.00/ 5.00
M4AQI BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.604 -6.110 .00700 -. 01740 .00200 .0019r -. 00040 .04570 .01430 .03140 -. 13650 -. 16730
.604 -3.070 .01050 -. 02240 .04180 -. 00030 . 0050 .04850 .01410 .03440 -. 13020 - .16300
.604 -2.020 .01020 -. 02150 .03010 -. 0000 .00030 .04830 .01390 .03430 -. 12990 -. 16540
.604 -1 .00 .01110 -. 02110 .01 780 -. 00140 .00030 .05000 .01370 .03620 -. 12920 -. 16210
.604 .000 .01250 -. 01900 .000 - .002 . .) .U030 .05010 .01 3O .03640 -. 12920 -. 16020
.604 1t.0u .ol -. 02460 -. 00750 -. 00270 .0005c3 .04890 .01333 .03560 -. 12300 -. 15930
.6l14 2.020 .01110 - .021y) - .02070 -. 00350 .00050 .04970 .01310 .03660 - .12280 -. 15550
.st4 3.040 .01070 -. 021911 -. 03230 -. 00400 .00040 .04950) .01380 .03580 -. 13090 -. 15900
.604 6.090 .00703 -. 01610 -. 07250 -. 00640 .00503 .04710 .01390 .03310 -. 14270 -. 15553
GRAD10E4T .0 O10 -. [Y 17 ? -. o122J3 -. 093 .0000C, .00017 -. 01012 .00029 .OX064 .00l 75
RUN Ir,. 59/ O RttL = 5.70 GRADILNT INTU1VAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MA(I BETA CLM CN C y L CYN CA CAD CAF CFPC CFO
.903 -6. lC0 .03170 -. 08120 .08340 .00'Y .o0(1)5J .00o3200 01 7?0 .05060 -. 185I -. 19190
.903 -3.120 .03530 - .0OGJ .04220 .00410 .0c3040 .O)20 .OIG70 .05240 -. 17282 - .18El0
.903 -2.0I) .03650 - .00G .50 02250 .020 .Y0 Y30 .OrGOO .01 G0 .05330 -. 16310 -. 18.4
.903 - I .*03 .03G'0-1 -. 08O740 .01530 .00140 .*L]7.3 .0C0C) .01 6/O- .05300 - 9.l3') -. 1nt1,
.91 3 .(C3l0 .03"0o - .O'C .00110 -. 001lo .00070 .0 709 .01 63 .05440 1 - .18211
.903 1.020 .03'9. - .3.085) -. 01130 -. 001i .00. 040 .70O .0 162] .05440 -. 1632) -. 179)10
.9n3 2.050 .03593 -. 0;510 -. 02310 -. o027 .U 010 .07l 20 .01 O (r .05340 - .177k0 - .184111
.903 3.070 .034. - .0f270 -. 03510 -.0U400 .COt .Ot0701 .01 ?Y]) .05320 -. 18230 -. 1;l8Yfl
.903 6.109/ .02)10 -. 07520 -. 07420 -. Yj?7Y'j .OL().O .OGG30 .OI1U .04950 -.73 -. 1G30 )
RAO [.rm -. 0015 .J575 . -. 01254 -. OY0132 - .0004 .00013 .0.1Y,_4 .00011 -. 00184 .00]9.3
RUN NG. 58/ 0 RNi',L = 6.07 GRA)IENT INt4EVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAfO ETA CUM CN Cy CaL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
1.201 -6.240 .02740 -. 04020 .00750 .00920 -. 00090 .1 1270 .03282 .00010 -. 35170 -. 35080
1.201 -3.120 .02990 -. 0408O .04240 .00370 .0000 .11390 .03140 .08240 -. 34010 -. 33740
1.201 -2.082 .03050 -. 04150 .02800 .00190 .00010 .11400 .031201 .00280 -. 33350 -. 33770
1.201 -1.020 .03050 -. 04230 .01380 .00020 .00020 .11390 .o3070 .08310 -. 32520 -. 33590
1.201 .00 .03030 -. 04180 -. 00053 -. 0010 .00050 .11390 .0300) .08320 -. 32240 - .33490
1.2u1 1.010 .03030 -. 04230 -. 01490 -. 00320 .0000 .11450 .0313) .00310 -.33130 -. 34150
1.201 2.0 A .03090 -. 04310 -. 02850 -. 00490 .00090 .11530 .03240 .00290 -. 34282 -. 35380
1.201 3.1 Il .030CO -. 04440 -. 04200 -. 00C40 .00100 .11't.) .0329t1 .00250 -. 34550 -. 3612l)
1.201 6.230 .02810 -. 040GW -. 0,1760 -. 01190 .00210 .11450 .03390 .0800U -. 35750 - .3715
GRADIENT .00011 -. 00050 -. 01363 -. 00163 .00018 .00027 .cYOG .00002 -. 00139 -. 00377
DATC 29 JUL. 72
MsFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
M5FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER COlF2WI4 vPIAt (A69022) ( 30 NAy 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
5ntr E 7.e8Oo s0. IN )XMP = 3.6820 tN. ALPHA = .000 ELEvNI = -10.000
LRE U 2.0280 IN. ¥MRP = .0000 IN. RIDDOER .000 RFLARE = ,000
EREF * 4.4600 IN. Z .BFLAP = .000
SCALE a .0040 SCALE
RUN Nj. 55/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAC0 BETA CLM CN Cy CEL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPB
.t01 -6.100 .08660 -. 25470 .07330 .00290 .01W60 .0560C .01190 .03860 -. 11530 -. 13870
.601 -3.07u .09170 -. 26160 .03480 .0150 .00200 .05260 .01150 .04100 -. 11390 -. 13240
.o1t -2.030 .09110 -. 26320 .02210 .00100 .0010] .05240 .01150 .04090 -. 1107U -. 13500
.i01 -1.020 .09220 -. 2G230 .01150 .000O0 .00110 .05280 .01150 .04120 -. 11090 -. 13420
.601 .000 .09310 -. 2(300 -. 00030 .10 .0120 .05370 .011o0 .04210 -. 11210 -. 13550
.l01 1.010 .09250 -. 26100 -. 01250 - .00050 .00120 .05370 .01180 .04190 -. 11440 -. 13670
.l01 2.020 .09110 -. 2G130 -. 02520 -. 00100 .OOwO .05280 .01200 .04080 -. 12410 -. 13370
.601 3.040 .09110 -. 26470 -. 03680 -. 00130 .OC60 .05340 .01250 .04090 -. 13560 -. 13370
.601 6.090 .08910 -. 25640 -. 07610 -. 00270 .000C6 .05130 .01300 .03820 -. 14770 -. 13590
CrADIENT -. 00005 -. 00015 -. 01171 - .00047 -. 00021 .00014 .00W15 .00001 -. 00335 -. 00014
RUN WN.. 56/ o RN/L = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00 5.00
HAO i BETA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPF
.901 -6.200 .08570 -. 19870 .08380 .00410 .00070 .07183060 .01830 0620 -. 19200 -. 20180
.901 -3.100 .09150 -. 21210 .03960 .00130 .00150 .081GO .01820 .06330 -. 19689 -. 19C830
.901 -2.00G .09260 -. 21040 .02550 .000W .00159 .08170 .01790 .06380 -. 19470 -. 19130
.901 -1.010 .09230 -. 20440 .01320 -. 07U .00120 .08150 .01720 .060420 -. 18730 -. 18345
.901 .000 .09310 -. 205G0 .00080 -. 00150 .woo9 .00230 .01770 .06450 - .19410 -. 18090
.901 1.0oo .09320 -. 20400 -. 01190 -. 00a23 .00070 .08270 .01730 .OG540 -. 18890 -. 18430
.901 2.05 .09400 -. 2L0940 -. 02470 -. 003X) .0oo0u5 .08220 .01720 .06500 -. 19390 -. 173 99
.901 3.0 ,) .09210 -. 20740 -. 03710 -. 00W30 .00020 .08160 .01800 .OGGO- -. 203c1 -. C90
.901 6.170 .08710 -. 20040 -. 08060 - .0620 .00090 .07800 .01710 .06090 -. 18400 - .l o 5.2?O
GRADIE.NT .00019 .0055 -. 01235 -. 00!001 -. 00022 .000o8 -. 00007 .00016 -. 00069 .0016O
RUN N-.. 57/ o RN/L = 6.07 GRADIENT INFRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOCI BETA CM OCN CY CBL CyN CA CAO CAF CPC CFO
1.203 -6.250 .09470 -. 16360 .08940 .01ll00 -. 00080 .12650 .03200 .09440 -. 33020 -. 356GG
1.203 -3.120 .09790 -. 16400 .04200 .004G .00060 .12900 .03190 .09700 -. 32970 - .35470
1.203 -2.060 .09850 -. 16470 .02650 .002G0 .00090 .12980 .03180 .09800 -. 32580 -. 35590
1.203 -1.020 .09950 -. 16740 .01210 .00050 .00090 .12940 .03130 .09800 -. 32130 -. 34950
1 .205 .000 .10010 -. 16760 - .00200 -. 00110 0012.w .1297u .03090 .09880 -. 31940 - .34260
1.203 1.030 .10060 -. 16790 -. 01630 - .00290 .00120 .12990 .03090 .09890 -. 32040 -. 34360
1.203 2.070 .10080 -. 16940 -. 03010 -. 00470 .00120 .13010 .03140 .09860 -. 32650 -. 34740
1.203 3.110 .10010 -. 1697u -. 04400 -. 00650 .00130 .12970 .03180 .09790 -. 33170 -. 35120
1.203 6.240 .09710 -. 17020 -. 09060 -. 01240 .02 50 .12780 .03240 .09530 -. 34100 -. 35630
GRADIENT .00042 -. 00093 -. 01378 -. 00177 .00010 .0ull -. 00005 .00017 -. 00022 .00115
DATC t9 JtL 72 PAGE 25
DATE 29 JUL 72 MISC TWr 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PAGE 26
MtSFC WT 5342 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W,4VllP1 (A69023) ( 30 MAy 7 
REFtRENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 7.8800 SQ. IN tRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 eLEVL = .000
LUnF = 2.0280 IN. yrP = .0000 IN. RUDDER = 30.000 RFLARE .000
BREF = 4.4600 IN. ZMP .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 108/ 0 RNL = 4.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00 5.00
MAGi ALMFiA CL C C CBL CyN CA CAB CAP CPC CF4
.593 -4.400 *03100 -. 280.0 .08320 .01340 -. 02770 .070W .03400 .03600 -. 29740 -. 41040
.590 -2.270 .04140 -. 17800 .08470 .01320 -. 02760 .07670 .03440 .04230 -. 30150 - .42200
.59n -. 130 .0440U - .050GL .08540 .01300 -. 02700 .0OO0 .03430 .04630 - .2780 -. 43790
.59=0 2.02, .04710 .0G240 .08530 .012CO -. 02690 .07?80 .034ca .04370 - .28710 - .4377
.590 4.120 .05110 .17380 .08780 .01170 -. 02670 .07350 .03290 .04050 -. 25320 -. 4&340
.59sn 6.,2!' .05400 .29740 .0o 70 .012110 -. 02650 .071 30 .03260 .03 70 -. 24040 -. 43494.P
.5o0 8.400 .05970 .4130Y~1 .09370 .010ol -. 02700 .070140 . .J310 .03#3#0 -. 24870 - .41900)
.590 10.430 .0640c .52640 .09rC41 .01070 -. 02710 .07IOX) .03310 .03G90 -. 25490 -. 43250
GRADIENT .00150 .05465 .00046 - .00019 .013 ] .0LX41 -. 0L10 .0049 .00401 - .O4.t117
RUN Nj. 107/ 0 RN/L 5.71 GRADtILNT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOC ALP IA CLM CN CY CDL CyN CA CAL CAF CPC CP[I
.901 -4.7wu .00700 -. 402o6 .07950 .01880 -. 02910 .I t40 .03G20 .06410 -. 33070 -. 43530
.901 -2.440 .08350 -. 259c0 .08070? .01630 - .02860 .10430 .03590 .06830 -. 31800 - .43930
.901 -. 170 .08140 -. 11940 .08410 .010t -. 02920 .1035 .0335C .06990 -. 28950 -. 41 C10
.91 2.0W .00570 - .010 .0070- .01570 - .02900 .099C0 .0320 .06670 - .28220 - .40G70
.9'1 4.3uo .10490 .10760 .08807 .01470 -.028OG .09810 .03130 .06680 -. 27440 -. 31400
.9so 6.570 .09830 .25230 .092100 01 550 -. 02850 .09460 .03120 .06340 - .2aGo -. 37031)
.901 8.790 .08540 .39203 .03950 .01090 -. 02910 .10350 .03430 .006920 -. 33COY - .3o41
.901 10.920 .07150 .52953 .10150 .010'J3 -. 03020 .10510 .03590 .069o10 -. 35910 -. 407410
GRADIEHrT .00213 .05655 .00112 -. 00039 .00004 -. 00041 -. 00057 .00017 .o0061 .0oo1ll
RUN tN. 106, 0 RN/L = 6.07 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.0,/ 5.°0'
4AO-i AL 1iA C4LM CN CY OIL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CF3
1.194 -4.0GW .12670 -. 34530 .0l50o .01410 - .02350 .14070 .03300 .107C0 -. 32670 -. 37750
1.194 -2.271 .09660 -. 18080 .06170 .01370 -. 02340 .14570 .03400 .11160 -. 35270 -. 37770
1.194 .020 .0930 -. 02190 .06350 .01380 - .02320 .14060 .03520 .11330 -. 36.30 -. 3'3780
1.194 2.330 .04520 .12990 .06450 .01420 -. 02200 .14730 .03o00 .11120 - 37650 -. 39750
1.194 4.590 .02400 .28090 .06750 .01460 -. 02280 .14650 .03790 .10860 -. 39500 -. 4183)3
1.194 6.0830 .00260 .431 10 .07120 .01460 -. 02290 .14340 .04010 .10330 -. 41920 -. 44190
1.194 9.190 - .01 290 .50020 .07490 .01440 - .02290 .14010 .04030 .09970 -. 42330 -. 44340
1.194 11.370 -. 02510 .71250 .07650 .01360 -. 02220 .13690 .04090 .09590 -. 41830 -. 45750
GCADIENT -. 01118 .06002 .00073 .OM006 .000108 00058 .0751 .OOo - .00o30 -. w441
tsFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA L1sT114
4.SFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER DI2w4Vi1P1 (A69024) ( 30 HAI 72 I
REFERENcE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
anEF: = .e000 SQ. IN )RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF : 2.0280 IN. YrP = .0000 IN.
BREF = 4.4600 IN. Z(RP - .0000 IN.


































ALPHA = .000 ELEV'rI =




RUN Wt,. 67/ 0 RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CF01
.04110 - .04380 .17640 .016CO - .028a0 .08080 .03090 .04900 - .233WO -. 37090
.04300 - .04660 .13870 .01 530 -. 02930 .08000 .03220 .04770 - .30.320 -. 37670
.04390 - .04620 .12440 .01440 - .02910 .08050 .03310 .04740 - .31870 -. 34550
.04400 -. 04810 .11050 .01370 - .02870 .08080 .03250 .04830 -. 31000 -. 37530
.04420 -. 04730 .09430 .01270 -. 02810 .08000 .0315J .04840 -. 2R930 -. 37320
.04440 -. 04570 .08040 .011, 0 -. 02770 .08010 .03090 .04910 -. 27510 -. 377G
.04500 - .04770 .06710 .01080 - .02730 .08030 .03120 .04900 - .2 310 -. 360
.04460 - .04GC] .05380 .00C99 - .027L07 .07980 .03340 .04G40 -. 340O0 -. 37490
.04320 -. 04550 .00910 .0G3650 -. 02500 .07700 .03110 .04580 -. 31A90 -. 34810
.00026 - .Coj32 -. 01403 - .o00o0 .00040 -. O0IOO6 - .00006 .OOO - .0022 .00127
RLN NJ. 68/ 0 RN/L = 5.70 GAoDIENT INIErVAL = -5.00/ 5.0'3
CLM CN Cy MCL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.08070 -. 11330 .17570 .022O3 -. 02920 .10350 .03280 .O7060 -. 31240 -. 38460
.085O3 -. 11240 .13920 .01930 -. 03080 .10260 .0330Y. .09503 -. 3270O -. 37731
.08300 -. 113)3 .12553 .017.30 -. 0300) .101S90 .033101 .0woo - .3340 -. 373cn
.08500 -. 1003) .11170 .01 iJ3 -. 0370 .10070 .032310 .06t7O -. 33240 -. 3G3s')
.OOG30 -. 1122l0 .09630 .015Y3 - .03040 .10030 .0325) .0677 - 3 -. 370Z)
.08600 - .1077n .001 50. .01340 -. 029rJ] .10120 .03310 .00310 - .33470 .3729
.08510 -. 1035 .06710 .01240 -. 02920 .10040 .03400 .06630 -. 36470 -. 3Gn0
.00220 -. 1030S .05250 .01110 -. 02850 .09020 .03420 .06400 -. 3,3400 -. 35G50
.07G70 - .006 .001140 .m00 Gz -. 0243J .09420 .0327  .06140 -. 35100 -. 353-0
- .00039 .001 70) -. 01413 -. 00135 .00040 - .00055 .0001) -. 0r0074 - .o) .00240
RUN NJ. 609 0 rISL = 6.08 CGRADIENIT INTERCVAL = -5.00(/ 5.00
CLH CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.07030 - .02480 .1600G .02530 - .02700 .14560 .03570 .100800 -. 37430 -. 39290
.07180 -. 02370 .11740 .0193Y -. 02580 .14790 .03530 .1120) -. 36470 -. 39170
.07190 -. 02190 .10070 .01740 -. 02510 .148G0 .03510 .11340 -. 36320 -O39020
.07150 - .022G0 .00400 .0153) - .02450 .14790 .03440 .11340 -. 35000 - .3240
.07230 -. 02320 .C09 .01404W - .02390 .14803 .03440 .11410 -. 35720 .30140
.07180 -. 02300 .05470 .01240 -. 02330 .14790 .03460 .11320 -. 36140 -. 30230
.07260 -. 02420 .03980 .01000 -. 02270 .14800 .03450 .11340 -. 35930 -. 38170
.07290 -. 02550 .02410 .00910 - .02190 .14720 .03450 .11270 - .36010 -. 38010
.0GO 60 -. 02110 -. 02990 .00200 -. 01780 .14070 .03230 .10830 -. 33?,0 -. 359GO
.00017 -. 00036 -. 01484 -. 00161 .00061 -. 00011 -. 00012 .00000 .00056 .00178
PACE 27DATE 29 JUL 72
MrFC TWT $42 TAULATED DATA LISTING2
MSFC TwT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRDITR B1FP2W4V1P1 (A69025) ( 30 HAy 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETTRIC DATA
UtEF 7.8800 so. IN MRP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. YRP = .0000 IN.
BREF = 4.4600 IN. ZRP = .0000 IN.
SCALE = .0040 sCALE
ALRPA = 10.00o ELEVCN =
RUDODE = 30.000 RFLARE =
BFLAP = .000
RUI NO. 78/ 0 RN/L = 4.51 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO EtTA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB
.596 -6.160 .065C0 .541 3 .19810 .02020 -. 03000 .07030 .03840
.596 -3.100 .06300 .54850 .15790 .01600 -. 03050 .06980 .03750
.59G -2.0U30 .OG230 .54370 .14200 .01410 -. 03010 .06930 .03700)
.59G -1.070 .06230 .54950 .1272t .01220 -. 02960 .06970 .03730
.59G -. 040 .06280 .54710 .10080 .01050 -. 02820 .060C6 .034C0
.596 .950 .06330 .54670 .09200 .00900 - .02710 .06940 .03990
.596 1.900 .064U0 .54900 .07820 .07300 -. 02640 .06930 .023)9)
.596 3.LOU .06290 .54210 .06350 .00550 -. 02570 .06760 .02940
.59G 6 .00t .05940 .54440 .01370 - .0227 .06420 .033Y3
GRADIENT .00014 -. 00040 -. 015GO - .0170 .00085 -. 00024 - .° 150
CAF CPC CFD
.03190 - .37670 - .44180
.03230 - .39970 - .40663
.03230 - .39020 -. 39910
.03240 -. 38800 -. 41170
.03490 -. 33720 - .40040
.03840 - .26410 -. 304GU
.0393W - .2359' -. 33750
.03A20 - .23450 -. 375-,)
.03080 - .3000 - ,39 r.o
.0132 .03275 OL.004
RUN NO. 77/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 GRADICNT INTEIVAL = -5.00/ 5.AY,
MAO BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAIJ
.913 -6.280 .06320 .5G510 .19840 .01890 - .03070 .10830 .037oO
.903 -3.t10 *.0640 .5622Ll .15980 .01400 -. 03190 .10810 .03200o
.903 -2.1 50 .06620 .56300 .14650 .01390 -. 03220 .10760 .03 3C3
.903 -1.110 .066GLi .56300 .13100 .01290 -. 03220 .10GG0 .03770
.903 - .0,30 06770 .55G63 .11470 .01020 -. 03130 .10670 .037LU
.903 .930 .06C20 .56670 .09030 .00390 -..0309 .10610 .03740
.903 1 .90o .06750 .5626C) .08360 .0. 750 - .02990 .10670 .03790
.803 3.010 .0020 .56210 .06370 .00560 -. 02960 .10620 .03030
.903 6.110 .06610 .5595K1 .01930 -. 00270 -. 027G0 .10310 .03440
CRAD0I4T .00026 - .07L7J -. 01496 -. 00151 .00046 -. 00020 - .OLy07
RuN NJ. 76/ 0 RN/L = 6.07 GRADIENT INTEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MA1 EBETA CLMU CN CY CBL CyN CA CAD
1.199 -6.280 -. 02130 .70890 .15970 .02660 -. 02250 .13530 .04100
1.199 -3.10 -. 02550 .720a .11880 .02090 -. 02270 .13750 .04140
1.199 -2.100 -. 02450 .72100 .10540 .01870 -. 02260 .13790 .04140
1.199 -1.OG0 -. 02410 .72140 .09271 .01640 -. 02260 .13750 .04140
1.199 -. 050 -. 02330 .720G6 .00050 .01410 -. 022G0 .13720 .04000
1.199 .980 -. 02380 .72140 .06760 .01170 -. 02260 .13660 .04040
1.199 2.010 -. 02420 .72250 .05490 .00940 -. 02270 .13640 .04150
1.199 3.050 -. 02390 .723o6 .04250 .00730 -. 02260 .13640 .04210
1.199 6.170 -. 02490 .72340 .00010 .00050 -. 02240 .13370 .04000
GRADIENT .00020 .00042 -. 01229 -. 00222 .00000 -. 00025 00005
CAF CPC CFt3
.0705. -. 370)10 - .435UC)
.06950 -. 41100 - .42021
.06920 - .4143l -. 41 2 )
.0690 -. 413t.* - .40'3 )
.OG970 - 7 - .334074) 91
.0CoJ - .39900 - .4055)
.06380 -. 40440 - .4112)
.06780 - .42930 - .40 3,.{0
.06G60 - .34210 -. 30330
-. 00021 -. 0 , 3J) .001 5J
CAF CPC CPR
.09420 -. 42050 -. 45270
.09630 -. 43020 -. 45210
.09640 - .43890 - .45190
.09610 -. 43670 -. 45300
.09630 -. 42940 -. 44 750
.09620 -. 42670 -. 44150
.09490 -. 45140 -. 44390
.09420 -. 46420 -. 44600
.09200 -. 42060 -. 45470
-. 00029 -. 00322 .001 5
.000
.0Ao
DATE 29 JUL 72 PACE 28
MSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
14FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRDITER DtF2w4V1Pl (A6902 6 ) ( 30 MAY 72 )
REFERENCE DATA
SREF 2 7.8eeo Sq. IN XMRP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN.
BREF = 4.4000 IN. ZMRP = .0000 IN.

























.000 ELEVCN = .000
.000 RFLARE = 30.000
.000
RUN N)O. 97/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GRADIENT INtERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.07780 -. 36330 -. 00650 -. 00200 .00270 .10040 .03770 .062E6 -. 35480 -. 44540
.08070 -. 24970 -. 0040 - .00190 .00230 .10700 .03010 .0690 -. 36950 -. 44130
.00440 -. 13220 - .00270 -. 00190 .00240 .11170 .03790 .07370 -. 38150 -. 42910
.08850 -. 01730 -. 00170 -. 001170 .00230 .11110 .03730 .07370 -. 38170 -. 41670
.09290 .10020 -.OLY3W -. 0(0220 .00220 .10700 .03890 .06010 - .39970 -. 433a]
.09780 .21800 .20027 -. 00220 .00190 .10250 .03080 .036w - .40810 -. 42G60
.10110 .33213 .00590 -. Y0300 .00180 .10140 .03990 .06140 -. 41830 -. 43970
.10810 .44230 .00740 - .0029D0 .00180 .10120 .04170 .059 53 -. 41210 -. 47CGO
.00170 .05433 .00071 - .OC11 - .00005 .00381 .ry.)0 7 .00074 -. 00470 .1226
RLu NO. 90/ 0 RN/L = 5.68 GCADIENT INTEVAL = -5.00/. 5.00
CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CU
.1 30L0 -. 47301 -. 01300 -. 0020' .00"3Y .1 Y3Y 0 .03780 .09210 -. 390Yu -. 41990
.1202l -. 33CYJ -. 009O0s -. 00280 .00200 .13420 .03C00 .09610 -. 39970 -. 41750
.12870 -. 19870 -. 00690 -. 00190 .00220 .13410 .03840 .09570 -. 41320 -413!9
.14070 - .00790 -. 0045. - .0C:_)20 .00210 .13190 .03740 .09450 -. 40420 -. 401'O
.15100 .03040 -. 00330 .o0L .00250 .13040 .03G70 .09370 - 397Q. -. 3-)3(L
.148513 .17430 .00.y) .00130 .00250 .12G0' .03610 .090GO - 3,1 ?' -.3,UlCW
.130390 .309lC .0031¥3 - .0250 .00230 .12990 .0380.1 .0910J -. 412e0o -. 41?3u
.12520 .44670 .005wA -. 002GO .001 7 .13280 .03or) .09350 -. 4138n - 4; J00
.00242 .055?7 .00110 .00029 -. 007307 -.WL0.07 -. 000J12 .00007 -. C0P-04 .0cYJ13
RUN No. 99/ 0 RNf/L = 6.05 GRADIENT INTEORVAL = -5.00/ 5.00










CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CFc
.18600 -. 40G62 -. 01100 -. 00210 .00380 .18370 .03420 .14940 - .33230 -. 33G40
.15480 -. 23440 -. 00040 -. 00200 .00320 .18630 .03400 .15280 -. 33700 - .3ew
.125G - .071G0 -. 00610 -. 00170 .00300 .18680 .033CL .15320 -. 33360 -. 30370
.10170 .00200 - .00520 -. 00090 .00350 .18300 .03050 .15330 -. 29580 -. 3s330
.07900 .23050 -. 0017W -. 00020 .00280 .17980 .03210 .14760 -. 33140 -. 357u
.00030 .30350 .00150 .00Y.0- .00240 .17520 .03190 .14320 - .29080 .37710
.04150 .533Y3 .00550 -. 00020 .00250 .17110 .03430 .13670 -. 33430 - 39710
.0260O .66970 .00860 -. 0003' .00220 .16700 .037C/] .12940 - .38140 -. 4230O
-. 01161 .06912 .00102 .00021 -. 00007 -. 00047 -. 00033 -. 00013 .00187 .00490
DATt 2g JUL 72 PACE 29
DATE 29 JUL 72
REFERENCE DATA
MFC TWr 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACE 30
',SFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRDITER eirF2W4viPI A69027) ( 30 Ay 72 
PARAMETR tC DATA
SRE 7.6800 So. IN )RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREP = 2.0280 IN. yRP = .0000 IN.
BREF = 4.460O IN. zMRP = .0000 IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
ALPRA = .000 ELEVCN = .000
RUDDER = .000 RFLARE = 30.000
BFLAP = .000
RUN N0. 90/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAGi BETA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB
.600 -6.120 .08090 -. 1090o .09810 .00320 - .00400 .10400 .03590
.600) -3.00o .08250 -. 11140 .05240 .00040 -. 00150 .10760 .03870
.600 -2.020 .08340 -. 11230 .03710 -. 00040 -. 00050 .10960 .03870
.600 -1 .Ou]) .08310 -. 11070 .02150 -. 00130 .00030 .10990 .03800
.6L)0 -.010 .00240 -. 1123Y .00580 -. 00210 .00140 .10900 .03G90
.600 1.000 .08370 -. 11140 -. O.030 -. 00290 .00240 .11020 .03500
.600 2 .O0 .08390 -. 10980 - .02500 - .003t' .00320 .11020 .03320
.600 3.040 .08300 -. 10750 -. 04000Y -. 00470 .00390 .1070 .03230
.600 6.0'j0 .08200 - . 10Coo - .Oo59 - .00720 .006003 .1U5701 .0337L
GRADID't .00011 .0005G -. 01519 -. 00084 .00091 .00017 -. 00117
CAF CPC CPO
.06810 - .35990 - .40640
.06800 -. 41430 - .41921)
.07090 -. 41450 -. 41840
.07190 -. 41070 - .40870
.07201. -. 38370 - .4080(0
.07510 -. 36080 - .39010
.07690 -. 32360 -. 38420
.076"3 -. 30360 - .30221-
.07190 -. 32520 -. 392(0X
.001 33 .019035 .01697
RUN N'. 89/ 0 RN/L = 5.72 GRADIEIl IN11RVAI. = -5.00/ 5.CP)
MAOI BETA CLM CN Cy CEL CyN CA CAD
.9013 -6.210 .12520 -. 17100 .10510 .000630 -. 00GIO .12600 .03010
.9113 -3.110 .2lAo0 -. 1714U .05300 .00200 -. 00210 .12940 .03590
.so3 -2.0711 .129(x -. 1 7200 .03G60 .00110 -. O 10111 .1290( .03 A)
.903 -1.040 .12820 -. 16710 .oa32d) -. 000 10 -. 01GOOI .12870 .03530
.903 -. 010 .12090 -. 1710] .00350 -. 001la .00110 .12840 .03550
.903 1.02) .127413 -. 170830 -. 01310 -. 0030 .00230 .12920 .0353'i
.903 2.0X7 .12030 -. 1690 .- .03020 -. 00420 .00340 .12860 .0343Y)
.903 3.080 .12680 -. 17)G00 -. 04650 -. 00.540 .00480 .12850 .03450
.903 6.180 .12190 -. 17210 -. 09620 -. 00890 .00820 .12400 .036110
GCRIADOIT -. 00037 .00r110 -. 01623 -. 00130 .00111 -. 0WB15 -. 00024
CAF CPC CFO
.08900 - .377Y.) - . 398Yj
.09340 -. 39210 - .3a -YJ
.093813 - .39303 - .37101l
.09330 - .39110 -. 37340
.09280 - .39550 -. 3720r
.093 0 - .30G6C) _ -. 37CG"l
.09430Y -. 36540 -. 3722) 
.09400 -. 36GGLI - .37040
.0087u -. 38951 - .3tn83
.0W 11 .00476 .00100
RUtN HJ. 88/ 0 RN/L = 6.08 GRADlIEIr INTErVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOi BETA CLH CN Cy BCL CYN CA CAB
1.202 -6.240 .12250 -. 06970 .09630 .00980 -. 0340 .17830 .03]70
1.2O2 -3.140 .12500 -. OG760 .04590 .00380 -. 00010 .182C0 .03000
1.2t)2 -2.080 .12540 - .06G0 .03040 .00270 .00060 .18280 .0o013o
1.202 -1.020 .12540 -. 06730 .01410 .00O020 .00140 .18290 .02900
1.202 .000 .12600 -. OG020 -. 00110 -. 0015i .00230 .18400 .02960
1.2 z 1 .03y1 .12590 -. 06590 -. 01720 -. 00330 .00320 .18390 .02940
1.21)2 2.000 .12610 -. 06020 -. 03280 -. 0050l .00370 .18230 .02890
1.202 3.110 .12700 -. 07070 -. 04710 -.OOG50) .00440 .18210 .02920
1.2O2 6t.240 .12290 -. 06770 -. 09820 -. 01220 .00760 .17910 .02970
CnlADIEIT .00021 -. 00039 - .01500 -. 00166 .00074 -. 00o05 - .000 17
CAF CPC CPU
.14750 - .28860 -. 3t30u
.15260 - .27070 - .3G250
.15270 -. 26830 -. 3G430
.15310 -. 27100 -. 3ad32
.15440 - .27180 -. 35530
.15440 -. 27120 -.352(10
.15340 -. 2662 - .34510
.15290 -. 27080 - .34050
.14940 - .28850 - .344G0
.W0012 .00013 .00297
PACE 31MsFC 7W 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRBITR BIF2W4VitPI (A69028) ( 30 HAy 72 )
RtFERENCE DATA
aREF = 7.688o00 . IN X*RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. YHRP = .0000 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .0000 IN.



































ALPHA = 0.000 ELEVN = .000
RIDER = .OO RFLARE = 30 .000
BFLAP = .000
RuN M. 85/ 0 RN/L = 4.56 GRADIENT INTEfIVAL = -5.OO/ 5.00
CLM CN CY CEL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CP
.09030 *40700 .11230 .00940 - .0040 .09360 .04040 .05320 - .36560 - .48710
.09800 .4777u .06430 .00270 - .D.11 0 .09690 .04010 .05670 - .39090 -. 46290
.10070 .47520 .04700 .00030 - .0040 .09730 .04020 .05700 -. 39720 - .46110
.10210 .47f30 .03320 -. 00140 .00000 .09820 .03990 .05330 -. 39980 - .45260
.10340 .48110 .01020 - .00320 .00070 .09910 .0305 9 .0050 -. 370O -. 44370
.10390 .47270 .00290 - .004800 .00130 .09830 .03530 .06140 - .33470 -. 44300
.10470 .47X30 -. 01190 -. O3640G .00210 .09870 .03590 .06270 -. 31450 -.
44200
.10350 .47G10 - .025CO -. 00o020 .002. .09810 ..03430 -06370 . 2980 -. 42400
.09940 .48010 - .07380 - .01370 .00690 .09630 .03310 .06320 - .28550 
- .40970
.OOO84 .01469 -. 00174 .00066 .00D23 -. 00102 .00125 .01780 .00579
RUN N.. 86/ o RN/L = 5.73 CAlDIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CP: C C'
.10230 .50530 .1154U .03803 - .004C .12330 .03990 .00330 - .3833) -. 46570
.113 7-) .49210 .06590 .0231 - .00150 .13070 .03940 .09120 - .41C20 - .43180
.1 167 .48770 .04o00 .O0[8t1 - .0006u .13120 .03G03 .091 50 -. 42500 - .4282
.ll118 2 .48670 .033300 -. 0c.x}0 .00l33 .13170 .0399 .09210 -. 42670 -. 42550
.1107I .49000 .01720 - .00100 .00070 .13310 .0373' .09570 -. 38460 
-. 41520
.11920 .49253 . 1M 20 -. 003Y3 .00150 .13370 .0365Y .09710 -. 358100 -. 42-10
.11090 .49170 -. 01370 -. W04GW .0I J31 .13280 .03030 .09670 -. 353y3 -.
41G90
.11870 .4952u - .02700 - .OO30 .00220 .13390 .03540 .09o53 - .33450 - .41610
.11330 .48990 -. 073CO -. 01440 .03420 .13040 .036O .09420 -. 37430 -.
40240
.00071 .0.1080 -. 01513 -. 00142 .o0060 .00051 - .00077 .00129 .01613 
.00261
RtJN NC. 87/ O RN/L = 6.11 GCrADIENT INTEIVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
CLH CN CY CPL CyN CA CAD CAF CPc CFO
.02540 .66100 .o920o .0153 -. 0G000 .1E160 .03430 .12630 -. 35470 -. 38110
.02280 .67920 .05430 .OO690 .00110 .16320 .03240 .13070 -. 3040G -. 38370
.02330 .63010 .04050 .00450 .00130 .16420 .03540 .120800 -. 350U7 -.
40460
.02410 .68350 .02750 .0(0233 .00110 .16560 .03660 .12890 -. 36990 -. 4137U
.02510 .66240 .01300 .00010 .0010U .16550 .03630 .12910 -. 35900 -. 41470
.02400 .68120 .0O150 .00200 .00160 143 .0360 .12750 -. 37870 -. 40900
.02500 .67950 - .0020 - .00370 .00100 .16390 .03810 .12500 -. 41110 
-. 41110
.02650 .6708J1 - .02190 - .00500 .00090 .16280 .03720 .12560 - .40920 -. 3953Y
.02500 .67270 -. 06740 -. 012U3 .00290 .15940 .03810 .12130 -. 41840 
-. 40540
.00580 -. 00022 -. 01220 - .00201 -. 00002 -_00010 .00069 - .00078 - .01531 
-.00154
DATE 29 JUL 72
29 2C TrT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
MSFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2w4v11P1 (A69029) ( 30 MAy ?2 1
RErERENCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
.EF~ = 7.8800 SQ. IN )MtP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0200 IN. 4HRP = .0000 IN.
BRnF = 4.400 IN. ZFRP = .OW IN.




RUN Nr. 96/ 0 RN/L = 4.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MA0o BETA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CA CAB
.602 -6.120 .13650 .98520 .1140O .00770 - .00070 .09460 .0570C
.602 -3.050 .1397t0 .96303 .06580 .00440 .00080 .09950 .05560
.0e2 -2.03J .14180 .96,690 .04850 .00240 .00160 .09950 .05330
.E02 -1.010 .14110 .95450 .03000 .00140 .00230 .09900 .04990
.602 .000 .14110 .95720 .010C0 -. 00010 .0030] .10190 .04720
.602 1.030 .14110 .956c0 -. 0W040 -. OOl1o .00450 .10240 .04960
.6)2 2.050 .14020 .96100 -. 02340 - .003c1 .00520 .10280 .04930
.6u2 3.0W0 .14130 .96)20 - .03630 - .0O030 .03590 .10290 .040613
.c02 6.110 .14050 .9CA63 -. 07,'30 -. 01 320 .o 700 .09780 .04550
GRADIENT .00106 .0o1u37 -. 01712 -. 00165 .OY187 .0069 -. 0Y3104
CAF CPC CPB
.03690 - .61630 - .62410
.04390 - .58410 - .60930
.04620 - .51390 - .61900
.04970 - .44790 - .60550
.054GO - .41910 -. 57570
.05270 -. 44110 -. 60450
.05340 - .46250 - .58370
.05440 -. 46590 - .56530
.05230 - .40940 -. 55130
.00171 .01626 .00713
RUN No. 95/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 GRiADIEt4 INTEW VAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO BECTA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAl
.899 -6.2Y30 .12720 .99440 .10640 .00780 .0000o .13290 .0583G
.899 -3.100 .13120 .993Y] .0G4GO .00350 .00320 .137173 .06100
.809 -2.0'] .13GO .99k010 .051oi .00220 .00200 .13640 .OC010
.893 -1 .0'10 .120 1.001 .0410 .004100 .0120 .13510 .05810,
.899 .o0w .12630 .996030 .01950 - .00030 .0080 .13500 .05,63
.99 1 .040 .12770 .99940 .00320 - .0.3230 .0c00 .13750 .05G10
.899 2 .000 . 13021 .99s70 -. 01200 -. 0J390 .0o3040 .13990 .055O]
.899 3.110 .13130 .99420 -. 02630 -. 00550 -. 00040 .14050 .05480
.899 6.230 .13300 .99120 -. 06400 - .01090 -. 00520 .13900 .053-3
CnAD rENT .010Y3 - .00J44 - .01488 - .00147 - .07351 .0069 - .00104
RUN NO. 94/ 0 RN/L = 6.09 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI BETA CLM CN CY OCL CYN CA CAD
1.198 -6.27u .03310 1.14630 .11800 .01200 .00040 .15240 .04750
1.198 -3.1Co .03220 1.15000 .08080 .00540 -. 00240 .15410 .05390
1.198 -2.100 .03180 1.16190 .06340 .00340 -. 0017 .1s54G .05230
1.198 -1.050 .03140 1.16310 .04380 .00110 -. 00070 .15640 .052 7
1.198 .000 .03170 1.16730 .02510 -. 00100 .00020 .15870 .05200
1.198 1 .oo .03340 1.15900 .00210 -. 00340 .00180 .15920 .04900
1.198 2.000 .03630 1.15590 -. 01510 -. 00560 .00230 .1600 .04980
1.198 3.140 .03710 1.15000 -. 030830 -. 00770 .00270 .16030 .04930
1.190 6.2GO0 .03520 1.15670 -. 06970 -. 01470 .0007 .15510 .05190
GRADIENT .00087 - .0000 -. 01816 -. 00210 .00088 .00110 -. 00077
CAF CPC CPO
.07420 - .66450 - .60700
.07uJ0 - .67410 - .64420
.07630 - .67190 - .62920
.076G0 - :61690 - .64w00
.07870 - .56G60 - .63540
.08130 -. 55610 -. 64150
.08430 - .55400 - .63250t
.085c0 - . 55090 - .62000
.08540 - .52890 - .61440
.00171 .02301 .00223
CAF CPC CPO
.10400 - .47520 -. 53970
.10010 - .56550 - .59250
.10220 - .55990 - .566no
.10370 -. 56570 - .56940
.10590 - .57340 -. 56510
.11010 -. 49410 - .55310
.11010 -. 49760 -. 56640
.11090 -. 49830 - .556,30
.10320 -. 55300 -. 56370
.00186 .01353 .00423
20.00. ELEvrN = .000
.000 RFLARE = 30.000
.000
ATC 29 JUL 72 PA E 32
DATE 29 JUL 72 tKFC Twr 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACE 
33
XIFC TWT 542 SPACE S1HUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4 VIlPIR 2 (A69030 ! ( 30 MHAY ? )
REFERRENCE DATA PARAMETRtC DATA
nEF = 7,68000 5. IN )RP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .000
L.REr 2.0280 IN. yIRP = .0000 IN. RUDOER = .000 RFLARE = 30.000
BR;' a 4.4u00 IN. zRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE : .0040 rCALE
RLft N,. 1 02/ O RI/L = 4.52 C(ADIEl1T INTCRVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MACI AL iA CL.H CN Cy CIL CYN CA CAO CAF CFC CPO
.593 -4.43i .07070 -. 3(GG30 -. 00?U -. 00200 .00280 .100f .0333/3 .0672O -. 32200 - .38(3Mi
.508 -2.311i .08150 -. 25080 - .0060 -. 00190 .00250 .10730 .03410 .07310 -. 33380 -.
3937
.590 -. 100oo .08410 - .14250 - .0050 -. 0o020 .00190 .11080 .03390 .07680 -. 33630 - .3820
.598 1.960 .08710 -. 02?70 - .00170 -. 00150 .00200 .11010 .03430 .07570 -. 34013 
-. 39220
.598 4.080 .09090 .08850 - .00120 - .00220 .00150 .10500 .03431 .07060 - .3510 -.
38520
.598 6.240 .095GW .2910 .00180 - .00230 .00110 .10050 .03550 .06490 -. 377UO -. 38780
.598 8.350 .1013 .323003 00540 - .00310 .00150 .10040 .03730 .06310 -. 40510 -. 40020
.598 10.37U .1080 .42560L .00C30 -. 00240 .00150 .09990 .03890 .06100 -. 41970 -. 41870
GRADIENt .00141 .05363 .0X)95 .00woo -. 00015 .00054 .0O1310 .00044 -.O0U294 .W023
RUNt4 NO. 101/ 0 RN/L = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACM ALPIA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAP, CAF CPC CFP
.903 -4.7.) .13190 -. 40050 -. 01000 -. 00150 .002G0 .13060 .03220 .0983Y .28100 - .39770
.903 -2.50C0 .12920 -. 340X3 -_.C310 - .0C270 .002r5 .13570 .03180 .10390 -. 27720 -. 39180
.903 -. 240 .12760 -. 205 - .00570 - .00180 .00220 .13340 .03070 .10270 -. 27130 
-. 37C-20
.903 2.010 .13570 -. 08903 - .00450 -. 00030 .00240 .13040 .03070 .09970 -. 23050 -. 3(120
.903 4.230 .14860 .02520 -. 00410 .00100 .00280 .12800 .03100- .0971 -. 37510 -. 35G6(
.903 6.510 .14630 .167C0 - .L010 .00130 .00280 .125s3 .03280 .09240 -.
33640 - .36580
.903 8. 7Y .13780 .30340 .(3so00 - .00220 .00260 .1280. .035201 .09340 -. 37'20 - .38470
.903 10.880 .1235i .45000 .0C34 -. 002L7 .00190 .13260 .0358s .09380 -. 4r0lO 
- .42530
GnADIENT .00190 .05,625 .00380 .00024 .W0301 -. 00047 -. 030IG -. 0003 -. w0022 .00471
RLtN NO. 10/ 0 RNI/L = 6.05 CRADIEt4T IINTERVAL -5.0= , 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CP2
1.195 -4.620 .18540 -. 42250 -. 01170 -. 00200 .00340 .17970 .03140 .14820 
-. 30400 -. 3G410
1.195 -2.290) .15400 -. 24470 -. 03910 -. 0r3210 .00300 .18180 .03070 .15110 -. 27080 -. 37030
1.195 .010 .124W -. 079 O4 -. 00 0 -. 001 7 .0020 .18210 .03070 .151 30 
-. 26C90 -. 35730
1.195 2.330 .100GO .0770U -. 00G10 -. 00100 .00310 .17960 .03040 .14920 
-. 25530 -. 38240
1.195 4.600 .07770 .22720 -. 00200 -. 00020 .002C0 .17510 .03200 
.14300 -.2C240 -. 40C80
1.195 6.90C3 .05450 .37900 .00180 .00001 .00230 .1712 1 .03300 
.13810 -. 289G0 -. 40520
1.195 9.200 .03800 .52770 .00530 -. 00020 .00250 .16650 .03620 
.13020 -. 34570 -. 42390
1.195 11.37 .02510 .65640 .00870 .00L .00210 .16170 .04020 .12150 -. 41970 -. 44300
GRADIENT -. 01166 .07031 .00097 .00020 -. 00006 -. 00049 .00004 -. 00053 .00459 
-. 00422
OACT 29 JUL 72 ISFC WrW 542 TABULATED DATA LISTI PAGE 34
N5FC "wT 542 SPACE SHIUTTLE CRBITTE BlF2vlWIPIR2 (A69031) ( 30 MHA 72 )
PARAMETR I C DATA
G'gF = 7.8800 So. IN )*RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. yRP = .0000 IN.





.000 ELEvN = .000













RLN No. 91/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 GRADIFENT INTRVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
CLH CN Or CBL CyN CA CAB
.0820 - .1210 .09810 .0270 -. 00420 .10730 .03590
.08380 -. 125GO .05290 .00040 -. 00180 .10990 .03220
.08240 - .12010 .03630 - .00020 - .0W0O .10900 .03010
.08390 -. 12570 .02150 -. OO110 .0O00 .11030 .03140
.08340 - .1260 .oo52o -. 00O190 .o110 .110u .03350
.0350 -. 12517 - .O1000 -. 00310 .00250 .11150 .03140
.08280 - .12340 - .02630 - .O400 .00360 .11120 .0353L0
.08210 -. 1i22 - .04210 - .W47 .o0460 .11080 .034GO
.07o80 -. 121N7 -. 0800 - .OGo .0oG60 .10780 .03510
-. OOI 7 .OO51 -. 0155G -. 000oO .00108 .00029 .00079
CAF CPC CPF
.07140 - .34030 - .42110
.07760 - .30520 -. 37900
.07800 - .29020 - .34970
.07890 -. 32120 -. 3515)
.07710 -. 34220 - .37450
.075WO - .35005 - .40200
.07580 - .37060 - .30020
.07610 - .341 3 - .39720
.072Co - .34390 - .40430
-. 00051 - .01154 - .OOG30












CLu M N CYN L CYN CA CAD
.12400 -. 18730 .10l0c .00260 - .00640 .12680 .0337-0
.12690 -. 18670 .055W .00230 -. 00280 .1 090 .02820
.12750 -. 18040 .03770 .OOIo - .00140 .13190 .02950Y
.12750 -. 1825L) .02090 - .0U010 -. O010 .13250 .0293)
.12750 -. 18320 .O3701 -. 00140 .00150 .13230 .031Y30
.12090 -. 10210 - .01520 - .03.'3 .(Y0033 .13260 .OY310]
.12490 -. 18110 - .02900 - .0043 .oI400 .13190 .038Y53
.12470 -. 18210 - .04663 - .00540 .00540 .13200 .03910
.12140 -. 17870 - .09700 -. 0oo0 .WC90O .12870 .03950
- .00043 .0(1045 - .01654 - .00127 .00134 .00012 .001eo
CAF CPC CPO
.09310 - .30590 - .40G10
.10270 - .261o0 -. 33590
.10230 - .27310 - .35240
.10310 - .20640 - .35370
.10220 - .271 r3 -. 5G3 70
.10100 - .2,C90 -. 3C(40
.09330 -. 3950J -. 43010
.09280 -. 313.) -. 45040
.08910 - .3n030 - .45933
- .0019 -. 02185 - .O1 75












CLa CN Cy OL CYN CA CAB
.12003 - .08040 .09420 .01010 -. U0320 .17540 .02960
.12310 -. 07630 .04650 .00410 - .OUOG .18020 .02920
.12310 -. 07690 .0309 .00220 .00o0o .18040 .03140
.12390 -. 07770 .01400 .03J30 .001 10 .18100 .02980
.12360 -. 07710 -. 0020l -. 00140 .00210 .18000 .0280O
.12310 -. 07550 -. 0160 -. 00340 .00350 .17950 .03010
.12380 - .07690 - .03280 - .00510 .00430 .18010 .02890
.12370 -. 07090 - .04730 -. 00670 .00490 .17940 .03020
.11910 - .07330 -. 09700 -. 01270 .00780 .17610 .03260
.00008 -. 00019 -. 01518 -. 00175 .00095 -. 00015 -. 00006
CAF CPC CPO
.14580 -. 28910 -. 34110
.15090 -. 26120 -. 35590
.14900 - .26190 - .39(0o
.15120 -. 24820 - .3765U
.15130 -. 28560 - .32640
.149350 - .3226 - .35290
.15110 -. 20340 -. 333W6
.14910 - .3(120 - .34260
.14350 - .33520 - .36350
-. 00011 -. 00831 .00740
REFEnENCE DATA
h5FC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRDITER BIF2W4VVtPIRZ (A69032) ( 30 t 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRC DATA
REP 7.68800 sC. IN XRP = 3.6820 IN. COe ALPHA = 10.000 ELEVCN = .000
LREP 2.0280 IN. Y.i .a00o0 I e RLUDDER = .000 RFLARE= 30.000
eR tF - 4.4600 IN. HRP = .00w IN-. BFLAP = . ww
SCALE .0040 sCALE 
RUN tN. 84/ 0 RNt. = 4.58 GRADICENT INTElVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAC1 BETA CL C  C CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.70u -6.120 .09130 .47490 .1100o .u00a0 -. 00430 .09450 .04090 .05350 -. 36910 -. 49510
.6UO -3.0L .*0,30 .4G750 .0n340 .00240 -. 001wo .0970 .04000 .05610 -. 30000 -. 40410
. x) -2.040 .10170 .46530 .04710 .00040 _-.r050 .09810 .04080 .05720 -. 39190 -. 47G50
.6x0 -1.02U .10190 .45050 .03240 -. 00131 -. 00010 .09790 .04040 .05740 -. 39280 -. 46750
.ro0 -. 010 .1039Y .47020 .01890 -. 003W .00,J09 .09940 .03910 .COG020 -. 370710 -. 45000
.oo30 .910 .10440 .46150 .002J0 - .00440 .0010 .09900 .03840 .0605o -. 36020 -. 44790
.600 2.0o0 .1050.) .46540 -. 01050 - .00CLOJ .0010 .09830 .03720 .06140 -. 36230 -. 43070
.930 3.040 .10480 .46310 -. 02540 -. 007j .w220 .09720 .03450 .06270 - .30920 -. 410G1
.30u 6.0J0 .10s50 .46650 -. 071C0 - .012C3 .00610 .09610 .03370 .06230 -. 26G70 -. 42140
CnADIENT .C0004 -. 00025 -. 01447 -. 0012 .000W3 .00010 -. 00099 .00110 .01051 .01003
RUN NO. 83/ 0 RN/L = 5.74 GRADIENT lNT4QiVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HAO-i BETA CUJ. CN CY CEL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
.902 -6.210 .10440 .50100 .11410 .0E800 -. 00400 .12640 .03620 .09010 -. 2950 -. 45800
.902 -3.10 3 .11360 .49040 .06410 .00240 - .00190 .13080 .053000 .092701 -. 34020 - .45s.11
.902 -2.0 0 .11540 .48150 .04700 .00070 - .oCJ7 .13110 .03930 .09100 -.38020 - .4559U
.902 -1.02'0 .1173j .48130 .03240 -. 0D00O .W00.y3 .13230 .04040 .09180 -. 40070 -. 40)60
.902 -. 010 .11700 .48640 .01770 - .00180 .00003 .13340 .03170 .09470 -. 37430 - .44970
.902 1.OC- .11840 .48870 .0070 -. 00320 .00150 .13310 .0375 .09550o -. 30140 -. 43GsO
.902 2.00i .11820 .48790 -. 01300 -. 00471 .00100 .13250 .03590 .09660 - 33940 -. 42190
.902 3.000 .1S03i .48430 - .02800 -. 00650 .00200 .13250 .033() .09880 -. 3 Y03Y -. 40800
.902 6.170 .11550 .48so00 -. 07420 -. 01400 .00400 .13130 .03010 .09510 -. 36230 - .4010
CnADI DT .oJ 72 .DOOOG -. 01496 -. 00139 .00073 .00030 -. 0U0 .03 01 .00922 .000 
RUN NJ. 82/ 0 RNIL = 6.12 CGRADIENT INEIRVAL = -5.00, 5.00
ACH01 BETA CLM CN Cy CLL CYN CA CAD CAF CC CPO
1.200 -6.220 .02950 .64490 .09130 .01000 .00010 .16270 .03720 .12550 -. 36970 -. 42400
1.2zo -3.110 .02430 .66480 .05240 .006G0 .00070 .16340 .03910 .12420 -. 37580 -. 45650
1.200 -z.070 .02440 .66700 .U3 )'3 .00470 .03s0o .16300 .04050 .12320 -. 39750 -. 46G20
1.200 -1.040 .02610 .66360 .02020 .00390 .000oo .16260 .04130 .12130 -. 41210 -. 4G910
1.200 .000 .02670 .66330 .01570 .00190 .000W .16210 .04150 .12050 -. 42410 -. 4L450
1.200 1.000 .02700 .66350 .00310 -. 00030 .01800 .16200 .041710 .12030 -. 44150 -. 45490
1.200 2.060 .02630 .66400 -. 00900 -. 00270 .W00060 .16150 .03930 .12210 -. 39960 -. 44140
1.200 3.0M0 .02720 .66330 -. 02120 -. 00490 .00070 .16290 .03730 .12560 -. 37750 -. 41970
1.200 6.200 .03350 .65990 - .06270 -. 01050 .00200 .16550 .03630 .12920 -. 38130 -. 39810
GRADIENT .00046 -. 00042 -. 01189 -. 00187 -. 00wl -. 00023 -. 0002G .00004 -. 00132 .0o3
PACE 35OATE ZI JUL 72 tSFC TW 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
7MSrC TIM 542 TABULATED DATA LISTIN6
PsFC TWT 542 SPACE SNUTTLE CROITER BIF2W4vlIPIR2 (A690351 ( 30 4Ay 2 1
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRF = 7.8800 So. IN *)RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. yIP = .0000 IN.
BREF = 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .0000 IN.
sCALE = .0040 sCALE
BETA = .000 ELEVOI =
RLDER = 30 .000 RFLARE =
BFLAP = .00
RLuN NC. 103/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 GRADIENT INTEiVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
hAC1 ALPIA CLH CN CY CBL CYN CA CAB
.I931 -4.420 .04420 -. 31540 .08310 .01200 -. 02760 .07410 .03820
.601 -2.290 .04080 -. 19950 .08300 .01250 -. 02730 .08170 .03870
.601 - .15 .05210 - .0000Y .00430 .01230 - ,.02710 .08590 ,03860
.0lt 2.000 .05550 .03590 .08400 .01210 -. 02660 .08370 .03860
.601 4.110 *05020 .14033 .00470 .01110 -. 02640 .07840 .03GO0
.601 6.240 .00)00 .2G50t .00720 .01110 -. 02580 .074CO .03440
.G6t 8.370 .06740 .37970 .00910 .01Ox0 -. 02570 .07510 .03230
.6U1 10.400 .0727u .40490 .09180 .01000 -. 02C20 o07350 .0320YJ
GRADIENT .00163 .0544G .00023 - .031 ..03015 .00050 -. 00013
CAF CPC CFP
.03590 - .39330 - .42530
.04300 - .39050 - .43050
.04730 - .38040 - ,.43610
.04510 - .37000 - .44400
.0415 3 - .34620 -. 43590
.04010 - .30270 -. 42190
.04270 - .26140 -. 41420
.04150 - .249G0 -. 41610
.00062 .00533 - ,00163
RUN NO. 104/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 GRADIENT INERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
MAO ALRIA CLM CN CY CEL CyN CA CAB
.903 -4.740 .09750 - .43200 .07650 .01000 - .02780 .107630 .04090
.903 -2.400 .09330 -. 2930Y3 .07950 .01630 -. 021300 .1100r3 .04020
.903 -,210 .00930 -. 14810 .00140 .01540 -. 02010 .1 OW .0350o
.903 2.040 .10170 -. 03253 .08440 .01400 -. 02840 .10610 .03770
.903 4.273 .11040 .08500 .00370 .01353 - .02700 .10220 .03410
.903 6.550 .1053Y .23140 .08720 .01450 -. 02740 .0997T .03170
.903 8.770 .09390 .3G740 .09130 .01070 -. 02790 .10570 .03510
.903 10.900 .0807u .51010 .09C20 .01030 - .020no . 10900 .035W
RAD I CNT .00151 .05759 .000,6 - .KJ - .0n2 -. o00,g -_ .0U71
CAF CPC CPO
.OG6GG - .43430 -. 44G30
.07050 - .4250' - .43990
.0720t - .39553 - .43040
.06040 - .3r093 - .41040
.0603' - .33570 - .39240
.0600 - .2YJW - .37980
.07050 - .3523z - .39377
.0 733 - .3553) - .405Y)
.00rY33 .01032 .00573
RLuN N. 105/ 0 RNL = 6.0o0 GADIEN INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALh A CLM CN Cy OcL CyN CA CAP
1.197 -4*630 .13200 -. 364 .05970 .01400 -. 02400 .14010 .041 10
1.197 -2.310 .10400 -. 19870 .0O090 .01370 -. 023W0 .15280 .04110
1.197 -. 010 .07710 - 041C.) .06190 .013G0 -. 02330 .15480 .04100
1.197 2.290 .05380 .10950 .06240 .01380 -. 022G0 .15300 .04000
1.197 4.50 .03290 .2G010 .06570 .01410 -. 02270 .1513y .04170
I .197 6.860 .01350 .40900 .06760 .01380 - .02220 .14770 .04220
1.197 9.17u -. 00120 .55370 .OG950 .01320 -. 021WO .14300 .04100
1.197 11.350 -. 01270 .60850 .07140 .01250 -. 02100 .14190 .04320
GRADIENT -. 01081 .06770 .00059 .00001 .o016 .00032 .0004
CAF CPC CPU
.10O90 - .39320 - .4100
.11170 - .39070 - .47520
. ' 1370 -. 40070 -. 4GR72
.11~3. - .418rJ] - .45500
.10960 -. 43550 - .45930
.10540 - .44320 -. 46320
.10190 -. 42780 - .46770
.09870 -. 43940 - .404rJ
.00029 - .00454 .002 74
.000
.000
DATE 29 JUL r2 PACE 36
DATE 29 JUL 72 HSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACt 37
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2ZW4VIIPIR 2 (A69034) ( 30 MAY )2
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SRiF 7.8800 so. IN )MP = 3.6820 IN. ALR-IA = .000 ELEVN' = 0
LREF t 2.0280 IN. MRP = .000 IN. RUDOER = 30.000 RFLARE = .000
BREF = 4.4600 IN. 2MRP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE e .0040 SCALE
RLN N9. 66 0O RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO, BETA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAL CAF CPC CFO
.602 -6.150 .04730 -. 058C0 .17190 .01510 -. 02730 .08690 .032G( .05430 -. 26230 -. 41020
.602 -3.100 .05030 -. 064OG .13440 .01410 -. 02860 .08630 .03590 .05030 -. 33030 -. 42410
.6U2 -2.0vo .05190 -.0G3rd0 .12140 .01370 -. 02830 .0860A .03G40 .05020 -. 35300 -. 422250
.602 - L.0O 1 .0520z -. OGG0O .10640 .01300 -. 02790 .08610 .03630 .04970 -. 34280 - .4273Y
.602 -. 040 .05240 - .06670 .09190 .01220 -. 02750 .08610 .03540 .0570 - .33150 - .41920
.602 .97u .05250 -. 06650 .07710 .01130 -. 02700 .08580 .03590 .04990 -. 33980 -. 422CO
.602 1.990 .05190 -. 06G530 .06310 .01010 -. 02650 .08470 .037Vl .04700 -. 39410 -. 41440
.6U2 2.900 ,05210 -,06200 .05120 .00920 -. 02590 .08490 .03.310 .04670 -. 40640 -. 41420
.f32 6.0o0 .05030 -. 00110 .0¥30 .0W610 -. 0?280 .08100 .03170 .04920 -. 31820 -. 35990
GRADIENTr 00021 .00016 -. 01394 - .0083 ,t r4 -. 00029 4.00,.) -.W2 .00 -. 00998 .00176
RfiN W.. 65/ 0 IN/L = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00 5.0'
MACHO BETA CLM CN Cy CEL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPU
.900 -6.210 .08690 -,.1371 .1 7070 .02050 -. 02810 111 3 ,037O .07420 - .34140 - .44180
.900 -3.1 0u .09160 -. 13770l .13410 .01830 -. 02990 . 112L .03740 .07380 - .3199 -,42740
.900 -2.110 .092Z) -. 13640 .12100 .01690 -. 03o10 .11040 .0372r0 .032 -. 37210 -. 4223Y
.900 -1.080 .09170 -. 134 7 .10UGO .01570 -. 02970 .10880 .0378) .o07100o -. 39e 0,O -. 42350
.900 -. 00J .09150 -. 132Y. .09233 .01450 -. 02940 .10910 .a0310 .ot990 -. 39G10 -. 42150
.900 .940 .00f 0 -. 134L00 .078C0 .01340 - .02900 .1075. .03998O .o070 - .42e30 -. 401 70
.900 1.990 .08940 -. 12980 .00303 .0118t0 -. 02920 .10610 .03930 .G078O -. 42640 -. 41210
.900 3.02) .0810l -. 12J1:) .04720 .0103') - .02030 .10ij .03770 .0683 -. 4183Y -. 39700
.900 6.140 .0o320 -. 11030 - .0080o .005)1 -. 02180 .10330 .03440 .06890 - .3525u -_.31400
GRADIEIJT -. 0s59 .00181 - .01403 -. 00127 .00o048 - .000139 .0014 - .00103 -. 0102 .o01H15
RUN N9. 64/ 0 RN/L = 6.07 GRADIOIT INTErVAL =-5.00, 5.00
MACH BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAP CPC CPO
1.196 -6.O280 08000 -. 0465' .15960 .02480 -. 02700 .15280 .04120 .11150 -. 4230O -. 45930
1.196 -3.100 .0803'] -. 04450 .11480 .01920 - .02580 .15460 ,0390G .11500 -. 403G0 -,44400
1.196 -2.120 .08080 - 04570 .09990 .01740 -. 02550 .1 5470 .03940 .11530 -. 40300 -. 44020
1.196 -1.0,0 .08110 -. 04440 .08430 .01500 -. 02490 .15570 .03920 .11650 -. 40290 -. 43680
1.196 -,040 .08110 -. 04410 ,06940 .01300 -. 02440 .15570 .03940 .11620 -. 40470 -. 43950
1.196 .970 .08100 -. 04410 .0545 1 .01220 -. 02350 .15560 .03980 .11570 -. 40970 -. 44320
1.196 2.010 .08150 -. 04520 .03980 .01000 -. 02300 .15490 .03970 .11520 -. 40650 -. 44320
1,196 3.070 .08100 -. 046Y3 .0238 ,.00890 -. 02220 .15410 .03990 .11410 -. 40630 -. 44030
1.196 6.190 ,07770 -. 04360 -. 02G60 .00290 -. 01890 .14740 .03770 .10970 -.39020 -. 41850
GCADIENIT .00012 -. 00014 -. 01456 -. 00165 .00059 -. 00004 .00007 -. 00013 -. 00075 - .00087
DATE 29 JUL ?2 SPFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINC PACE 38
M3FC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CBIT}ER BiF2 ,W4 ViiPIR2 (A69035) 30 1Ay 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF * 7.8800 , . IN )IP = 3.6820 IN. ALPMA = 10.000 ELErVC= .000
LRE:F 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. RUDOER = 30 000 RFLARE = .000
'BnCr = 4.4600 IN. ZMRP = .o003 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN N,. 79/ 0 RN/L = 4.53 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACI OBCTA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.600 -6.1C .00930 .51850 .19510 .02(160 -. 030o0 .07130 .03980 .03140 -. 40810 - .44520
.600 -3.100 .07250 .521080 .15210 .01580 -. 02940 .07380 .04030 .03340 -. 43020 - .43140
.600 -2.080 .07290 .51810 .13470 .01 390 - .02860 07390 .03980 .03400 - .42240 -. 43410
,600 -1 .OCO .07200 .51220 .11670 .011Cl -. 02760 .07290 .03L00 .03690 -. 33510 - .42740
.600 - .040 .07430 .52030 .10280 .O1 30 - .02690 .074 ( .03330 .04070 - .27780 -. 43XX0
.60a .950 .07420 .51890 .013740 .00820 -. 02630 .07410 .032G0 .04140 -. 23890 -. 43660
,6E0 1.990 .07500 .5130Y .07230 .00G0j) -. 02560 .07370 .03180 .04180 - .23600 -. 42300
.6U0 3.00u .07410 .51340 .05970 .00o40 - 025Y3 .07290 .03110 .04180 - .2350 - .41100
.6a .6,0GO .07200 .51250 .01460 -. ]nau -. 02290 .07040 .030]30 .0330G -. 33000 -. 44230
GRADIENT .00039 - .00031 -. 01516 -,.00180 .0o372 -. 00007 -. 00165 .00159 .03781 .002GI1
RuN Ni. 80/ 0 RN/L = 5.71 GrADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00y 5.0N.
MAOI oETA CLM CN Cy CEL CyN CA CAe CAF CPC CPO
.904 -6.2G6 .07170 .54230 .19150 ,0180 -. 02170 .11110 .04000 .07100 -. 42310 -. 43800
.904 -3.170 .0730G .53700 .15320 .01490 -. 03130 .11150 .03930 .07160 -. 43110 -. 42ft20
.904 -2.140 .076050 .5300 .13970 .013003 -. 03130 .11210 .0401YJ .072O 3 -. 4353Y -. 42790
.904 -1 .100 .076M1 .53840 .124GL0 .01191 ' -. 0O380 .11170 .04000 .07103 -. 4380 -. 427w0
.904 -. 07U .07730 .5375) .10l00 ,0103w -..OYY3 .11130 .04030 .07100 -. 44090 -. 42940
.904 ,900 .07640 .54240 .091no0 00840 -. 02940 .11130 j03320 .07310 -. 37290 -,44153
.904 1.s90 .07700 .543Y3 .07010 .00710 -. 02860 .11190 .03080 07300 -320 -. 44 7
.904 3.020 .0T700 .54520 .06460 .0053J - .02890 .11110 .04130 .0a980 -. 4400 -. 44150
.904 6.110 .07810 .53760 ,02060 -. 00220 - .2810 .1001u .0391ru .0o910 -. 3091) -. 449a 
GRADIENT .[7l.U37 .00141 -. 01474 -. 00157 .oY0349 -. 00007 .00001 -. 0017 .OU405 -. 00309
RUN N.. el8/ 0o RL. = 6.11 ,CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAGI BETA CLM CN CY (CL CYN CA CAI CAP CPC CFO
1.199 -6.2C0 -. 000W .67680 .14990 .02320 -. 02010 .13820 .04110 .090700 -. 41950 -. 4080
1.199 -3.150 -. 01340 .63Y30 .11440 .01980 -. 021 0 .14100 .04260 .09830 -. 45000 -. 4C020
1.199 -2.120 -. 01270 .69470 .10200 .01770 -. 02170 .14240 .04240 .09990 -. 43880 -. 47130
1.199 -1.080 -. 01100 .69360 .08950 .01540 -. 02170 .14290 .04260 .10030 -. 44130 -. 47190
1.199 -. o50 -. 01190 .69C620 .07770 .01320 -. 02180 .14290 .04190 .10090 -. 4290s -. 46010
1.199 .930 -. 01170 .693CO .06550 .01090 -. 02200 .14180 .04120 .10050 -4277u -. 45Gr0
1.199 2.020 -. 01190 .69740 .05390 .00800 -. 02240 .14250 .04240 .10010 -. 44870 -. 4G260
1.199 3.05] -. 01180 .69770 .04280 .00680 -. 02280 .14230 .04320 .09900 -. 4770 -. 46450
1.199 6.160 -. 01220 .69770 .00300 .0Jo09u -. 02310 .14070 .04490 .09570 -. 46790 -. 40630
GnAIENT .00022 .00064 -. 01158 -. 0u12 -. 00017 .00010 .00001 .00009 - .00205 .00129
MSFC T 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRn3ITER BIF2W4VI1PIR2 (A6903 6 ) ( o MAy )72
REFERENCE DATA PAZAMETRIC DATA
snEF : 7.800 Sq. IN RP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCt = .000
LREF z2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. ?RePV a RLDDER = .000 RFLARE = .o00
BREF - 4.4600 IN. P = .0000 IN. be BFLAP = .000
SCALE= .0040 SCALE
RUN Ni. 114/ 0 RN/L = 4.54 CiADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HA01 ALFHiA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPB
.599 -4.410 .02290 -. 28280 -. 00430 -. 00170 .00070 .03670 .01550 .02110 -. 139W0 -. 18770
.599 -2.200 .02780 - .17030 - .00210 -. 00140 .00060 .04470 .01620 .02840 -. 14930 -. s193
.599 -. 150 .03090 -. 05550 .00030 -. 00080 o .030 .04740 .01610 .03120 -. 14410 -. 19G70
.599 1.900 .03580 .00010 .00230 -. os00o .00010 .046GO .01640 .03010 -. 15130 -. 19720
.599 4.110 .04120 .17370 .00350 -. 00140 .00010 .04240 .01730 .02500 -. 16430 -. 20350
.599 6.20G .045G0 .218.30 .00590 -. 00120 .00000 .0350 .01720 .02230 -. 16710 -. 20040
.599 8.380 .05340 .40570 .00080 -. 00240 -. 00W10 .0405 .01890 .02103 -. 18550 - .21730
.599 IU10.410 .05940 .51640 .01000 -. 00230 -. 00010 .04030 .019/.] .02070 - .191. - .22a30
GRADOIET .00w209 .05300 .00094 .00ls5 - .OL)00 .00062 .00010 .00045 -. 00241 -. 00165
RUN No. 113/ O RN/L - 5.71 CCADIENT INIETIVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAO1 ALPHA CLM CN Cy CIL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC Ccp
.898 -4.730 .05720 -. 305~X0 -. 03720 -. 00O40 .000GC .06250 .020.3 .04200 - .210O - .22()0
.898 -2.470 .05200 -. 23900 - .00.540 -. 00053 .0.0 YO .0657u .0190sY .04580 - .19540 - .220Y3
.898 -. 210 .055(0 -._1067 -) .oC20 .0020 .00040 .06580 .01iY90 .04680 -. 17910 -. 2242a
.898 2.050 .07JrO0 .00240 - .001 30 .00080 .000W0 .06210 .017(. .04440 -. I6710 -. 2067U
.890 4.270u .08390 .11910 .00100 .00110 .00070 .06120 .01 70 .04330 -. 17000 - .2075
.898 6.520 .0o010 .2590) .00320 .0m180 .000340 .05,390 .01830 .04010 -. 10550r -. 21570
.898 8.750 .sO730 .38700 .00570 -. 03050 .00020 .06570 .02120 *04440 -. 2r1500 -. 24550
.890 10.800 .05910 .519{00 .01140 -. 00210 -. 00070 .06980 .0235- .04520 -. 23540 -. 26770
clADIE4T .00326 .05553 .00091 .00018 .00lI1 -. 00027 -. 0U34 .000J05 .00402 .00287
RUN W). 112/ 0 RN/L = 6.08 GRAD1It-T INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MA(o1 ALPHA CLM CN CY CSL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPU
1.194 -4.670 .00030 -. 34400 -. 01070 -. 0010c .00200 .10380 .03300 .07000 -. 300 - .3GfA409
1.194 -2.350 .07190 -. 1 79cyj -. 03040 - .00170 .00190 .10800 .03340 .07460 -. 36050 -. 35910
1.194 -. 050 .047G0 -. 02250 -_.0090 -. 00170 .0022L .1080 .03170 .07810 -. 33460 -. 34720
1.194 2.27U .02G0 .12530 -. 003,30 -. 00130 .00180 .10750 .03040 .07710 -. 31920 -. 334G0
1.194 4.520 .00720 .27410 .00020 -. 000WO .00140 .10570 .030,30 .07490 -. 31970 -. 34070
1.194 6.850 -. 01030 .42330 .00440 -. 00020 .00110 .10410 .03190 .07220 -. 32910 -. 35470
1.194 9.130 - .02470 .56810 .00020 .00W00 .00000 .10210 .03220 .06980 - .33240 -. 35 000
1.194 11.310 -. 03550 .69990 .011C0 -. 00020 .00040 .10130 .03320 .0OG00 -. 34G90 -. 36G50
CnAOIENT -. 00992 .06698 .00115 .00010 -. 0000G .00015 -. 00039 .00054 .00537 .00331
msFC TWT 542 TA6ULATEO DATA LISTTINDATE 29 JUL 7?z pAGE 39
ASFC T 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
MSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2 w4 vlPIRZ (A69036) ( 30 MAy 72 )
PARAMETRIC DATA
snEr a 7.80O0 SQ. IN xt4RP = 3.6820 IN.
LREF = 2.0280 IN. (MRP = .0000 IN.
BREF = 4.4600 IN. ZIRP = .0000 IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 128/ 0 RNL = 6.78 GRADIET INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
nAQi AL tA CLM CYN C CBL CyN CA CA8
1.952 -4.550 .02520 -. 18190 -. 00370 .000W0 .00030 .07990 .01420
1.952 -2.340 .OI0 -. 00790 -. 0020 .0000O .00040 .08110 .01560
1.952 -. 030 .00-40 .01340 -. 00090 .00050 .00030 .08220 .01650
1.95Z 2.180 -. 00200 .10840 .0y.90o .00050 .00030 .08260 .01 790
1.952 4.40U -. 00900 .2010 .) .00190 .0o X40 .00030 .08320 .018OO
1.952 6.(,u -. 01530 .2900fC .00300 .01Y340 .00000 .082G0 .01940
1.952 a.870 - .02.a,3 .37520 .00s80 .0(Y40 .000(2 .08220 .01970
1.952 1.oU) -. 021 70 .44070 .006J0 .0o.L.30 .00003 .08110 .020 70
GRADIEN'T - .0035 .04297 .01063 - .OC.132 -. oX3o .00036 .00050
CAF CPC CPQ
.06570 -. 14790 -. 1 5690
.06550 - .16610 -. 169u
.0650G -. 1 7 6 - .17920
.06470 -. 19580 -. 19110
.0640G -. 20400 -. 19740
.06310 - .211 93 -. 20730
.06240 - .21290 - .21220
.06030 -. 222.09 - .22290
-. 00013 - .U0033 - .w457
RUN NO. 129/ 0 RfN/L = 5.04 GRADIENT IN[ <VAL -5.(CP/ 5.tl)
,AQi ALPriA CLM CN CY CDL CyN CA CAD)
4.90) -4.220 - .0140 -. 09250 - .00120 .002co .000G .05431 -. 00140
4.9(0 -2.230 -. 01380 -. 05410 .01s 50 .0)270 .00040 .052 3J -. 0o130)
4.090 -. 120 -. 011 Y -. 0093 .0.3070 .00203 .00uE30 .05200 -. 00120
4.93 tI. 8n -. 003000 .03310 .00170 .00260 .00070 .051 10 - .{031 3
4.90) 3.90X -. 00400u .07390 .002003 .002J .00060 .05180 - .0 110
4 .9G0 5.9J -. 00230 .11850 .00320 .012a50 .X00040 .05080 -. 00.130
4.9CU 8.010 .00030 .1655Y2 .0D0230 .00240 .o.7050 .05140 -. 0007O
4.90C 10.010 .00270 .21250 .00350 .0.240 .00000 .05140 -. 0 oLto








.05220 .01 C90 .1J160
.05210 .01570 ,CU8OO
- .00046 - .00044 - .00034
REFERENCE DATA
BETA = .000 ELEVCI =




DATE Z9 JUL 72 PAC E 40
DATE 29 JUL 72 MFC Twr 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PAGE 41
MSFC TIT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRITER B12t- -)R2 (A6903?) ( 30 MAy 7 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
VsEF ? 7.8600 so. IN X)tRP = 3.6820 IN. .O, ALPA = 000 ELEVCtN = .°
LnEI a 2.0200 IN. yMRP = .0000 IN. eSRUDOER = .OO RFLARE = .00
8REF - 4.4600 IN. Rp = .OOO IN. BFLAP = .OD
SCALE O .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 61/ o RNL = 4.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH BETA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CFO
.603 -6.110 .02780 -. 02380 .08450 .00180 .00040 .04540 .01780 .027?0 - .1GG4 -. 210)u
.603 -3.0c0 .02930 - .02970 .04520 .O.O0 .00010 .0460 .01 :20 0. I l -. 14700 -. 19620
.603 -2.040 .02950 - .03190 .03190 -. 00U80 .00030 .04660 .01570 .03080 - .14WO -. 18750
.603 -1 .0_0 .03040 - .03050 .01030 -. 00150 .00080 .040810 .01610 .03200 -. 500J -. 19070
.603 .000 .03020 -. 03220 .00420 -. 00200 .OLF08 .04760 .01610 .031 50 - .15270 -. 18940
.603 1.010 .03010 -. 03410 -. 0105Y -. 00280 .00080 .04740 .01630 .03110 -. 15870 -. 189Wo
.603 2.000 .02970 -. 03240 - .02290 -. 00340 .00080 .04710 .0 600 .03100 -. 15254. -. 18820
.603 3.040 .0300W -. 03300 -. 01670 -. 00410 .00110 .04730 .0l000 .03130 -. 15410 -. 18630
.6U3 6.100 .02810 -. 03130 -. 07530 -. 030610 .00110 .04520 .01570 .02940 -. 14790 -. 18650
GRADIENT .*0008 - .0351 -. 01353 - .00066 .Y014 .00009 .W001 .009g -. 00149 .00104
RUN NO. 62/ o RN/L = 5.70 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.V00
MACO- BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAP CPC CFa
.903 -6.200 .05850 - .03460 .08770 .00880 .0000 .06510 .021000 .04430 -. 193580 -. 24730
.903 -3.1.) .05900 -. 09120 .04650 .005.1, -. o001 .G0650 .01950 .04610 -. 184§90 -. 2Y1)U
.903 -2.070 .05980 -. 09Yl3J .03140 .00250 -. 0l10 .06520 .01000 .04G20 -. 1803 - .22110
.903 -1.040 .05890 -. 089G0 .01 730 .003120 .04040 .OGG50 .01890 .047CO -. 18540 -. 218(0)
.903 -. 010 .05750 -. 090,9 .00310 -.1211 30 .00060 .06580 .0185O .04720 -. 18200 - .212Y')
.903 1.020 .05GSO -. 086GO -. 01223 -. 00210 .03110 .060 .018C0/ .047Y3 -. 18390 -. 21370)
.903 2.050 .05520 -. 070GO -. 02531 -. 00370 .00120 .06520 .01840 .04W6O -. 18230 -. 210Y.)
.903 3.080 .05390 -. 07G53 -. 0330 -. 00520 .00150 .06540 .0185o .046G0 -. 18390 -. 21210
.903 6.190 .05220 -. 07810 -. 0OOUli -. 00010 .00160 .0G290 .01940 .04340 -. 1880s -. 2255)
CGADI ENT - .00193 .0023 -. 01305 -. CY_ W .W0028 -. 003Y04 -. 00015 .0W010 .OY02 .00273
RUN NO. 63/ o RN/L = 6.07 GRADIENT INTERIVAI = -5.0Q/ 5.00
MACNH C TA CLM CN Cy aCL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
1.201 -6.230 .04410 -. 02o000 .08W)3 .00W80 - .OCYJ0 .10G30 .03180 .07440 - .33400 - .35020
1.201 -3.110 .04400 -. 016 O0 .04240 .00340 .00020 .107GO .03140 .07620 -. 33200 -. 34320
1.201 -2.050 .045523 -. 017GO .02770 .00170 .OWG17 .10770 .030E0 .07710 -. 32220 -. 33570
1.201 -. 990 .04000 -. 01810 .01240 .00000 .00110 .10010 .03070 .07740 -. 32270 -. 33660
1.201 .000 .04610 -. 0180 - -. 00170 .00140 .10870 .03120 .07750 -. 32950 -. 34150
1.201 1.030 .04590 -. 01 7'3 -. 016GO -. 00340 .00200 .10870 .03150 .07710 -. 33290 -. 34490
1.a0l 2.070 .04570 -. 01890 -. 03100 -. 00510 .00220 .10800 .03100 .07700 -. 32640 -. 33940
1.201 3.110 .04630 -. 02080 -. 04450 -. 00670 .00260 .10840 .03220 .07610 -. 33910 -. 35350
1.201 6.230 .04570 -. 02210 -. 08850 -. 01190 .00330 .10760 .03310 .07450 -. 34770 -. 36400
GRADIENT .0001 7 -. 00047 -. 01400 -. 00164 .00039 .00012 .00014 -. W0003 -. 00137 -. 00160
2SPC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACE 42
ISFC TWT 542 SPACE SHIUTTLE CRBITER BIF2W4VIIP1R2 (A69038) 3 0 MAY 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
'REF 7.6800 50. IN )(MRP = 3.6820 IN. ALPRA = 10.000 ELEV4 = .00
LREF = 2.0200 IN. MRP = .0000 IN. RLOER = .000 RFLARE = .o0
BRE = 4.4600 IN. ZP4RP = .DOO IN. BFLAP = .0
SCALE= .0040 SCALE
RLJ r'r. 115/ o RN/L = 4.56 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.O00 5.00
MA0i BETA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAP CPC CP3
.599 -6.110 .04820 .55580 .10740 .00920 -. 00310 .03570 .02240 .01330 -. 21230 -. 26340
.599 -3.030 .05300 .54s30 .G0090 .00320 -. 00140 .03790 .02130 .01650 -. 20570 - 24770
.599 -2.0C0 .05510 .55730 .04780 .001lZ -. 00090 .03910 .02120 .01780 -. 20760 -. 24510
.*59 -1.040 .0550O .55210 .03350 -. 00110 - .W070 .03940 .021 50 .01700 -. 21210 -. 24640
.5939 .O(.3 .05640 .54040 .01870 -. 00260 -.. 00080 .03950 .02110 .01830 -. 21253 - .23990
.599 I .u3 .05710 .54640 .00580 -. 00430 - .000Yj .03960 .02070 .01890 - .20920 -. 23370
.599 2.030 .05760 .54590 -. 000GO -. 00590 -. 00050 .03950 .02O 01890 -. 20880 .23130
.590 3.040 .05720 .54G65 -. 02290 -. 00770 .00000 .03930 .02040 .01890 -. 20920 -. 22770
.599 6.120 .05240 .54910 -. 06670 -. 01290 .00180 .03590 .02070 .01520 -. 20720 -. 234WO
GRADIENT .00067 -. 00129 - .01370 -. 001 75 .00017 .00018 -. 0oo001 7 .00037 -. 0034 .0u1351
RUN NO. 116 o0 RIL = 5.74 GRADIENT INTE1VAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAoI BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAD CAP CPC Cm
.895 -6.210 .04500 .56cOo .1050 .00790 - .00070 .06700 .02500 .04110 - .26700 -2 .2,3
.895 -3.120 .05210 .56040 .06110 .00350 -. 00340 .OD830 .02430 .04400 -. 24300 -.27530
.895 -2.060 .05290 .55830 .04750 .00210 -. 00091 .0.06 .02420 .04431 -. 24140 -. 275sO
.8305 -1.00l .05490 .5567U .03400 .00060 -. 00040 .0;870 .024c0 .04410 -. 2410V3 -. 202'k30
.805 -. 010 .05500 .55730 .02100I _ -00150 - . O .06930 .024 .0440 -. 24350 -. 2
.835 1 030 .056511 .55310 .00o03 -. 00380 -. OOI'5J0 .063i5 .02430 .04530 -. 2450O -. 27400
.895 2.040 .05670 .54980 -. 00(Y420 -. 00590 -.0190 .00940 .02380 .04550 -. 24130 -. 2G7O0
.805 3.000 .05520 .54910 -. 01820 -. 00750 -. oo1lC .O3s50 .023OC .04400 -. 23740 -. 2)800
.895 6.171 .052z0 .553503 -. 06170 -. 013Y3 -. 00080 .06740 .02480 .04260 -. 25560 -. 27500
CGrADICtir .OCOG4 -.0012 -. 01269 -. 00104 -. 00029 .00011 -. 0wl11 .00021 .0ou53 .0C)I5
RIN N9. 117/ 0 RN'JL = 6.13 GRADIEN4T INTEiRVAL = -5.00/ 5.0'
MAQt BETA CLM 0C CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CFm
1.1l9 -6.220 - .03070 .70430 .08510 .01260 .00360 .10140 .03490 .06640 -. 37010 -_.3 U50
1.199 -3.130 -. 03720 .17030 .04920 .W0670 .00220 .10240 .03460 .06780 -. 36310 -. 37900
1.190 -2.000 -. 03640 .7003) .03750 .00450 .00160 .10240 .03470 .06770 -. 36.300 -. 39150
1.199 -1.00 - .0356 . 0 .7G7 .02500 .00240 .00090 .10220 .03430 .06790 -. 35830 -. 37780
1.199 .0ou -. 03480 .70740 .01430 .00020 .00030 .10200 .03350 .06040 -. 35080 -. 3C/940
1.109 1 .0o -. 03450 .70050 .00260 -. 00210 -. 00010 .10110 .03350 .06760 -. 35450 -. 36520
1.199 2.000 -. 033a1 .71090 -. 00010 -. 00410 -. 00070 .10080 .03350 .06730 -. 36450 -. 35790
1.199 3.000 -. 0330 .70070 - .01940 -. 00610 -. 00110 .10000 .03350 .06650 -. 36730 -. 35610
1.199 6.230 -. 03450 .71000 -. 05660 -. 01230 -. 00240 .10190 .03490 .06690 -. 36700 -. 382170
InADI[CNT .00060 .00010 -. 01103 -. 00207 - .00053 -. 00040 -. 00022 -. 00017 -. 00039 .01.1451
DATE 29 JUL 72
45FC TW4T 542 5PACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2w4VIlPIAI (A69039) c 30 MAY 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREFr 7.8800 SO. IN XRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEV = 000
LflEF M 2.0280 IN. ytP = .0000 IN. RUDOER = 30.000 RFLARE = .000
't-EF- = 4.4600 IN. ZP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN No. 109/ 0 RNL = 4.52 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00! 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN Cy (BL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CFP
.59? -4.430 .03340 - .31470 .08560 .01370 -. 02870 .08290 .03250 .05040 - .26670 -. 41260
.597 -2.300 .03700 -. 20320 .08710 .01350 -. 02870 .08870 .03150 .05710 -. 25420 -. 40390
.597 - .1370 .03970 - .08400 .08830 .01330 - .02830 .09250 .03190 .060u0 - .26210 -. 40450
.597 1.980 .04260 .03640 .08920 .01280 - .02810 .09160 .03230 .05930 - .27090 - .4066
.597 4.090 .045Go .149 W .09090 .01200 -. 02790 .08740 .03240 .05490 -. 276C0 -. 40380
.597 6.220 .04950 .2.890 .09320 .01230 -. 02800 .08220 .o0250 .04970 -. 27990 -. 40230
.597 8.3G0 .05490 .38180 .095g .01080 - .02000 .08090 .03320 .047r0 - 29420 -. 40590
.597 10.390 .06210 .49500 .098G0 .01110 -. 02780 .08110 .03400 .04630 -. 31270 -. 42210
CRADIENT 0.W141 .0547,J ,00613 -. 00019 .00310 .00056 .00w3 .00053 -. 00171 .00070
RLN Nt. 110i 0 rN/L = 5.71 CGRPAD4Or INTERVAL = -5,00/ 5.00
AIA01 ALrF l CLM CN Cy MIL CyN CA CAD CAF CK CRO
.902 -4.770 .09040 - .442Y3 .07370 .02030 - .02,OJ .11610 .03470 .08130 -. 31130 -. 42130
.902 -2.500 .0803 -. 29250 .08070 .01710 -. 02910 .12100 .03540 .08550 -. 32950 -. 42150
.902 -. 203 .07790 -. 15950 .08300 .016C0 -. 02910 .12130 .0350o .08630 -. 32510 -. 41590
.902 1 .9'930 .08790 -. 04370 .08590 .01540 - .02920 .115 .03340 .08510 -. 31040 -. 39890
.902 4.230 .08G40 .0939' .08730 .01610 -. 02880/ .11220 .0320L .070G? - 311250 -. 387w
.902 6.500 .0880O .22190 .08970 .01520 -. 02910 .l1000 .03340 .07510 -. 31990 -. 30090
.902 8.751 .08090 .37270 .09o40 .01510 -. 02820 .10950 .0340G .07480 -. 35510 -. 31720
.902 O1.8rO .07440 .50320 .0953] .w00ew -. 02329 .11110 .0350 .07550 - 37470 -. 39030
GcADIENT -. 00003 .05871 .00091 -. 00045 ,00007 -. 00046 - .00028 -,00017 .00172 .00400
RUN Nr. 111/ 0 RN/L = 6.08 GADIENT INTrVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HAOQ ALni A CLM CN Cy CML CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPoF
1,200 -4 .7L00 .11420 -. 37570 .06210 .01430 -. 02470 .15870 .03370 .12490 -. 33330 - .38620
1.200 -2.410 .09380 - .22070 .06270 .01410 -. 02450 .16220 .03400 .12750 -. 35000 -. 38980
1200o -. 110 .07180 -. 07470 .06300 .01390 -. 02380 .16210 .03550 .1266 -.36530 -. 39500
i .200L 2.220 .04820 .0 79 70 .06470 .01390 - .02310 .1 6020 .03740 .122170 - .38050 - .42030
1.200 4.400 .02740 .23090 .06780 .01440 -. 02320 .15780 .03910 .1180 -. 401N -. 43690
1.200 6.820 .00920 .38580 .07150 .01440 -. 02320 .15550 .04000 .11540 -. 41100 -. 44Go0
1.2to 9.,100 -. 00620 .53350 .07350 .01400 -. 02270 .15210 .04200 .11000 -. 43600 -. 46540
1z200 11 .280 -. 01700 .66430 .07230 .01340 -. 02150 .14920 .04380 .10540 -. 450O0 -. 48140
GCRADIENT -. 00954 .06619 .00058 -. 00o00 .00019 -. 00017 .00059 -. 00076 - .00728 - .00574
?
PACE 43DATE 29 JUL 72 MSFC Tr, 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINO
DATE w JUL ' MSrFC TwT 542 TA:UI.ATltJ UATA LISTING PACE 44
qFC my 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER 8lF2W4vIIP1AI (A69040) ( 3 MAY 72 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMmTRlC DATA
sEF' = 7.6800 SQ. IN )RP = 3.6820 IN. ALPHA = .00 ELEVrJ = .000
LuEF = 2.0280 IN. MRP = .0000 IN. RLODER = 30.000 RFLARE= .Oo
REF = 4.4600 IN. Z, IP = .0000 IN. BLAP = .000
SCALE = .040 SCALE
RLN WI.. 72/ 0 RNL = 4.52 CRADIENT INTRVAL : -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI UETA CLM CN CY CBL CYN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
.5937 -6.150 .03530 -.OG3cJ) .17490 .01580 -. 02o10 .09090 .02940 .06140 -. 2G93o - .35300
.597 -3.12U .03740 -. 00,440 .13G60 .01490 -. 029W0 .09180 .02870 .06300 -. 25530 -. 35100
.597 -2.01U) .03.110 -. 0670l .12180 .01390 -. 02910 .09130 .02900 .06220 -. 25430 -. 35690
.5-? -1.0O .03730 -.OGGGo .1OGrO3 .0130 -. 02870 .08990 .02820 .061 GO6 - .24370 - .34900
.5J? - .040 .03930 - .OG6() .09480 .01240 - .02820 .091 0 .02820 .06280 -. 24410 - .35000
.597 .97u .03,00 -. oG05s3 .07840 .01140 -. 02700 .09030 .02850 .06180 -. 24510 - .35400
.597 1.900 .03930 - .OG(O2 .0G520 .0100Cf - .02710 .09090 .02910 .06180 - .25090 -. 3c90
.597 3.ou0 .038W -._0620 .05110 .00911) -. 02030 .08960 .02790 .06170 -. 23-390 -. 34920
.597 6.0cW .03690 -. 05920 .0.1010 .00730 -. 02471 .08620 .02640 .05970 -. 22740 -. 32850
GRADIENT .00026 -. 00013 -. 01396 -. 00082 .00047 -. 00025 -. 00007 -. 00016 .00213 -. 00024
RUN )Nj. 71/ 0 RN/L = 5.72 GRADIENT INTEIVAL = -5.00/ 5.0')
MAO i BETA CLM CN Cy C: L CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPt3
.906 -6.250 .07180 -. 14070 .17240 .02200 -. 02980 .11853 .03630 .081210 -. 37030 -. 40740
.906 -3.1r80 .079W0 -. 14G90 .13360 .01840 -. 03Y50 .11880 .03400 .03480 -. 3Y3o50 -. 39390
.906 -2.120 .Oo190 -. 14807 .11940 .01750 - .03Y40 .12050 .03380 .08670 - .3350 -. 33940
.9G0 -1 .0Y3 .07940 -. 1451tO .10520 .01630 -. 03010 .11883 .033CO .08500 -. 32440 -. 39000
.906 -. OGO .08010 -. 13s90 .09170 .01550 -. 02950 .11910 .03321} .08580 -. 32020 -. 30F630
.906 .u9W .07620 -. 13470 .07570 .01420 -. 02900 .11770 .033W .08420 -. 32910 -. 38440
.906 1.99') .07440 -. 132o .06280 .01310 -. 02850 .11720 .03290 .08430 - 31530 -. 38450
.9lG 3.020 .07370 -. 12880 .04640 .01190 -. 02740 .11620 .03170 .08450 - .2000 - .30Y05
.906 6.12U .On30O -. 110G -. 00340 .007GO -. 02340 .11020 .03150 .0780W -. 31210 -. 359930
GRADIENT -. 00124 .Y)335 -. 01400 -_.00105 .00049 -. 00053 - .000.) - .0022 .00510 .00193
RL* N-. 710/ O RN/L = 6.080 CADIENT II'RVAI =. -5.00/ 5.00
MACH eA rA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPO
1.197 -C.290 .07280 -. 07810 .16100 .024Go -. 02730l .16061 .03780 .12270 -. 39280 -. 41930
1.197 -3.180 .07520 -. 07750 .11520 .01930 -. 02590 .16150 .03G40 .12501 -. 37800 -. 40400
1.197 -2.10O .07550 -. 07730 .10TX0 .01750 - .02550 .16220 .03630Y .12590 -. 37830 -. 40060
1.197 -1.OG0 .07570 -. 07790 .08480 .01570 -. 02510 .16230 .03580 .12640 -. 37540 -. 39400
1.197 -. 040 .0757U -. 07750 .07120 .01410 -. 02480 .161 6 .03510 .12650 - .36770 -. 38680
1.197 .990 .07550 -. 07740 .05600 .01240 -. 02430 .16140 .03500 .12630 -. 36690 -. 38550
1.197 2.020 .07520 -. 078W0 .04190 .01090 -. 02410 .16160 .03540 .12620 -. 37010 -. 38970
1.197 3.0GO .07390 -. 07590 .02620 .00090 -. 02330 .16050 .03510 .12540 -. 36310 -. 38580
1.197 6.190 .07040 -.o07C3 -. 02490 .00290 -. 02010 .15550 .03360 .12180 -. 33610 -. 30260
GRtADIENT -. 007 .0000 -..01420 - 00164 .00039 -. 00017 -. 00022 .00006 .O0168 .00293
bA~t 20 .. d 7.7 #_A-r __ SAP _A.- AIM .I I 2.,tf.
ATE 9 JULt 72 M5FC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACE 45
MsFC TWT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CROITER BIF2%44vIIPIAI (A69041) ( 30 MAy 2 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
REV . 7.a600 SQ. IN XtRP = 3.682 IN. f ALPHA = 10.000 ELEVN = .000
Lf.EF 2.0280 IN. yHIP = .0000 IN. RUDER = 30.000 RFLARE = .000
eREFP 4.4600 IN. zHnP = .0000 IN. BFAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN "ND. 73 0O RNIL = 4.55 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HACH BETA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAN CAF CPC CPU
.603 -6.150 .06290 .497cW .188W0 .01830 -. 03050 .07900 .03350 .04540 -. 29990 - .40r?0
.603 -3 .0o .G0000 .50560 .14960 .01520 -. 03010 .07880 .03200 .04670 - .27500 - .39040
.603 -2.103 .00010 .50750 .13500 .01300 -. 02950 .07900 .03150 .04740 -. 27530 -. 3883U
.603 -1.OU .03080 .51050 .11990 .01240 -. 02890 .07910 .03130 .04700 -. 26970 -.3870a
.603 -. 040 .06100 .51220 .10430 .010O0 -. 02000 .07920 .03090 .04720 -. 26070 -. 38110
.603 .950 .0o090 .50509 .09020 .00910 - .02730 .07750 .03200 .04550 -- .28250 - .39180
.603 1 .931j .06180 .50910 .07450 .00740 -. 02690 .07700 .03250 .04450 -. 28920 - .39650
.603 3 .00J .06250 .51170 .00oa20 .0590 -. 02600 .07710 .03390 .04310 -. 29860 -. 41 6Y3
.603 6.0C .057100 .51940 .01270 o.07340 -. 022G0 .072713 .03020 .04250 -. 27480 - .36310
GRADIENT .uW39 C00074 -. 01473 -. 00155 .00067 -. 0U330 .00030 -. 00067 -. 00392 -. 002G2
RUN NO. 74/ 0 RN/L = 5.70 GRADIENT INTEVrWL = -5.00/ 5.00
H4AO BETA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CFm
.903 -6.250 .07770 .51370 .18570 .02520 - .02020 .11460 0.03j .07610 - .4003G -. 42090
.903 -3.1no .07910 .50930 .14740 .01800 - .03090 .11440 .03GOO .07750 -. 36920 -. 41850
.903 -2.120 .07T1uO .51310 .13300 .01610 -. 03110 .11210 .03580 .0763) - .343Y3 -. 41810
.903 -1.003 .07650 .5193Y .12030 .01350 -. 03130 .11190 .03GUO .07580 -. 33950 -. 42450
.903 -. 00o .07330 .53040 .1063Y .00970 -. 03110 .11080 .03590 .07480 -. 34700 -. 41610
.903 .9GC .07300 .53020 .00940 .00790 - .05300 .11130 .035G] .07503 - .35530 - .4G06(.
.903 2.00') .07400 .53390 .07500 .00590 -. 02950 .11220 .03590 .07620 - .36710 -. 40220
.903 3.0oa2 .07340 . 5330 .06120 .00450 -._2>003 .11250 .0362) .07620 - .3G610 -. 4000(
.903 6.12al .0680 .53670 .01140 -. 00100 -. 02s0C .10610 .03440 .0710o -. 32270 -. 4067U
GRIADIEr[ -. 000n9 .004Y3 -. 01400 -. 00230 .00035 -. 00021 -. 00o00 -. 00015 -. O'1O00 .00281
RUI N- . 75/ 0 RNL = 6.07 GRADIEIT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAcH BETA CLM CN Cy CtL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPU
1.200 -6.270 -. 01470 .6G4G0 .1575] .02690 -. 02250 .14750 .04030 .10710 -. 41900 -. 44640
1.z2X -3.180 -. 01390 .60770 .11630 .02050 -. 02220 .15080 .04260 .10820 -. 45010 -. 46500
1.200 -2.120 -. 01350 .6G740 .10300 .01810 -. 02250 .15090 .04350 .10740 -. 46610 -. 47070
I .2uo -1.000 - .01460 .6770 .09070 .01620 -. 02250 .15010 .043G0 .10640 -. 4670G -. 47230
I.Z O -. 040 -. 01580 .66900 .07610 .01400 -. 02210 .14890 .043W8 .10520 -. 46140 -. 47500
1.20tL .900 -. 01630 .67040 .06250 .01170 -. 02170 .14920 .04330 .10580 -. 44420 -. 48420
1.200 2.020 - .01650 .670 .05010 .00930 -. 02200 .14890 .04320 .10560 -. 4360 -. 48770
1.200 3.050 -. 01670 .67320 .03940 .00630 -. 02230 .14950 .04290 .10660 -. 43500 -. 48210
1.200 6.170 -. 01900 .67610 .00050 .00000 -. 02300 .14560 .04150 .10400 -. 41000 -. 47470
GRADIENT -. 00055 .00089 -. 01262 -. 00218 .00005 -. 00030 .00000 -. 00031 .00438 -. 00335
n.'r VQ - -
DATE 29 JUL. 72 sFC NTT 542 TABU.ATED DATA ULITINtG PAGE 46
M4FC TWT 542 SPACE WUITTLE CRBITE BIr2w4VlI1PI (A69042) ( 0 MAy 72 )
REtERQENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF a 7.8800 SQ. IN )XRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = 000 ELEVCON = .000
LREr D 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. RLDOER= .000 RFLARE = .000
BREF = 4.4600 IN. zRP = .0000 IN. FLAP = 64.0o0
SCALE = .0040 sCALE
RUN NO3. 127/ 0 RN/L = 6.79 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CVN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
1.956 -4.530 - .00380 -. 14100 - .00270 .000 00000 .07820 .01610 .06210 -. 1 7100 -. 17530
1.95C -2.330 -. 01200 -. 05190 - .00140 .00060 .00000 .07960 .016GO .06300 -. 17700 - .18020
1.956 -. 010 -. 01010 .04950 .00030 .D000 .*00 00 .08130 .01710 .06420 -. 1 7790 -. 18850
1.956 2.200 - .02GOO .14450 .00160 .0005r0 o 000 .08190 .01790 .06390 -. 1A862 - .1907t1
1 .95C, 4.410 - .03370 .2343J .00310 .00050 .0 00 .08330 .01890 .06430 -. 19870 -. 20ooX)
1.956 6.60'3 - .03940 .31800 .004GO .00040 - .00040 .08320 .01940 .06380 - .20770 - .21053
1.95C 8.870 - .04300 .40330 .OOG30 .00040 -. 00030 .00290 .019s) .OG3YI -. 21030 -. 21110
1.956 10.930 -. 04C40 .40170 .00700 .00040 -. 0(0030 .002GO .02000 .0G20O -. 21270 -. 21700
CRADIt.NT - .00333 .04233 .OO)G5 -. 000U .OWA) .OO5G .01031 .00024 - .00)200 -. 00374
MSFC TW 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER e1F2w4VllPl (A69043) 30 AY 72 
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
UttF a 7.8800 SQ. IN )MRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .O
LREF t 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .W0C IN. RLDOER= .000 RFLARE = .W
8REF a 4.4600 IN. ZRp = .0000 IN. BFLAP = 64.000
SCALE .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 126/ 0 RN/L = 6.80 GQADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ .W00
MACQ ALPHA CLM CN Cy CEL CyN CA C CA CAF CPC CPO
1.953 11 .510 -. 04680 .48280 .00810 .00030 -.*00020 .08290 .01980 .06310 -. 21040 -. 21510
1.953 13.550 _ -. 04740 .55750 .00950 .00030 -. 00030 .08230 .01980 .06240 - .2112 -. 21630
1.953 15.srU -. 04770 .64390 .01020 .00030 -. 00030 .08160 .02040 .0G120 -. 21720 -. 22150
1.953 18.100 -. 04800 .73040 .01120 .000£2% -. 00030 .08110 .02070 .0040 -. 22004 -. 2210D
1.953 20.531 -. 04530 .81290 .01310 .00020 .00000 .08040 .02120 .05910 -. 22810 -. 23120
1.953 22.C40 -. 04400 .903901 .01510 .0000 00010 .01300 .02200 .05800 -. 23520 -. 23370
1.953 24 .9Y -. 04320 .983021 .01630 .00010 .0C30 .07920 .02280 .05640 -. 24351 -. 24020
1.953 2712.03 -. 04340 1.08410 .01720 .00 ,000.3GO .07890 .02370 .0550 -. 2 -. 25800
1.953 29.37? -. 04230 1.16880 .0190l .000J8 .00o0 .07840 .02480 .053co -. 28340 -. 27000
CRADIENT .00032 .03852 .00064 -. 00002 .OX304 -. 01025 .00028 -. 00053 -. 003295 -. 00307
RLN NO. 140/ 0 RN/L = 6.33 CrADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACM ALPHA CLM CN Cy MCL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CFP
3.480 10.820 -. 01450 .30150 .0000 .0ooo00 -. OC.Y)5Y3 .08410 O.0020 .05790 -. 08550 -. OG770
3.480 12.910 -. 01250 .364JO .005 .007 -.Y0 20 .06 O0 .0)W30 .05970 -. 06590 -. 0O320
3.480 15.027 -. 01150 .420809 .00c69 .00070 -. W00040 .06740 .0040 .OG100 -. 08G740 -07040
3.480 17.140 - .00960 .49003 .00780 .W0003 -. OY.) .o0880 .00850 .0240 -. 040 -. 070
3.480 19.3013 -. 00710 .58310 .W3oGO .W00Ls - .0040 .07110 .00Gw . .0rG45 -Y.07 -. 07110
3.480 21.440 -. 00490 .641( .a0W370 .0o0503 - .000~340 .07290 .CJG70 .OGG2(1 - .07130 -. 07320
3.480 23.570 -. 001240 .71740 .01090 .00040 -. 00040 .07410 .00WG .08740 -. 07140 -. 0723Y
3.400 25.730 -. 00030 . 79630 .01330 .00040 -. 0YX)70 .07560 .00G7 .08390 -. 07140 -. 07330
3.480 27.910 -. 00030 .87590 .01340 .00030 -. 00040 .07740 .00WG .07070 -. 08190 -. 074W
3.480 30.070 .00010 .981G .01350 .00030 - .0(040 .07810 .WG3n0 .07130 -. 071Wo -. 07500
3.400 32.130 .0000O 1.04110 .01510 .00030 -. O0Jr30 .07880 .0G080 .07190 -. 07230 -. 071W
GIAD IENT .00077 .03477 .00049 - .W0012 - I00001 .00072 .00Y0Y3 .W03t9 -. 00020 -. 0003G
RuN NO. 141/ 0 RN/L = 4.93 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.0 5.00
MAIO ALPHA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CFB
4.959 10.460 -. 00230 .23560 .0030G .00230 - .00020 .05430 -. 001lw .05540 .02810 .00070
4.159 12.470 -. 00040 .2890 .00510 .00230 .00000 .05690 -. 0iOoy .05780 .020GO .00010
4.959 14.5W 00 .0000 .3465 .00550 .00220 - .00020 .05880 - .0OGo .05950 .01600 .oo)30
4.959 16.550 .00100 .40070 .0GGO .00220 .00000 .06330 -. 050 .06390 .01240 .000c0
4.959 18.630 .000 71 .47380 .00700 .00210 -. 00040 .06650 - .00040 .06700 .01110 00ooo
4.959 20.690 .00190 .543W .00840 .00210 -. 00050 .07010 -. 0o030 .07050 .00940 .OO30
4.959 22.730 .00340 .61200 .01030 .00200 -. 00060 .07280 -. 00010 .07310 .00810 .ouolo
4.959 24.810 .00350 .68 7Y .01030 .00200 -. 00060 .0600 -. 00020 .07630 .00600 -. 00010
4.959 26.880 .00250 .764Y3 .01200 .00190 -. 00070 .07860 - .00010 .07880 .00580 -. 0000
4.959 28.950 .001O .84220 .01 00 .00180 -. 00070 .08130 -. 00020 .08150 .0053u -. 00010
4.959 3Y.930 .0110 .91750 .01340 .00180 -. 00070 .08170 -. 0001 .81J') .00530 -. 0006
GRADIENT .00018 .03351 .00049 -. 00003 -. 00004 .00144 .00004 .00140 -. 00093 -. 00005
DATE 29 jUL 7Z PACE 47MSFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINC
DATE 219 JuL 72 HSC IWT 542 TABuLATED DATA LIsTING rPAC 4
aFPC Tt 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CiB1TER BIF4PW4P (A69044) ( 30 MAy 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
8RE; = 7.8800 S9. IN *(RP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELE4 = .000
LREF = 2.0280 IN. MHRP = .000 IN. BFLAP = .00
6REF = 4.4Q00 IN. ZmRP = .O(O IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN N. 154/ 0 RN/L = 4.30 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACI ALrniA ClMI CN Cy CeL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.6s2 -4.30W .00360 -. 220o -. 00460 .00200 .00040 .02190 .00730 .01450 - .07500 -. 08280
.602 -2.250 .00930 -. 121c0 -. 00310 .00190 .00000 .02840 .00760 .02070 -. 07610 -. 0W780
.602 -. 120 .01510 -. 01150 -. 00080 .00180 .00010 .03130 .00840 .02280 -. 08450 -. 09610
.602 2.010 .02080 .10220 - .00030 .0017f - .00010 .02880 .00790 .02090 - .07910 - .00980
.602 4.1W0 .02930 .21490 .O:ao .[0 IC l -. 0001O .02320 .00820 .01500 -. 081w6 -. 09320
.602 6.200 .03530 .3270? .00480 .01 50 - .oJGO .0203 .00850 .01180 - .08850 -. 09430
.0.)2 8.410 .04L300 .43G30 .Yc]30 .00140 -. 00030 .020LO .008a0 .01200 - .Oo700 - .09770
.602 10.440 .04900 .54540 .00840 .00130 -. 00W .02070 .0090o .01000 -. 10060 -. 11130
GOA)I4NT .00235 .05210 .00075 - .o31Y5 -. 00005 .0314 .(3o10 .00005 -.oo7 - .00107
RLi N-. 153/ 0 RN/L = 5.3G GRADIE4T INTRVAL = -S.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALFI IA CLM CN Cy C(L CyN CA CAO CAF CPC CFO
.907 -4.6u0 .01410 -. 27G60 -. 03590 .OYr.JO .00020 .042,3 .01080 .03210 -. 11380 -. 11950
.907 -2.370 .01 670 - - .O00493 .0043 ),A0 .0003 .04540 .01o00 .0353Y -. 10280 -. 11190
.907 -. 120 .02350 - .022o . 00020 . OX] 070 - .00050 .0452s .0wo0r) .03650 - .08990 - .09560
.907 2.110 .04840 .07200 .00W1 .0W0W -. 00)010 .04Y30 .007WG .03530 -. 076OG0 -. 00720
.907 4.3co .05970 .1903Y .00340 .OJ)5L) .O(1WO .04270 .00040 .03420 - .0045 Y -. 09530
.907 6.610 .05,Y30 .32440 .00520 .OCL40 - .W0320 .0423Y .00910 .03240 -. 10Y00 -. 11* 40
.907 8.040 .04910 .458.1 .00780 .oYJ303 -. 0000 .04650 .01253 .03400 - .12780 -. 13390
.907 10.900 .03200 .596Y .070 .01.)30 -. 00r05 .05290 .01610 .03670 -. 17440 -. 1 7390
tADOIDNT .00549 .0515n .00110 -. 00WY34 -. 00004 -. 00013 -. oU032 .00019 .00377 .00326
RUN Ni. 152/ 1 RNL = 5.72 GRADIENT INTiEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALF1A CLM CN C  CEL CyN CA CAE CAF CPC CPF
1.199 -4.500 .05360 -. 26170 -. 00580 .0~0030 .00080 .080o3 .02040 .05380 -. 27410 -. 29270
1.199 -2.290 .03270 -. 11490 -. 00450 .00070 .0000o .08540 .02750 .05780 -. 27020 -. 30980
1.199 - .020 .01180 .03180 - .00250 .0007tU .00080 .08870 .02870 .00O00 - .30 ow - .31680
1.199 2.270 -. 0050 .18220 .00040 .000(0 .00050 .08880 .02800 .06000 -. 29950 -. 31800
1.199 4.580 -. 02590 .33240 .00340 .000GO .00020 .08740 .02900 .05830 -. 31130 -. 31410
1.199 6.080 -. 04100 .40220 .00690 .00O .00000 .08590 .0290O .05630 -. 31900 -. 31790
1.199 9.180 -. 05470 .6213YU .00970 .000F -. 00030 .08470 .03120 .05350 -. 33900 -. 33390
1.199 11.350 - .06460 .75190 .01260 .00050 - .00030 .08450 .03280 .05160 -. 35600 -. 35180
GRnADICT - .00875 .06492 .00102 - .00D0X2 - .00007 .00077 .00028 .00049 -. 00418 -. 00223
4sFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER BIF2,4P1 (A69044) ( 30 Ay 72 )
RErE.ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 7.80o0 SQ. IN )MRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVN = .000
LREF 2.0280 N1. yMRP = *0000 IN. BFEAP = .000
eBEF = 4.4G00 IN. 2zMRP .0000 IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN ). 151/ 0 RN/L = 6.29 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOi ALR iA CLM CN Cy CDL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPL
I.9G2 -4.500 .00160 -. 14230 -. 00290 .W070 .WO020) .06650 .01340 .05300 -. 14500 -. 14540
1.9G2 -2.270 -. 00410 -. 05320 -. 00100 .0000O .,00010 .06870 .01450 .05410 -. 154G0 -. 15890
1.9c2 -. 050 -. 00920 .03710 .O150 .OOOGO .00030 .07090 .01560 .05530 -. 16730 -. 16890
1.9G2 2.200 - .01440 .130UC .00250 .OD50 .00010 .07220 .01G20 .05590 -. 17540 -. 17500
1 .9C2 4.450 -. 01880 .21570 .00310 .00050 -. 00030 .07220 .01660 .05550 -. 17800 -. 18080
1.9C2 6.G70 -. 0220 .3000) .00400 .00040 -.O0000 .07270 .01760 .05510 -. 18400 -. 19320
1.9s2 8.n50 -. 024G0 .379u)U .00570t .00040 -. 00040 .07340 .017U3 .051GO -. 18570 -. 18810
1.9c2 10.990 -. 02490 .45320 .00730 .00030 -. 00030 .07280 .01750 .05530 -. 18860 -. 18900
GRADIENT - .0228 .04022 .00069 -. 0 0Y2 -. 004 .00067 .00036 .00030 - .0388 -. o38s
RUN No. 144/ 0 RN/L = 5.15 CCGADIENT INTE*,VAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALFitA CLM OCN Cy C3L CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CF'
4.9sa) -4.220 - .02410 - .00040 -. 00220 .00250 .OL000 .04770 .00100 .04660 -. O79 -. 02000
4.900 -2.180 -. 02020 -. 04020 -. 00170 .0 250 .000CJ .04640 .001m3 .04510 -. 00540 -. 02100
4.90G -. 140 -. 01540 -. 00C2W -. 00X)90 .00250 -. 00010 .04580 .00150 .04430 - .00900 -. 02230
4.900 1.910 -. 01030 .03740 -.0W30A .YJ024d .00010 .04590 .0010j .04420 -. 01150 -. 02330
4.9GO 3.900 -. 00650 .075G0 .00370 .00240 -. 070040 .0446 .001 7 .04290 -. 01170 - .02410
4.9GL 5.970 -. 00170 .11830 .00140 .00240 -. 00020 .04500 .o01Y0 .04300 -. 01470 -. 025co
4.9(0 8.010 .00150 .16210 .00220 .00230 - .W060 .043o .0j2nCo .04Y30 - .01530 - .o0263
4.90]1 9.950 .004CO . 2072 .00240 .00230 -. 00052.) .04570 .00210 .04350 - .01730 - .02740
CGADIEw4T .00222 .01910 .00035 -. 00001 -. 00003 -. 0W033 .D0f]00 -. 00041 -. 00136 - .1w52
DATE 29 UL 72 PACE 49MSFC WT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
DAT. cJ JUL , ISFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTINg PACE 50
NSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CORITER B2 (A69047) ( 30 HAy 72
REFERENCE DATA PARAMiEmIC DATA
&sEF c 7.8800 So. IN P = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000
LREP = 2.0280 IN. yRP = .WOO IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN. ZtPRP .OO IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 155/ 0 RN/L = 4.29 GRADIENT INlE1VAL = -5.00/ 5.
HAQi ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
.590 -4.140 -. 01540 -. 01810 .00030 .00180 .DO030 .02070 .01490 .0050 -. 15010 _-.I0oO
.598 -2.150 -. 00780 -. 01220 .00070 .00170 .0W3U3 .02060 .01390 .00670 -. 13880 -. 15830
.590 -. 130 .00140 -. OOG10 C .000 .00180 .00020 .01980 .01450 .00530 -. 14670 -.16450
.59s3 1.800 .00800 .000OOGO .20 .OU170 -. 00020 .01870 .013GO .00500 - .14390 -. 14980
.598 3.920 .01790 .00890 .00o00 .00170 .00000 .01940 .0130e .00550 -. 14680 -. 15t 80
.598 5.910 .02450 .01510 .01040 .00170 -. WOIO .01850 .01410 .00430 -. 15160 -. 153C0
.590 ?.g930 .03380 .02350 .W0910 .00110 .0.OC10 .01890 .01510 .0300 -. 16060 -. 16450
.598 9.850 .04020 .0302 .000710 , .Y31J .00030 .01830 .01540 .00290 -. 1 210 -. 16900
CADIOI .00413 .00332 -. 00005 - .W00001 -. 005 -. 00022 -. 12 -. 00011 .00007 .00221
RUN I-N. 15G/0 oRN.L = 5.44 GRADIENT INfIVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAC0 ALPiHA CLM CN Cy COL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC C(1
.905 -4.180 -. 01540 -. 02170 .00020 .00110 .O.xo .02520 .01780 .00740 -. 10G70 -. 19G50
.905 -2.170 -_.00730 -. 014W0 .003u .00110 -. 0OOIU .02550 .01720 .00820 -. 17720 -. 1920c)
.9o5 -.130 .0015o -. G000 .L00Y50 .00100 0Y3 oC .02550 .01 720 .00820 -. 17930 -.19010
,905 1.890 .01020 .00140 .O(JGO .00100 .O){JL .02430 .01710 .00710 -. 18040 - 198050
.905 3.92o .01900 .00GO .0007 .00330 .003 .02470 . 017470 .00710 - .18890 -. 18r30
.905 5.9GO .02740 .0161?0 .. OOO .00090 - .03010 .02420 .01810 .000G0 -.19450 -. 19Cc2
.90-5 7.990 .03G03' .02630 .00000 .00030 .U0001 .02500 .01870 .G30 -. 2'.)240 -. 20120
.905 9.930 .04420 .03540 .00050 .00o0- .0YY'3 .02410 .01920 .00400 -. 2000) -. 2r.,30
GADI1NTr .00426 .00385 .W00006 -. OL7032 .00WLO -. WO011 - .01.7m3 -. 000 - .0X0038 .00Y195
RLUN N. 157/ RN/L = 5.80 GRADIENT INIXtVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO) ALPiA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPF
1.19O -4.2t0( -. 01620 -. 0220 -._ .Y3o7 .080 .oX .)000 .04630 .02350 .02271 -. 24070 -. 26300
1.190 -2.1 .00 - .01390 - .OU 70 .00080 .OWJO .04610 .o02290 .02310 - .23310 - .25730
1.19gn -. 130 .002G0 -. 00590 -. W0010O .00070 .0003 .04540 .02250 .02290 -. 23100 - .251 0o
1.190 .s910 .01210 .00340 _-.oooG .00070 -. 0Y020 .04430 .02280 .02140 -. 23920 -. 25100
1.198 3.950 .02190 .01120 -. 00010 .W0700 -. 00010 .04400 .02320 .02080 -. 24530 -. 25320
1.19, 6.0o0 .03170 .02o0) .000r. .00060 .Wo10 .04440 .02380 .02050 -. 25580 -. 2577tl
I .1 ' 8.071 .04220 .3Oo50 .00W030 .000W .00W20 .04460 .02440 .02020 -. 26190 -. 26330
1.19,1 10.000 .05210 .04070 -. 00010 .00050 .00030 .04410 .02490 .01920 -. 26750 -. 25930
GCADIE DT .00467 .00417 .0006 -. W00001 -. 00002 -. 00031 - .00003 -. 00027 -. 00075 .00132
n.wr 22 " d 72 M. V - RA1 - ... I - .1
,FPC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
HSFC TWT 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITCEI 2 (A69047) ( 30 1Ay 72 )
ERft:ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 7.8o00 . IN )RP = 3.6820 IN. B\BETA = *.T0
LIREF = 2.0Z80 IN. rMRP 0= Jw IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN. ZRP = .0000 IN.
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN N0. 150/ 0 RN/L = 6.26 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MA04 ALRIA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPB
1.961 -4.270 -. 02940 -.O02GO .00090 .00090 -. w020 .03890 .01390 .02490 -. 15130 -. 14940
1.961 -2.210 -. 01850 -. 01010 .00100 .o0000 - .0030 .03740 .01330 .02400 -. 14680 -. 14170
1.961 - .10 - .00770 - .008? .00100 .00080 - .0020 .03G20 .01290 .02330 -. 14040 -. 13920
1.961 1.900 .00320 .00120 .00130 .00080 -. 00020 .03560 .01280 .02270 -. 14090 -. 13G90
1.9G1 3.9G0 .01440 .010GO .00110 W00070 -. W020 .03540 .01350 .02180 -. 15040 -. 14300
1.961 6.050 .02530 .02300 .00000WO .00060 - .00040 .03510 .01420 .02090 -. 1 5 - .1 5090
1.9G1 8.080 .03640 .03690 .00070 .OOO -. 00030 .03520 .01510 .02000 -. 16640 - .1090
1.91G 10.0GO .04660 .05240 .0u090 .C0050 -. 00020 .03540 .01610 .01930 -. 17440 -. 17290
GRADIENT .00531 .00467 .wOw03 - .00W2 .OOo -. 00043 - .000G -. 00036 .00037 .00085
RLr N>. 146/ 0 RN/L = 6.42 GrADIENT INrERVAL = -5.00/ 5.C0
MArIl ALPHA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPC
3.479 -4.270 -. 03550 -. 03290 -. 050 .00130 -. 00020 .03270 .W00l .02GGO -.O GO -. 00GGO
3.473 -2.220 -. 02520 - .02230 - .o010o .00130 - .o000Y .03110 .00W60 .02510 - .0G37 - .G0653
3.479 -. 10o -. 01470 -. 0110 -.0.II10 .00130 -. 0n [20 .02980 .00580 .02390 -.ocGIO - .06390
3.479 1.800 - .00440 .0or310 .OXYro . 0120 - .O0320 .02840 .00580 .02260 - .06140 - .oG39l
3,479 3.88.0 .00610 .011O3 - .01020 .00120 -. 00020 .02790 .0059r .02190 -. [G240 -. o600
3.479 5.95) .01690 .02490 - .o00Y3 .00110 -.CY.n10 .02740 .00GY3 .02110 -. OG550 -. OC9?70
3.479 8 .OC)] .02710 .04020 .oCY-0 .00110 - .C.1020 .02660 .0IG70 .01990 -. 09G)70 - .07400
3.479 9.9C0 .03030 .05731 - .00020 .00100 - .00o10 .02590 .00090 .01890 -. 073?3 - .07G60
CRADIENT .00510 .00540 .1003 - .OCJoX 1 .OlX - ,000c0] -. ,0Xr3 - .005s8 .(t033 .00013
RUN IN. 145/ o0 RN/L = 5.02 GRADIONT INT[EVAL = -5.03/ 5.00
MAOI ALPHA CLM CN CY C8L CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
4.9G0 -4.180 -. 03100. -. 0313) -. 00050 .00270 .00000 .02840 .D0013 Y .02710 -. 00130 -. 02400
4.90r -2.17U - .02420 -. 021 13 - .00120 .00260 .0(00O .02600 .00150 .02520 - .00740 -. 02330
4.903 -. 150 -. 01480 - .01140 -. 00060 .00260 .0000w .02480 .W0150 .02330 - .OOs97 -. 0220
4.9s) 1.800 - .00580 - .00080 - .00050 .00250 .00030 .02360 .00150 .02200 -. 01220 - .020.0
4.9G0 3.0863 00330 .00040 -. 00050 .00250 .000o .02160 .00150 .02010 - .01200 -. 02031.)
4.90U 5.900 .01190 .02150 -. 00120 .00240 .00020 .021 60 .0 170 .01990 -. 01400 - .02230
4.9(s) 7.920 .02120 .03450 - .0OOO .0050 .00030 .021 30 .00190 .01940 -.01550 -. 024Y3
4.960 9.840 .03000 .04020 -. 00100 .00240 .00020 .02070 .00200 .01870 -. 01600 -. 2O5ad3
GRADIEIT .00452 .00496 .00003 -. 00002 .00002 -. 003 .00002 -. 00085 -. U00130 .u052
DATE 2§ JUL 7 PACE 51
INSFC tWr 542 SPACE SIUTTLE CRBITIR B2 (A69048) ( 30 HAy ?2
REtERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 7.8800 so. IN HRP = 3.6s20 IN. BETA .000
LREF = 2.0280 IN. IwMRP .0000 IN.
eREF = 4.4600 IN. z2RP = .0000 IN.
SCALE .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 160/ 0 RN/L = 4.37 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACO ALRIA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CPB
.599 10.140 .03960 .03310 .00170 .OO170 .000GO .01970 .01520 00450 -. 16180 -. 16570
.599 12.160 .04710 .041G0 .00180 .00170 .0005 .01960 .01(OlO .00360 -. 170 -. 17550
.5,9 14.100 .05500 .05090 .00250 .O)1CO .XOOOG .01950 .01G90 .00250 -. 1700 ? -. 18670
.599 16.200 .0(6240 .06120 .00330 .l001G .00070 .01800 .01010 .000WC -. 18790 - .201]CO
.599 18.230 .07t90 .07350 .00320 .00100 .00070 .01780 .01900 -. 00110 -. 19730 -. 2110(
.599 20.150 .07890 .08450 .00210 .001060 .00003 .01640 .02040 -. 00390 -. 20700 -. 22940
GRADIENT .00392 .00519 .00010 .[1l1 .0001 l - .0003 .00051 -. 00082 -. 00462 -. 00625
RuN Nr. 159/ 0 RN/L = 5.48 GRADIOIT INTIEVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI AL IIiA CLM CN Cy CL CryN CA CAB CAF CPC CPB
.899 10.220 .04430 .03490 .000u .Ow3.300 .0.5J03 .02490 .0197L .00520 - .21880 - .207)0
.899 12.2GO .05390 .04 571 .OLIL]O .00080 .OOUL20 .02460 .02020 .00430 - .22100 -. 21500
.899 14.3(w .OG460 .0530l -. 00120 .Y3070 .OLY.102 .02470 .021 3Y .00330 -. 23130 -. 22900
.899 16.350 .07480 .07250 - .X]210 .0.070 .00020 .02380 .02200 .00120 - .24380 -. 24320
.899 18.400 .08620 .08300 - .00390 .00070 .i y.3 .022W .02430 - .00130 -. 2G330 -. 26100
.899 20.390 .09940 .10630 -.OOG60 .0000c .00.XY .02270 .02G10 -. 00340 -. 27970 -. 28200
GRADIOENT .00536 .00698 -. 00067 -. 0W32 -.(Yy.33 - .00024 .00064 - .C0037? - .006.22 -. 00733
RUN NO. 15,3/ 0 RN/L = 5.82 GRADIENT INIMIVAL = -5.00, 5.00
MAOI ALF iA CLM CIN CY CEL CyN CA CAn CAF CPC CPU
1.19. 10.200 .05170 .03593 .OUO(Y .J00050 .00050 .04470 .02480 .01990 -.2;G3G -. 2G3G0
1.196 12.3Y5 .06370 .05320 .O0X7 0 .00040 .000o .04510 .2O.za) .01910 -. 27580 -. 283230
1.190 14.420 .07GGo .07u50 .00120 .00040 .00080 .04560 .02G50 .01910 -. 28040 -. 23971)
1.196 16.510 .09030 .09000 .00110 .00030 .00070 .04510 .02770 .01740 -. 29130 -. 30340
1.19G a18.).) .1050o .11480 .00110 .00120 .0000o .04500 .02900 .01540 -. 31070 -. 32520
1.196 20.590 .11000 .1389t0 .00040 .00010 .00080 .04500 .03140 .01360 -. 32810 -. 34570
GRADIENT .00653 .00971 .00000 -. 00004 .00003 .00001 .000G2 -. 00061 -. 0058 -. 00725
DATE 29 JUL 72 tF'C TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PACE 52
DATE Z9 JUL 72 14FC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING
!sFC TWr 542 SPACE SHUTTLE CRBITIER 2 (A69049) ( 30 My 72
REF'ENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
S'EF a 7.8800 5o. IN FRP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .00
LREF : 2.0280 IN. yMRP = .0000 IN.
BREF a 4.4600 IN. ZmRP = .0000 IN.
8CALE a .0040 SCALE
RU4N :,. 149/ 0 RN/L = 6.26 CRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
mAo . ALPI1A CLM CN CY CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
1.939 10.590 .04780 .05220 .O050 .00050 .00000 .03640 .01620 .02020 -. 17180 -. 17640
1.933 12.610 .058C0 .07230 .0000 .W00(40 - .00010 .03' 0' .01700 .01960 -. 18310 -. 1835
1.939 14.710 .07110 .09G30 - .00020 .00040 00000 .%030 .01810 .01880 -. 19140 -. 19840
i .939 16.820 .08430 .120l3j - .00010 .00030 .00010 .03780 .01910 .01860 -. 20430 -. 20020
1.939 18.940 .09790 .14670 .o0u0 .00020 .00530 .03810 .01990 .01820 -. 21430 -. 21550
1.939 21.090 .11200 .17490 .0020 .0YJ20 .00050 .03840 .02050 .01790 -. 21910 -. 22220
1.939 23.220 .12670 .20320 .00410 .0o010 .o000u .03890 .02120 .01760 -. 22870 -. 22910
1.939 25.340 .14130 .232 .00430 .00o00 .o030) .03950 .02200 .01740 -. 23650 -. 23810
1.939 27.460 .15620 .26390 .00410 .07.100 .Y J9oi .039003 .02250 .01650 -. 24050 -. 24480
1.939 29.530 .10O70 .292910 .00310 .0003. .0Y3080 .03830 .02250 .01500 -. 24380 -. 24110
1.939 31.630 .18330 .32220 .030G0 - .07310 .03080 .03810 .02250 .01550 -. 24420 -. 24080
CnADENT .00653 .01296 .03J21 - .00WJ3 .00005 .00011 .00032 -. 021 -. 00357 -. 329
RUN NS. 147/ 0 RN/L = 6.39 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACG1 ALPIA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CP3
4.480 10.470 .03750 .05740 .0020 .00100 .OOW(YO .02730 .0)700 .02030 .55930 - .07550
S.400 12.471 .04800 .07G10 .w 000 . 000C,0 .wOo .0200 .00720 .019O .55900 -. 07800
3.480 14.5Y. .05980 .09650 ..0090 [y..>3o .0ou00 .02710 .013 7 .01960 .55900 -. 08110
3.480 16.80') .07180 .11770 .00160 .00.'l'3 .l.YjO .02720 0070 .0190 .55840 - .07970
3.480 18.653 .08420 .13950 .001Y.) *.0.017 .0W030 .02740 .00750 .019 80 .55070 - .0140
3.400 20.740 .09720 .1633Y .0)140 000701 .00.30 .02740 .00740 .01990 .55870 -. o0o0G
3.480 22 .840 .10930 .16-')O .00170 oJ[ .00040 .02780 .00750 .023Y .55840 - .0090
3.480 24.890 .1220) .21230.) .00150 o .OY3 .00050 .02001 .007G0 .02090 .55810 -. 08230
3.400 2G.970 .13570 .23700 .00150 00050 .0 L3050 .02890 .00750 .02130 .55840 -. 08140
3.480 29.050 .14910 .2649O' .0010 .00040 .00050 .02910 .0073Y .02180 .55840 -. 07920
3.480 31.03'0 .16170 .29090 .0010G .0003y .00050 .02970 .0072_ .02250 .55840 -. 07020
GRADI ENT .00608 .01137 .0WG6 -. 0C0Y13 .w0003 .00013 .00001 .00012 -. 00004 -. 00010
PACE 53
DATC 29 JUL 72 MsFC TT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PAGC 54
1F'C WTT 542 sPACE SHUTTLE CRBITER 82 (A69049) ( 30 WAy 72 !
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF a ?.8800 SA. IN )P = 3.6020 IN. BETA = .000
LRE = a 2.0280 IN. YMRP = .0000 IN.
SREF * 4.4600 IN. H2P = .0000 IN.
sCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN ND. 148/ 0 RNL = 4.96 GRADIENT INTETVAL= -5.00/ 5.00
MtAC ALPRA CLMH CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAD CAF CPC CFPU
4.95'9 10.410 .03350 .04090 .W0X .002GO .00000 .02200' .00230 *01960 1.45390 -. 02500
4.9c59 12.310 .04330 .06510 00010 .00210 .00040 .02240 .00240 .01990 1.45350 - .02G30
4.950 14.340 .05350 .00250 .0000 .00250 .00050 .02180 .00250 .01930 1.45220 -. 02710
4.959 16.370 .0C440 .10190 .00040 .00250 .00040 .02190 .0029G .01930 1.45220 - .02810
4.950 10.371 .07510 .12240 ,00050 .00240 .00050 .02260 .0(250 .02010 1.45180 -. 02710
4.950 20.423 .00610 .1430 .00090 .00230 .00020 .02300 .00250 .02040 1.45140 -. 02780
4.959 22.400 .09820 .16610 .00110 .00230 .00040 .02380 .00260 .02110 1.45180 -. 02830
4.959 24.490 .10940 .18930 .001180 .00220 .00040 .02450 .0260 .02190 1.45180 -. 02, 10
4.959 26.520 .12130 .2135Y .00130 .00210 .00060 .02510 .00250 .02240 1.45140 -. 02780
4.959 28.550 .13200 .23780 .00120 .00210 .00050 .02510 .00250 .02250 1.45140 -. 02710
4.959 30.500 .14400 .26200 .00140 .00200 .0050 .02520 .00220 .02290 1.45100 -. 02430
GRADIENT .00554 .010GG .00WO8 - .O-YJ3 .00001 .00019 .30000 .00019 -W00012 .00001
DAlE 29 JUL 72 PAGE 55,SFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTItN
MSFC TWT 542 sHUTTLE CRBITER BlF2W4vIINP1 " CRIT (A69052) ( 30 HA 72 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
lRtEP 7.8800 SQ. IN X4P = 3.6'20 IN. BETA - .000 ELEVCN = 10.000
ILRtF = 2.0280 IN. yMRP = 0000 IN. RUDDER = .000 RF]ARE = .000
BREF = 4.4600 IN. ZMP = .OCO IN. BFLAP = .000
CALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 4/ 0 RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACHO ALPNA CLM CN Cy CIfL CYN CA CAB CAF. CPC CP1
. L) i -4.210 -. 00920 .02190 .00080 - .000GO .00010 .05090 .010GO .03230 -. 17310 -. 221 70
.al1 -2.000 -. 087O0 .14050 .00320 -. 00040 .WO00 .05660 .01890 .03770 -. 17400 
-. 22530
.6)1 .050 -. 084W6 .2590C .00510 -. 00080 -. 00050 .05790 .01770 .04020 -. 1,280 - .21220
.6O1 2.20. -. 06730 .35420 .000 -. 00370 .00000 .05440 .01840 .03590 . -. 17110 -. 21880
.6U1 4..310 -. 05090 .45790 .GO50 -. 00220 - .00040 .05020 .01770 .03250 -. 16740 
-. 20800
.01 6.450 -. 05360 .56070 .01230 -. 00540 -. 00140 .05300 .01910 .03380 -. 18130 
-. 225s0
.601 8.590 -. 04780 .6r660 .01470 -.00300 -. 00090 .0556W .01980 .03580 -. 18820 
-. 23210
.601 10.9G0L -. 045GO .78870 .01790 -. 00570 -. 00140 .05420 .02040 .03370 -. 19410 
-. 24020
CCRlADI:r .00377 .05092 .000G7 -. 00031 -. 0000L5 - .00017 -. 00011 -. 00007 .0071 
.00159
RUN NO. 5/ 0 RN/L = 6.08 CRADtENT INTERIVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALPtA CLM CN Cy CBL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
1.197 -4.540 -. 00770 -. 19r.o -. 0_l57u -. 00X50 . 070) .10750 .03CI. J .07150 -. 375G0 -.3900DO
1.197 -2.2a) -. 03390 -. 0040 -. 037 -. 00000 .00050 .11440 .03520 .07910 -. 3G670 - .380f3
1.197 .03) -_.0597J. .14)49 -. 30-0 -. 00100 .000130 .11900 .0352L .08370 -. 37 -1? -. 38400
1.197 2 37 i -. 08470 .i.lS.l .00240 -. 00090 .00010 .12170 .03570 .s08CO 
-. 37r20 -. 338900
1.197 4.0 G -. 10810 .40U J.) .00(2i .*0300 -. O0._I20 :12330 .035W .087O0 -. 37090 -. 3002)
1.197 7.010 -. 12610 .6137U .009 Y3 - .00030 -. OCYLW20 .12370 .03G90 .00080 
- .3979.0 -. 397,0
1.107 9.330 -. 14230 .7'AT1)- .01 030 -. D000 -. [ 030 .12590 .03870 .08720 -. 41720 -. 41720
1.197 11.520 -.*1W70 .90a50 .01G80 -. 00110 -. 00/350 .12790 .04020 .0870 
-. 43560 -. 4324')
GcRAD Nlr - .01092 .0672G .001 30 .MCl)4 - .03010 .00169 - .[01 .001 70 - .00070 .0017
RUN NO. 3/ 0 RN/L = 6.79 GtADIE.T INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MAOI ALfiIA CLM CN CY CBL * CyN . CA CAB CAF CPC CPr
1.990 -4.50) -. 03050 -. 09350 -. 000 .00050 -. 00020 .07760 .01840 .05920 -. 19370 -. 20190
1.960 -2.2J]-) -. 037r0 -. 00230 .Y. LY 5 .00050 -. 00010 .08120 .01920 .06190 -. 20230 -. 21099
1.960 - .010 - .04430 .09000 .00190 .00030 .00W30 .00460 .01980 .06480 
- .20870 - .21810
1.960 2.230 -. 05130 .18100 .00370 .000wj .00000 .00740 .02050 .06690 -. 21770 -.
22360
1.960 4.470 -. 05670 .26780 .00520 -. 0001 -. 00030 .08910 .02130 .06770 -. 22740 -.
2317
1.960 6.600 -. 06180 .35370 .00710 - .00010 - .050 .09040 .02170 
.06860 -. 23150 -. 23690
1.960 8.940 -. 06430 .43500 .00850 -. 00010 -. 00030 .09130 .02160 .069GO -. 2347U 
-. 23270
1.960 11.030 -. 065Wc .51080 .01020 -. 00020 -. 00030 .09210 .021 7 .07040 -. 23580 
-. 23340
GIaADIENT -. 00295 .04041 .00066 -. 0ows0008 - .00000 .00130 .00032 .00098 -. 00369 
-. 00322
DATE 29 JUL 72 'PFC TWT 542 TABULATED DATA LISTING PAGE 56
MSFC TWT 542 5HUTTLt CRBITER BiF24yvlPi NO CRIT (A69053) ( 30 A Y )2
RE~FEREtNtCE DATA, PARAMETRIC DATA
REF = ?7.8000 5C. IN )GMP = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVCN = .000
LREF = 2.0280 IN. YRtP = .0000 IN. RUDOER= .OO RFLARE = .000BRTF = 4.4600 IN. ZMtP = .0000 IN. BFLAP = 000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN NO. 8/ 0 RN/L 4.51 QADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALtF1A CLM CN Cy CBL Cy N CA CAB CAF CPC CPF)
.596 -4.390 .00020 -. 24940 -. 0056W -. 00200 .00100 .02430 .01090 .01330 
-,.09690 - .13430
.596 -2.260 .012tl -,.13740 -. 00290 -. 00180 .00080 .03030 .01100 .01930 -. 09530 
- .13570
.,596 -. 130 .01620 -. 01903 - .O100 -. 00110 .00070 .03430 .01150 .02270 -. 10400 - .1320
.59G 1.990 .02150 .09000( .00200 -. 00130 .00040 .03390 .01190 .02190 
-,.10720 
-,14440
.59G 4,150 .027Co .20440 .00290 -. 001 50 .00020 02980 .01210 .01760 -. 10930 - .147[/
.59G 6.270 .03010 .32750 .00100 -. 00140 ,[Y00fO .02740 .01310 .01430 
-. 12140 -. 15500
.509 8.430 .03690 .4372r .00090 -. 00170 -. 00020 .02780 .01330 .01450 -. 12540 
-. 1S57'O
.59G 10.4W .04090 .55250 .01120 -. 00440 -. 00050 .02770 .01480 .01290 -. 13970 -. 174 r
G4ADJ1ENT .00226 .05321 .00103 .007? -. 00009 .000G3 .00015 .00052 -. 00172 -,00165
RUN Nla. 9/ 0 RN/L = 6.07 GRADIENT INTtQVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOi ALnIItA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CFO1.195 -4.640 .08050 -. 30900 -. 00900 -. 00180 .00170 .08831 .03120 .05700 
-. 32430 -. 345Y30
1.195 -2.330 .05510 -. 14990 -. 00780 -. 00100 .00160 .09270 .03070 .06200 -. 31620 -. 34170
1.195 -. 040 .03100 .00270 - .005 - .00190 .00150 .09450 .02910 .06540 -. 30770 - .31040
1.105 2.27L) .0070 .115440 -. 00180 -. 00140 .013140 .09510 .02940 .06570 -. 30770 -. 3p350
1.195 4.570 -. 01300 .3.331 . .00180 -. 00070 .00130 .095301 .0300C0 .06520 -. 31970 -. 32G70
1.195 6.8A0 -. 03110 .46Y000 .00540 -. 00010 .0090 .09430 .031 0 .06300 
-. 33440 
-. 33910
1.195 9.21x) -. 04450 .60.490 .00950 .DOrM0 .00050 .09300 .03310 .0OGO0 -. 35020 
-. 35r3.)
1.19.5 11.3 ,f) -. 05440 .73220 .01 33. .00000 , .0y10O .09310 .034CO .058501 - .37270 -. 372 ?i
CGRAD.lEi -. 01018 .06693 .00120 ,0011 -. 0304 U00071 - .0001G .00087 .00077 .0U240
RUN NO. 1/ 0 RN/L = 6.73 Gi4ADIENT INTErVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MAOQi ALPFtA CLM CN Cy CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPFB
1.966 -4.550 .O5313 -. 15190 -. 001O .0000 .00010 06990 1590 .90 0 5400 -. 16230 - .1 770j
1,.96G -2*Y., -. 0012t0 -. 06140 -. 00069 .00010 .00040 .07200 .01740 .05460 -. 18050 -. 1920J
1.96C - . _ .00 .03010 .0WO30 .000 .00050 .07400 .01810 .05590 - .18770 - .2003J
1.96G 2.180 -. 01310 .11990 .00180 -. 00020 .00060 .07530 .01900 .05630 -. 20100 -. 200300
1.966 4.430 -. 0180.: .2000 .4004 -. 00040 .00010 .07570 .02000 .05570 -. 21440 -. 21 60
1.966 6.630 -. 02300 .29530 .00560 - .00040 .00000 .07590 .02000 .05590 -. 21010 -. 2195]
1,9GG 8.880 -. 02550 .37790 .00720 -. 00040 .00020 .07610 .02053 .05560 -. 21700 -. 22290
1.966 10.9Ca -. 02580 .45120 .00870 -. 00050 .00020 .07550 .02120 .05430 -. 22680 -. 23030
GCADIEIT 
- .00266 .04020 .00061 -. 0005 .00001 .00066 .00044 .00023 -. 00556 -. 00400
ISFC /TW 542 5tUTTLE CBITER BIF2W4V1tPt N-J G6IT (A69054) ( 30 HAy )
REPERENCE DATA PARAIETRIC DATA
RE a 7?.8800 SQ. IN )*P = 3.6820 IN. BETA = .000 ELEVOCN = -10.000
LREF 2.0280o IN. YMRP = .0000 IN. RUDOER = .000 RFLARE = 
BREf = 4.4600 IN. Z.P .WOO IN. BFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0040 SCALE
RUN No. 7/0 RN/L = 4.54 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
k10ACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL OCYN CA CAB CAF CPC CP8
I .602 -4.570 .09240 -. 49850 -. 01020 .00090 .00210 .02650 .00650 .01990 -. 05470 -. 08290
.SZ2 -2.470 .10230 - .40220 - .00790 -. 00110 .00180 .03410 .00690 .02710 - .05760 - .08780
.602 -. 320 .10880 -. 29150 - .0510 -. w0020 .00190 .04090 .o0060 .03330 - .06390 -. 09570
.6u2 1.810 .11420 -. 181te -. 00370 .wuao .00170 .04130 .00780 .03350 -. 06420 -. 09910
.62 3.9GO .11760O -. 0400 - .0290 .00150 ,00130 .03800 .00790 .03010 -. 06520 -.. 0L01
.602 6.Io0 .12440 .0541U .00050 .x)OCl .00130 .03320 .00940 .02380 - .07850 - .11830
.602 8.260 .1330: .17180 .0011t O .LXOO .00130 .03140 .0059' .02180 - .07GO0 -. 12370
.z2 10.200 .13610 .2770 ,3 .00330 .u10 .J140 .03100 .00990 .02110 -. 07840 - .12040
GRADIENT .00292 .05oiO ,w0008 WO011 - .0LO00 .00141 .00017 .00125 -. 00129 -. 00214
RUN ND. 6/ RN/L = 6.09 GRADIENT INIERVAL = -5.00/ 5,00
MACH ALR-A CLM CN CY ClL CYN CA CAB CAF CPC CPB
1 ,197 -4 .820 .16120 -. 40030 -. 01140 - .. Y350 .W0190 .11090 .02870 .08210 -. 29990 -. 31670
1.197 -2.490 .13590 -. 309030 -. 00810 - .(YYJO0 .0060 .11400 .02900 .08490 -. 30290 - .32010
1.197 -. 180 . 1170 -. 14760 -. 00580 - .mOX90 .00140 .11480 .03010 .08470 - .3153 -. 33110
1.197 2.140 .O8850 .00680 -. 00353 -. OOS390 .00160 .11370 .03150 .08220 -. 33570 -. 342a0
1.197 4.450 .07020 .15960 - .00070 - .o3040 .0D160 .11070 .03190 .07870 - .34640 - .34270
1.197 6.760 .05250 .31593 .00240 -.00YJ40 .00180 .10600 .03240 .07360 -. 35170 -. 34710
1.197 9.090 .03910 .46340 .00690 -. 00040 .00110 .10290 .034C0 .06830 -. 36880 -. 37530
1.197 11.280 .02960 .59610 .01060 -. 00X80 .001 t0 .10050 .03590 .06450 -. 38360 
-. 39020
RADIDENT -. 0990 .06887 .00112 .oooO - .00003 - .00003 .0o038 -. 00041 - .00543 - .00322
RUN NS. 2/ RN/L = 6.81 GfADIENT INTESjVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA CLM CN CY CBL CyN CA CAB CAF CPC CPO
1.944 -4.620 .03920 -. 21320 -. 00300 W00040 .0020 .08140 .01600 .06530 -. 17750 -. 169{Y
1.944 -2.3GO .03330 -. 12150 -. 00140 .00040 .00040 .08130 .01620 .06500 -. 17830 
-. 1 7320
1.944 -. 120 .02750 -. 02940 -,00040 .00030 .00060 .08140 .01650 .06480 - .17880 
-. 1781o
1.944 2.130 .02090 .06280 .000o7w .0000 .00 .08100 .017w0 .06390 -. 17770 
- .1750
1.944 4.370 .01630 .15230 .00190 -. 00020 00060 .07970 .01780 .06180 -. 18790 -. 19490
1.944 6.600 .01100 .241O .00360 -. 00030 .00030 .07820 .01870 .05940 -. 20490 
-. 19990
1.944 8e.880 .00810 .33420 .00570 -. 00030 .0020 .07740 .01960 .05780 -. 21630 -. 20750
1.944 10.990 .00620 .41080 .00720 - .000O .00030 .07580 .01980 .05590 
-. 21030 -. 21680
GRADIENT -. W00259 .04073 .00053 - .00007 .00004 -. 00016 .00020 -. 00036 -. 00090 -. 00294
eavailable COPY.:
MwFC TWT 542 TABULATE DATA LISTINC PACGE 57OATE 29 JUL 72
